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ABSTRACT
This thesis is both an examination and a translation of the manuscript in the
Feyzullah Library entitled Tanqlh kitab al-Tahqlq fl ahadith al-Ta'lIq by
Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Dhahabl. Within the context of this thesis, reference is
made only to the sections on jinayat (crime), hudud (prescribed punishments), and
jihad (war).
In view of the fact that the manuscript is mainly related to the Hanball school of law
and discusses disputation questions using hadtth evidence, Chapter 2 deals solely
with the elucidation of the science of disputation, its meaning, significance, forms,
and related books compiled on questions of disputation. Within the sphere of Chapter
3, a discussion of both the developmental stages of the Hanball school of law as well
as its fundamental principles is presented. Chapter 4 traces the developmental stages
of the Tanqlh begining with the Ta 7lq of Abu Ya'la right up until the Tahqlq of Ibn
al-JawzI. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 comprise a translation of the original sections from the
Tanqlh from Arabic into English, with relevant discussion of relatedfiqh issues and
references to associated hadiths and their sources.
What emerges from this study is the scholarly status of al-Dhahabl in the science of
fiqh and the richness of the different schools offiqh in general and the role of the
Hanball school of law in particular.
x
GLOSSARY
Al-'aqilah: The male relatives of a person descended from one common father, such as
brothers, nephews, paternal uncles, and paternal cousins. See: 'al-Rawdal-
murbi' sharhZad al-mustaqni' " with the marginal notes of Ibn Qasim: 7:297.
Al-'asf: The hired worker. It is named 'hadHh al- 'asif' because when the man asked the
Messenger of Allah he said to him: (kan ibni 'asfan 'ala hadha) 'O Messenger
of Allah, my son was hired by such and such a man ...'.
Al-buyu': The plural of bay\ which is the exchange of goods for goods or money or in
other words: business transactions.
Al-jadld: Al-jadid is what al-Shaff I propounded in Egypt, whereas al-qadhn is what he
propounded in 'Iraq but retracted. Hence if two differing opinions are found
then al-jadld is the one to be followed.
Al-raf: The attribution of a hadith text to the Messenger of Allah.
Al-sawl: An illegal attack upon another person. Also applied to disturbed animals that
kill a person. See: 'al-mawsu'ah al-fiqhlyyahi': 28:103.
Al-siyar: The plural of sirah, meaning the method be it good or evil. See: 'al-Ta'rfat'
of al-Jurjan I: p. 122.
Ansar: The plural ofAnsarI, being those Companions of the Prophet from Mad Inah. It
is said that they are so called because of the aid inusraK) they gave to the
Prophet. The term is mentioned in the Qur'an a number of times. See: al-
Sam'an I, al-Ansab, 1:368.
Bay' al-'araya: The plural of'ariyya, A sort of sale by which the owner of palms tree is
allowed to sell fresh dates (rutab) while they are still over the palms, by means
of estimation, for dried plucked dates.
Bint labun: The female camel that has entered the third year of its life. See: 'al-mutii
p. 124.
xi
Bint makhad: The female camel which has entered its second year. See: 'al-mutii":
p.123.
Da'If, pi. du'afa: A degree slightly below hasan. It is also applied to every hadith in
which the conditions for acceptance are not found. See: 'al-muqizah' of al-
Dhahab I: p.33. If a transmitter of hadith is described as btmgda'If, then his
hadith cannot be used as evidence but he is accepted in mutaba'at and
shawahid. This is the fourth level of invalidation according to al-Dhahab I. See:
'mabahithfl 'ilm al-jurh wa al-ta 'dll' of Qasim A11 Sa'd: p.87.
Dar al-harb: Every land in which the laws of kufr are prevalent. See: al-mawsu'ah al-
fiqhlyyah,! :121.
Dhimml: Relative adjective of dhimmah, being the contract undertaken by the Imam or
his deputy for the safety of a non-Muslim's person and property in exchange for
him undertaking to pay the jizyah tax and accepting the laws of Islam. See: 'al-
maws u 'ah al-fiqhfyyah, 7:121.
Fatwa, pX.fatawiorfatawa: The explanation of a religious ruling to one who asks about
it. See: 'al-mawsu'ah al-fiqhlyyah, 32:20.
G/tulul: The taking of an item of war booty before it has been divided up. See: 'al-
mawsu'ah al-fiqhlyyah31:272.
Ghusl: The religious act of bathing after a legal impurity.
Haddathana, abbreviated in the text as: (na) or (thana): This term is used by the relater
of hadith to show that he actually heard the hadith along with other students in
the words of the shaykh, i.e. the shaykh read for them the hadith. If the relater
heard it alone from the shaykh he uses the term haddathani(He related to me)
or sami'tu (I heard). As for akhbarana or akhbaranl, abbreviated in the text as:
(ana): This shows that the student himself read out the hadith for the shaykh
who would listen and confirm it. "It does not necessarily mean that the traditions
were transmitted orally and no books were used. See: 'al-Muqizah'': p.55. for
more details see: M. M. A'zamI,'Study in Early Hadith Literature' p. 300,
American Trust Publications, 2nd edition 1978.
HadRh: That which is attributed to the Messenger of Allah. It is also said that it means
an account and includes that which is attributed to the Prophet or to others like
the prophetic Companions (sahabah) or those who came after them (tabi 'In).
See: 'Tadrlb al-rawf of al-Suytit I: 1:29, edited Nazr al-Faryab I, Dar al-Kalim
al-Tayyib, Damascus.
Hafiz: is a person endowed with an ability to retain what he has learned by heart, see
'The Rise of Humanism' p.99. it is also said that he is a transmitter of hadlths
endowed with excellence of memory. 'An Introduction to the Hadith' by John
Burton p. 198.
Halik: The extremely weak narrator, being the third level of invalidation according to
al-Dhahab i. The hadith related by him cannot be used as evidence and he is not
accepted in mutaba' at. See the table.
Haqqah: This refers to a female camel which has completed three years, so called
because it has become ready to be ridden or to carry burdens. See: 'al-Mutii
p.24.
Haram'. A protected area in which certain behaviour is forbidden and other behaviour
necessary. The area around the Ka'ba in Mecca is a haram, and the area around
the Prophet's Mosque in Madina is a haram.
Harbi: a non-Muslim who is not party to the contract of the dhimmah or of security.
See: Dhimmr, and 'al-mawsu'ah al-fiqhlyyah, 7:104.
Hadd, pi. hudud: Linguistically carries the meaning of prevention. The term means the
religiously prescribed punishment for crime. See: 'al-ta'rifat' of al-Jurjanl:
p.83; and 'al-mawsu'ah al-fiqhlyyah'\ 17:129.
Hukumah: The ruling given by the judge in fixing the compensation to be paid by the
criminal to the victim of the crime. This in cases where the amount of
compensation is not established. See: al-mawsu'ah al-fiqhlyyah, 18:68.
Hullah, pi. hulal: A dress which covers the entire body consisting of two garments. See:
'al-talkhls fl ma'rifat asma' al-ashya" of Abu Hilal al-'Askar I al-Hasan b.
'Abd Allah (d.395.), p.216, Dar Sadir, Beirut, 2nd edition, 1993, edited Dr.
'Izzat Hasan; and iMuhit al-Muhit' of Butrus al-Bustan I: p. 189, Librairie du
Liban, 1974.
Ibn labun: See Bint labun.
Ibn makhad: See Bint makhad.
Ihsan: Linguistically carries the meaning of prevention, and chastity, and marriage, and
freedom. See: 'qamus al-muhit': p.l 190. The meaning of ihsan in the chapter
on slander differs from its meaning in the chapter on the punishment of the
adulterer. See muhsan.
Imam: The person who leads the prayer. Also, a man i.e. scholar or leader, who has
been taken as an example.
Isnad: The relating of the chain of narration of the text of a hadith. See: 'Nuzhat al-
nazarp.7.
Jadha'a: The female camel that has completed four years of its life and has entered the
fifth. See: 'al-mudip. 124.
Jayyid: Carries the same meaning as sahlh according to a group of scholars. However,
some scholars use the term to refer to a degree between sahlh and hasan. See:
' Tadrlb al-rawF of al-Suyut i: p. 1:194.
Jizyah: The wealth taken from a dhimml each year in exchange for his security and
abode in dar al-lslam. See: 'al-mawsu'ah al-fiqhiyyah': 15:150, 30:101.
Kharay. This is the wealth incumbent upon the lands of the dhimmis. It differs from the
jizyah q.v. in that the jizyah is a head tax whereas the kharaj is a land tax, and
the jizyah is invalidated by the acceptance of Islam whereas kharaj remains.
See: 'al-Mawsu'ah al-fiqhiyyah': 15:152. Kharaj has another meaning being the
state's sources of wealth. See: 'al-mawsu'ah al-fiqhiyyah': 19:52.
Khums: A one-fifth portion tax. The khums is taken from four things: war booty, fay',
salab, rikaz. See: 'al-mawsu'ah al-fiqhiyyah'\ 20:10.
xiv
Laysa bihi ba's: An expression used for the narrator of hadith whose accuracy is
slightly questioned and his hadith is at the level of hasan but not sahih. This is
the third level of reliability according to al-Dhahab I.
Layyin: The description of a narrator of hadith as being layyin points to the existence of
a slight weakness in him, and his hadith is considered da'if. This corresponds to
the fifth level of invalidity according to al-Dhahab I (see table). Thehadith rises
to the level of hasan when it is found related in another similar or better isnad.
Madhhab: Method; creed. See: 'al-qamus': p.86. It also means the decisions and
preferences of a scholar. The later scholars of jurists school use the word
madhhab with the intention of meaning the legal opinion or the most likely
amongst them. See ,Mawahib al-Jalil sharh mukhtasar Khalil, vol. 1, p.24.
Majhul: There are two types of majhul: (a) majhul al-'ayn which is a person mentioned
by a single narrator and not authenticated by anyone, (b) Majhul al hal which is
a person mentioned by two or more narrators but not authenticated. He is also
named mastur. See: 'Nuzhat al-nazar sharh nukhbat al-fikar' oflbnHajar,
p.80.
Mujtahid: A scholar exercising his own independent judgement.
Matruk: A person accused of lying. This is the second level of invalidation according to
al-Dhahab I. See: 'mabahithfi 'ilm al-jurh wa al-ta 'dil' of Qasim Al I Sa'd: p.87,
Dar al-Basha'ir al-Islam iyyah, Beirut, 1988; and Nuzhat al-nazar sharh
nukhbat al-fikar' of Ibn Hajar, p.44. edited Muhammad al-A'dham I, Maktabah
al-Turath, Egypt.
Mawquf: This refers to the hadRh attributed to a Prophetic Companion.
Mudihah: A head wound that exposes the white bone of the skull. See: 'al-Qamus al-
muhit': p.367.
Mudallis: The narrator to whom tadlis is attributed, tadlis meaning to relate what one
has not heard from someone else in a way that makes it seem possible that he
may have heard it.
xv
Muhsan: The muhsan in the chapter on the punishment of adultery refers to the man
who has had sexual intercourse with his Muslim or d/timmi wife through a
correct marital arrangement both of the pair being of age and of sound mind and
freepersons. See: 'al-Rawd al-murbi' sharh Zad al-mustaqni", with the
marginal notes of Ibn Qasim: 7:313-314. The meaning of muhsan in the chapter
on slander is the Muslim freeman of the age of maturity and chaste who has
sexual intercourse with one similar without the condition that he be of the age of
reason. See: 'al-Rawd al-murbi' sharh Zad al-mustaqni'with the marginal
notes of Ibn Qasim: 7:332-333; and 'al-Mawsu'ah al-fiqhlyyah'-. 2:222-225.
Munkar al-hadlth: See munkar.
Munkar, pi. Manakir: A narrator who use to commit excessive errors in his narration or
his immorality is so obvious his narration is said to be munkar. His hadlth is
held to be extremely weak and it cannot be used as evidence and it is not taken
into consideration. See: 'Nuzhat al-nazar': p.44; The term is also applied to the
hadSh related solely by a single weak (da'If) narrator. See: 'al-Muqizah' of al-
Dhahab i: p.42, 77.
MunqatiRefers to a hadlth whose chain of narration is missing one ore more
narrators.
Mursal, pi. marasU: Refers to a hadffli related by a tabi'Tq.v. See: 'Nuzhat al-nazar':
p.36-37.
Mudtarib: Is a hadIth in which the transmitting authority differed and it was not
possible to prefer one narration to another, as both narrators were of equal
standard. This defect occurs sometimes in isnad , sometimes in matn and
sometimes in both. See the commentary on hadlth 19. Also Azami M.M,
Studies in Hadith Methodology and Literature.
Muzlim: Applied to the extremely weak isnad.
Nisab: Linguistically meaning the origin and source. In monetary nisab al-mal terms it
applies to the amount that is mandatory for zakat. Nisab al-sariqah refers to the
minimum amount stolen that warrants hadd punishment q.v. See: 'al-Qamus al-
muhlt': p.138; and 'al-MughnF of Ibn Qudamah: 12:434.
xvi
Qasamah: An oath sworn to the blood relatives of the victim if they accuse others of




Qaza': Shaving one's head and leaving the forelock or other tuft of hair here and there.
Sadaqah: Alms donated for the sake of Allah. See: 'Qamus al-MuMt': p.900.
Sahlh: Refers to a hadffli whose chain of narration is sound and correct and is free from
defect and irregularity. See: 'al-Muqizah': p.24.
saa measure = 2.5 kg approximately.
Shahid pi. shawahid: A hadhth whose wording or meaning is identical to another, but
the narrator Companion is different in both.
Shaykit: In the Arabic language refers to one above the age of fifty. It is also used as a
term for anyone who is a source of knowledge, or as Ibn Rajab said: 'They (i.e.
Shaykhs) are of a lesser degree than that of Imam and hafiz and they may be
reliable or not. See: 'Sharh 'ilal al-Tirmidhf: p.256, edited Subh i al-Samara' i.
According to al-Dhahab i the term refers to the lowest level of authenticity being
the fourth level (see table). See also: "mahahith fl 'ilm al-jurh wa al-ta'diT of
Qasim A11 Sa'd: p.39.
Sunnah: This term has a number of meanings and may be synonymous with the term
hadih. It is also said: The Qur'an and sunnah. It may also be used with the
intention of meaning recommended (mustahabb) and this is a term of the Jurists.
It also may be used to mean the way or method.
Ta^zir: In the Arabic language the word means prevention. The term offuqaha' means
discipline. It is mandatory in every crime in which no mandatory hadd q.v. or
expiation is stipulated such as contacting a foreign woman without coition and
abusing others with swear words other than adulterer. . . See: 'al-Rawdal-
murbi' sharh Zad al-mustaqni'with the marginal notes of Ibn Qasim: 7:346.
Tab? I, pi. Tabb in: Refers to one who met a Prophetic Companion.
Thayyib: a man or a woman who has been married. See muhsan.
Thiqah, pi. thiqat: The narrator who fulfils all the conditions of authenticity and
accuracy.
Walt I: saqit, matruk :The fourth level of invalidity according to al-Dhahab I. Hishadiih
is not used as evidence and he is not taken into consideration. See: 'Tadrlb al-
rawf of al-Suyut 1: 1:409; and 'al-Qamus al-muhit' of al-Fayrtizabad I: p. 1344.
Wahm, pi. awham: A mistake, or imagining something that is not in reality the case.
INTRODUCTION 1 AL-DHAHABI'S TANQIH
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 RATIONALE FOR PROPOSED RESEARCH AREA
There has been a great deal of discussion about Islam in recent times. This is for a
number of reasons. These reasons include the wars which have taken place on religious
grounds in Europe and Asia; the appearance of certain states which claim to adhere to
Islamic law; the spread of Islamic missions and movements in the western world which
call to Islam; and the perpetration of acts of violence by those who are associated with
Islam, or from those non-Muslims who are against Islam, for example the taking of
hostages or the hijacking of airliners, the killing of civilians, or the planting of bombs in
public places and so on. All of this creates 'news' which is carried daily by the media in
all its forms; visual, audio and printed. This in turn creates both positive and negative —
though mainly negative— images of Islam and Muslims in the minds of non-Muslims. It
may even have an effect upon the minds of those Muslims themselves who do not have
the benefit of a complete knowledge of Islam. It is no secret that many of those who
invite non-Muslims to Islam do not give the correct image of Islam, either out of
ignorance, or out of a weakness in adhering to its commandments. Some even
deliberately conceal certain aspects of the religion or attribute to it that which has no part
in the religion out of fear that others may reject the religion. This is in my opinion the
worst of things in that it comprises ignorance of Allah and His Messenger, and
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ignorance of the tolerance of this religion, and deliberately forging lies against Allah and
His Messenger which is one of the most major sins. Certain people think that what is
meant by 'obstructing the way of Allah' is confined to extremism in religion and
demonstrating violence and severity. This is a mistake. Obstructing the way of Allah, as
well as occurring because of extremism can also occur because of neglect and speaking
about Allah without knowledge. For example, there are some people who hold the
opinion that killing innocent civilians such as women and children is permissible. This is
wholly contrary to the authentic hadiths, the actions of the Companions and the
framework of human norms. Moreover such a stance would inevitably rouse the anger of
both individuals and communities against Muslims and Islamic religion. Another
example is when at times a form of marriage called 'zawaj al-muhallil 'x has become
1
'Nikah al-muhallil' is a prohibited ploy which is undertaken by the family of a woman who has been
divorced three times. They marry her to another person, not with the intention of normal marriage but
rather with the intention of making her lawful for her original husband. This because the woman who has
been divorced three times is not lawful for her original husband until she marries another man in a correct
and lawful marriage who then divorces her by his own will or dies. It is in the hadith that if anyone
undertakes marriage solely for the purposes of making the woman lawful again is accursed. This was
related by many Companions as follows:
1. from 'All b. Abl Talib it was related by Ahmad, al-Musnad, no. 636; al-Tirmidhi, no. 1119. Abu
Dawud, no. 2076, Ibn Majah, no. 1935.
2. from 'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud it was related by al-Nasa'I, 3416, Ahmad, 4271, al-Tirmidhi, 1120.
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widespread, this has been a cause of obstructing non-Muslims from entering Islam.
Many people have used this as a pretext to censure and blame Muslims and have said:
"The Prophet of the Muslims said to them that if one of them divorces his wife she
would not be lawful for him again until she commits adultery."2 However the Prophet is
innocent of such a statement as are the Prophetic Companions and those who followed
them as well as the majority of Muslim scholars. This form of marriage is not correct
and is not to be found in any religion and the true believers find it detestable. Hence, it is
very important that Islam be exhibited by way of its original sources such as the Holy
Qur'an and the authentic traditions, and that it be understood by way of the classical
books authored by the great and reliable scholars so that the distinction may be made
between the Divine Islamic Law as sent down by Allah which is not liable to error, and
the opinions of scholars and jurists and the behaviour and practice of Muslims which
may be susceptible to truth as well as error, and are areas of discussion and argument.
3. from Abu Hurayrah it was related by Ahmad, 8088.
4. from Ibn 'Abbas it was related by Ibn Majah, 1934.
It is also something rejected by the intellect and sound human nature. See: Malik, al-Muwatta', p. 212
translated by Aisha Bewley, Madina press, Granada, Spain 1992.
2
See Ibn Taymiyyah, Majmu' al-Fatawa, 32:156; Ibn al-Qayyim, 'flam al-Muwaqqi'm, 3:41-43.
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The state of Muslims today differs from that of the past in several ways. One difference
is that the scientific, economic, political and military power of the Muslims was
accompanied by the practical implementation of Islam which made Islam the goal of
every people on Earth. This is the reason which motivated me to choose this rare
manuscript and to examine and edit one of its sections about which there is so much
discussion, the section being the one dealing with jinayat (crimes), hudud (statutory
punishments), and jihad (holy war) and which explains a number of issues in which the
Muslim scholars have differed. This is a work which few researchers have undertaken
with the Arabic language.
1.2 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROPOSED RESEARCH AND PREVIOUS
RESEARCH
This research is very valuable in that it is a new work in the western academic field
presenting in a translated and edited form one of the original and authentic books on
Islamic law, which dates back to the 6th to 8th centuries AH. It is needed by many
specialist researchers as well as by Muslims who do not have the benefit of the Arabic
language and who desire a knowledge of the delicate points of Islamic law free from
adulteration which may at times be intentional or unintentional on the part of both non-
Muslims and Muslims themselves.
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The manuscript ' Tanqlh al-Tahqiq flahadith al-Ta 'Ifq' is a very valuable document in
the hand of the author Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Dhahabl. It is a
manuscript not previously translated or edited in a scholarly fashion. After I had begun
my editing I came across an edition of the manuscript edited by 'Abd al-Mu'tl Qal'ajl
printed by Dar al-Wa'y al-'Arabl and Maktabat Ibn'Abd al-Barr, Aleppo, 1st edition
July 1998. This book comprises 12 volumes and contains the book 'al-Tahqiqfimasa'il
al-khilaf' of Ibn al-JawzI, and the book 'Tanqlh al-Tahqiq' of al-Dhahabl along with
indices and a study. I examined this printing and found it to be a poor edition lacking in
scientific rigour. I would make the following observations on this edition:
The editor of the book is not a specialist in this science. Every science has its specialists,
without doubt, and those who know its terminology and who are concerned with
publishing it and editing it. If those who are not qualified undertake such work then they
are liable to make grave mistakes through their lack of understanding.
Qal'ajl's work is limited to numbering the prophetic traditions in al-Dhahabl's 'TanqiH
by giving them the same numbers as that of Ibn al-Jawzi's 'Tahqiq\ Then he puts al-
Dhahabl's book in the lower part of the page and Ibn al-JawzI's book in the upper
portion despite the fact that al-Dhahabl provided more traditions than the ' Tahqlq' and
abbreviates it. This means that al-Qal'aji's work consists of no more than reprinting the
manuscript, but in a distorted and corrupted form.
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Despite this, al-Qal'aji work was beneficial to some degree in my research. Specifically,
certain words which were difficult to comprehend from the manuscript were clearly
elucidated in the print version. Nevertheless, I have not relied totally on the print
version. For the purpose of accuracy I compared exerts from the print version with other
hadith and jurisprudential sources.
1.3 METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
The thesis comprises an introduction, three chapters, and a conclusion.
The Introduction reviews a number of topics related to the science offiqh controversy,
its nature, etiquette, and the major books written in this discipline.
It also reviews the fundamentals of Imam Ahmad's school ofjurisprudence and provides
a brief biography of each of the three authors who contributed to this book, namely, al-
Qadi Abu Ya'la who wrote the original book al-Ta'llq al-kabir, Ibn al-JawzI who edited
it in his book Tahqlq al-Ta 'llq and al-Dhahabl who revised Tahqlq al-Ta 'llq in his book
Tanqlh al-Tahqlq. The introduction also provides a description of the methodology of
these three authors in their respective books.
Given the considerable bulk of Tanqlh al-Tahqlq fJAhadlth al-Ta 'llq -a preliminary
edition of the manuscript in Arabic resulted in a typescript of over 500 pages-1 have
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chosen to study three chapters in particular for this thesis. These I have selected on the
basis of their significance and their relevance to contemporary issues which have been
the object of much controversy and have given rise to many misconceptions and
criticisms about Islam. These three chapters are: Crimes, Punishment and War.
I have done the following concerning these chapters:
(i) I have typed out the Arabic text, using the necessary diacritics for all the
words.
( ii ) I have translated the Arabic text into English.
(iii) I have numbered the titles of the chapters, thefiqh issues and the prophetic
hadiths and put the numbers between brackets [ ] for ease of reference.
(iv ) I have verified the chains of transmission of all the hadiths, attributed them
to the major books of hadiths and judged them in terms of whether they are authentic or
weak, based on the fundamentals of this science and on the verdicts of scholars of hadHh
before me.
(v ) I have also commented on thefiqh issues, explaining and elucidating them.
The issues of fiqh in the book need such treatment because they are written in a very
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specialized fiqh language, sometimes quite inaccessible to the nonprofessional because it
is too concise.
(vi) I have further discussed the evidence used to support the arguments and
indicated which ones are to be favoured in my view in the light of the legal evidence
available. I have mainly quoted opinions from the old sources relied upon by the four
major schools of fiqh i.e. the Hanafis, Malikls, Shafi'Is and Hanballs. I have tried to
steer clear from the opinions of contemporary Muslim scholars, which I have only
referred to for comparative purposes. My aim in all of this is to present thefiqh issues
the way they were presented by those scholars who lived in the golden age of Islam, who
enjoyed much more intellectual freedom and political sovereignty. They should,
undoubtedly, be more truthful and more forthcoming than other scholars and thinkers. I
have also aimed to highlight agreed upon issues, as ijma' (consensus) is a very important
source of Islamic jurisprudence, and represents constant and fixed elements of Islam
which are above controversy and discussion.
( vii) Since the core of the present study has to do with hadith, it has not been
possible to comment on all the fiqh issues. Instead, I have selected those issues which,
in my view, are the most significant. Besides, investigating each and every one of them
would be far beyond the scope of this study.
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(viii) I have used a bold font for the text of the manuscript and put any added
elucidating comments between brackets [ ]. As for explanatory comments, which are
my work and not that of the author, I have presented them in normal type in the body of
the thesis, following eachfiqh issue.
(ix ) I have referred each hadSh to its original sources in the footnotes, with an
indication at the beginning of the footnote of the rank of each hadith in terms of
authenticity and weakness.
( x ) For the translation of the meanings of the Quranic verses, I have used The
Noble Qur 'an, A New Rendering of its Meaning in English by Abdalhaqq and Aisha
Bewley.
(xi) For the six books of hadEh i.e. al-Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawud, al-
Tirmidhi, al-Nasa'I and Ibn Majah, I have used the edition of Dar al-Salam, which
combines these six books in one volume. This particular edition is numbered and
ordered according to the al-Mu'jam al-Mufahras and Tuhfat al-ashrafof al-Mizzi Jamal
al-DIn (d.742/1341).
(xii) Finally, whenever al-Mawsu'ah al-fiqhiyyah is mentioned in this study, it
refers to the fiqh Encyclopedia, compiled by a group of researchers from the Ministry of
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Endowments and Islamic Affairs in the State of Kuwait. Thirty nine volumes of this
Encyclopedia have been published so far.
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CHAPTER 2: SCIENCE OF CONTROVERSY
2.1 THE SCIENCE OF CONTROVERSY EXPLAINED
2.1.1 INTRODUCTION
Disagreement amongst human beings is a reality and a natural trait, as well as being
a part of the universal divine will and decree. For Allah Almighty has created the
children of Adam with differences in their colours, appearances, and languages, and
indeed in their capacities and natural dispositions, so that one cannot find two
individuals who match each other in every thing even though they may match in
many things. Allah Almighty says: "Among His Signs is the creation of the heavens
and the earth and the variety of your languages and colours. There are certainly Signs
in that for every being."
Although disagreement may be inevitable, consensus and agreement are possible and
within the capacity of human kind. Hence, Allah has ordered it in many Qur'anic
verses, and the Prophet enjoined it in many texts. Amongst these are: "Hold fast to
the rope of Allah all together and do not separate." and He Almighty said: "This
3
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Indeed Allah Almighty has criticised disagreement and has warned of its severe
consequences for the individual and society when He said: "Do not be like those who
split up and differed after the Clear Signs came to them. They will have a terrible
punishment."4 Here He warns against being like the Jews and the Christians who
split into many sects and who deserved punishment for this. This shows that those
who split from this nation warrant punishment just as those who did from previous
nations. He said: "Obey Allah and His Prophet and do not quarrel among yourselves
lest you lose heart and your momentum disappear."5 Hence failure and loss of wind,
meaning loss of power and state and the disunity of society, are the consequences of
disputes as is shown by the grammar of the verse.
Allah Almighty also said: "As for those who divide up their din and form into sects,
you have nothing whatsoever to do with them."6 Here Allah exonerates His Prophet
from being part of those who cause splits in the religion - the Jews and Christians,
although the Prophet had told of what would befall this nation, like previous nations,
in articles of faith, opinions and actions, and that there would be those from this
nation who would cause splits in their religion like those before them. This verse
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shows that the Prophet is exonerated from those from this nation who cause a split in
their religion.
This being the case, then the Muslim and indeed the non-Muslim alike should be
aware and on his guard, realising the danger of controversy and striving to put an end
to it, and if he is not able to do this then he should at least minimise it, and if he is
not able to do this then he should avoid its consequences. And let him seek succour
in this matter through the light of the Qur'an and the sunnah and ask his Lord for
guidance and success as did the Prophet when he stood during the night saying: "
allahumma Lord of Jibra'Il, and MIka'il and IsrafTl, Originator of the heavens and
the earth, Knower of the Unseen and the Visible, You will judge between your slaves
regarding what they differed about. Guide me in that which there is disagreement by
your permission. Verily You guide whomever You wish to the straight way."7
2.1.2 DEFINING THE SCIENCE OF CONTROVERSY
Linguistically, it is a controversy that occurs between two disputants in order to bring
o
to light the truth or to disprove falsehood.
In the terminology of scholars, this science has been defined by a number of names,
amongst which are: (i.) The Science of Controversy, and (ii.) Commentary on
7 sahlh. It was related by Muslim, 770; Abu Dawud, 766; al-Tirmidhi, 3420; Ibn Majah, 1357.
8
al-Sharif al-Jurjanl'Ali b. Muhammad "al-Ta'rfat" p.101, Dar al-Kutub al-Tlmiyya, 1983.
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9
Controversial Issues. In our era, the name (iii.) Comparative Jurisprudence has been
given to it. Some scholars named their books about controversy 'uyun al-masa'il or
ru 'us al-masa'il.10 All of these names go to show that this is a single art, which can
be defined as being: "A science through which is known the method of bringing forth
legal proofs and dispelling ambiguity and false evidence by bringing forth decisive
evidence."11
It is a science which arose as a result of the appearance of the different juridical
schools in Hijaz and 'Iraq, in Egypt and Syria, and in Morocco and Andalusia as
well as other parts of the Islamic world. Each of these schools had their own scholars
and jurists who laid down their principles and defended their own legal opinions.
Amongst the principles of scientific reasoning to prove the correctness of a
philosophy or opinion, whatever that may be, was the bringing forward of evidence
to prove the correctness of an opinion and to dispel any objections to it, and to dispel
the proof of the opponents who held that it was false. Because of this there arose
amongst Muslims what is called 'ilm al-jadal (dialectic). The science of controversy
is a branch of dialectic with the exception that it specialises in legalistic matters.
9
See Subhl al-Samarra'I in his foreword to the 'Ikhtilafal- 'ulama', of Muhammad b. Nasr al-
MarwazI, p.8, Beirut: 'Alam al-Kutub, 1985.
10
See Bakr b. 'Abd Allah Abu Zayd, ctl-Madkhal al-Mufassal, 2:900.
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2.2 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SCIENCE OF CONTROVERSY
There is a great amount of importance and immense benefit attached to what was
written by the scholars of the juridical schools about the science of controversy. This
- • . . 12
is what moved Ibn Khaldun to say: "It is indeed a science of majestic worth."
Among its benefits are:
1. The great number of Prophetic hadlths, and traditions of the Companions of the
Prophet and the Tabi 'In that the books composed about this science contain. This
will become clear from an investigation of the books of takharlj which have been
13
compiled about each of the famous juridical schools. The hadith and traditions
present in these books differ from the other collections of hadith such as the Six
Books and others, in that the hadlths in the books of jurisprudence deal with a single
subject, namely, ahadith al-ahkam (the hadlths of legal rulings.)
2. These books make clear the method of deducing the legal rulings from this
evidence, and how each Imam sometimes uses the selfsame evidence to prove his
11
See 'Abd al-Qadir b. Badran, Al-Madkhal ila Madhhab al-Imam Ahmad b. Hanbal, p.450, ed.
'Abd Allah al-Turkl, Beirut: Mu'assasah al-Risalah, 1985.
12
Ibn Khaldun, al-Muqaddimah, p. 456. Beirut: Dar al-kutub al-'ilmiyyah, 4th printing ,1978
1 a
_ _ _ , _
See for example al-Zayla't, Nasb al-rayah\ and Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalant, al-Talkhls al-habir.
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madhhab that an opponent uses to prove his own madhhab, of which Ibn Khaldun
said:
It is indeed a science of majestic worth in the knowledge of the stances that the
Imams took and the evidence they brought forth and for training those studying the
science in the method of reasoning used by it.14
3. This science also encompasses general legal principles, and the reasons behind
the legal rulings and issues, and the areas of consensus and agreement, as well as
disagreements of opinion, narration, or aspect within each madhhab
4. Among the products of this science was the flourishing of that which has
subsequently been called 'The Scholastic Method', which became the foundation of
the universities in the Islamic world and one of the pillars upon which Thomas
Aquinas built his school, or at least the educational method which was named after
him.16
5. Also among the fruits of these juridical schools, and because of the intellectual
hypotheses that the mujtahid would propose at that time, either simply for intellectual
14
Ibn Khaldun, al-Muqaddimah, p. 456-457.
15
See Ibn Khaldun, al-Muqaddimah, p. 456; al-Nawawi, al-Majmu', 1:5; Ibn Taymiyyah, Majmu' al-
Fatawa, 20: 227-228; and Bakr b. 'Abd Allah Abu Zayd, Al-Madkhal al-Mufassal, 2:899.
16
See Professor George Makdisi, The Rise ofColleges as Institutions ofLearning in Islam and the
West, Edinburgh University Press, 1981.
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exercise or in expectation of the criticism that a prospective opponent might bring
forward, was that certain ideas produced solutions to many contemporary cases.
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2.3 BOOKS COMPILED ON CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES
Controversy about fiqh issues appears relatively early in the history of Islam. One
can trace it back to the days of the Prophet, although at this stage fiqh was not based
on ijtihad (independent judgment in a legal question), but rather on following the
Qur'an and the sunnah in all matters of legislation, including creed, morals, worship,
transactions, international relations and family affairs. It is true that some of the
17
Companions exercised their ijtihad to reach certain verdicts in given situations.
Such ijtihad was legitimate at times, as in the case of Mu'adh b. Jabal when the
18
Prophet sent him to Yemen , but was not legitimate at other times, as in the case of
the labourer who committed adultery with the wife of his boss.19 Any controversy
arising between the Companions, however, came to an end as soon as the Prophet
was resorted to, where his verdict was taken as the final one. However, after the
demise of the Prophet, controversy occurred as a result of other factors, already
17 See for example, the hadSk " No one should pray 'asr except after reaching bam Qurayzah" This
hadith was related by al-Bukhari, No.946, Muslim, No. 1770. See also the -hadith of the two men
who were due to pray and did not have water, they prayed then; one of them prayed again after finding
water while the other did not. See the whole story in Abu Dawud 338 p. 1248. Abu Dawud
commented saying: "ft is mursal (i.e. incompletely transmitted." Also, the hadith of 'Umar and
' Ammar with regard to Tayammum, where 'Umar wiped all over his body with sand, while 'Ammar
only wiped over his face and hands. This hadith was related by al-Bukharl, no. 347 p. 30.
i o
See Ahmad's Musnad, 5:230. al-Bukhan said about it: " It is not authentic, it is mursal (i.e.
incompletely transmitted.)" al-Tarikh al-kabir, 2:277. A number of other jurists authenticated it
because it is well known among the scholars and approved by them. See al-'Asqalanl Ibn Hajar,
Muwafaqat al-khubr al-Khabarfitakhrij ahadith al-Mukhtasar, 1:117.
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detailed in "Chapter 1" of this thesis. Such controversy continued to grow among the
scholars, both in volume and scope with the passage of time, until such time came
when people felt an urgent need to document and write down the controversial issues
of fiqh. This is because at that time, controversy in fiqh matters became a well
defined phenomenon marked by the emergence of different schools of thought
(madhahib) headed by well known Imams, with followers and students who
subscribed to their opinions and defended and advocated these opinions.
Consequently, a number of books appeared, specifically written to document and
discuss controversial fiqh issues and not featuring other issues which were agreed
upon.
Apparently, this new type of literature was an attempt by its authors to put side by
side the different opinions in order to reach the correct verdict in given issues. This
is because the common criterion used by all scholars to weigh the different opinions
to determine whether they are right or wrong is the same and that is the Qur'an and
the authentic sunnah.
It is, therefore, not surprising to see some scholars change their madhhab, like Abu
Ya'la who started as Hanafi and ended up as Hanball, al-TahawI Abu Ja'far Ahmad
19
This hadith is known as the hadfih of al- 'asf(the labourer), It is hadith no. 82 of this treatise.
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b. Muhammad b. Salamah, (d.321/933) who switched from the Shafi'i madhhab to
the Hanafi madhhab and al-Khatib al-Baghdadl who left the Hanbali madhhab to
— — 20
join the Shafi'i madhhab. It is also common to find some scholars who, while
remaining in their madhhab, disagreed with their Imams, as in the case of Abu al-
Hasan al-Shaybanl and Abu Hanifah. This is because the loyalty of every just and
fair scholar is not primarily to his teacher, but to conveying the knowledge entrusted
to him by Allah to the people, for, indeed, "The scholars are the inheritors of the
Prophets."21
Ibn Hazm al-Andalusi (d.456/1064) further mentioned another reason why the
scholars compiled books on controversial matters and that was to deter anyone from
claiming that a given issue is unanimously agreed upon, so as to prevent other
scholars from exercising their ijtihad and thus reaching a different verdict on a given
issue. The scholars have also written books on issues unanimously agreed upon in
22order to deter future eccentricity and deviation.
The first books in this discipline could well have be written in the 3 rd / 9th century, as
is the opinion of Ibn Taymiyyah who says:
20
See Bakr Abu Zayd, al-Madkhal al-Mufassal, 1:567-572.
91
The expression "The scholars are the inheritors of the Prophets" is part of a hadith related by Abu
Dawud, No.3641 p. 1493, al-TirmidhT, No.2682 p. 1922 and Ibn Majah, No.223 p. 2491.
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After the third century, the controversial issues were singled out, most probably by
23
Abu Bakr al-Sayrafi who was followed by others, to the point that a great many
books were compiled specifically on controversial issues. Most of these writers,
however, restricted themselves to issues contested between Abu Hanlfah and al-
Shafi'i.24
The first scholar, however, who is known to have written a book on the subject of
controversial issues was Imam al-Shafi'i (d.204/820). He wrote his book Ikhtilafal-
'iraqiyym where he reported the issues disagreed upon by Abu Hanlfah and Ibn Abi
Lalya Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Rahman (d. 148/765).25 He also wrote a second book,
26 - -
entitled IkhtilafMalik wa al-Shafi 7. After, Imam al-Shafi'i, his students followed
suit, such as, al-Buwaytl (d. 231/846)27, Abu Thawr al-Kalbi (d.240/855), al-Rabi' b.
22
See Ibn -Hazm, al-Ihkam fi usul al-ahkam, 4:506.
23 -
He is Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah al-sayrafi al-Baghdadi, died in Egypt in 330/942. See Kahhalah ,
Mujam al-mu'allifm, 3:442.
24
See: Ibn Taymiyyah, al-Istiqamah, ed. Muhammad Rashad Salim, 1:62-63, 1st. edition, 1983,
Imam Muhammad b. Su'ud University edition
25
See al-Dhahabi, Tadhkirat al-huffaz, 1:171.
26
See al-Byhaqi, Manaqib al-Shafi'i, 1:264.
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Yusuf b. Yahya al-Buwayti. He was a Maliki scholar, then he switched to the Shafi't madhhad.
He succeeded his teacher, al-Shafi'I in teaching and issuing/atwas after the latter's death. See: al-
Dhahabl, Siyar a'lam al-nubala', 12:58 and al-NawawI,- Tabaqat al-fuqaha', 559-561 and Kahhalah,
Mu 'jam al-Mu 'allifm, 4:188.
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Sulayman (d.270/884), then other scholars from different schools ofjurisprudence
90
did the same.
From among the Hanafis, the first to write on this discipline was Abu Ja'far Ahmad
b. Muhammad b. Salamah al-Tahawi, (d.321/933). He wrote his book Ikhtilafal-
— 29 — 30
fuqaha' and another book entitled Sharh ma 'anlal- 'athar. In his introduction to
this latter book, al-Tahawi explains the reason behind compiling it:
A friend of ours, one of the people of knowledge, requested if I could write him a
book where I would report the traditions narrated from the Messenger of Allah which
are mistakenly thought by the atheists and those of weak faith from among the
Muslims to contradict each other. Such erroneous judgment is due to these people's
lack of knowledge with regard to which of these traditions is abrogating and which is
abrogated and with regard to which should be acted upon on account of other
supporting textual provision from the Qur'an and the unanimously agreed upon
sunnah. He further asked to divide the book into chapters and would report in each
chapter the relevant abrogating and abrogated traditions, the interpretations of the
scholars, their arguments and counter arguments and would finally favour the
opinion of the scholar whose arguments looked authentic to me on account of
supporting evidence from the Qur'an, the sunnah, ijma' or the sayings of the
Companions or their successors.. .31
28
See Ibn Taymiyyah, al-Istiqamah, ed. Muhammad Rashad Salim, 1:62-63, Is. edition, Riyadh:
University of Imam Muhammad b. Su'ud, 1983.
29
This book was printed by the Institute of Islamic Research in Islamabad, 1971 in 314 pages with an
introduction in English. Ed. Muhammad al-Ma'suMI.
This book was printed in Beirut, first edition, 1994. Ed. Muhammad Zuhri al-Najj^ar and
Muhammad Sayyid Jad al-Haqq form al-Azhar University. Indexed by Dr. Yusuf al-Mar'ashli.
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See al-Tahawi, Sharh ma 'am al- 'athar, 1:9.
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As for the first from among the Malikis to contribute to this discipline, it was al-Asili
'Abd Allah b. Ibrahim al-Andalusi (d.392/1002), with his book al-'Athar wa al-
dala'il 'ala ummahat al-masa'il where he reported the controversies between Malik,
al-Shafi'i and Abu Hanifah.32 He was followed by Ibn al-Qassar Abu al-Hasan 'All
b. 'Umar al-Baghdadi, the Maliki jurist (d.397/1007), who wrote his book Masa'il
al-khilaf. Abu Ishaq al-Shirazi said about it: "I do not know of a better book on
• 33
controversial issues."
This book was subsequently abridged by al-Qadi 'Abd al-Wahhab b. 'All
(d.422/1031)34. Another Maliki scholar, Sulayman b. Khalaf al-Baji (d.474/1082)
35
also wrote a book entitled Masa'il al-khilaf, but he was unable to finish it.
From among the Shafi'is al-Qadi Abu al-Tayyib Tahir b. 'Abd Allah al-Tabarl
— 36
(d.450/1058) wrote his book al-Ta'liqah al-kubraflal-furu' which he based on
32
See: Kahhalah, Mu'jam al-Mu'allifm, 2:220.
33
See Ibn al-Tmad al-Hanball (d.1089/1678), Shadharat al-dhahab, 3:149, Beirut.
34
It was printed in five volumes, Ed. Imbay b. Kiba Kah, Riyadh: 2000.
35
See, Yaqut al-HamawI, Mu'jam al-Udaba', 11:249.
36
It was partly audited by some postgraduate students at the Islamic University in al-Madinah al-
Munawwarah.
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Mukhtasar al-Muzanl . His methodology in this book consists of reporting both
controversial and non-controversial issues, mainly with reference to Abu Hanlfah
and Malik. He occasionally refers to Ahmad or al-Awza'I. Sometimes, he only
reports the controversy within the Shafi'I madhhab.
The first to write on this discipline among the Hanballs was Abu Hafs 'Umar b.
Ibrahim al-'Ukburi (d.387/997), with his book Ru 'us al-masa'il. Then, Al-Hasan b.
Hamid b. 'All al-Baghdadl (d.403/1013) wrote his book al-Jami\ said by Abu Ya'la
38 — — —
to consist of 400 parts. Al-Qadi Abu Ya'la also wrote his book al-Ta 'hq al-kabir
which, will be reviewed in detail in a subsequent section of this thesis. His student,
Abu Ja'far 'Abd al-Khaliq b. 'Isa al-'AbbasI al-Hashiml (d.470/1078) followed suit
— 39
and wrote his book Ru'us al-masa'il fi al-khilaf, which, included 1960
controversial issues. His methodology in this book was no different from the
methodology of his teacher al- Qadl Abu Ya'la.
From among those who wrote in this discipline, from the other madhhabs was Imam
Muhammad b. Jarlr al-Tabarl (d.310/923), who compiled his book Tahdhib al-
37
Mukhtasar al-Muzanlis a textbook in Shafi'I jurisprudence, written by al-Muzanl Isma'Il b. Yahya
(d.264/878). It is one of the most important textbooks in Shafi'I jurisprudence.
38
See Ibn al-'Imad al-Hanball, Shadharat al-dhahab, 3:166.
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athar.40 In this book, he started with traditions related by Abu Bakr al-Siddiq and
their chains of narration which are judged as authentic by the author. He then
pointed out the defects (if any) of each hadlth, reviewed its methods of reception,
then its interpretation, the controversy around it, the arguments of the scholars, its
meanings, and the meanings of any difficult words in it. Finally, he included an
answer to any questions raised by the atheists related to the hadSh at hand. He
completed the compilation of a number of volumes, each including the traditions
related by a specific person. So he completed a volume (musnad) for each of the Ten
People who were promised paradise, for each member of the Prophet's family who
related hadiths, and for each of his mawall (freed slaves) who related hadiths. He
also completed part of musnad Ibn 'Abbas. However, he was unable to finish it due
to his death. About this book, al-Dhahabl said: " Had he been able to complete it, it
would have consisted of 100 volumes."41 Ibn Jarlr also wrote another book entitled
al-Basit. Part of it was a section on taharah (ritual purity). Al-Basitconsisted of
39 -
Ru'us al-masa'il was edited by Dr. 'Abd al-Malik b. 'Abd Allah al-Duhayyish and printed in
Beirut; 2000. See also al-Dhahabl, Siyar a'lam al-nubala', 18:456
The book was printed in three parts, starting with hadiths of 'All b. AblTalib and finishing with
hadiths of Ibn 'Abbas. Parts I and II were printed in Makkah al-Mukarramah 1982, Ed. Nasir al-
Rashid and 'Abd al-Qayyum 'Abd Rabb al-Nabl. Part III was audited by'All Riza and printed by
Dar al-Ma'mun, Beirut, lst.edition,1995.
41
See al-Dhahabl, Siyar a'lam al-nubala', 14:273-274.
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1500 sheets, because in each of its constituent books, the author related the different
opinions of the Companions and their Successors and the arguments of each one of
them.42 It seems that Ibn Jarir, in turn, was also unable to complete this book and it
is one of his missing books. He further wrote his book Ikhtilaf 'ulama' al-amsar. al-
Dhahabi, quoted 'Abd Allah al-Farghanl, the student of Ibn Jarir (d.362/973), as
saying that Ibn Jarir managed to finish this particular book.43
The books of Ibn al-Mundhir Muhammad b. Ibrahim (d.318/930) were also among
the most important books written in this discipline. Of particular importance were
his two books al-Awsat fl al-sunan wa al-ijma' wa al-khilaf4 , and al-Ishraf. The
latter was one of the books that Abu Ya'la drew upon when he wrote his book al-
Ta 'llq al-kabir. Al-Nawawi, an eminent Shafi'I scholar, also acknowledged in the
introduction to his book al-Majmu' sharh al-Muhadhdhab that he had relied upon
Ibn al-Mundhir for the fiqh opinions of the Shafi'I scholars.45 Also the pages of Ibn
Qudamah's book al-Mughni Sharh Mukhtasar al-Khiraqi are full of references to
42
See al-Dhahabi, Siyar a'lam al-nubala' 14:273-274.
43
See al-Dhahabi, Siyar a 'lam al-nubala' 14:273. A small part of the book was found, including the
books of jihad, jizyah, and ahkam al-muharibm. It was printed in Cairo, 1933. Edited by the German
Orientalist, Joseph Schacht.
44
It was audited by Saghlr Ahmad Hanlf and printed in Riyadhl985.
45
See the introduction to al-Majmu' by al-Nawawi, 1:19.
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Ibn al-Mundhir. These two authors, Ibn Qudamah and al-NawawI, are considered as
essential reference points to all Shaft'! and Hanbali scholars who came after them,
and their two books al-Majmu' and a/-Mtg/w/respectively are at the top of the list
of resources referred to by researchers in the field of comparative jurisprudence.46
2.4 FORMS OF CONTROVERSY
Abu Hurayrah related that the Messenger of Allah said:
The Jews will split into seventy-one sects or seventy-two sects, as will the Christians.
My nation will split into seventy-three sects.47
It is a mashhur hadith on the narration of another group of Prophetic Companions.
This aforementioned disagreement may be in one or both of the religion and earthly
life and is a disagreement which is censured and forbidden by Allah's words:
Do not be like those who split up and differed after the Clear Sings came to them.
48
They will have a terrible punishment.
46
See Bakr b. 'Abd Allah Abu Zayd, al-Madkhal al-mufassal ilafiqh al-Imam Ahmad b. Hanbal,
Riyadh; 1997.
47
This was related by Abu Dawud, Chapter: exposition ofthe sunnah, no. 4956; al-Tirmidhi, Chapter
on the splitting ofthe nation, no. 2640; and Ibn Majah, Chapter on the splitting ofthe nations, no.
3991. al-Tirmidhi said that it is hasan and sahlh.
48 Al- 'lmran, 3:105.
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Despite this, it was inevitable that it would occur in the Islamic nation, and indeed,
the Prophet had warned us so that anyone that Allah wishes deliverance from it
would save himself.
The disagreement mentioned in the Qur'an is of two kinds. The first kind is in
censuring the two parties together as in the censuring of the differing of the
Christians. Allah says:
We also made a covenant with those who say: 'We are Christians'and they too
forgot a good portion of what they were reminded of. So We stirred up enmity and
hatred between them until the Day of Rising.49
And the differing of the Jews as Allah says:
We have incited enmity and hatred between them until the Day of Rising. Each time
they kindle the fire of war, Allah extinguishes it. They rush about the earth
corrupting it. Allah does not love corrupters.50
The second is the disagreement in which one of the two parties is praised namely the
faithful, and the other is rebuked as Allah says:
If Allah had willed, those who came after them would not have fought each other
after the Clear Signs came to them, but they differed. Among them there are those
who have iman and among them there are those who are kafir.51 And He also says:
52
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Among the reasons for the first kind of controversy in which both parties are rebuked
are:
1. The corruption of intention because of what they hold in their souls of injustice,
jealousy, and seeking lofty station in the Earth. The opinion or action of those other
than him may be rebuked in order to seek superiority over him, and the opinion of
those who are his equal in status or school of thought or are his compatriots or
friends lauded in order to seek honour and leadership. This is common among men
and is a form of oppression.
2. Ignorance, for all of the disputants may be ignorant of the truth of the matter in
which they dispute or the evidence in question. They may also be ignorant of the
truth that the other may hold despite the knowledge that he has himself. Ignorance
and oppression are the origin of every evil as Allah Almighty says:
We offered the trust to the heavens, the earth and the mountains but they refused to
take it on and shrank from it. But man took it on. He is indeed wrongdoing and
. 53
ignorant.
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2.4.1 DISAGREEMENT ON THE BASIS OF DIVERSITY
This has a number of aspects:
(i) One of which is when each of two sayings or actions are legally correct as for
example in the different readings of the Qur'an in which the Prophetic Companions
disputed until the Messenger of Allah prevented them from disputing and said: "Both
of you are correct."54 The case is the same in the adhan and iqamah and prayers
starting supplications (du 'a' al-istiftah) and the forms of tashahhud, and prayer in
times of fear {salat al-khawf), and in funeral prayers {salat al-janazah) and others.
(ii) Another is when controversy is to do with the form but with agreement on the
meaning as in the controversy which sometimes occurs in definitions and the names
of objects and in dividing up the rulings into sections and others.
The ruling in this type of controversy is that each one is without doubt correct, and
rebuking and detesting one of the two kinds or preventing it being followed and
fighting to this end has only happened because of ignorance or oppression. Most of
the disagreement which can be traced back to vain desires amongst the Islamic nation
is of this type where it led to bloodshed and confiscation of property, enmity and
hatred because one of the disputing parties did not recognise the right that the other
party had and did not deal fairly with it but would add falsehood to the truth it
54
See al-Bukhari, al-Jami' al-Sahlh, no.2410 p. 189.
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already had as did the other party. Hence, Allah identified its (i.e. disagreement)
source as being envy saying:
He sent down the Book with truth to decide between people regarding their
differences. Only those who were given it differed about it, after the Clear Signs had
come to them, envying one another.55
This is as an example to the Islamic nation.
2.4.2 DISAGREEMENT ON BASIS OF CONTRADICTION
Disagreement on the basis of contradiction concerns two sayings which are mutually
exclusive either in the fundamentals like the disagreements between the different
religions and sects as in when one group attributes to Allah what another group
negates of Him or vice versa. It also concerns casting doubt upon the fundamentals
of the religion and the areas of consensus like criticising the Qur'an or denying that
the divine missions were ended by the Prophet Muhammad, or by legalising alcohol
or usury or adornment and unveiling. Alternatively, it can be in the branches of the
religion as when one group makes one thing mandatory and another forbids it like
• • 56





See Ibn Taymiyya, Iqtida' al-siratal-Mustaqim Mukhalafah Ashab al-Jahhn, 1:126-135, ed Dr.
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Al-Ma'mun said to an apostate who had returned to Christianity: 'Tell me what it
was that troubled you about our religion after having adopted it and left your old
ways?' The apostate said: 'It was the amount of disagreement amongst you.' Al-
Ma'mun said: We have two types of disagreement, one of them is like the
disagreement in the adhan (call to prayer) and the takblr in the funeral prayer and al-
tashahhud, and the feast day prayers, and the takbir al-tashriq, and certain recitations
of the Qur'an. This is not disagreement but rather it is choice and breathing space
and a lightening of the load. For he who calls the adhan twice and the iqamah twice
has not erred nor has he who calls the adhan twice and the iqamah once and none
reproach each other for doing so. The other type of disagreement, as in the
disagreement in the interpretation of a verse from our holy book or interpretation of a
hadith while we agree upon the basis of revelation or the report. If it is this that has
troubled you so that you have denied this book, then the interpretation of the entire
Torah and Evangel should be agreed upon as its revelation has been agreed upon and
there should not be amongst the Jews or Christians any disagreement about the
interpretations, and you should then return to a language in which there is no
disagreement as to the meanings of its expressions. And ifAllah had so wished to
reveal His books and make the speech of His Prophets and Messengers such that it
did not require any interpretation He would have done so. However, we have not
seen anything of religion or worldly life which has been given to us in its entirety
and if it was thus then the trials and tribulations would end and competition and
rivalry would cease. Allah has not built the world on this basis.' The apostate said: 'I
bear witness that there is no God but Allah and that the Messiah is a slave of Allah
and that Muhammad is truthful and that you are truly the amir al-mu 'minin [i.e. the
Caliph],57
This story, leaving aside the extent of its veracity, depicts for us the question on a
purely intellectual basis. It is what we previously alluded to by saying that
disagreement is part of human nature although this does not mean that one who is
astray can be excused because of it, but the intention is testing in order to distinguish
between those who are sincere with Allah in seeking salvation and deliverance and
57
See Ibn Qutaybah al-Dinawan, 'Uyun al-Akhbar, Chapter: al- 'Ilm wa al-bayan wa al-radd 'ala al-
mulhidm, 2:154.
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those who are not. If it is argued that some great Muslim scholars have stated:
"Difference is a mercy", amongst whom Ibn Qudamah who said:
Allah the Almighty by His mercy and His might, his power and His strength has
ensured that a group from amongst this nation remain upon the truth and that none
who abandon them can harm them until the command of Allah comes, and He made
the reason for their survival the survival of their 'ulama', and that they follow the
guidance of their Imams and theirfaqihs, and He made this nation with their 'ulama'
like the previous nations with their Prophets, and brought out in every class of their
jurists Imams for them to follow and accept their opinions as the final word, and He
made from the forebears of this nation famous Imams and through them He laid
down the principles of Islam, and clarified the problematic areas of the law. Their
58
agreement is a clear proof and their disagreement is a vast mercy.
Ibn Taymiyyah also said:
Controversy regarding the legal rulings may be a mercy if it does not lead to a the
great evil of concealing the ruling. Hence, Ishaq b. Buhlul al-Anbari (d.252/866)
composed a book which he named 'Kitab al-ikhtilaf. Ahmad [i.e. Ibn Hanbal] said:
'Call it: ''Kitab al-sa 'ah.' It may be from the mercy of Allah to certain people that the
ruling is concealed from them because of the difficulties that it may bring. This may
be encompassed by Allah's saying: "You who have iman\ do not ask about matters
which, if they were made known to you, would make things difficult for you"59.60
I would say that the intention of those 'ulama' was to point to one type of
disagreement namely the first type which is disagreement on the basis of diversity,
and not disagreement on the basis of contradiction. If it is argued that their speech is
58




Ibn Taymiyyah, Majmu' al-Fatawa, 14:159. See also, Ibn Muflih Burhan al-DIn Ibrahim b.
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in general terms, so why limit it? I would say that one of the principles of reasoning
is that when a general and a particular, or an absolute and a limited oppose each
other, the general is brought to bear upon the particular, and the absolute upon the
limited. Finally, it is not imaginable that any scholar from amongst the Muslim
'ulama' would intend to go against Allah and His messenger, because the 'ulama'
are the heirs of the Prophets, and the transmitters of divine revelation, and the
communicators in the name of Allah, and if one of them said something that was in
conflict with the speech of Allah or His Messenger, then it being accepted would be
dependant on it being in concord with the book of Allah and the sunnah, and if this
was not the case, then rejection of this speech and acceptance of the speech of Allah
and His Messenger would be incumbent upon the person religiously. Hence, these
'ulama' themselves allowed the rejection of issues in certain areas of controversy,
and indeed allowed judges to rule the opposite even if a judge had previously given a
ruling in favour of it. They also used to distinguish in certain issues between the fasid
(corrupt) and batil (false) based on the nature of the controversy in the issue. The
evidences for these issues are laid out in the appropriate places.
We are then able to draw a conclusion that confines controversy to that which is
considered a comfort and a mercy for the Islamic nation. This being the type of
disagreement in which, each of the two parties or disputants expends its efforts and
energies in reference to the book of Allah and the sunnah of the Messenger of Allah
with sincerity of intention and dedication in seeking out Allah's divine ruling,
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without prejudice towards a certain Imam or school of thought, or group or
nationality. The cause of this type of difference is the wideness of the meanings of
the Book and the sunnah and the language of the Arabs, and the difference in the
comprehension and understanding of the limits of the previous legal sources. This
type of controversy contains mercy and comfort for the Islamic nation so that the
judgement of Allah alone may be realised, and so that humanity may be obedient to
the sacred and decreed law of Allah, and Allah knows best.
2.5 THE ETHICS OF DISAGREEMENT
It is clear from what has preceded that disagreement may be praiseworthy or it may
be blameworthy. We also mentioned that what leads to blameworthy disagreement
should be avoided, or that at the very least, an attempt should be made to avoid its
consequential ill effects. Assisting in this is, the observance of the ethics of
disagreement of which scholars have mentioned a number of points. However, before
I mention them, I would like to point out that the cause and motive of the
disagreement that arise between the Imams and the 'ulama' who acted according to
the Qur'an and the sunnah, and between the religious students who held fast to them
(i.e. both Qur'an and sunnah) is the endeavour to reach the truth, and the fear of
making statements about Allah without knowledge. The dialectic that took place
between them is as a form of studying and learning which compounded the faculty of
memory and assist in assimilating knowledge and its delicate points and mysteries. If
this was not the case, then the 'ulama' would totally censure and show aversion to it.
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Scholars made clear the extent of its harmful effects for its proponent and the others.
Among its harmful effects is:
(i) The dislike and antipathy that may come between the disputing parties, and
the mutual opposition which may occur, which has been prohibited in the hadhth:
Beware of suspicion, for suspicion is the of false tales, and do not look for the others'
faults and do not spy, and do not be jealous of one another, and do not turn your
backs on one another (i.e. do not cut your relation with one another), and do not hate
one another, and O slaves of Allah! be brothers.61
(ii) This might also lead to the triumph of falsehood and the rejection of the truth,
which is one of the most grievous of ills.
Ibn al-Najjar al-Hanball quoted that
Ibn Hubayrah al-Hanball said: The dialectic which occurs between the leaders of the
juridical schools is the most fitting of its type because it stems from repetition and
study. As for the consensus of those who vie with each other regarding an issue,
where none of them would care to retract from his position if anger arose, and where
there is no civility or mutual liking or preparation of the hearts to receive truth, yet it
is in opposition to this is been censured by the 'ulama' and considered heresy. This is
in accordance with the hadttW. "A people will only go astray after having had
guidance if they come to arguing, then he recited 'They only say this to you for
62 63
argument's sake.' ." Ibn 'Aqll in his al-Wadih said: "Every argument whose aim is
not the triumph of the truth is as a plague upon its proponent and its harm outweighs
its benefit because controversy causes mutual estrangement, and if it were not for the
61 sahlh. It was related by al-Bukhari, 5143 p. 445; and Muslim, 2563 p. 1127 from Abu Hurayrah.
62
al-Zukhruf, 43:58.
63 hasan. It was related by Ahmad, 5:252,256; al-Tirmidhi, 3253 p. 1984; Ibn Majah, 48 p. 2480; al-
Hakim Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 2:448. All from Hajjaj b. Dinar, from Abu Ghalib,
from Abu 'Umamah. al-Tirmidhi said: It is hasan sahlh. al-Hakim said: It is sahlh. This is due to the
difference of opinions about Abu Ghalib. See Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, 4:570 and al-Taqrib p.
1188.
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necessity of forbidding what is wrong and rescuing the person doomed by striving to
retrieve him from his error, then argument would not be a good thing because of the
dissension it usually causes. It does have the greatest of benefits when the triumph of
the truth and intensifying oneself for ijtihad is its intention, and we seek refuge in
Allah from the intention of overpowering others or showing proficient for these
should be avoided.' Because of this Allah said: 'If they do argue with you, say:
Allah knows best what you are doing.' Ibn al-JawzI said: 'This is a fine ethic which
Allah has taught His servants so that they may refute those who may seek to
stubbornly argue with them and not answering them.'So if the ill intention of the
disputant is obvious then to argue with him becomes forbidden.6
Ibn al-Najjar and other scholars who have compiled books on the principles of
dialectic and debate have mentioned a number of etiquette which should be observed.
Amongst them being that attention should be paid to the choice of words and
expressions so that they are courteous and not impolite, and that one should pay heed
to and listen carefully to one's opponent and consider his speech carefully. One
should not shout or raise one's voice to one's opponent, nor should one annoy or
anger him or seek to belittle him or use obscure modes of speech. If one's opponent
makes a mistake in his expression while the meaning is clear then one should not
concern oneself with the expression if the intention is in the meaning and not the
65
expression. There are other etiquette also which if contemplated by the student and
compared to what occurs between debaters either in some academic written
refutations or in contemporary news media, he would understand fully the people's
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University, 1982.
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dire need to discover Islam which is so neglected from the reality of life and the daily
practices of the people.
2.6 NUMBER OF CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES:
It is impossible to produce a precise figure for the total number of all fiqh issues, let
alone the number of the controversial issues. However, some scholars have reported
rough figures for these controversial issues. Ibn Taymiyyah states that:
The most fundamental issues agreed upon by all scholars are only 400 in number.
These are contained in the major books offiqh, also in books on controversial issues
written by the scholars from various schools ofjurisprudence from Khurasan and
Iraq. However, the number of the controversial issues according to the scholars who
have encompassed them like al-Qadi Abu Ya'la runs into several thousands (ulufun
mu 'allafah), maybe four thousands, perhaps more and perhaps less. If we were to
restrict ourselves to the top major ones, then their number would be in the region of
100 issues or so.66
What could be concluded from the foregoing quotation is that the number of
controversial issues is relatively big, running into several thousands. An even higher
figure was reported by other scholars, namely by some Hanball scholars who
asserted that Imam Ahmad alone had ten thousand issues specific to him which the
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rest of the four Imams did not have.67 Such a figure, although it seems somewhat
exaggerated and in need of verification to ascertain its correctness, nevertheless
points to the sizeable corpus of controversial issues.
This huge number of controversial issues might lead some to believe that Islamic
jurisprudence is a 'controversial jurisprudence', where there can hardly be an issue
agreed upon among the Sunni Muslims. Some could actually go even further,
denying ijma' as one of the sources of legislation in Islam, as for them it does not
exist. Such a position, in my view, is an extreme position brought about mostly by a
lack of adequate knowledge of what is in the books offiqh.
The issues of fiqh are in no way all controversial. In fact many scholars are of the
view that the non-controversial fiqh issues are larger in number than the controversial
ones. Ibn Taymiyyah himself subscribes to this view. He asserts that:
The majority of fiqh issues needed by the people and used in fatawa are well
established and supported by textual provisions from the Qur'an and the sunnah or
by ijma'. Controversy and disputes arise around issues seldom needed by the people.
Most of these controversial issues relate to matters which are both limited and rare in
their occurrence. As for issues which are absolutely necessary for the people to
know, regarding matters that are wajib (compulsory), haram (prohibitions), and
— 68mubah (allowable) matters, these are well known and agreed upon...
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also Abu Zayd, B. al-Madkhal al-Mufassal, 2:908.
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See Ibn Taymiyyah, Majmu' al-Fatawa, 13:118.
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The following is a list of other books on controversial issues to give us an estimate of
the relative size of controversial and non-controversial issues:
1. al- Ishraf 'alamadhahib ahl al-'ilm by Ibn al-Mundhir (d.318/930). As already
mentioned above, this book was one of the sources of Abu Ya'la in his book the
Ta 'llq. Al- Ishrafincludes 2030 issues only.
2. al-Ishraf 'ala nukat masa'il al-khilaf by al-Qadl 'Abd al-Wahhab al-Malikl
(d.422/1031) which includes 2123 issues only.
3. Mukhtasar Khilafal- 'ulama' by Abu Bakr al-Jasas which includes 2322 issues.
4. al-Ta'lIq al-kabir by al-Qadl Abu Ya'la (d.457/1065). Only the equivalent of
9% of the original book is currently available. The available section includes around
330 issues. The total number of issues of the whole book would, therefore probably
amount to less than 4000 issues and possibly less than 3500 issues.
If, however, the total number of fiqh issues, controversial and non-controversial
alike, is considered, we find for example that the Mukhtasar of al-Khiraqi
(d.334/946), which was one of the oldest textbooks in Hanbali jurisprudence, and
was also explained by Ibn Qudamah al-MaqdisI in his book al-Mughnl, contains
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2028 issues.69 This figure represents the majority of the fiqh issues both
controversial and non-controversial. It does not, however, include the secondary
issues reported by the commentator, Ibn Qudamah. The latter reported in his book
under the heading 'fasl' (section) a large number of issues, multiplying the number
mentioned above four or five fold.
The Muhalla by Ibn Hazm al-Zahiri can be quoted as another example of a book
including controversial and non-controversial issues. It contains 2307 issues in
total.70
Some other scholars have tried to bring together all the non-controversial issues in
one volume. One such scholar was Ibn al-Mundhir Muhammad b. Ibrahim
- 71
(d.318/930) who wrote his book al-Ijma' which contains 836 issues. He also
pointed out that, in his other books: al-Ishrafand al-Awsat, he reported other non-
controversial issues which he did not mention in his book al-Ijma'.
69
This is according to the numbering of the book's editor Dr. 'Abd Allah b. ' Abd al-Muhsin al-Turki,
Cairo. This number is for the issues reported by al-Khiraql. Ibn Qudamah added to them other issues
in his commentary.
70
This is according to the numbering of the book's editor Ahmad Shakir.
71
This was printed in the UAE, edited by Dr. Saghlr Ahmad.
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Ibn al-Mundhir is of the view that the agreement of the majority of scholars over a
certain issue should be considered as valid ijma', even if one or two scholars stand
72
apart. The same view is also subscribed to by Ibn Jarir al-Tabari.
More recently, a contemporary researcher put together a book on ijma' where he
collated all the issues identified by scholars of various schools ofjurisprudence as
non-controversial. He classified and listed these issues alphabetically. In total, he
listed 9588 issues.73
2.7 THE SCIENCE OF VALIDATING AND INVALIDATING NARRATORS
(JARH& TA'DEL)
Linguistically, the term jarh (wounding, injuring), can be used literally with
reference to physical entities as well as metaphorically with reference to abstract
notions and attributes. In hadrth terminology, it is used to mean: 'describing the
narrator of a hadith using an attribute which would lead to rejecting his transmission,
either by invalidating his justness and uprightness (due to deviation or innovation in
religion) or his memory (due to error or poor memory) or both of them.74
79
See Ibn Hazm, al-Ihkam flusul al-ahkam, 4:507.
73 -
See Sa'di Abu Hablb, Mawsu'at al-ijma' al-Islami, Damascus, 1996.
74
Ibn al-Athlr,Jami' al-usul, 1:121.
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Ta 'dil, on the other hand, is the opposite ofjarh and is used to mean: 'praising the
narrator on account of his uprightness and the strength of his memory.'
Since the time of the Companions, Muslims have paid special attention to the
narrators and to ascertaining the strength of their transmissions75, in accordance with
the Qur'anic injunction:
You who have 'man ! If a deviator brings you a report, scrutinize it carefully in case
you attack people in ignorance and so come to greatly regret what you have done76.
Thus, isnad (establishing the chain of transmission) has been regarded as "part of
one's religion" (al-isnadu mina-ddin) and scholars have been advising their students
to carefully select their shaykhs (teachers). They would tell them:
Verily, this matter [i.e. listening to narrations and transmitting them] is an integral
part of your religion, so mind who you take your religion from.77
Verifying a transmission was quite easy at the time of the Companions and their
Successors, given the proximity of both generations to the era of prophethood and
the relative shortness of the chains of transmission. However, as time went by,
chains of transmission grew longer and the narrators increased in number and
became scattered in the various Islamic regions, and the scholars felt the need to
75
See for example al-Tirmidhi, al-Sunan, hadfth No. 2101, p. 121.
76
The Holy Qur'an, Al-Hujurat,49:6.
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compile these chains of transmission in specialized books. Consequently, the Islamic
library, nowadays, abounds with books compiled in this discipline by eminent figures
like al-Dhahabl who authored his well known book Mlzan al-i 'tidalfi naqd al-rijal.
In this book, al-Dhahabi classifies narrators into various ranks in terms of whether
their transmission should be accepted or rejected. He uses specific terms to
designate the rank of each narrator, thus passing a verdict on whether his
transmission is to be accepted or turned down.
One point worth noting in this respect is that the terminology used by the scholars is
not uniform across the board. Indeed, some scholars have their own terminology. It
is, therefore, very important that the terminology of each scholar is studied in its own
right. This becomes all the more imperative when scholars of hadith differ in their
verdicts about a specific transmitter. The following is a review of the terms used in
the field of validating and invalidating transmitters as well as the ranks of these
transmitters according to al-Dhahabl in the introduction to his book Mizan al-i 'tidal.
A great number of these terms are used in the treatise at hand, Tanqh al-Tahqiq.
77
Muslim, Muqaddimat Sahlh Muslim, 1:84.
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The levels ofjarh (invalidity) according to al-Dhahabi in his book 'Mean al-
i'tidal'.
Level Expression Used
The Weakest Level Dajjal, kadhdhab, wadda', fabricator of hadlths
2 Muttahamun bi-l-kadhib (accused of lying), muttafaqun 'ala
tarkih (consensus exists that he is to be rejected)
3 Matruk (deserted), laysa bi thiqah (not reliable), da'funjiddan
(extremely weak), dhahib al-hadith,flhi nazar, halik, saqit
4 Wahi, laysa bi shayda 'fwahl, munkar al-hadith
5 Considered weak, has a weakness, laysa bi -l-qawT(not strong),
laysa bi hujjah (cannot be used as evidence), layyin, sayyi' al-
hifz (of poor memory), mukhtalafun fih (opinions differ about
him), saduq lakinnahu mubtadi' (truthful but an innovator),
truthful but cannot be used as evidence)
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The levels of ta'dR (authenticity) according to al-Dhahabi in his book Mizan al-i'tidal
The Highest Level Thabtun hujjah, thabtun hafiz, thiqatun
mutqin, thiqatun thiqah
2 Thiqah.
3 Suduq, Iaba 'sa bihi, laysa bihi ba 's
4 Mahalluhu al-sidq, jayyid al-hadtth, salih
al-hadSh, shaykhun wasat, shaykhun
hasan al-hadlth, saduq in sha' Allah,
suwaylih
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2.8 THE IMPORTANCE OF REFERRING HADTTHS TO A MULTIPLICITY
OF SOURCES
The establishment of a chain of transmission of ahadlth and ascribing it to a number
of different sources can have a number of advantages:
1. The multiplicity of narrations increases the strength of ahadSh. The more
narrations available to a scholar of hadith, the more confident he becomes about the
authenticity of the hadHh. For this reason, the scholars of hadith took special
interest in collecting all the narrations of a single hadith. For example, Al-TabaranI
Sulayman b. Ahmad (d.360/970) collected all the narrations of the hadith:
Whoever falsely ascribes something to me, then let him occupy his place in
Hellfire.78
He was able to count 176 narrations, from 60 of the Companions.79 The scholars





It was related by Malik, al-Muwatta', p.l 10, translated by Aishah Bewley; al-Bukhart, al-Jami'
al-sahih, 1503; Muslim, 984; al-Tirmidhl 675, al-Nasa'T, 2501. See also, Ibn Hajar, Fath al-Barl
sharh Sahlh al-Bukhari, 1:203-204.
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2. It enables one to get at all the rules (ahkam) embodied in the hadlth as not all the
narrators are of the same degree of memorization. Some narrators might even
narrate the hadith by giving its meaning only. Yet some other narrators might narrate
the hadith in an abridged form and (unlike narrators) fail to narrate it in its full form.
Abridgement can be the result of poor memory or of a deliberate decision to give the
point in case to suit a particular argument or to suit a particular situation.
The following example will serve to illustrate how more than one-narration helps in
working out the rules embodied in a hadith.
Ibn 'Umar said: " The Messenger of Allah made the zakat of breaking the fast at the
end of Ramadan obligatory on every Muslim, whether freeman or slave, male or
_ gQ
female, and stipulated it to be a sa' of dates or a sa' of barley."
al-Tirmidhi said:
The hadith of Ibn 'Umar is hasanun sahih (i.e. a good and authentic hadlth). Malik
narrated from Naff from Ibn'Umar from the Prophet a similar version to Ayyub's,
with the addition 'min-al-muslimin' (i.e. from among the Muslims.) This addition led
to a controversy around a man who has non Muslim slaves, whether he should pay
the end of Ramadan zakat for them or not. According to Malik, al-Shaffi and
Ahmad [i.e. who take the hadith with its addition] he should not, but he should,
according to al-Thawri, Ibn al-Mubarak and Ishaq.
Two conclusions can be reached from the foregoing quotation by al-Tirmidhi:
80
See Malik b. Anas, al-Muwatta', p.l 10, translated by 'Aishah Bewley. The hadtth is related also
by al-Bukharl, al-Jami' al-sahih, 1503; Muslim, 984; al-Tirmidhi 676, al-Nasa'I, 2501.
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See: al-Tirmidhi no. 676 p. 1713.
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(i.) Imam Malik was the only one to narrate the above hadith with the addition
'min-al-muslimin' ( from among the Muslims), and that a number of other narrators
have not included that addition.
(ii.) The hadith without the addition embodies a certain rule (hukm) which is
different from the rule when the hadith is taken with the addition, and thus we find
the controversy among the scholars over a man who is responsible for the sustenance
of individuals who are non-Muslims, whether he should pay the end of Ramadan
zakat for them or not.
However, if we scrutinize the various transmissions of the hadith, we find that Malik
was not the only one to narrate the hadith with the addition and that he was followed
by 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Umar al-'Umarl82, his brother 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar al-'Umari83,
'Umar b. Nafi'84 and by al-Dahhak b. 'Uthman (trustworthy).85 Although Malik
was an eminent scholar and a firm authority in hadith, and many were led as a result
to accept the addition in his narration of this hadith, it is also true to say that the fact
that other trustworthy narrators followed him in narrating the addition increases the
82
He is a trustworthy narrator and his hadith was related by Malik, al-Muwattap. 110, translated by
'Aishah Bewley.
83
He is a weak narrator and his hadih was related by Ahmad, no. 5317.
84
He is a trustworthy narrator and his hadih was related by Ahmad, no.5906
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reliability of his narration and excludes any possibility of error in it. It is also
important to add that there were narrations from both Malik and 'Ubayd Allah both
with and without the addition. This is because of differences between the narrators
who narrated from them. For example, Qutaybah b. Sa'id narrated the same hadith
— • 86
from Malik without the addition.
The role of a jurist (faqlh) is limited to deriving the legal rule from the evidence and
in so doing he usually concerns himself only with the point in case for his argument.
As a result, many jurists do not check whether the hadith is authentic or weak while
quoting the evidence in support of the opinion opted for by the scholars of their own
school of jurisprudence. Whereas a scholar of hadith {muhaddith) scrutinizes the
different narrations of a hadith, compares its chains of transmission and its texts in
order to reach a suitable verdict on the hadith. It is this fundamental concern of a
muhaddith which led Ibn al-JawzI to write his book al-Tahqiq and led many
scholars from various schools of jurisprudence to establish the chains of transmission
of the hadiths of their respective schools. Examples of these scholars include al-
Zayla'i 'Abd Allah b. Yusuf (d.762/1360) of the HanafI school in his book Nasb al-
or
He is a trustworthy narrator and his hadith was related by al-Bukhari no. 1503.
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rayah fl takhrij ahadith al-Hidayah (i.e. Hidayat al-muhtadlof al-Marghinanl (d.
593/1196), al-Ghumari (d.1380/1960) from the MalikI school in his book al-
Hidayah fl takhrij ahadith al-Bidayah (i.e. Bidayat al-mujtahid by Ibn Rushd (d.
595/1198), al-'Asqalanl Ibn Hajar al-ShafI (d. 852/1448) in his book al-Talkhls
al-hablr, and others.
3. Another advantage of collecting the different narrations of a hadith and
scrutinizing its various chains of transmission is to know the narrators and establish
their degree of memorization, verification and perfection. It is a well known fact that
if a given narrator is most often in disagreement with other trustworthy narrators,
then that undermines his position and serves him the verdict of da '^T (weak).87
4. Collecting the different narrations can also be valuable in knowing the
personalities of the transmitters and their circumstances. This is important because
certain narrators are mentioned by name or by nickname only, which might get them
mixed up with other narrators. When both narrators are trustworthy, then there is not
much of a problem, as in the case of Sufyan, who could be either al-Thawri or Ibn
86
See Muslim, no. 984.
07
For more details see: Azami M.M, Studies in Hadith Methodology, p. 51-53.
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'Uyaynah, or Hammad, who could be either Ibn Zayd or Ibn Salamah. All of these
are trustworthy, and so mixing two of them up has no negative implications for the
authenticity of a hadtth. However, if one of them is weak, then the authenticity of the
hadlth is definitely undermined. So if, in a different narration, this particular
narrator is mentioned giving his name, his father's name, and his grandfather's name,
then the problem is solved and the verdict concerning the hadith becomes clear.
Sometimes, some narrators are mentioned and extra information is given about their
characters and abilities, for example, in this way: " So and so reported to me., and he
• ... 88
was a memorizer, or trustworthy, or diligent in worship etc..' . This extra
information is of great value.
In fact, knowing the narrators has always attracted a great deal of interest from
scholars of hadlth. They devoted a special discipline to it known as al-muttafiq wa
al-muftariq (i.e. The Concordant and the Discordant.) By this they mean the
narrators who have the same name, father's name and maybe more in common but
are different in person, like 'Abd Allah b. Dinar, the student of Ibn 'Umar, a
trustworthy narrator from Madinah, and 'Abd Allah b. Dinar, one of the weak
88
See some examples from Imam Malik and Shafi'i quoted by al-Suyuti Jalal al-Dm 'Abd al-
Rahman (d.911/1505) in his Tadrib al-rawT, 1:366-368.
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narrators from Hims (Syria) who used to narrate from Nafi'. Another example is
Muhammad Ibn Jarir al-Tabari, the author of the exegesis of the Holy Qur' an and
one of the eminent Sunni scholars and Muhammad Ibn Jarir al-Tabari, a Shiite
scholar. Both men had the kunya of Abu Ja'far.90 The scholars have even written
separate books on this discipline and paid special attention to which teachers had
with students as a means of determining the identity of a particular narrator. For
example, when Imam Ahmad narrates from Ibn al-Qasim, it is not Ibn al-Qasim, the
student of Imam Malik, that is meant, but Hashim Ibn Al-Qasim, one of the teachers
of Imam Ahmad, because Imam Ahmad never narrated from the student of Imam
Malik. Likewise, when Imam Ahmad narrates from Sufyan, then it is Sufyan b.
'Uyaynah and not Sufyan al-Thawri, because Imam Ahmad never heard from
Sufyan al-Thawri. This is despite the fact that Sufyan b. 'Uyaynah and Sufyan al-
Thawri had many teachers and students in common.91 More examples can be cited
in this respect; however, the point is to highlight the importance of knowing the
various ways of transmission of hadith?2
89
See al-Nasa'I hadith no. 2502. Also, al-SuyutT, Tadrib al-Rawi, 2:820-836.
90
See Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, 2:328.
91
See what was reported by al-Dhahabl on how to distinguish between various transmitters, Siyar
a'lam al- nubala7:464-466.
92
See al-Dhahabl, Mizan al-i'tidal, 4:418-419.
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5. Studying the various narrations of a hadlth further helps to pinpoint any blemish
('illah) affecting a certain hadlth, like inqita' (disconnection), tadlls (concealing a
hadlth's defects), irsal (incomplete transmission) or other errors. 'All b. al-Madini,
an authority in the field of 'illah once said: " If the various narrations of a particular
. 93
hadlth, are not studied side by side, it is not possible to pinpoint any errors in it."
An obvious example to illustrate this point would be hadlth No. 157 in this study.
In conclusion, it could be argued that reporting the different sources of establishing
the chain of transmission of the hadlth is not a matter of mere padding of the text
with redundant information. Rather, the scholars of hadith do that to document the
text and edit it. This discipline, in fact, is clear evidence to refute the allegations of
those who claim that the hadiths of ahkam (embodying legal rules) are all fabricated
94
by the jurists. As for the fact that takhrij is sometimes extensive and at other times
more concise, this depends on the nature of the research and the results the researcher
aims to achieve.
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See: al—Suyuti, Tadrib al-rawi, 1:296.
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See: Shacht, The Origins ofMohammadan Juisprudence, p. 163-64. Also, Introduction to Islamic
Law, p.35-36.
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CHAPTER 3: IMAM AHMAD'S SCHOOL OF
JURISPRUDENCE
3.1 THE DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES OF THE SCHOOL
Like other schools of Islamic jurisprudence, Imam Ahmad's own school went
through a number of stages. These are as follows:
A. The Formation Stage (7-241/855)
This stage covers the duration of Imam Ahmad's lifetime (164/780-241/855),
starting with his quest of knowledge and including the recording ofmost of his
sayings and opinions during his lifetime. Imam Ahmad received his knowledge
from more than 280 scholars1, prominent among whom was Imam al-Shafi'i
(d204/819). al-Shafi'i equally received some of his knowledge from Ahmad and
this perhaps explains the many resemblances the two schools of jurisprudence bear to
each other. These similarities pertain to so many issues that some fiqh scholars went
as far as claiming that there should be no need for the Hanbali school of
jurisprudence, as it only differs from the Shaft T school in perhaps \6fiqh issues.
However, such an opinion can hardly stand any degree of scrutiny and, therefore,
found little acceptance amongst the Hanbali scholars who authored a number of
1
al-Dhahabi, Siyar a'lam al- nubala', 1:181.
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books highlighting the "mufradat", or the fqh issues with opinions exclusively held
2 —
by Imam Ahmad (and not found in other madhahib). Some Hanbali scholars
3
estimate these issues to be in excess of 10.000 issues.
At the beginning, Imam Ahmad disliked recording hisfiqh opinions. Questioned
about this matter he replied: " I do not like it. Whenever a man comes along, he
authors a book of his own, leaving aside the recording of the traditions of the
Messenger of Allah." 4 It is clear from the quotation above that Imam Ahmad's
purport was to urge the scholars to collect the traditions of the Prophet, record them,
study them and teach them, thus, contributing towards bridging the gap between the
various viewpoints and minimizing the controversy between the different schools of
jurisprudence. Imam Ahmad himself invested vigorous efforts in recording the
Prophet's traditions and urged his students to record them. The result of such
endeavours was that he was able to compile the largest hadith encyclopedia entitled
"The Musnad\ which includes about 30,000 prophetic traditions.
'Abd Allah, the son of Imam Ahmad said: I said to my father: "Why did you compile
the Musnad while you disapprove of writing books?" He replied: I intended this book
2
Bakr Abu Zayd, al- Madkhal al-mufassal, 2:908-912.
3
al-Manqur, (dl 125/1713), al-Fawakih al- 'adldahflal-masa'il al-mufldah, 1:52.
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to be an Imam (i.e. a point of reference) for all people. When people disagree about
the sunnah of the Prophet, they can refer back to it."5. It seems also that, having
sensed a favourable response on the part of other scholars and on the part of his own
students to his call to collect the hadith of the Prophet, Imam Ahmad started writing
his own books. He wrote more than 30 books, a few of which have been printed
such as: Fada'il al—sahabah, al-Zuhd, al-Wara', al-Radd 'ala al- zanadiqahwa al-
jahmiyyah, al-Ashribah etc. This is in addition to the books of "masa'iF compiled by
his students in which they included his answers to questions put to him in various
Islamic disciplines.6
An allegation has been leveled against Imam Ahmad and it is opportune at this point
of discussion to mention it along with the arguments to refute it. The allegation is
that "Imam Ahmad was a muhaddith (a scholar of hadrth) but not afaqih (a scholar
of jurisprudence)." Such an allegation is based on the fact that a number of scholars
who wrote books on the subject of "the science of controversy" have not mentioned
Imam Ahmad and only mentioned the other three Imams. The first to feature such
4
Ibn Hanbal, 'Abd Allah, Masa'il Ahmad, issue no. 1821.
5
Abu Musa al-Madinl al-Hafiz, (d.581/1185), Khasa'is al-Musnad, p.5.
6
Abu Zayd, Al- Madkhal al-Mufassal, 1:351 -355.
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omission was Ibn Jarir al-Tabari (d.310/922) in his book Ikhtilafal-fiuqaha', followed
by al-TahawI Abu Ja'far al-Hanafi (d.321/933), Ibn 'Abd al-Barr al-Malikl
(d.463/1070) and Abu Hamid al-Ghazall al-Shafi'i (d.505/1111). The following
arguments can be put forward in answer to this allegation:
The Hanball school of jurisprudence is one of the major four madhhabs unanimously
recognized by the Ummah as such. It has its scholars, who are well renowned for
their knowledge and their expertise in fiqh. Their books infiqh and usul al-fiqh
(principles of jurisprudence) are well known and widely used. This school of
jurisprudence also has its disciples and followers.
Imam Ahmad's eminent status infiqh is testified by a number of his contemporaries
(also eminent scholars) like al-Shafi'I who was also one of his teachers),'Abd al-
Razzaq al—San'ani, Abu Thawr, Ibn Ma'Tn etc.7
The fact that some scholars omitted Imam Ahmad's views from their books is
counter-balanced by the fact that other scholars have included them, such as al-
Tirmidhi, in his book al-Sunan, Abu Dawud also in his book al-Sunan, Muhammad
7
Al-Dhahabi, Siyar a'lam al-nubala', 11: 195,196,203,205,291,293.
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b. Nasr al-Marwazi (d.294/906) in his book Ikhtilafal-fuqaha and other jurists and
scholars of hadith from various schools of jurisprudence.
It should be noted, here, that it is not befitting to dispraise those who have omitted
Imam Ahmad from their books nor is it Islamically permissible to undermine them,
- 9
as did some of the Hanball scholars with Ibn Jarir al-Tabari; as this amounts to
reprehensible fanaticism.1
B. The Collection and Recording Stage (241-403/855-1012)
This phase started during Imam Ahmad's lifetime when his students began to record
the corpus of his fiqh opinions. However, the first to do this systematically was al-
Khallal Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Harun (d.311/923) in his book Jami' al-Riwayat
'an Ahmad, followed by his student Abu Bakr 'Abd al-'Aziz , alias "Ghulam al-
Khallal" (d.363/973). Subsequently, al-Khiraqi Abu al-Qasim 'Umar b. al-Husayn
(d.334/945) wrote his book al-Mukhta-sar fl al-fiqh al-Hanball with its sharh
8
This book was edited by Muhammad Tahir Hakim and printed in Riyadh, 2000. The author's
methodology is as follows: He starts with the sayings of the Imams: Malik, al-ShafiT, Ahmad, al-
Layth b. Sa'd and Abu Thawr. As for the Hanafls, he calls them " 'ashaab al-ra'y" (People of
personal interpretative judgements) or "al-Kufiyyun The book comprises more than 360 issues.
9
Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah, 14:848-849.
10
Abu Zahrah,M. Tarikh al-madhahib al-Islamiyyah, 2:323-324, Dar al-Fikr al-'Arabi; also, Bakr
Abu Zayd, al-Madkhal al-mufassal, 1:356 ff.
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(explanation). Not long after, al-Husayn b. Hamid (d.403/1012) wrote his book,
Jami' al-madhhab. He also wrote other books on the principles of Ahmad's school
of jurisprudence.11
C. The Edition and Revision Stage (403-884/1012-149)
This stage started with al-Qadi Abu Ya'la Muhammad b. al-Husayn al-Farra'
(d.458/1065) and finished with Ibn Muflih Ibrahim b. Muhammad (d.884/1479) who
was the most eminent Hanbali scholar of his time. The most renowned of his books
was al-Mubdi' sharp al-Muqni', which is considered an encyclopedia of Hanbali
fiqh. It has been printed in 9 volumes.
D. The Status-quo Stage (885-1350/1013-1931)
This stage was limited to the study of the inherited corpus of Hanbali fiqh, with no
new additions.
This stage led into the present day (fifth) stage, which is:
E. The Revival of the Hanbali Heritage (1350/1931- to date)
This stage is marked by an earnest effort to revive the Hanbali heritage by many
researchers and postgraduate students in Saudi Arabia, where the Hanbali madhhab
11
Abu Zayd al-Madkhal al-mufassal, 1:135,456-459.
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has been officially adopted by the Government and followed by its scholars. This
scholastic endeavour consists of editing, studying and printing a considerable number
of Hanball books. The number of printed books so far is estimated to be more than
250 books in Islamic creed, Qur'anic sciences, hadfth, jurisprudence, principles of
jurisprudence etc.12
3.2 THE PRINCIPLES OF IMAM AHMAD'S SCHOOL
The first scholar to author a book in the principles of the Hanball madhhab was al-
Hasan b. Hamid (d.403/1012). He was the teacher of al-Qadi Abu Ya'la.
Subsequently, al-Qadi Abu Ya'la wrote several books on the principles of
jurisprudence such as "a/- 'Uddah", which has been printed and is discussed below.
Imam Ahmad based his madhhab on five principles. These are, in brief, as
follows:13
1. A Text (nass): this could be from the Qur'an or the authentic sunnah, and its
signification could be either definitive or speculative14. Once Imam Ahmad
establishes a certain hadrth as authentic, he relies on it even if it contradicts the
12
Abu Zayd, al-Madkhal al-mufassal, 1:136.
13
For more details regarding Imam Ahmad's school principles see Ibn al-Qayyim, 1'lam al-
muwaqqi'm, 1:28-32; Ibn Badran, al-Madkhal, p. 49; Bakr Abu Zayd, al-Madkhal al-mufassal, 1:149.
14
See Ibn Taymiyyah, al-Fatawa, 19:288.
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saying of a Companion or the action of a group of people or an opinion or an analogy
or even what some scholars refer to as ijma' (consensus), although this sort of
consensus, in fact, does not amount to a real consensus. This is because the
definition of ijma' is that all scholars (mujtahids) unanimously agree on one opinion
concerning a certain matter. What happens, in fact, is that when a certain scholar
happens to know of no one who differs with his Imam in a certain matter, then he
claims that consensus (ijma) obtains regarding that particular issue. Such a type of
consensus does not discourage Imam Ahmad from adopting a given hadith when it is
established as authentic. Instead, he relies on that authentic hadith to the exclusion
of any other type of evidence.
2. The rulings of the Companions (fatawa al-sahabah) when not contradicted by
other evidence Imam Ahmad does not consider them as ijma'. Rather he says about
them: " I do not know anything that contradicts them". These rulings, according to
Imam Ahmad, take precedence over the actions and opinions of other scholars or
analogy.
3. In cases where the Companions differ with one another in their rulings with
regard to a certain issue, he would, to the best of his ability, select one opinion;
otherwise, he limits himself to quoting all their opinions and refrains from opting for
a particular viewpoint.
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4. The mursal hadith (incompletely transmitted) or da 'if (weak) would take
precedence over analogy. It is necessary to point out in this respect that the hasan
(good) hadith used to be classified by the early scholars as a type of da '/(weak)
hadith as the classification which existed then only distinguished between sahih
(authentic) and da 'if (weak) hadiths. Anything markedly weak, like a mawdu'
(fabricated) or matruk (abandoned) hadith was rejected outright by Imam Ahmad
and he prohibited relying on it as evidence.
5. Qiyas (analogy). Imam Ahmad would use it in cases of necessity that is in the
absence of all other types of evidence. He used to caution his students about passing
a verdict regarding a matter with no precedent and where other Imams had no
opinions previously. Instead, he would easily give the answer of "I do not know " to
many questions put to him, very much like the Imams and great scholars prior to
him. Thus we can see that Imam Ahmad's madhhab is based on fiqh al-dalil
(following the evidence from Qur'an and sunnah) rather than on fiqh al-'aql
(following analogy and reasoning). This, perhaps, is the most distinguishing feature
of Imam Ahmad's madhhab, and this explains why Imam Ahmad collected as many
evidences from Qur'an and sunnah and from the sayings of the Companions (athar)
as possible.
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CHAPTER 4: EXAMINATION OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL
STAGES OF AL-TANQlH
4.1 AL-TA'LIQ AL-KABIR OF ABU YA'LA
4.1.1 BIOGRAPHY OF ABU YA'LA (458/1066)
Abu Ya'la, whose full name was Muhammad b. al-Husayn b. Muhammad b. Khalaf
b. Ahmad b. al-Farra', was commonly referred to as al-Qadi Abu Ya'la due to his
being a qadl(judge).
Abu Ya'la was born in Baghdad on the 28th of Muharram, 380H.1 (27/4/990) At this
point in history, Baghdad was considered to be one of the largest centres of learning
of its day. Inevitably, residing in the midst of such an extraordinary environment had
a great effect on Abu Ya'la. As a consequence, his desire to study Islam, and Islamic
law in particular, flourished. Moreover, the father of Abu Ya'la, namely al-Husayn,
also had a background in this very field. al-Husayn was a graduate of Islamic law
attained under the instruction of Abu Bakr al-RazI, known to be one of the greatest
Hanafi jurisconsults, and, with time, al-Husayn also gained a reputable and
honourable status for his abilities.
1
See al-Qadi Abu al-Husayn Muhammad Ibn Abu Ya'la, Tabaqat al-hanabilah, 2:194, Beirut; Dar
al-Ma'rifah.
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Al-Husayn, considered to be a pious and righteous man, was very keen to instill a
sense of uprightness and honour in his young son. This prompted him to steer Abu
Ya'la towards a religious education from a very early age. In fact, at the age of five,
Abu Ya'la was being taught hadlth (tradition). Over the following five years, Abu
Ya'la's abilities shone through and his interest in the Islamic sciences burgeoned. At
the age of ten Abu Ya'la began studying^/#/? (jurisprudence) under the watchful eye
of a Hanball teacher named Ibn Mufrihah al-Muqri'. As a result of his intellectual
brilliance and obvious potential, the young boy was entrusted to the head of the
- -2
Hanball school at that time, Imam Abu 'Abd Allah al-Hasan b. Hamid (d.
403/1012).
On maturity, al-Qadl Abu Ya'la spent the remainder of his life in the pursuit of
knowledge. He continued studying whilst, at the same time, he taught students
Islamic law. In addition, he wrote many valuable works and treatises on various areas
of Islamic jurisprudence. Despite such activity, Abu Ya'la was becoming old and
inevitably this fountain of knowledge had to pass away. Abu Ya'la died at the age
2
See Ibn Muflih, al-Maqsad al-arshad fi dhikr ashab al-imam Ahmad, 1:319; al-Dhahabi, Siyar
a'lam al-nubala', 17:203.
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of 78, at the time of 'isha' (night prayer), on Monday 20th Ramadan, 458H. (13th
August 1066).3
Throughout his life, Abu Ya'la was taught both the sciences of hadilh andfiqh under
the authority of numerous scholars, many of whom were known for their expertise in
their designated fields. The following list of links (asanld) provides some of the
more prominent names:
♦ A group of scholars, from Abu al-Qasim al-BaghawI, from Imam Ahmad Ibn
Hanbal (d. 241/855).
♦ Abu al-Qasim Musa b. 'Isa al-Sarraj, from al-Baghawi 'Abd Allah b.
Muhammad (214-317/829-929)4.
♦ Abu al-Husayn al-Sukkari, from Ahmad Ibn 'Abd al-Jabbar al-Sufi, from
Yahya b. Ma'in (233/847).
As can be deduced from the aforementioned names, Abu Ya'la associated with and
gained knowledge from the renowned Islamic scholars of his age.
Further, with the intention of broadening his learning at the hands of the finest
teachers, Abu Ya'la traveled far and wide in the pursuit of knowledge. He sought
knowledge in many cities including Mecca, Aleppo, and Damascus.
3
See Ibn al-JawzI, al-Muntazam, 16:99, ed. Muhammad 'Abd al-Qadir 'Ata, Beirut; Dar al-kutub
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All the while, Abu Ya'la was also teaching his own students. Of the ones who
became well known are:
♦ Abu al-Khattab Mahfuz b. Ahmad al-Kalwadhanl (432-510/ 1040-1116),
the author of al-Intisarflal-masa'il al-kibar, one of the most important references of
Hanball fiqh,5
♦ Ibn 'Aqil Abu al-Wafa' 'All b.'Aqll b. Muhammad (431 -513/1039-1119),
the author of al-Funun6 and al-WadihJi 'usul al-fiqh 7
♦ Abu Bakr al-Khatib al-Baghdadl (463/1070), the author of Tarlkh
Baghdad.
♦ Abu Ja'far 'Abd al-Khaliq b. 'Isa al-'Abbas! al-Hashiml (411- 480/1020-
Q
_ _ _
1077) , the author of Ru 'us al-masa'ilflal-khilaf, which featured 1960 issues. His
methodology in this book is the same as that of his teacher, Abu Ya'la.
al-'ilmiyyah, 1999.
4
See his biography in al-Dhahabi's Siyar. 14:440-457.
5
A part of al-Intisar was edited and published in Saudi Arabia in 1993.
6
It is currently said that the book was in more than 400 volumes. This is according to al-Dhahabl in
his Siyar 19:445. What is found is only 2 volumes, which were edited by George Maqdisi in Beirut
1969.
7
It was edited by George Maqdisi.
8
See al-Dhahabl, Siyar a'lam al-nubala':l&:456.
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This is in addition to numerous other distinguished scholars studied under the
instruction of Abu Ya'la and graduated from his school.
Abu Ya'la's eminent status as a scholar was confirmed by the statements of his
students and contemporaries. al-Khatlb al-Baghdadi, one of Abu Ya'la's students, is
noted to have said, "We have written down from Abu Ya'la and consider him to be
trustworthy."9 Furthermore, Ibn al-Jawzi testified with regard to the nature of Abu
Ya'la, "He was one of the masters in trustworthiness."10 al-Dhahabl commented,
"He gave legal opinions, taught many Hanball fellows who proceeded to graduate
under his instruction, and he reached the highest level in fiqh (jurisprudence). He
was the scholar of Iraq in his era, with complete and sound knowledge of the science
of the Qur'an, its interpretation, debates and jurisprudential foundations."11 Besides
these accolades, Ibn Kathir adds, "He was the master of the Hanbalis (shaykhu al-
12
Hanabilah) assisting and facilitating the Hanbali school of law."
9




"Afta wa darras wa takharraj bihi al-ashab wa intahat Ilayhi al-imamatu fJal-fiqh, wa kan 'alim
al-'Iraq ji zamanih ma'a ma'rifatin bi'ulum al-Qur'anwa tafsirihwa al-nnazarwa al-'usul". See,
Siyar a'lam al-nubala\ 18:90.
19 - - . -
"Shaykh al-hanabilah wa mumahhid madhhabihimflal-furu"'. See Ibn Kathir al-Bidayah wa al-
nihayah, 16:10.
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One of the most pronounced moments in the life of al-Qadi lay in the recognition of
his abilities by the caliph of the day, al-Qa'im bi amri Allah (Abu Ja'far 'Abd Allah
b. Ahmad 391-467/1000-1076)13. The caliph requested Abu Ya'la to put into
practice his knowledge of Islamic law and proceeded to offer him the post ofjudge.
He resisted such a post and harboured little desire for it. Yet, regardless of Abu
Ya'la's stance, the caliph went ahead and nominated him for the honourable
position. On this basis, Abu Ya'la was obliged to yield and accept the placement at
the insistence of the caliph. However, he did not oblige without first laying down
requisite conditions. These included his being excused from attending ceremonial
cavalcades, and formal receptions or visits to the sultan's palace. Finally, on mutual
agreement of the conditions, Abu Ya'la submitted to the will of the caliph and
became al-Qadi (The Judge).14
Notably, the majority of those who have written about Abu Ya'la have failed to
comment on or praise his abilities in the science of hadith. The exception to this lack
of documented observation is a remark made by al-Dhahabl who declared, "Abu
Ya'la was a man of worship and night-prayers and continuous writing. However, he
13
See Ibn Kathir, al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah, 16:47-49.
14
al-Qadi Abu al-Husayn, TAbaqat al-Hanabilah, 2:205-206. George Makdisi, The Rise ofColleges,
p. 154.
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was not conversant in hadfih and may have been prone to the use of very weak
hadith."15
At the time of Imam Ibn Hamid's death, Abu-Ya'la was still his student. However,
on the demise of his teacher, Abu Ya'la proceeded to fill Imam Ibn Hamid's role as
a teacher. Besides this, Abu Ya'la began compiling books. These works were of such
16
stature that they soon became the first point of reference for successive Hanball
scholars. Among the works of Abu Ya'la, probably the most important which have
been published are the following:
(i) 'Ibtal al-ta 'wilat
Within this book,17 Abu Ya'la elucidates what the ahl al-sunnah believe with regard
to the Qur'an and the attributes of Allah. Notably, it is documented that the son of
Abu Ya'la, al-Qadl Abu al-Husayn, remarked that when the book spread, a
dissension arose among the people. As a result, a conference was held in the palace
15 "Kan dha 'ibadah wa tahajjud wa mulazamah li al-tasnifwalam takun lahu yadun tulafima 'rifati
al-hadith fa rubbama 'ihtajja bi al-wahl." See Siyar a'lam al-nubala18:91.
16 See al-Qadl Abu al-Husayn, TAbaqat al-Hanabilah, 2:205-206 in which he mentioned all his
works. See also al-Dhahabl, Siyar a'lam al-nubala1, 18:91.
17 The book was published recently in Kuwait as a two-volume edition, ed. Muhammad al-Humud.
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of Caliph al-Qa'im bi amri Allah (Abu Ja'far 'Abd Allah b. Ahmad 391 -467/1000-
1076)18.
The assembly took place in the year 432/1040. It included Abu Ya'la, Abu al-Hasan
al-Qazwim al-ShafiT 'All b.'Umar (360-442/970-1050),19 Abu al-Tayyib al-Tabari
Tahir b. 'Abd Allah al-Shafi'i (348-450/959-1058)20, and many other notable
scholars from various schools of thought. Once the book had been read in front of
those gathered, it was agreed that the contents were correct and all the scholars
21
present affirmed this.
(ii) al-'Uddah fi'usul al-fiqh
This book is very much associated with the Hanballs. Within its pages, Abu Ya'la
reviews the foundations of the Hanbali school of jurisprudence. In addition, he notes
a range of pronouncements made by Imam Ahmad and other scholars. In relation to
these, Abu Ya'la assesses the religious evidence and makes comparisons between
the scholars with the overall objective of ascertaining which statement is more true
1R
See Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah, 16:47-49.
19
See al-Dhahabl, al-Siyar, 17:609.
20
See al-Dhahabl, al-Siyar, 17:668-671.
21
See Ibn Abl Yaia Abu al-Husayn, Taqat al-Hanabilah, 2:197-198 and compare with Ibn Kathlr,
al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah, 15:685.
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with regard to underlying proofs. Moreover, Abu Ya'la, in documenting such
sensitive ideas, focuses the reader's attention on the outcome of the dispute and its





In his introduction to this book, Abu Ya'la mentions that he had extracted it from a
number of encyclopedic books and that he had based it, on the whole, on
controversial issues.24 The book is written along the lines of abridged treatises of
fiqh, where the author rarely reports the proofs or the controversy between the
Imams. The total number of hadlths featured in the book is 15 hadShs only.
Sometimes, the author reports that there are two different narrations, both from
Ahmad. In the Book ofJinayat (Crimes), for example, he says:
A Muslim cannot be killed in retaliation for a disbeliever, nor a freeman for a slave,
nor a father for his son. A disbeliever can be killed in retaliation for a Muslim, a
slave for a freeman, and a son for his father. It is also legitimate to kill a man for a
woman, a woman for a man and a slave for a slave. Retaliation is permissible
between a man and a woman in a crime less than murder, and the same is true
between two slaves. A group of people can be killed in retaliation for an individual
22
This book was published as a five-volume edition, ed. Ahmad Sayr al-Mubarakl, Riyad; 1980.
23
This book was printed in Riyadh; 2000, edited by Dr. Nasir b. Su'ud al-Salamah.
24
See al-Jami' al—saghir, p.22.
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and an individual for a group of people. There is also another narration from him [i.e.
25
from Imam Ahmad] that a group cannot be killed for an individual.
4.1.2 Al-Ta'llq al-Kabir Flal-Masa'il al-Khilafiyyah Bayn al'Ulama'26
27
It is also referred to as 'al-Khilafal-kabir\ This work is the origin of the present
study. It is considered to be one of the primary sources of reference for those who
wish to access the authentic documented views of Imam Ahmad. It is on this basis
that many notable jurists relied on it. For instance, Ibn Taymiyyah, one of the
Hanball master jurisconsults, often used it as a reference. In fact, during a period of
incarceration, he sent word to his family, requesting specific volumes of the book to
be sent to him. Also, as documented, once an individual asked Ibn Taymiyyah about
Hanbali references. The individual was hoping to validate the authenticity of two or
more dictums attributed to Imam Ahmad. Ibn Taymiyyah informed the student that
— — 28
he could ascertain the authenticity by referring to the Ta 'liq of al-Qadi Abu Ya'la.
25
See al-Jami' al—saghn•, section onjinayat, p. 285.
26
There is a copy of the manuscript in Fezullah library and Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya holds the third
volume. It begins with kitab al-Hajj and ends with Abwab Al-salam. Dr. 'Awwad A1-'Amri, of
the Islamic University in Madlnah, edited and studied the section entitled al-hajj. He submitted
his research as a PhD dissertation in 1988. However, according to Ibn Taymiyah, the manuscript is
in eleven volumes. See al-'Uqudal-Durriyyah, p. 258.
27
See Ibn Abl Ya'la Abu al-Husayn, Taqat al-Hanabilah, 2:206.
28
See Ibn Taymiyah, al-Fatawa 20:227.
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Moreover, 'Abd al-Qadir b. Badran (1267-1346/1850-1927)29 noted that the most
comprehensive work he had ever seen written by a Hanbali jurist was 'al-Khilafal-
kabir' of Abu Ya'la. He said:
The book is in many volumes but I have seen only the 3rd volume. Abu Ya'la used
an array of diverse methods in the book, but most prominent was his ability to refute
30
the arguments of the litigant in a way I have never encountered before."
31
It is quoted that Ibn Taymiyyah said it [i.e. al-Ta'lIq] consists of 11 volumes.
Unfortunately, nothing of that valuable treasure has been found yet, except volume 4,
• • • — • 32
which starts with the section on i 'tikaf, then the section on hajj and ends with a
33
section on business transactions. Two manuscript exist: one in Egypt, in the Dar
al-kutub al-Misriyyah, and one in Turkey, in the Feyzullah Library.
79
See 'Umar Kahhalah, Mu'jam al-mu'allifin, 2:184.
30
See 'Abd al-Qadir b. Badran, al-Madkhal ilamadhhab al-imam Ahmad b. Hanbal, p. 231.
31
See Ibn 'Abd al-Hadl Muhammad b. Ahmad (705-744/1305-1343), al- 'Uqud al-durriyyah, p. 285.
32
It was edited in the Islamic University in Madlnah in 1988 by 'Awwad al-'Amri.
33 This section was edited by 'Abd Allah al-Dikhll as a PhD thesis in 1996 at Muhammad b. Su'ud
University in Riyad.
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In fact, al-Ta 'llq, is considered to be one of the most massive works on controversial
issues. Ibn Taymiyyah who was in high pertinence with al-TaqlTq indicated that its
issues amount to some 4000 or so.34
Since this book was the main source used by Ibn al-JawzI for his al-Tahqlq, and the
main source used by al-Dhahabl for his al-Tanqlh, it is necessary to devote a special
section to this key reference.
(i) The Manuscript's Description
As mentioned above, most of the manuscript is currently missing and only Volume
35
Four is available . This volume comprises 312 folios and finishes with Part 39 of
the book, which means that every volume comprises on average between 9 and 10
parts and every part is made up of 30 to 32 folios. It seems that the division of the
book into parts was done by the author himself, whereas its division into volumes
was done at a later time by the scribes. This can be evidenced by the fact that 'Abd
al-Qadir b. Badran, the Hanbali scholar (d. 1364/1928), reported that he had
examined Volume Three of the book, which begins with the section on hajj
34
See Ibn Taymiyyah, al-Istiqamah, 1:62-63, ed. Muhammad Rashad Salim, Riyad; University of
Imam Muhammad b. Su'ud, 1983.
-7 C
Its manuscript is in Fezullah Library in Turkey, No.695. A copy of it exists in the Islamic
University Library in Al-Madlnah Al-Munawwarah.
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36
(pilgrimage) and finishes with the section on salam (postponed sales) . This is at
variance with the data from the manuscript currently available, which consist of
Volume Four, and which start with section on i'tikaf and finish with one of the
sections on business transactions. Thus, according to our manuscripts, the section on
hajj should be in Volume Four, whereas the section on salam should be in Volume
Five. Presumably, the volume divisions of the copy Ibn Badran consulted contained
more sections than our presently surviving copies of 'Volume Four'.
The currently available volume of the book comprises the following sections:
(a.) The section on i'tikaf (13 issues).
(b.) The section on hajj (213 issues).
(c.) Parts of the section on business transactions (88 issues).
This makes a total of 332 issues that are featured in this volume, which is an
indication of the vastness of this book's scope as the total number of issues it features
might well exceed 3300.37
36
See Bakr Abu Zayd, al-Madkhal, p.450.
37
Three researchers have already edited the book and printed it.
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(ii) The Author's Methodology in this Book
The methodology of the author in his book consists of the following steps: he first
starts with the heading 'mas 'alah' (i.e. issue), then he reports all the narrations from
Imam Ahmad and the sayings of the Companions. Then, after mentioning the
opinions of the Hanballs, he mentions the opinions of the other madhhabs who are in
agreement with the Hanbalis, followed by their respective proofs. Then he moves on
to report the opinions of those who disagree with the Hanballs, reviews their
arguments and discusses them. Next, he reports any objections the opponents have
and answers them back, all in a scholarly and scientific style, leading eventually to
favouring the opinion of Imam Ahmad.
(iii) The Author's Sources
To write his book, the author relied on the main sources of jurisprudence (fiqh),
principles of jurisprudence (usul al-fiqh), hadith, and others. Some of the sources
mentioned include:
(i.) Ikhtilaf al-'ulama' by al-TahawI Ahmad b. Muhammad (d.321/933). This
book is one of the most important in the discipline offiqh controversy, comprising
38
130 parts. However, it is missing.
38
It was abridged by al-Jassas, Abu Bakr Ahmad b. 'All (d.380/981). It is also printed.
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(ii.) al-Ishraf 'ala madhahib ahl al-'ilm by Ibn al-Mundhir39 (d.318/930). It is
one of most important in the discipline offiqh controversy, used as source scholars in
all schools of Islamic jurisprudence. Ibn al-Mundhir's method in this book consists
of the following: he reports the opinions of the Hanafis from the books of the
students of Abu Hanifah, in particular from Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Shaybanl.
He reports the opinions of Malik from the Muwatta' and the Mudawwanah, the
opinions of al-Shafi'I from al-Umm, al-Risalah and Mukhtasar al-Muzanl. Finally,
he reports the opinions of Ibn Hanbal from the books of masa'il compiled by his
students like Abu Dawud al-Sijistanl, the author of al-Sunan, and Ishaq al-Kawsaj.
Ibn al-Mundhir stood out as being an Imam and mujtahid, with no bias to any
particular Imam or school of thought. Instead, he favoured the opinions supported by
the strongest evidence. His book features 2030 issues.
(iii.) HadIth sources, such as Musnad Ahmad, Musnad al-Humaydi, the Muwatta'
of Imam Malik, the Sunan of Abu Dawud and the Sunan of al-Daraqutnl, and
others.
What demonstrates the importance of al-Ta 'llq is the fact that scholars took a special
interest in it. It was abridged by al-'Ukburi Abu al-Mawahib al-Husayn b.
39
It was edited by Muhammad Najlb Siraj and printed in Qatar; 1986.
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Muhammad, a student of al-Qadl Abu Ya'la, in his book Ru 'us al-masa'il al-
khilafiyyah, which features 2363 issues in addition to a number of other issues
featured under the heading "fasl" (siction). It was also abridged by another student
of his, Abu Ja'far 'Abd al-Khaliq b. 'Isa al-'AbbasI (411-480/1020-1077)40 in a
book featuring 1960 issues. His methodology in this book was no different from his
teacher's (i.e. Abu Ya'la).
The remaining books, namely, al-Tahqlq of Ibn al-Jawzi amd al-Tanqih of al-
Dhahabi, will be reviewed in turn in the later sections of this thesis.
40
See al-Dhahabi, Siyar a'Iam al-nubala': 18:456.
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4.2 AL-TAHQIQ OF IBN AL-JAWZl
4.2.1 BIOGRAPHY OF IBN AL-JAWZI (597/1201)
The full name of Ibn al-JawzI is 'Abd al-Rahman b. 'All b. Muhammad b. 'All and
his surname is Jamal al-DIn Abu al-Faraj. He was commonly referred to as Ibn al-
Jawzl. However, the origin of this name is not definitely known. According to one
source, which is documented that an ancestor of the scholar, named Ja'far, was given
the surname al-Jawzi. There are various explanations as to how this occurred. One
theory suggests there existed a jetty in Basrah called Jawzah frequented by Ja'far;
another proposes it is because he was living in an area named the Jawzah quarter;
according to yet other sources, Ja'far was the only man in Wasit who had the jawza
tree of nutmeg in his courtyard . However, it should be noted that all such theories
are uncorroborated. Despite this, there are confirmed reports regarding the fact the
Ibn al-Jawzi is descended from the bloodline of the Caliph Abu Bakr al-Siddlq.
There exists disagreement about Ibn al-Jawzi's exact date of birth but it is calculated
to be either (511/1117) or (512/1118). According to Ibn Rajab, among Ibn al-JawzI's
papers there was a note in which he had written that he was unsure of the year of his
birth. However, he pointed to the fact that his mother had told him that he had been
three years of age at the time of his father's death in (514/1120), thus, putting the
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2
year of his birth at (511/1117) . It was some years after his father's demise that Ibn
al-JawzI began his long career in the pursuit of Islamic knowledge at the tender age
of six. By the time of his death in (597/1201), Ibn al-Jawzi was approximately 86
years old. He succumbed to a five day illness in the comfort of his home quarters on
Friday 13th Ramadan 597/ 15th June, 1201.
The teachers of Ibn al-JawzI are too numerous to mention. Suffice it to say that he
studied the sacred texts of Islam under the instruction of more than eighty teachers as
documented in Ibn al-Jawzi's Mashyakhah .
Of those who benefited from the teachings of Ibn al-Jawzi, many went on to become
renowned scholars in their own right. These include al-Hafiz 'Abd al-Ghani al-
MaqdisI (d. 600/1203), author of al-Kamal fi asma' al-rijal4; Ibn Qudamah al-
1
See al-Dhahabi, Siyar a 'lam al-nubala!, 21:372.
2
See Dhayl Tabaqat al-Hanabilah, 3:400, Beirut; Dar al-Ma'rifah,. also Siyar 'a'lam al-nubala!,
21:372.
3
Mashyakhah refers to the biographical collection of the author's masters. al-Zahiriyya Library holds
a manuscript of The Mashyakhah ofIbn al-Jawzi in no. 101. It was also printed twice in 1977, 1980
edited by Muhammad Mahfuz.
4
See Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah, 16:732.
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MaqdisI (d. 620/1223)5, the author of al-Mughnisharh Mukhtasar al-Khiraqi; and,
al-Diya' al-MaqdisI (d. 643/1245), author of al-Mukhtarah6. However, it should be
noted that this list is by no means exhaustive.
Ibn al-Jawzi's status as a distinguished scholar of his day is further substantiated by
the encyclopaedic approach with which he compiled his works. His contribution to
Islamic literature is said to have adorned the shelves of a wide range of subjects
including Qur'anic studies, hadBh, fiqh, Arabic linguistics, art, history and medicine
to name but a few. Ibn Kathlr, in his own scholarly work entitled al-Bidayah wa al-
nihayah referred to him as an outstanding scholar of his age with regard to his ability
7
to sermonize.
Notably though, Ibn Kathlr did not meticulously scrutinize those books of Ibn al-
Jawzl which led Ibn al-Jawzi to be denounced by other prominent scholars.
Specifically, he was criticised for his remarks on the subject of creed ('aqldah). It
was felt that his opinions contradicted the creed of those considered to be the rightly
guided people of ahl al-sunnah wal jama'ah. In relation to this, Ibn Qudamah
considered Ibn al-JawzI to be a man familiar with many fields of knowledge, well
3
Ibn Kathir, al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah, 17:116.
6 Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah, 17:284.
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78 —versed in the intricacies of fiqh and a hafiz. Yet still, Ibn Qudamah defamed his
work saying that, "We are not satisfied with Ibn al-Jawzi's writings or approach to
the topic of the creed 'aqldah of the ahl al sunnah. "9 al-Dhahabi stated that he
wished that he [i.e. Ibn al-Jawzi] had not rushed into ta'wi710 and, thus, avoided
disagreement with his Imam [i.e. Ahmad b. Hanbal].11
In relation to the many works compiled by Ibn al-Jawzi during his lifetime, al-
Dhahabl comments, "Ibn al-Jawzi's compilations exceed three hundred and forty in
number. They vary hugely in size ranging from works of twenty volumes to booklets.
I cannot imagine that there was enough time [in his life] to be able to do so." al-
Dhahabl also stated, "I have never known anyone compile books as he [Ibn al-Jawzi]
did."12
7
"Kana 'ustadhan fardanfial-wa'z" See al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah of Ibn Kathlr, 16:708.
8
A transmitter of hadSh endowed with excellence of memory.
9
"Kan sahib fun On, kan yusanniffi al-fiqh wa yudarris, wa kan hafizan lilhadlth ilia annana lam
nard tasanlfah fi al-sunnah wa la tariqatahu flha." Siyar a'lam al-nubala', 21:381-382.
10
Ta'wil has many different meanings. One of them is the approach of interpretation of the texts
which focuses on the underlying as opposed to the apparent meaning.
Laytahu lam yakhudfl al-ta'wil wa lam yukhalif imamahu". Siyar a 'lam al-nubala21:368.
12
Tasanrfuhu tazld 'la thalathumi'atin wa arba 'in musannaf ma bayn 'ishrin mujalladan ila kurras,
wama azunnu azzaman yasmahu bimithlihi. " Siyar a 'lam al-Nubala", 21:348.
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Some of the more popular and commonly used books of Ibn al-Jawzi are as follows:
i. Zad al-masnrfl'ilm al-tafsir
This work amounts to nine volumes. He documents the exegesis of scholars that
preceded him in relation to each verse of the Qur'an. However, he does not mention
the isnads.13
ii. al-Muntazam flakhbar ul-muluk wa al- 'umam
This is a substantial and oft quoted treatise on history. Notably, Ibn Kathlr refers to it
repeatedly in his own works.14
iii. Talbis Ibis
Within the context of this book, Ibn al-Jawzi demonstrates the deceptive methods by
which the Devil (iblis) managed to deceive people such as the Kharijites, Shiites, and
the Batiniyyah away from the correct path, namely that of adherence to the sunna.
13
It was published in Beirut by al-Maktab al-Islami, ed. Zuhayr al-Shawish.
14
See al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah, 16:707.
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4.2.2 Ibn Al-Jawzl's al-Tahqiqfimasa'il al-Khilaf
A. Reasons For Writing al-Tahqiq fimasa'il al-Khilaf
Within the introductory section of al-Tahqiq fl masa'il al-Khilaf, Ibn al-Jawz!
discusses his reasons for writing this treatise. These can be summed up as follows:
1. For a lengthy period of time there had been a call, as voiced by his teachers and
contemporaries, for the examination of the authenticity of the hadiths of Kitab al-
Ta'llq of al-Qadl Abu Ya'la. In effect, it was felt that there was a dire need to be
able to distinguish the correct from the weak hadiths.
2. Ibn al-Jawzi examined the books of commentaries and discovered that the
majority of the fuqaha' relied on incorrect hadith. Moreover, the laterfuqaha' were
prone to draw on those hadiths used by their predecessors, as they themselves were
not well versed in hadith knowledge.
B. Ibn al-Jawzi's Methodology In al-Tahqiqfimasa'il al-khilaf
1. Ibn al-Jawzi uses headings to separate fiqh subject matters. He outlines the stance
of the Hanbalis and then proceeds to discuss the agreement and disagreement of
other scholars.
2. Ibn al-Jawzi then examines the hadith which Abu Ya'la includes. The author
proceeds to document the corroborating evidence of the Hanbalites (giving them
precedence) and follows these with the evidences of opponents.
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3. The author refers to the original sources of the hadith, namely the Six Books of
hadith, and examines the chains of narration from these in an effort to verify the
authenticity of the hadith.
4. Hadith are further examined by Ibn al-JawzI in that he judges them as either
correct or weak, all the while expounding his reasons for doing so. However, Ibn al-
Jawzl does not examine the hadith to such a level of depth as would create excessive
length in the text and boredom for the reader. The author limits his writing to what
will suffice for the purpose of his aim.
5. The author, in his final judgements, is meticulous in his documentation of views
both for and against his own. This is due to the fact that Ibn al-JawzI strongly
disliked the concept of blind following or taqlid. As suggested by the words of
Imam Waki' Ibn al-Jarrah:
The people of knowledge document both what is for them and what is against them.
However, the people of desires note only that which is for them.
6. Ibn al-Jawzi does not mention in his introduction whether he meant to write an
abridgement of al-Ta iiq. However, this is in fact what happened, as the number of
the issues in al-Tahqiq is only 817, that is, less than a 1/4 of the issues featured in the
original, i.e. al-Ta 'liq. This can be justified by the explanation Ibn al-Jawzi provides
in the introduction to his book, stating that he wanted to edit the hadiths contained in
the book (apparently referring to the fiqh issues which are controversial among the
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scholars due to a controversy around the hadShs in them). However, we cannot
guarantee the total commitment of Ibn al-Jawzi to his initial remit. It is not possible,
either, to check whether there were issues he missed to edit their hadHhs, and
whether he introduced any new issues in his book which did not exist in the original
book. The reason is that the majority of al-Ta'liq is missing. However, as a
remedy, I have attempted a comparison between al-Tahqlq by Ibn al-JawzI and al-
'Ukburl's book Ru'us al-masa'l al-khilafiyyah, which, as stated above, is an
abridgement of al-Ta 'liq. I have found that the issues featured in Ru 'us al-masa'il
al-khilafiyyah and not featured in al-Tahqlq are mostly issues considered as
controversial due to the scholars' own opinions. Some of them contain a hadith or
the saying of a Companion (athar), but are not featured by Ibn al-JawzI. These issues
could well be further investigated and featured in a separate book.
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4.3 TANQIH AL-TAHQIQ OF AL-DHAHABl
4.3.1 BIOGRAPHY OF AL-DHAHABI (748/1348)
Al-Dhahabi was born in Mayyafariqin on the 1st or 3rd of Rabi' II, 673AH (5th or 7th
October 1274). al-Dhahabi's full name was Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn'Uthman
Ibn Qayimaz al-Turkumani al-Dimashql al-Shafi'T, Abu 'Abd Allah. However, he
was given the name al-Dhahabl due to the fact that his father was a goldsmith.1 Ibn
al-Dhahabi was the name used by al-Dhahabl for signatory purposes. Assuming his
father's role, the young al-Dhahabi also became a goldsmith. Hence, he retained the
trade-specific surname.
Al-Dhahabi's early years were spent in the midst of a religious family environment,
with many of his relatives well versed in the religious sciences. His father, a pious
man regular in his performance of the night prayers, was familiar with the tenets of
Islamic law and Sahih al-Bukharl. In addition, al-Dhahabl's aunt and wet nurse,
— — 2
namely Sitt al-ahl bint 'Uthman, had acquired a formal certificate (ijazah) for her
studies with a group of scholars. Further, two of his uncles were also educated in the
1
See Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1, p.954-956.
2
An ijazah guarantees the authoritative transmission of a book, giving evidence that the person
named in the certificate had studied the work under the direction of the author, or of a duly authorized
person, belonging to a chain of transmitters going back to the author. See George Maqdisi, The Rise
ofHumanism in Classical Islam and the Christian West, p.77, Edinburgh University Press 1990.
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sciences of religion: al-Dhahabi's maternal uncle 'All b. Sinjar al-Musili later
became his teacher (d.736/1335) and another uncle (zawj khalatih) Ahmad .b. 'Abd
al-Ghanl al-Dhahabi, surnamed Ibn al-Harastani, was both a hafiz of Qur'an and an
avid reader of hadSh (d.700/1300). Moreover, his foster brother, 'Ala' al-din 'All b.
Ibrahim b. Dawud b. al-'Attar al-Shafi'i, gained the ijazah from a group of scholars
for al-Dhahabi.
Thus, it can be concluded that al-Dhahabi was nurtured within the context of a highly
religious and learned family setting. Undoubtedly, such an environment had a
profound influence on his forthcoming academic career. As expected, al-Dhahabi
— 3
began his studies and succeeded in memorising the Qur'an with qira'at . His abilities
in this field caught the attention of his teacher, al-Dimyati4 Abu 'Abd Allah
Muhammad b. 'Abd al-'Aziz (693/1294)5, who during the period of his illness,
placed al-Dhahabi at the head of the circle (halqah)6 of teaching qira'at in the
Umayyad Mosque in Damascus. As well as excelling in the field of qira'at, al-
3
Different ways of reciting certain verses of the Qur'an.
4
Dimyat is a village in Egypt. See al-Sam'ani, al-Ansab, 3:577.
5
See al-Dhahabi, Mu'jam al-shuyukh, 2:218.
6
A lesson or a lecture involving students sitting with their teacher in a circle. Usually occurs in
mosques, though, not mandatory.
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Dhahabi also studied Arabic grammar and linguistics and Shafi'I jurisprudence. By
the time he was eighteen, he began specializing in the science of hadHh, a discipline
which required him to travel far and wide.
In the final years of his life, al-Dhahabi experienced a sharp deterioration in his
vision until, finally, blindness set in. He died in Damascus at the age of seventy-five
during the night of Sunday 3rd Dhulqa 'dah 748AH (3rd of February, 1348).
A. The Teachers and Students of al-Dhahabi
al-Dhahabi spared no effort to acquire Islamic knowledge. He traveled extensively
and studied under a great number of teachers. He aggregated all the names of his
— 8
teachers in a book he entitled Mu'jam al-shuyukh, also known as al-Mu'jam al-
kabir. The number of his teachers whose biographies were featured in this book
came to 1040. The most prominent among them were:
In Damascus:
♦ Ahmad b. Hibatu Allah b. 'Asakir9 (d. 699/1300).
7
There is general consensus regarding the date of death. That is, with the exception of Ibn Iyas al
Hanafi who said that it occurred in 744/1343. It could be an error in printing.
Q
It was edited by Dr. Muhammad al-Hablb al-Hilah in two volumes and printed in S.A 1988.
Q
See al-Dhahabi, Mu'jam al-shuyukh: 1:107.
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♦ Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Muhsin b. al-Kharrat al-Hanbali (d. 728/1328).10 He
studied hadith. under al-Kharrat and accompanied him on the hajj.
In Egypt:
♦ al-Abarquhl Ahmad b. Ishaq (d. 701/1302)11 who taught al-Dhahabi the Sirah of
- 12
Ibn Hisham in six days.
13
♦ Ibn Manzur al-Ifrlql Muhammad b. Mukarram (d. 711/1311). He was one of
the eminent scholars of the Arabic language and the author of the well-known book
in Arabic, Lisan al- 'Arab.
♦ Ibn Daqiq al-'Id Muhammad b. 'All b. Wahb al-Qushayrl (d. 702/1302). al-
Dhahabi said about him: " The most eminent scholar of his time. He was an
authority ('allamah) in both madhhabs MalikI and Shafi'I, and well-versed in hadHh
and its various disciplines".14
The most prominent and most oft mentioned among his students were:
10
See al-Dhahabi, mu'jam al-shuyukh:2:225-226.
11
See al-Dhahabi, mu'jam al-shuyukh: 1:37-38.
12
See Dr. Bashshar 'Awwad in his introduction to al-Dhahabl's Siyar, p.30.
13
See al-Dhahabi, Mu'jam al-shuyukh: 2:277.
14
See al-Dhahabi, Mu'jam al-shuyukh:2:249.
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♦ al-Subki 'Abd al-Wahhab b. 'All (d. 771/1369), the author of the Tabaqat al-
shafi 'iyyah.
♦ Ibn Kathlr Isma'il al-Shafi'i (774/1372), the author of al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah,
and the Tafslr al-Qur 'an.
B. Al-Dhahabl's Scholarly Status
Concerning al-Dhahabi's status as a scholar, it is possible to assess his expertise by
way of assessing three factors: the commendations of al-Dhahabl by others, his own
works, and his academic standing. Each will be assessed in turn.
1. Commendations of al-Dhahabi by Others
Al-Dhahabl has the reputation of a scholar of the first rank in history and in the
science of hadith. In fact, he was referred to as shaykh al-muhaddithm, which can be
translated as Master of the science of hadith.
Ibn Kathlr said about al-Dhahabi, "He was a historian of Islam, Master of hadith and
by him the hadSh experts have been sealed."15 In his own works Ibn Kathir relied
upon al-Dhahabl's judgements to a large extent. Notably, he always preceded each
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reference to al-Dhahabi with a very polite introduction. For instance,'Our master,
16
the memorizer Abu 'Abd Allah al-Dhahabi said such and such'.
Salah al-DIn al-Safadi commented:
I have learned from him and read under his direction many of his compilations. I did
not find the inactivity of hadSh experts in his manner nor the dullness of the
transmitters. Rather he was shrewd with extensive experience in scholarly sayings. I
was impressed by the thoroughness of his books. He also did not leave any hadSh
behind until he had clarified it with regard to the weakness of its text or chain and the
eligibility of the transmitters. Moreover, I have never seen any one to be so
considerate of these factors.17
Ibn Hajar remarked, "He was the authority of his era in his critique of the science of
18
credibility. He was sharp witted and shrewd. His fame suffices him."
15
"Mu'arrikh al-Islam, wa shaykhu al-muhaddithm, wa qad khutim bihi shuyukh al-hadithwa
huffazuh. See: Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah, 14:225, Beirut; maktabat al-Ma'arifa, 1st
edition, 1996.
16
See al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah, 7:668, 8:568, 19:216.
17 - - -
"akhadhtu 'anhu wa qara'tu 'alayhi kathman min tasanifihi wa lam ajid 'indahu jumlid al-
muhaddithm wa la kawdanat al-naqalah, bal huwafaqih al-nazar lahu durbatin bi aqwal al-nas wa
madhahib al-a'immah mina al-salaf wa arbab al-maqalat, wa a'jabani minhu ma yu'anihi fi
tasanrfihi, thumma innahu layata'adda hadlthan hattayubayyin mafihi min da 'fi matnin aw zalami
isnadin aw tahin fi riwayatihi wa hadha ma lam ara ghayrahuyura'ihadhihi al-faldah." See Ibn
Taghrl BardI al-Atabiki (d.874/1443), al-Nujum al-zahirahflmuluk Misr wa al-Qahirah, 10:144-145,
Beirut; Dar al-kutub al'ilmiyyah, 1992.
18
"kan 'allamata zamanihifial-rijal wa ahwalihim, hadld al-fahm, thaqib al-dhihn, wa shuhratuhu
tughnl 'an al-itnabifih."
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2. Al-Dhahabl's Works
All those who wrote about al-Dhahabi mentioned the quality of his books. These
include the following: Tarikh al-Islam; Siyar a 'lam al-nubala' which is a significant
accomplishment and provides a critique of many sciences as well as various valuable
comments regarding creed, jurisprudence, poetry, morals and wisdom; and Tadhkirat
al-huffaz. He also shortened many important works of authors that had gone before
him. These included Al-Sunan al-kubra of Al-BayhaqI, Al-Muhalla of Ibn Hazm,
Minhaj al-sunnah al-nabawiyyah of Ibn Taymiyah and many others.
3. al DhahabT's Academic Standing
al-Dhahabi held the following posts during his life:
♦ He supervised the Qur'anic circle in the Umawi Mosque following his Shaykh
Abu 'Abd Allah Mohammad b. 'Abd al-'Aziz al-Dimyati from 692-693 (1292-
1293).
♦ He was Khatib (preacher) of Kafr Batna mosque from 703-729 (1303/1328).
♦ He held the Mashyakhah of dar al-hadlth in TJmm al-Salih on 20, Dhu al-hijjah,
718. (13/2/1319). It was also his abode till his death.
♦ He also held the Mashyakhah of dar al-hadSh of al-Zahiriyyah.
♦ He was Imam and teacher of hadkh in al-Nafisiyyah School following his
Shaykh 'Alam al-DIn al-Birzall in 739/1338.
♦ He held the Mashyakhah of dar al-hadlth al-Tankaziyyah in 739/1338.
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The list above provides a clear indication of the achievements and high scientific
status achieved by Imam al-Dhahabi. Hence, it can be concluded that he was highly
deserving of the title shaykh al-muhaddithm, hafiz, and the Imam ofjarh & ta 'dil.
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4.3.2 ANALYSIS OF AL-DHAHABI'S TANQIH
Al-DhahabI is famed both as a historian and as a muhaddith (tradition expert).
However, such recognition of his abilities in these fields does not in any way reduce
his expertise in other Islamic sciences nor is it indicative of his lack of mastery over
them.
To illustrate, al-Dhahabl was a Master in qira'at. He was able to master this science
at the hands of the most eminent readers of Qur'an of his time and, later, he even
proceeded to teach them. Such marked ability in this field led Ibn al-Jazari (d.
833/1429), one of the famous scholars of the science of qira 'at, to praise him.1
Moreover, al-Dhahabl was a scholar of Tawhid and he summarised the book of
Minhaj al-sunnah al-nabawiyyahfi al-radd 'ala al-ShPah wa al-Qadariyyah written
by his colleague Ibn Taymiyyah. In addition, he wrote al Kaba'ir and al- 'Ululi al-
— — 2'All al-Ghaffar and others. Al-Dhahabl was also knowledgeable in fiqh. In
particular, he was well versed in the fiqh of the Shafi'I school and had been taught it
by the most famous scholars of his time. These included Kamal al-DIn b. al-
Zamlakani, Burhan al-DIn al-Fazarl and Kamal al-DIn b. QadI Shuhbah.
1
Ibn al-Jazan Muhammad, Ghayat al-nihayahfiasma' rijal al-qira'at wa al-riwayah, 2:71.
2
All the above mentioned books are published.
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In addition, al-Dhahabi also summarised the al-Muhalla of Ibn Hazm, which is one
of the main references in the Zahiri School. In addition, as previously discussed, al-
Tahqlq of Ibn al-Jawzi also received due attention from al-Dhahabi. Even though
this book is an established part of Hanballfiqh, it is also considered to be a work of
comparative fiqh as each school of law is represented in it. Over and above this, there
is a lot of research, discussions and material related to fiqh matters spread amongst
al-Dhahabl's other works. Included among these are his jurisprudential choices and
preferences, which will be mentioned later.
Consequently, his student, Salah al-Din al-Safadl (764/1345) remarked as we have
mentioned earlier on al-Dhahabi's marked brilliance:
I have learned from him and read under his direction many of his compilations. I did
not find the inactivity of hadSh experts in his manner nor the dullness of the
transmitters. Rather he was shrewd with extensive experience in scholarly sayings.
However, his persistence to seek hadSh and the sciences related to it overrode his
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A. Al-Dhahabi's Methodology In the Tanqlh
The methodology implemented by al-Dhahabi throughout this book is not
specifically referred to or discussed by the author himself. Instead, al-Dhahabi states
in the introduction, "This is a tanqlh of the Tahqlq of Ibn al-Jawzi. I have added to it
some useful points." Thus, a noteworthy deduction of this statement is the fact that
al-Dhahabi summarized his treatment of Ibn al-Jawzi's work in one word: "tanqlh".
Ibn Manzur, in his definition of this word, describes it as follows: "Verifying the
speech, he scrutinized the language, and examined it well, or he put it to rights or
trimmed it and removed its faults, or defects."4
This definition best describes the methodology adopted by al-Dhahabi in his effort to
summarize the Tahqlq flmasa'il al-khilaf. He meticulously examined the book of Ibn
al-Jawzi, corrected its mistakes, filled in the gaps, further verified that what was
correct was correct and that what was weak was weak. Moreover, al-Dhahabi
provided a thorough explanation of all areas suffering from vagueness and
ambiguity. The method by which such a comprehensive treatment was achieved will
be discussed in the following section.
4
See Ibn Manzur al-Ifriqi, Lisan al-'Arab, (£—&). Lane, Arabic English Lexicon, 2: 2836, Islamic
Texts Society, 1984.
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1. Commentary & Revision of Ibn al-Jawzi's Work
The following examples illustrate the meticulousness of al-Dhahabi's approach in
correcting Ibn al Jawzi's works:
(i.) Ibn al-Jawzi mentions a hadith from Hudba, from Hammad, from 'Ammar b.
Abi 'Ammar that Abu Hurayra said: "The Prophet commanded rinsing out the nose
and mouth." Then Ibn al-Jawzi says: "Only Hudba supported it from Hammad.
Others did not mention Abu Hurayra. But the addition of a trustworthy narrator is
acceptable." However, al-Dhahabl did not feel comfortable with the response of Ibn
al-Jawzi and went on to say that Ibn al-Jawzi did not deal with this entry in a
thorough manner, al DhahabI says: "The author became ill-humored (tanakad)
saying that the addition of a trustworthy narrator in a hadith is acceptable"5.
(ii.) Ibn al-Jawzi comments that persons of differing opinions rejects the evidence
of his madhhab by weakening the character reference of Jabir al-Ju'fi. But he says,
"al-Thawri and Shu'bah found him to be trustworthy and they were satisfactory
referees." 6 However, al-Dhahabi does not find the statements of these two people
5
See al-Dhahabi, Tanqlh, p. 8.
6
al-Tahqlq, 1:145.
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sufficient but says: "Jabir al-Ju'fi is nothing (laysa bi shay')."'1 Therefore, al-
Dhahabi confirmed this man's weakness, which is most of the muhaddithin are
agreed upon.8
(iii.) Al-DhahabI says -after Ibn al-JawzI has supported his madhhab concerning
the wiping of the head three times in ablution by several hadiths- "I [i.e. al-Dhahabl]
say: none of them [i.e. the hadiths] is correct."9
(iv.) When al-Daraqutni, one of the Imams of the science of hadith and the
knowledge of 'ilal al-hadith contested the hadith "The ears are part of the head"
saying that it was mursal hadith, Ibn al-JawzI comments that "The raf is an addition
and the addition from a trustworthy narrator is acceptable." This infuriated al-
Dhahabi to the extent that he said: "This is the saying of somebody who has never
10
smelled [i.e. has no idea about] the 'ilaV
(v.) Ibn al-JawzI mentions the evidence of his madhhab regarding the limits of the




See Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, 1:283-286.
9
Al-Dhahabl, Tanqlh, p.9.
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opponents. This is unusual as it is contrary to his approach in this book. Hence, al-
Dhahabi states, "They [i.e. the opponents] have strong hadiihs that the author does
not mention."11
(vi.) Ibn al-JawzI mentions a hadih from Anas that, "When beginning the prayer,
the Prophet used to say Allah Akbar, then raise his hands, then say subhanaka
Allahumma wa bi hamdik (Glory to Allah and praise be to Him)." Ibn al-Jawzi says
that al-Daraqutnl reported it, and his men are trustworthy. However, al-Dhahabl
- ..19
notes, "Ibn 'Adi said al-Husayn used to steal hadiihs. [i.e. was a liar]"
(vii.) In the chapter on salat (mandatory prayer), Ibn al-Jawzi proceeds to say, after
he has mentioned some of the supplications to be said in starting prayer:
We agree with our opponents that it is not sunnah (recommended) to say all of the
aforementioned supplications in the opening of the prayer. In reference to this
1 ^
statement, al-Dhahabi remarks, 'This is an odd agreement'.
(viii.) Throughout his book, Ibn al-Jawzi strives to defend some hadiihs that he






Al-Dhahabi, Tanqlh, p. 29.
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remarks that Ibn al-JawzI exceeded the limits in proving his point, and in addition,
failed to be meticulously thorough in his correction of these hadlhs. Al-DhahabI
notes these inaccuracies and comments by saying, "The author has overlooked some
of the hadShs."14
(ix.) Once again, al-Dhahabl proceeds to defend al-DaraqupiI when Ibn al-JawzI
ignored his tad'If (weakening) of one of the narrators of a hadtth by saying, "al-
Daraqutnl weakened Nashib as a narrator. However, none have shown disapproval of
him except al-Daraqutnl, and the weakening of a narrator cannot be accepted until
the reason behind it is explained." Al-Dhahabi comments:
This indicates both the inclination of Ibn al-JawzI and his lack of knowledge
regarding al-Daraqutni. This is because, in fact, al Daraqutnl only weakened those
who were considered extremely weak.15
(x.) Ibn al-JawzI says that a khutbah before the prayer of istisqa' is not
recommended, and he exceeds the limits in interpreting the hadSh concerning this
issue. In particular, Ibn al-JawzI says, "His saying (prior to the khutba) means that
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assessment of this statement, al-Dhahabl retorts, "I wish that you had remained
quiet."16
(xi.) Ibn al-JawzI was gravely mistaken when he weakened one particular
trustworthy narrator. This occurred when the author made an error in which he
wrongly matched both the narrator's name and his father's name with a weaker
narrator. Even though the trustworthy narrator and the weak narrator differed
significantly in lineage, this did not come to the attention of Ibn al-Jawzi. Ibn al-
Jawzl says, "They considered 'Abd Allah b. Ja'far a weak narrator." By way of
correcting this error, al-Dhahabl comments, "He is al-Raqql and he is trustworthy.
The one they weakened was al-Madlni. However, the hadith is munkar (very
weak)."17
(xii.) Ibn al-Jawzi tries to reject an utterance in a hadith on the basis of it being
shadh (irregular) while al-Dhahabl considers it to be sound and confirmed in other






Al-Dhahabl, Tanqlh, p. 130.
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We said that Malik, al-Thawri, Ibn 'Uyaynah, Hammad Ibn Zayd, Za'idah, Wuhayb,
al-Darawardi and Fudayl b. Sulayman narrated it [i.e. that utterance]. All of them
narrated the word zawwajtukaha. Yet, Abu Ghassan narrated it as ankahnakaha.
However, Ibn Abi Hazim and Ya'qub al-Iskandarani narrated it as mallaktukaha.
Notably, the latter narrators were not hcifiz. In addition, it was also narrated by
Ma'mar. However, he was known for making many mistakes.
— 18
In relation to this statement, al-Dhahabi remarks: 'This is an arbitrary judgement'.
(xiii.) With reference to the matter of changing hajj to 'umrah, al-Dhahabi
comments on Ibn al-Jawzi's judgement by observing that
This is an unreasonable combination [between reports] (jam 'un barid) and nothing
19
more than a claim about something that has not happened.
(xiv.) Regarding the necessity of continuing a spoiled hajj, Ibn al-Jawzi mentions
some athar. He says, "We narrated this from Ibn 'Umar, 'Ata' and Ibrahim." al
— 90
Dhahabi remarks that Dawud would not be pushed by those."
(xv.) With regard to an issue concerning bay' al- 'araya, Ibn al-Jawzi says:
This sort of selling had been allowed only in necessity on the basis of a narration
which indicated that a group of people came to the Prophet complaining about their
need for rutab (ripe) dates while they can only exchange for the dried dates they
have, so the Prophet allowed them that.
18
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqlh, p. 139.
19
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqlh, p. 98.
20
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqlh, p. 101.
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However, on examination, al-Dhahabl stated that this is no longer a matter of
_ 21
necessity is established shari'ah.
(xvi.) On the topic of the validity of a slave's gift, Ibn al-Jawz! states that his
evidence (of considering it right) was that the Prophet had accepted Barlrah's gift.
Al-Dhahabl states that the Prophet only accepted her gift after she had been freed
22
from slavery.
(xvii.) Ibn al-Jawzi says that the hadiths of al-Hasan from Samurah were from a
book. Al-Dhahabl says it is confirmed that he heard from him. Thus, in accordance
with Imam Bukhari's rules, this entails the narration of al-Hasan from Samurah
being considered as a continuous chain.
(xviii.)Some isnads (chains of narration) are criticised by Ibn al-Jawzi. An example
of such an occasion occurs when the author comments on the isnad of a hadSh
saying that it was only Abu Abd al-Rahlm who narrated it from Zayd and then
proceeds to say that Abu Abd al-Rahlm is considered da 'if. In response to this, al-
21
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqlh, p. 113.
22
Al-Dhahabl, Tanqlh, p. 122.
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Dhahabi replies that this is wrong, as the mentioned man was trustworthy and his
narration is relied on by Imam Muslim in his Sahih.
(xix.) Where Ibn al-Jawzi reports the mutaba 'at (text-related appendages) whole
with the complete text and chain of transmission, al-Dhahabl only highlights the
point of benefit gained from them. An example is hadfih No.24, where Ibn al-Jawzi
reports a text-related appendage by Warqa' to Sufyan al-Thawri, providing a
complete text and chain of transmission through the narration of al-Daraqupu- the
point of benefit being to specify the name of one of the narrators, as he is only
mentioned by his kunyah, Abu ' Azib, in the chain of transmission. Al-Dhahabi only
gives a brief summary of all this, saying: ' Warqa' narrated it from Jabir', without
citing the chain of transmission of the hadSh nor its foil text. He does the same with
regard to the athar, No. 107.
Sometimes al-Dhahabl leaves out a hadith altogether and does not report it, as in the
case of the hadith of Jabir b. Samurah which reads: "Ma'iz presented himself before
the Prophet and acknowledged his sin four times, so the Prophet ordered that he
should be stoned."
23
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqlh, p. 100.
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(xx.) It is customary for Ibn Al-Jawzi to report a hadith by ascribing it to a
narrator, e.g. Imam Ahmad. If the hadith is authentic (sahih), he then comments
after reporting it as follows: "related in the Sahihayn or "related exclusively in
Bukhari", i.e. not in Muslim etc. Al-DhahabI, on the other hand, mentions part of
the chain of transmission, then before it he puts a symbol to summarize the
commentary used by Ibn al-JawzI, for example, he puts £ (= KH) to mean 'related
in Bukhari' or (=KH,M) to mean'Bukhari and Muslim'. This is his style of
assigning symbols. However, he is sometimes inconsistent, maybe by mistake or for
some other reason. For example, Ibn al-Jawzi reports hadith No. 140, in the
narration of al-Tirmidhi and then comments "al-Tirmidhl says that this is sahih [i.e.
an authentic hadith]". Al-Dhahabi, however, does not use any symbol before it, nor
does he mention the expression'al-Tirmidhl authenticated it', an expression rarely
missed by the scholars of hadith as it is quite characteristic of al-Tirmidhi. The same
hadith is also related in Bukhari and Muslim but al-Dhahabl fails to indicate that as
well. Another example is hadith No.48, which Ibn al-Jawzi reports in the narration
of Ahmad and after which he says: "related exclusively in Bukhari", but al-Dhahabi
neither uses the symbol nor reports verbatim Ibn al-Jawzi's expression.
(xxi.) Al-Dhahabi sometimes differs from Ibn al-Jawzi, as in hadith No.48, which
Ibn al-Jawzi reports in the narration of Ahmad and after which he says: "related in
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Bukhari and Muslim", while al-Dhahabi refers to it with the symbol (=KH). The
same is true in the case of hadith No. 125, which is reported by Ibn al-JawzI in the
narration of Ahmad and after which he says: "related in Bukhari and Muslim"
whereas al-Dhahabi assigns to it only the symbol p (=M).
2. Al-Dhahabi's Commentary on People Other Than Ibn al-JawzI
Al-Dhahabi does not only correct the mistakes of Ibn al-Jawzi. In fact, he corrects
the errors and oversights of many other scholars. This is due to the fact that al-
Dhahabl's approach is one in which he adhers to the truth, neither favouring this
person nor that person, particularly if the evidence is patently clear.
For instance, Ibn al-Mundhir discredited the isnad of a hadith, describing it as
munkar. However, al-Dhahabl says that the isnad is salih (acceptable).
Similarly, Ibn Hibban considered that al-Hasan al-Basri had not heard any hadith
from Ibn 'Umar. In response, al-Dhahabl rejects this statement and says that, in fact,
al-Hasan al-Basri declared that he had spoken orally with him. This has been
reported with a strong isnad.24
24
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqlh, p. 145.
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Ibn al-Jawzi considers ish 'ar (branding an animal) to be makruh (disliked). Ibn al-
Jawzl depends in this judgement on what was narrated by Ibrahim al-Nakha'I who
said, "ish 'ar is muthlah (mutilation)." Al-Dhahabi disagreed with this. In apology to
al-Nakha'I, al-Dhahabi says: "The hadrth about its acceptability never reached al-
Nakha'I."25
3. Commitment To The Wordings Of The Original
A. Mentioning The Narrators
Al-Dhahabi does not always mention the personal names of the narrators in the
sanad of the hadShs, whereas Ibn al-Jawzi did. This was not without reason. For
example, al-Dhahabl sometimes gives the kunyah of narrators where Ibn al-Jawzi has
given their personal names, and vice versa. By way of demonstration, some instances
in which this has occurred follow:
(i.) Abu Bakr al-Naysaburi, the shaykh of al-Daraqutni, is mentioned by al-
Daraqutni in his Sunan in that way. Ibn al-Jawzi also does the same, while al-
— 9 A
Dhahabi refers to him as Ibn Ziyad, thus, giving him the lineage of his grandfather.
25
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqih, p. 107.
26
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqih, p. 5.
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(ii.) Ibn al-Jawzi mentions the name Sulayman b. 'Abd al-Rahman while al
~ — — 97
DhahabI refers to him as Sulayman b. bint Shurahbll.
(iii.) Ibn al-Jawzi says regarding the sanad of a hadith mentioned by al-Tirmidhl,
that Nasr b. 'All related from Shuja' b. al-Walld. However, in his Tanqih al-Dhahabl
- 9R
says: "Nasr b. 'All related from Abu Badr". This was because there were two
narrators called Shuja' b. al-Walid. One of them was saduq while the other was only
maqbul.29
(iv.) Ibn al-Jawzi says in his narration of the isnad of Imam Ahmad, "Sufyan
related... while in his Tanqih al-Dhahabi says: "Ibn 'Uyaynah related..." This is
because there were two Sufyans: Sufyan al-Thawri and Sufyan b. 'Uyaynah.
(v.) Ibn al-Jawzi once mentions Sufyan in an isnad of a hadith without clarifying
o 1
which one he meant, whereas al-Dhahabi specifies "al-Thawri" instead.
27
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqih, p. 5.
28
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqih, p. 19.
29
See Ibn Hajar, Tahdhlb al-Tahdhlb, 2:153-154.
30
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqih, p. 22.
31
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqih, p. 26.
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B. Choice Of Phrases
When summarising the books of previous scholars, al-Dhahabi was not strict in using
the wordings of the original book. This was due to the fact that he was not concerned
about the wording of the book as such but was, in fact, more committed to extracting
and conveying the meaning in the most comprehensive manner. When necessary, al-
Dhahabi altered the wording of the original phrase. In particular, al-Dhahabi
employed this technique when he found the original wording imprecise or if he felt
there was a more appropriate word to be had. For example, Ibn al-Jawzi writes in the
Tahqiq, "They [i.e. Bukharl and Muslim] relate it in the two Sahlhs. It provides no
evidence because it was washed because it was dirty." This phrase was in reference
to the washing of semen from the dress of the Prophet. Al- DhahabI, however, did
not find the wording appropriate. Instead, he replaces the phrase with, "it was
washed in order to clean it".
C. Explanation Of Terms
Throughout his summary of Ibn al-Jawzi's work, al-Dhahabi provides explanations
of various hadSh terms. For instance, he comments in reference to Ibn al- Jawzi's
remark, "They mentioned a hadih which has no basis (la asla lahu)". Al-Dhahabi
says: "They mentioned [a hadtth] without a sanad: "The best of your vinegar is the
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vinegar of your khamr". By way of clarification, he says that the meaning of the
term la asla lahu is that it has no sanad. This is a worthy observation rarely
mentioned in the books of hadith terminology.
He also records other transmissions from either the same Successor (mutaba 'at) or
Companion (shawahid) not reported or referred to by Ibn al-Jawzi:
One of the useful features of this abridgment is that he adds some verification of
chains of transmission of certain hadShs when needed. For example, when Ibn al-
Jawzl reports the hadith of Umm al-Fadl, who said,
" I came to the Prophet and I said to him: I saw in a dream that in my home, or in my
lap, there was one of your limbs..."34 etc, al-Dhahabi says: "A similar hadtih was
reported by Abu Dawud via Abu al-Ahwas, from Simak, from Qabus b. Abl al-
Mukhariq, from Umm al-Fadl. There is another narration, from 'All b. Salih, from
Simak."35
So, al-Dhahabi adds a transmission from a different Successor and a transmission
from a different Companion to strengthen the authenticity of the hadSh.
32
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqih, p. 6.
33
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqih, p. 6.
34
See the complete text in Ahmad's Musnad, 6:339-340.
35
See page 6. The hadSh mentioned above is related by Abu Dawud no. 375; Ibn Majah no.522.
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D. Explaining Difficult Words in the Hadiih
Sometimes al-Dhahabi explains difficult words in the hadith as he does in the hadiih
"This gold is worthless, not even worth a kharbasisah." Explaining the meaning of
36
kharbasisah, he says: "it is trifling jewelry". With regard to the hadiih which says:
"The eyes are the string with which al-sah is tightly closed", al-Dhahabi says: "a/-
37
sah means the ring of the anus."
4. AL-DHAHABI'S FIQH CHOICES
Another useful feature of this book is that it highlights one of the not so well known
aspects of al-Dhahabi's personality which is often neglected by his biographers, and
that is the fiqh aspect in his training as a scholar. A close look at al-Dhahabi's
opinions and fiqh discussions in this book shows quite evidently that he was one of
the scholars of hadiih who were also well versed in fiqh. He detested disapproved
fanaticism, revered the speech of the Messenger and followed faithfully in the
footsteps of the great Imams before him who always asserted that everybody's
speech is subject to being accepted or rejected except the Prophet's. The following
are examples to illustrate al-Dhahabi's impartiality and integrity:
36
See Folio 6/A. also: al-Fayruzabadi Muhammad b. Ya'qub (817/1414), al-Qamus al-muhit, p.
616.
37
Folio 7/A; also: al-Fayruzabadi, al-Qamus al-muhit, p. 1246.
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(i.) Regarding the question of whether or not the leftovers of the food or drink of
a cat is impure and whether or not one should wash a vessel if a cat comes into
contact with it. Al-DhahabI says after reviewing the arguments of both parties and
the hadiths used in support of these arguments: "I say: it is possible to reconcile
between the various hadiths by saying that washing is mandub (i.e.
38
recommended).
(ii.) Regarding the question of performing supererogatory prayers before the 'Id
prayer, al-Dhahabi disagrees with Ibn al-Jawzi's opinion that it is not a traditional
practice of the Prophet to perform supererogatory prayers either before the 'Id prayer
or after it. Al-DhahabI says: "I say: the text relates specifically to the Imam (i.e. the
person who leads the prayer). As for the ma 'mum (i.e. one who is led in prayer), it is
39
permissible for him to perform supererogatory prayers if he wishes.
(iii.) Regarding the question of paying zakat at the end of Ramadan at least one or
two days before the 'Id, al-Dhahabi says about the evidence advanced by Ibn al-




Al-DhahabI, Tanqlh, p. 4.
40
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqlh, p.65.
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(iv.) Regarding the question of making the intention to fast Ramadan during
daytime, Ibn al-Jawzi holds the opinion that it is not valid. However, other scholars
say that it is valid, relying on the hadith related by Salamah b. al-Akwa': " Once the
Prophet ordered a person on the day of 'Ashura' (i.e. the tenth of Muharram) to
announce: 'Whoever has eaten should not eat anymore, but fast. And who has not
eaten should not eat but complete his fast."41 Ibn al-Jawzi replies that fasting the day
of 'Ashura' is only recommended, and so it is not equal to fasting Ramadan. Ibn al-
Jawzl argues using the hadith of Mu'awiyah: " People of Madinah! Where are your
learned men? I heared the Messenger of Allah say about this day: 'This is the day of
'Ashura', and fasting it is not prescribed for you . . ."42 Al-DhahabI says: "This (i.e.
the hadith narrated by Mu'awiyah) was heard by Mu'awiyah on the 9th or 10th year
after the Hijrah, after the fasting of 'Ashura' had been abrogated, so this evidence
does not prove that it (i.e. fasting the day of'Ashura') has never been prescribed.'43
41
It was related by Bukhari no. 1924 p. 150.
42
See Imam Malik, al-Muwatta', translated by Bewley A., p.l 16. Also, al-Bukhari no. 2003 p. 156.
43
Al-DhahabT, Tanqlh, p. 83.
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(v.) Regarding the question of "shading the mahmil (seat) during ihram",44 Ibn
al-Jawzi says: "He was shaded" could mean he was shielded at an angle from the
side of the sun. To this, al-Dhahabl says: This meaning can not be right, as this
shading of the Prophet took place immediately after the sun had passed the meridian
during the summer, which means that it was right above their heads. Therefore, the
shading must have been right above his head."
(vi.) Regarding the question of whether there is a compensation for cutting a tree
in the Haram of Mecca, Ibn al-Jawzi says that there is compensation. He argues
using the hadith: "...Its (i.e. Mecca's) trees are not to be cut nor its game to be
frightened."45 al-Dhahabi says: " No compensation is mentioned (i.e. for cutting a
tree in the Haram), and the same is true for frightening game: there is no
compensation for it."46
(vii.) Al-Dhahabi also scrutinises the Hanafi School of law regarding the question
of whether it is enough for a pilgrim to shave part of his head to get out of the state
of ihram. Abu Hanifah says that the amount of the head that is enough to shave
44 Mahmil is a sedan chair, or a camel litter. See Hans Wehr, A dictionary ofModem Written Arabic,
p. 207, also al-Ba'11 Muhammad b. Abl al-Fath (d.709/1309), al-Maudi' 'alaabwab al-Muqni',
p.171.
45
This is a part of a hadith which, was related by al-Bukhari no. 1833 p. 144.
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should be the same as the part that is enough to wipe during ablution. Al-DhahabI
says: "Shaving part of the head only is prohibited."47
(viii.) Regarding the question of shuf'ah (i.e. preemption by neighbourhood or the
right of purchasing before others), Ibn al-JawzI says: 'Then the hadlths should be
understood to refer to the partner [in a business or land] who could be referred to as
neighbour.' Al-DhahabI says: the expression 'the neighbour has priority' does not
48
necessarily mean this priority is an obligation, rather, it mustahabb (desirable).
(ix.) Regarding the question of whether it is permissible to take wages for
performing pious acts, al-Dhahabi says after reporting Ibn al-JawzI's discussion of
those who think it is permissible: " We should pay attention to the general meaning
of the hadtth of the Prophet, not to the specific reason of why it was said, for the
Prophet said: " Verily, the best thing to take wages for is the book of Allah."4
46
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqih, p. 101.
47
Al-DhahabI, Tanqih, p. 106. Al-DhahabI indicates to the hadSh related by Bukharl and Muslim
from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet forbade qazaSee al-Lu 'lu' wa al-marjanflma ittafaq 'alayhial-
shaykhan, 2:210. The meaning of qaza' is shaving one's head and leaving the forelock or other tuft of
hair here and there.
48
Al-DhahabI, Tanqih, p. 124.
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(x.) Regarding the question of the necessity to be just when giving gifts to one's
children, Ibn Al-Jawzl reports the evidence of his opponents. al-Dhahabi says: ' This
does not seem to contradict what has been said."50
(xi.) Ibn al-Jawz! says: " The waw (i.e. the conjunction wa "and" does not
necessarily mean the elements joined with wa should be taken in that order. Al-
Dhahabl says: ' If it was meant to indicate the logical ordering of things, then
kaffarah (expiation) should have come first. The wa is rather for jam' (addition).
Whoever thinks it is for ordering he has missed what the wa actually means and he
needs to justify his choice.51
5. REMARKS ABOUT AL-DHAHABI'S WORK
(i.) Al-Dhahabi sometimes takes the liberty, when narrating a hadlth, to abridge
it, as if he is only narrating its meaning. This could do disservice to the hadlth
sometimes. For example, about the hadlth:
Malik narrated from Nafi' from Ibn 'Umar about the one who has forgotten a prayer
then remembers it when praying behind the Imam.' He said: ' He should make up the
- 52
prayer he forgot, and then repeat the one he prayed behind the Imam.' (mawquf) .
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Al-Dhahabi, Tanqlh, p. 124.
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Al-Dhahabi, Tanqlh, p. 129.
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The complete wording of Malik, on the other hand, is:
Malik from Nafi' that 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar used to say: 'Someone who only
remembers that he has forgotten a prayer when he is praying the next prayer behind
an Imam, should pray the prayer he has forgotten after the Imam has said the taslim
53
and then pray the other one again.
(ii.) Al-DhahabI reports the following hadith.
Malik, from Damrah b. Sa'id from 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Utbah b. Mas'ud
that al-Dahhak b. Qays asked al-Nu'man b. Bashir: "What did the Messenger of
Allah, may Allah bless him and grant him peace, used to recite on Friday [i.e. prayer]
after Sural al-Jumu 'ah? He said: Hal ataka hadith al-Ghashiyah."
Al-Dhahabi assigns his symbol (? '£■) to note that it is related by al-Bukharl and
Muslim, whereas in fact it is related by Muslim only.55
6. SOME OF AL-DHAHABI'S SOURCES
Part of the nature of abridged books is that they do not add any new sources to those
used by the originals. In fact some of the original sources may be left out, due to the
requirements of the process of abridgement. However, al-Dhahabi added to his book
53
See al-Muwatta' trans. A. Bewley, 9.23 How to Do the Prayer in General, No. 72 p. 62. It is also
related by al-Daraqutni, al-Sunan: 1:421, with the wording: "If one of you forgets his prayer, and only
remembers it when he is standing behind the Imam, then let him pray with the Imam and, when he
finishes with the Imam, let him perform the prayer which he forgot, then let him repeat the prayer he
prayed with the Imam".
54
See al-Muwatta' trans. A. Bewley, 5.9 The Recitation in Jumu'ah Prayer, No. 21 p. 40.
55
See Muslim, chapter: what is to be read in JumuOah prayer, No.878 p.418.
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a number of important sources which increases the scholarly value ofhis Tanqih.
The following are some of these sources:
(i.) The Musnad of BaqI b. Makhlad al-AndalusI (d.276/889): This is a
missing source, although it is a voluminous book of hadlth comprising a large
number of Prophetic hadiths. Al-Dhahabi verifies the various narrations of the
hadtth of Abu Hurayrah: " Whoever bathes a dead person, he should himself make
ghusl and whoever carries a dead person, he should make ablution." He says: "These
• • 56
various narrations are all in the Musnad of Baqi b. Makhlad. Al-Dhahabi declares
in his Siyar that he had two volumes of this Musnad?1
(ii.) The Maghaziof Sa'id b. Yahya al-Umawi (d.249/863): This book is one of
the most important sources for sirah.58 It is also one of the still missing sources.59
7. SOME TERMS SPECIFIC TO AL-DHAHABI
♦ Tayr gharib (a strange bird): He uses this expression referring to 'Abd Allah b.
Muhammad al-BalawI.60
56
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqih, p. 15.
57
See Al-Dhahabi, Siyar a'lam al-nubala', 13:294.
58
See: Faruq Hamadah, Masadir al-sirah al-nabawiyyah, p. 65-66.
5J
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqih, p. 21.
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This phrase, on first consideration, indicates that the person is unknown. However,
al-Dhahabi himself quotes al-Daraqutni's saying that al-Balawi fabricated hadiths. 61
♦ Majma' al-hasharat (a gathering point of insects): al-Dhahabi uses this phrase
with reference to al-Daraqutni's Sunan.62
This, in my opinion, might be because the book is full of unknown and unreliable
narrators.
60
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqlh, p. 53.
61
See : al-Dhahabi, Mizan al-i'tidal, 3:205.
62
Al-Dhahabi, Tanqih, p. 57.
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CHAPTER 5: SECTION ON CRIME (AL-JINAYAT)
Since the subject of the book is disputed issues, the author does not discuss
retaliatory punishment (qisas) from the viewpoint of its legality because this issue is
a subject of consensus amongst Muslims. There is an issue here which I would like
to highlight due to the amount of neglect it is shown by those who write on the
subject of Islamic law or those who call to Islam. That issue is that these writers and
authors do not distinguish between that which is established in the shari'a, and is the
subject of consensus amongst the ' ulama' of the Islamic community, and which, if
departed from, is considered a departure from the sharpa and a defection from Islam,
including the issues of the statutory punishments (hudud), usury, intoxicants,
polygamy, the veil for women, striving in the way of Allah, and other issues which
are agreed upon, and between those issues in which the views of the 'ulama' differ
based upon the difference of the evidences for them, such as killing a Muslim for
killing a dhimml, or a freeman for a slave, and the many other issues which the
'ulama' have dealt with in their books both ancient and modern, including al-
Dhahabi.
Those issues upon which there is consensus and which are established in the religion
should be complied with, submitted to, and believed in by a Muslim, and the way in
which he calls people to them should be to make it known that they are from Allah. It
will not be in vain to put forward these issues to someone whether they believe that
they are from Allah or not. If the person believes that they are from Allah then there
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is no way that he would object to them. If the person is not a believer then it is
necessary to call that person to belief in Allah and to explain that clearly to him.
Then, if he believes, there is no harm in explaining the wisdom of the divine
lawmaking after that. However, explaining the wisdom at the beginning or relying
solely upon it has certain drawbacks amongst which is the fact that the wisdom
behind every divine judgement has not been made clear to us; also, various intellects
may differ in understanding these judgements. For example, regarding retaliatory
killing (qisas) for the murderer, a group ofphilosophers and social scientists such as
Rousseau and Bentham have said that it is a cruel and unjust punishment, and that an
innocent person may be punished wrongly, and that there is no evidence that it
reduces crime, and that the society or state has no right to order that life be taken
away from individuals, etc. What I mean is that reliance upon individual
discernment, viewpoint and intellect alone instead of the divine law is not
satisfactory as a method of reasoning or to reach absolute truths whereas the divine
law or sharl'a is from the One who is Omniscient and All-Aware of what He has
created. Allah says: "Does He who created not then know?"1 and He says: "Do you
know better or does Allah?" and He has said: "Do they then seek the judgement of
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3
people with certainty?" . Therefore, every law other than the law of Allah is the law
of the Age of Ignorance in its full meaning of ignorance, backwardness, reactionism,
and injustice. As the Qur'an indicates, in retaliation there is the very life of society
and its peace and stability. Neglecting it leads to the corruption of society and the
spread of killing for the most flimsy of reasons, as can be seen today in many
countries which subsequently undertake to look after those murderers and spend on
them out of the public purse, including the relatives of the victim who pay through
taxes. This is the height of ignorance and injustice. The divine laws have agreed
upon the necessity of retaliation and healthy human nature and intellect also call for
it. Hence we find many non-Muslim thinkers demanding this just law for their own
countries.4
[Issue 1] A Muslim is not killed for killing a non-believer
Abu Hanlfah says: He is to be killed for killing a dhimmi
The hadfih evidence:
[1] Mutarrif relates from al-Sha'bi, from Abu Juhayfah: "I asked'All:'Have
you anything from the Messenger of Allah after the Qur'an?' He said: 'No
3
al-Ma'idah 5:50.
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by Allah, except a God-given understanding of the Qur'an, and what is on
this paper.' I asked: 'And what is on this paper?' He answered: 'Blood
money, freeing a prisoner of war, and the principle that a Muslim is not to
be killed for killing a non-believer."5
[2] Ahmad, from Yahya, from Ibn Abi 'Aruba, from Qatada, from al-Hasan,
from Qays b. 'Ubad: "I and al-Ashtar went to 'All and said to him: 'Did the
Prophet of Allah entrust you with anything that he did not entrust to the
people as a whole? He said: 'No, except what is in this document here.' And
written on the scabbard of his sword were the words: 'The blood of Muslims
is equal. They are as one against others, and their protection is sought by the
lowliest amongst them. A Muslim is not killed for killing a non-believer, nor
for one who has made a treaty."6
4
See for example: Dr. Charles E. Rice, a professor at Notre Dame Law School, U.S.A. The Death
Penalty Dilemma and John F. McManus, Surgical Effect ofDeath Penalty.
sahih. It is related by Ahmad, al-Musnad, ed. Ahmad Shakir 2:35 no. 599; al-Bukhari, al-Jami' al-
sahih, 3047 p.245; al-Tirmidhl 1412 p.1794; al-Nasa'i, 4748 p.2395; Ibn Majah 2658 p.2637; al-
Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra 4:220; Ibn al-Jarud 'Abd Allah b.'AlI, al-Muntaqa, 794 p.268; al-
Humaydl 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr, al-Musnad, 1:23 no. 40; al-Tabaran! Sulayman b. Ahmad, al-
Mu'jam al-Awsat, 3:91 no. 2181, all from al-Sha'bl, from Abu Juhayfah, from 'All.
6
sahih. It is related by Ahmad 1:123 no. 993; Abu Dawud 4530 p. 1556; al-Nasa'i, 4738 p.2394, al-
BayhaqT, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:29, all from Qatada, from al-Hasan al-Basri, from Qays b. 'Ubad, from
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[3] Muhammad b. Rashid relates from Sulayman b. Musa, from 'Amr b.
Shu'ayb, from his father that his grandfather said: "The Prophet ruled that
a Muslim is not killed for killing a non-believer."
[4] Ibrahim b. Tahman relates from 'Abd al-'AzIz b. Rufay' from 'Ubayd b.
'Umayr from 'A'ishah from the Messenger of Allah: "The killing of a
Muslim is not allowed except in one of three circumstances: A fornicator
who is married, who should be stoned, a man who kills a Muslim
deliberately, and a man who leaves Islam and subsequently declares war on
Allah and His Messenger, who should be either killed, crucified or banished
from the land."8
' Ali. The hadith is sahih, although both al-Hasan and Qatada were mudallis as it is a second
transmission for the previous one.
7 sahih. It is related by Ahmad 2:178, 180, 192; al-Tirmidhl 1413 p. 1794; Abu Dawud 4506 p. 1553;
Ibn Abl Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf, 5:409 no. 27463; al-DaraqutnT
3:133-134.
8 sahih. It is related by al-Nasa'I, al-Sunan al-kubra, 4:219-220 no. 6945; Abu Dawud 4353 p. 1540;
al-Daraqutnl 3:81, all from 'Ubayd b. 'Umayr from 'A'ishah. There are two other narrators from
'Aishah:
(i) al-Aswad b. Yazld al-Nakha'I who was mentioned by Ahmad 6:181; Muslim 1676 p.974; al-
Daraqutnl 3:82.
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They [i.e. HanafTs] argue using the hadSh:
[5] 'Ammar b. Matar relates from Ibrahim b. Abi Yahya, from Rabi'ah from
Ibn al-Baylamanl from Ibn 'Umar: "The Messenger of Allah killed a Muslim
for killing a Covenanter."9
al-Daraqutnl said: "Only Ibrahim supports this and he is matruk; the correct
version is mursal, and Ibn al-Baylamanl is da'if."
'Abd al-Rahman b. Ziyad said10: "I said: 'Your scholars say: 'We reject
carrying out the hudud punishments in areas of doubt.' But you have arrived at
(ii)'Amr b. Ghalib al-Hamdanl al-Kufi who was mentioned also, by Ahmad 6:214; al-Nasa'14022
p.2351; al-TayalisI Abu Dawud Sulayman b. Dawud, al-Musnad, 1543 p.216; Ibn AbT Shaybah Abu
Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf 5:451 no. 27893. The hadSh was also, related by other
companions:
(a) 'Abd Allah b. Mas'ud: al-Bukhari; al-jami' al-sahlh,6%l% p. 573; Muslim 1676 p. 974; Abu
Dawud 4352 p. 1540, aI-Nasa'T4021 p. 2350.
(b) 'Uthman b. ' Affan: Ahmad 437 1:62; al-Nasa'14053 p. 2353.
9
da'if. It is related by al-Daraqutnl 3:134-135; Ibn Abi Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b.
Muhammad, al-Musannaf, 5:407 no. 27451; 'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'ani, al-Musannaf 10:101 no.
18514; Abu Dawud, al-Marasil, 250 p. 207, al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra %:30. See also, al-Zayla'i
'Abd Allah b. Yusuf, Nasb al-rayah fi takhry ahadith al-Hidayah, 4:335-336; and Ibn Hajar al-
'Asqalanl, Fath al-Barl, 12:262.
10 This is as it is in the manuscript. There are some words missing in the text. The complete text is: "
'Abd al-Rahman b. Mahdl related that 'Abd al-Wahid b. Ziyad said: 'I said to Zufar [i.e. Ibn al-
Hudhayl, one of Abu Hanlfah's senior students died 158/774 ]..." See the complete text in al-
Bayhaqi, Ma'rifat al-sunan wa al-athar, 6:153; al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:31; al-Dhahabl, the Siyar, 8:40;
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a great area of doubt and have the audacity to carry out the hadd punishment.'
He said: 'And what would that be?' I said: 'Killing a Muslim for a non-
believer.' He said: 'Then be witness that I renounce this."
It has been mentioned that the person that the Messenger of Allah killed for
killing a Covenanter was 'Amr b. 'Umayyah al-Damrl. However 'Amr lived for
two years after the death of the Prophet.
It is also said that 'All killed a Muslim for killing a non-believer. We say that
the hadSh does not support this.
[6] Al-Daraqutnl narrates from Ibn 'Uqdah from Muhammad b. Ahmad b. al-
Hasan from Muhammad b. 'Udays from Yunus b. Arqam from Shu'bah
from al-Hakam from Husayn b. Maymun from Abu al-Janub: 'All said:
"Whoever has from us a covenant of protection then his blood is as our
blood."11
Ibn Hajar, Fath al-Barl, 12:262. Al-Dhahabi comments : "This is how the scholar should be
complying with the Text." Ibn Hajar authenticted the isnad.
11
da'If. It is related by al-Daraqutnl 3:147-148; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra 8:34 with an addition:
"A Muslim who killed a dhimmi was brought to 'AIT b. Abl Talib. The man proved to be guilty of
man-slughter. 'All ordered that he is to be killed. However, the murdered's brother came and said that
he barduned the murderer. 'All said: They might thretened you or frightened you. The answered: No,
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Abu al-Janub is da'If. We would also dispute that the blood of a dhimmlis
muharram like our blood.
Scholars have differed in the issue of carrying out retaliation upon a Muslim who has
killed a non-believer {kafir) as the author has mentioned. The argument of the
majority is that Allah Almighty has directed the speech in the Qur'an at the Believers
12
on the basis of His words: "...But if someone is absolved by his brother..." and
- 13
brotherhood being based on belief since Allah says, "The mu 'min un are brothers,"
so there is no brotherhood between a believer [i.e. Muslim] and a non-believer [i.e.
kafir]. Furthermore, the hadiths found on this issue are authentic and clear in
opposition to the evidences of the others which are weak.14 A kafir may either be
under a treaty or under a state of war. If he is under a state of war then his blood is
not protected. If he is under a treaty then his blood is protected because of the treaty,
and whoever attacks him has attacked one of Allah's sacred things. Retaliation has
been prohibited against a Muslim for his killing a dhimmi due to the inequality of the
but killing him will not bring my brother back to life. In addition, they compensated me and I agreed.






See the following hadShs no. 1-6.
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Muslim and the kafir in the area of faith which protects the faithful person's blood. A
Muslim's blood is not permitted except in three cases, as in the hadkh: "Adultery
after marriage, murder, and apostasy."15 The word "murder" here encompasses
Muslims and non-Muslims alike but the authentic hadith limits it to a Muslim whose
blood is protected.16 Therefore, if a dhimmTkills a Muslim and the Muslim was an
adulterer who had been married then the dhimmTwould not be killed because the
blood of the Muslim in this case is not protected. Malik says that if a Muslim kills a
_ yj
dhimmi by ghllah (treachery), then, in this case, the Muslim is killed for his killing
the dhimmT. However, Ahmad, in one report from him, says that the Muslim, if he
kills a dhimmi deliberately, will have the amount of blood money doubled, because
of what has been authentically reported from 'Uthman b.'Affan that a man once
killed a dhimmi and he was taken to 'Uthman who did not kill him but fined him
1000 dinars. The majority say that a Muslim is not to be killed for killing a kafir
whether he be a dhimmi or not and that only blood money is due from him. This is
15
This is part of a hadith related by al-Bukhari; al-jami' al-sahih, 6878 p. 573; Muslim 1676 p. 974;
Abu Dawud 4352 p. 1540, al-Nasa'14021 p. 2350. See also hadSh no. 4, and al-Lu'lu' wa al-marjan,
trans. M. M. Khan 2:69.
16
See hadith no. 1.
17
The meaning of ghllah is to kill someone either for his wealth or his wife. It can be also killing
someone by trickery so that one deceives another in order to enter somewhere and take what he has.
According to Imam Malik view, there is no way to forgiveness in this case, for the victim or his
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the most likely due to the strength of the evidence, both textual and intellectual, and
18
Allah knows best .
[Issue 2] A freeman is not killed for killing a slave
Abu Hanlfah says: He should be killed if he has killed another's slave.
Dawud said: He should be killed if he has killed his own slave.
The had&h evidence:
[7] al-Daraqutni, from 'Uthman al-Burri, from Juwaybir, from al-Dahhak from
Ibn 'Abbas that the Prophet said: "A freeman is not killed for killing a
slave."19
family or the Imam because it is Allah's right. See, Ibn Farhun Ibrahim b. 'All, Tabsirat al-hukkam,
2:272 and Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughnl, 11:460.
18
See: al-Bayhaql, Ma'rifat al-sunan wa al-athar, 6:266; and Ibn Qudamah, al-MughnF, 11:465,
12:54; Ibn al-'Arabl Abu Bakr Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Jami' li-Ahkam al-Qur'an\ 1:61.
19
da'rf jiddan. (The chain is very weak.) It is related by al-Daraqutn! 3:133; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan
al-kubra 8:35. There are three faults in the isnad:
(i) Abu Salamah 'Uthman b. Miqsam al-Burri al-Kindl al-Basri who is matruk, al-Juzajanl said:
he was a liar. See: al-Dhahabi, Mtzan al-'i'tidal 3:453.
(ii) Juwaybir b. Sa'Id al-Azdl al-Balkhl al-Kufi, the narrator of al-Tafsir from al-Dahhak, died
after (140/757) was described by Ibn Hajar and others as an unreliable narrator. See Ibn Hajar
al-'Asqalanl, Taqrib al-Tahdhib, p. 205.
(iii) There is a disconnection in the isnad as al-Dahhak never heard from Ibn 'Abbas.
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[8] Isra'il relates from Jabir al-Ju'fi from 'Amir that 'All said: "It is part of the
sunnah that a Muslim is not killed for killing a non-believer nor a freeman
for a slave."20
[9] Isma'Il b. 'Ayyash relates from al-Awza'I from 'Amr b. Shu'ayb from his
father from his grandfather: "A man killed his slave deliberately so the
Prophet flogged him one hundred stripes and banished him for a year and
ordered him to free a slave."21
90
"
da'if. It is related by al-Daraqutni 3:133-134; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:34. In the chain
Jabir b. YazTd b. al-Harith al-Ju'fi al-Kufi, (d. 127 or 132 /744 or 749) Jabir was considered a liar by
many scholars i.e. Ayyub al-Sakhtiyani, Abu Hanlfah and Layth b. Abl Sulaym. He was also
criticised in his bad beliefe about the raj'ah (i.e. to believe that 'All b. Abi Talib will come back to
life). However some scholars considered him as an acceptable narrator. See al-Dhahabl, Mean al-
'i 'tidal 1:379; Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalani, Taqrib al-Tahdhib, p. 192. The first part of the hadlth has
another transmission from 'All. It is related by Ahmad 1:119 from Hammam, from Qatadah from Abi
Hassan, from 'Ali.
21
da'tf. It is related by al-Daraqutni 3:143-144 with an addition: "He did not compensate him for his
slave." Ibn Majah related it also, 2664 p. 2637; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:36. Isma'Il b.
'Ayyash related the hadlth also, from Ishaq b. 'Abd Allah b. Abi Farwah, from Ibrahim b. 'Abd Allah
b. Hunayn, from 'All b. Abi Talib. This is related by Abu Ya'la Ahmad b.'Ali b. al-Muthanna al-
Musili, al-Musnad, 1:404; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 3:36; Ibn Majah 2664 p. 2637. This hadih
is considered da '^"because of Isma'il b. 'Ayyash al-'Ansi al-Himsi (181/797). In fact, there are three
opinions about Ibn 'Ayyash:
(i) al-Nasa'I, Ibn Hibban and Abu Ishaq al-Fazari said that he is da 'if.
(ii) al-Fasawi said that he is thiqah.
(iii) The reasonable opinion which depends on probing all the relation of Ibn'Ayyash is that of
Ahmad, al-Bukhari, Ibn Ma'In and others. They accept his narration from ahl al-Sham and reject his
narration from ahl al-Hjaz. See al-Dhahabi, Mean al-'i'tidal 1:240-244; al-Kashif 1:248-249.
Although Ibn 'Ayyash related this hadSh from al-Awza'I, the imam of ahl al-Sham, his relation is
still unacceptable because of another 'illah (defect). It is that Ibn 'Ayyash was confused (i.e.
mudtarib) in his relation. In addition, Muhammad b. 'Abd al-'Aziz al-Ramli who related the hadith
from Ibn 'Ayyash was also considered to be da'If. This is according to some scholars' view. In fact, I
do not agree with this, due to the fact that al-Fasawi said: he was hafiz. In addition both Bukhari and
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The same hadSh is relates by al-Daraqutnl from al-Husayn b. al-Hasan al-
Antakl from Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Hakam al-RamlT from Muhammad b. 'Abd
al-'AzIz al-Ramli from Isma'Tl.
Juwaybir, al-Burri, Jabir and Ibn 'Ayyash are all da'if.
This was disputed with the following evidence:
[10] Hisham relates from al-Hasan from Samurah that the Prophet said: "If
anyone kills his slave we will kill him and if anyone mutilates his slave we
will mutilate him."22
However, according to Ibn Hibban, al-Hasan did not receive hadith from
Samurah. Additionally this comes in the form of a threat for deterrent purposes
only and was possibly not carried out.
al-Nasa'T in their books relied on his narration. However, the second transmission is da '^"because of
Ibn Abl Farwah who was described as matruk. See al-Dhahabl, Mean al- 7 'tidal 1:193 and al-Kashif,
1:237.
"
da'tf. It is related by Ahmad 5: 10, 11, 12, 18; al-Nasa'I, al-Sunan al-kubra, 4:218; Abu Dawud
4515 p. 1554; al-Tirmidhl 1414 p. 1794; Ibn Majah 2663 p. 2637; al-Dariml, al-Sunan, 2:250; al-
Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra 8:35; Ibn Abl Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, al-
Musannaf, 5:412 no. 27498; 'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'anl, al-Musannaf, 9:488; al-Hakim Muhammad
b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 4:408; al-Tabaranl Sulayman b. Ahmad, al-Mu'jam al-Kabir, 7:197,
198, 223. All from al-Hasan b. Yasar al-Basri, from Samurah. Al-Hasan was well known as mudallis,
and he did not say clearly that he heard the relation from Samurah.
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Another example of this is the hadith that says:
[11] "If he drinks (alcohol) for a fourth time then kill him."23
I [i.e. al-Dhahabi] say: This is a vile view.
Most scholars and a group of Companions and Tabi 'in have said that a freeman is
not to be killed for killing a slave. They have sought to prove this through the
hadShs which the author mentions which are specific hadiths and the principle is
that the specific overrides the general. They also produce evidence of consensus that
9*
sahih. A group of Companions related that the Prophet said: "If anyone drinks alcohol flog him,
then if drinks flog him, then if he drinks flog him, and if he drinks for a fourth time then kill him."
Amongst those are:
(i) 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-'As. It is related by Ahmad 2:166, 214; al-Hakim Muhammad b.
'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 4:372 from Shahr b. Hawshab al-Ahs'ari, from Ibn 'Amr. Ahmad also
related it 2:191, 211 from al-Hasan b. Yasar al-Basri, from Ibn'Amr. It is acceptable, although the
isnad is disconnected between al-Hasan and Ibn 'Amr. This is due to the consolidation of Shahr's
relation.
(ii) Abu Hurayrah. It is related by Ahmad 2:280, 291, 519; Abu Dawud 4484 p. 1551; al-Nasa'i
5665 p. 2448, with the words "fadribu 'unuqahu" (cut off his neck.) instead of "faqtuluh" (kill him).
(iii) 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar b. al-Khattab. It is related by Ahmad 2:137; Abu Dawud 4483 p. 1551;
al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:313, from Humayd b. Yazld, from Naff, from Ibn 'Umar. Ahmad's
version is "If he drinks [i.e. alcohol] for a fourth or fifth time then kill him." It is a weak chain because
of Humayd who is majhul. See al-Dhahabi, Mizan al- 7 'tidal, 2:140. There is another transmission
from Ibn 'Umar related by al-Nasa'I 5664 p. 2448 from Ishaq b. Rahawayh, from Jarir b. 'Abd al-
Hamld, from Mughlrah b. Miqsam al-Dabbi, from 'Abd al-Rahman b. AbTNu'm, from Ibn 'Umar.
This isnad is sahih because the narrators are all thiqah.
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no retaliation is due from a freeman if he injures one of the limbs of a slave; hence, if
no retaliation is due for a limb of a slave then for the death of a slave there is even
less reason for retaliation.24 Abu Hanlfah and his followers argue using the
generality of the Qur'anic verses and the hadShs which point to the fact that the
25blood of Muslims is equal. There is no doubt that the evidence of the majority is
clear and plain on this issue. A group of Companions, including Abu Bakr, 'Umar
and 'All said the same thing and we do not know of any Companion who opposed
them, and Allah knows best.
The author here brings up the issue of killing a wine drinker on the fourth occasion
of drinking. Scholars have differed about the issue of killing a wine drinker if the
statutory punishment has been carried out upon him three times. The majority of
scholars, including the leaders of the four main schools of law, say that he is not to
be killed but rather flogged. They produce a number of haddhs as evidence, amongst
(iv) Mu'awiya b. AbT Sufyan. This was related by Ahmad 4:95; Abu Dawud 4482 p. 1551; Ibn
Majah 2573 p. 2631; Ibn Hibban, al-'Ihsan fl taqrib Sahlh Ibn Hibban, 10:295-296; al-Hakim
Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 4:372.
24
See: Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughni, 11:473; and Imam Malik, al-Micwatpa, 2:872; and al-Shafi'I, al-
See al-Jassas, Ahkam al-Qur'an, 1:192; and Ibn Nujaym al-Hanafl, al-Bahr al-ra'iqsharhKanz
al-daqa'iq, 8:337.
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which is the hadith: "The blood of a Muslim who testifies that there is no deity but
Allah is protected except in three cases . . ."26, and the hadith of al-Nu'ayman b.
27
'Amr b. Rifa'ah al-Ansari who was flogged by the Prophet and not killed despite
the fact that he repeatedly drank wine until some of the Companions said: "Allah
curse him for what he so often does". They (the majority) reply to the hadihs which
order that he be killed on the fourth occasion by saying that they have been abrogated
and some of them relate that there is consensus upon this. Al-Tirmidhi says: "Action
according to this is found amongst the generality of the people of knowledge and we
28 -
do not know of any dispute amongst them either formerly or latterly." Al-Nawawl
29
also relates consensus on this issue. Ibn Taymiyah also gave validity to this
• • 30
opinion.
Other scholars say that the order to kill him has not been abrogated. However, they
dispute as to whether it is mandatory to kill him or whether it is merely allowable by
26
See hadith no. 4.
27
He is mentioned in some versions as al-Nu'ayman or Ibn al-Nu'ayman, while in other versions is
'Abd Allah whose nickname is himar (donkey). This might be due to the narrators or there were two
persons: al-Nu'ayman and his son 'Abd Allah who were both lashed for drinking wine. See al-
Bukhari, 6774, p. 565 and 6780 p.566; Ibn Hajar, al-'Isabah fitamyiz al-sahabah, 3:540; Ahmad
Shakir's commentary on al-Musnad, 9:59-60.
28
See al-Tirmidhi, al-Sunan, hadith no.1444 p. 1798.
29
See Al-Nawawi's commentary on Muslim, 5:218.
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way of exemplary punishment and subject to the choice of the Imam, according to
what he sees as the common good for the Muslims. Ibn Hazm is of the first
31 _ 32
opinion, as is the later scholar Ahmad Shakir. Ibn Qayyim is of the second
opinion,33 as is al-Suyutl.34 They answer the claim of consensus by saying that there
is no consensus but that there are authentic traditions from 'Abd Allah b. ' Amr and
' Abd Allah b. 'Umar who both held that a wine drinker on the fourth occasion should
be killed. As for abrogation, there is no clear and correct evidence which warrants
this. As for the hadith "The blood of a Muslim who testifies that there is no deity but
Allah is protected ..." it is general, while the hadfih ordering killing is specific, and
35what is specific is given priority over what is general as already stated.
[Issue 3] A father is not killed for killing his son
Malik said: If the father lays his son down and kills him, he should be killed for
it.
30
See Majmu' al-Fatawa1, 34:217.
31 See Al-Muhalla, 11:365.
32
See Ahmad Shakir's commentary on al-Musnad, 9:68.
33
See Ibn al-Qayyim, Tahdhib al-Sunan, 6:236.
34 Ahmad Shakir's commentary on al-Musnad, 9:68-69.
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Dawud said: He should be killed for killing his son.
The hadith evidence
[12] Ibn Lahi'ah relates from 'Amr b. Shu'ayb from his father from his
grandfather, [from 'Umar b. al-Khattab]36 that the Messenger of Allah said:
"A father is not punished for killing his son."37 Ahmad related this.
35
See al-Albanl, al-Silsilah al-Sahfhah, hadith no. 1360; and Ahmad Shakir's commentary on al-
Musnad, 9:40-70.
36
This is missing in the manuscript. I added it from Ahmad's Musnad, 1:22.
31 sahlh. It is related by Ahmad 1:22. The isnad is da'if because of Ibn Lahl'ah 'Abd Allah al-
HadramT (d. 174/790) the judge and the jurist of Egypt in his era. According to Yahya b. Bukayr the
deficiency occurred in his narration when his books got burned at the end of his life (170/786)
'Uthman b. Salih said that Ibn Lahi'ah got hemiplegia which affected his memory. Al-Awza'I,
Shu'ba, al-Thawrl, 'Amr b. al-Harith, 'Abd Allah b. al-Mubarak, 'Abd Allah b. Wahb, 'Abd Allah b.
Maslamah al-Qa'nabl and 'Abd Allah b. Yazid al-Muqri', all of them heard from him during his good
mentality so their relations are acceptable and others' are unacceptable. This is on of the views of the
scholars of hadSh about Ibn Lahl'ah. Others considered him absolutely thiqah. Ibn Ma'In, 'Abd al-
Rahman b. Mahdl, 'All b. al-Madlnl, and Ibn Hibban said he is da '^"before and after his books got
burned. Moreover, Ibn Lahl'ah was also,'mudallisSee al-Dhahabi, Mean al-'i'tidal, 3:189-197; Ibn
Hajar al-'Asqalanl, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, 2:411-414 and Tabaqat al-Mudallism, ed. 'Asim al-Qaryutl
p. 54. In fact, Ibn Lahl'ah was not the sole narrator from'Amr b. Shu'ayb. Two other transmitters
agreed with him in his relation:
(i) Hajjaj b. Arta'ah al-Kufi who was also criticized in his memorization and considered to be
mudallis. See hadSh no. 13 and al-Dhahabi, al-Kashef, 1:311; and Ibn Hajar, Tabaqat al-Mudallism,
p. 49.
(ii) Muhammad b. 'Ajlan al-Madanl, 'thiqahThere is a story added in this version saying that:
"A man from the tribe of Mudlij had a slave girl from whom he got a child. One day when the child
became a young man his father called the slave [i.e the child's mother] and ordered her to do so and
so, but the young man shouted at his father: 'No, she will never obey you! How long will you keep
treating my mother as a slave?' The father flared up and threw his sword at his son. The sword hit his
leg so he bled to death. The father rushed with a group of people from his tribe to 'Umar b. al-Khattab
who said to him: "Oh, foe of himself, you have killed your son! I would kill you if I have not heard
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[13] (al-Tirmidhl): Abu Khalid al-Ahmar relates from Hajjaj b. Arta'ah from
'Amr b. Shu'ayb from his father from his grandfather, that 'Umar said: "I
heard the Messenger of Allah saying that a father is not punished for killing
his son."38
[14] (al-Tirmidhi): Isma'Il b. 'Ayyash relates from al-Muthanna b. al-Sabbah
from 'Amr b. Shu'ayb from his father from his grandfather, that Suraqah b.
Malik said: "I witnessed the Messenger of Allah compensating a father for
his son and not compensating a son for his father."39
the Prophet said: 'A father is not killed for killing his son..." This is related by Ibn al-Jarud'Abd
Allah b. 'AIT, al-Muntaqa, no. 788; al-Daraqutnl 3:140-141; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:38.
38 sahih. This is another link for the last hadith. It is related by al-Tirmidhl no. 1400 p. 1793; Ibn
Majah no. 2662, p. 2637; Ahmad, 1:16, 22; al-DaraqutnI3:140; Ibn Abl Shaybah Abu Bakr'Abd
Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf 5:450 no. 27884. All from Hajjaj b. Arta'ah al-KufT, from 'Amr
b. Shu'ayb .. etc. This variety of links consolidates the hadhh and upraise it to a sahih grade.
■XQ
.
da'if. It is related by al-Tirmidhl 1399 p. 1793; al-Daraqutm 3:142. al-Tirmidhi said: "We do not
know from Suraqah any other transmission to this hadith and it's isnad is not sahih. Isma'Il b.
'Ayyash related it from al-Muthanna b. al-Sabbah who was considered weak in his transmissions.
Abu Khalid al-Ahmar related the hadith from al-Hajjaj b. Arta'ah, from 'Amr b. Shu'ayb, from his
father, from his grandfather, from 'Umar, from the Prophet. It also was related from 'Amr b. Shu'ayb
in a mursal form. This hadith has idtirab [i.e. disorder in its transmissions.] The people of knowledge
however, acted upon that if a father kills his son he should not be killed and if he slanders his son he
should not be punished." See also Imam Malik, al-Muwatta', tr. Bewley p. 366; 'Abd al-Razzaq al-
San'anl, al-Musannaf, 9:405; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:38; Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, al-Tamhid,
22:441; al-Zayla'I, Nasb al-rayah, 4:340.
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These are all da'If.™
[15] (al-Tirmidhi): Isma'il b. Muslim relates from'Amr b. Dinar, from Tawus
from Ibn 'Abbas, that the Prophet said: "A father is not killed for killing his
Isma'il is matruk.
The majority of scholars say that retaliation is not to be exacted from a father for
killing his son and that fining him the amount of the bloodmoney is sufficient. They
bring forth as evidence various hadfihs, some of which the author has included.
Despite some of them being weak in certain ways, others are authentic and the
proliferation of ways and witnesses confirms the authenticity of the contents. This
confirms the action of certain of the Companions in this regard including the Caliph
'Umar b. al-Khattab. None of the Companions disapproved this action of 'Umar,
which shows that the order was correct in their eyes. Ibn 'Abd al-Barr says: "It is a
famous and widespread hadith amongst the people of knowledge in the Hijaz and in
40
This is an ill abridgment done by al-Dhahabi for Ibn al-JawzI's words as the word "they" could be
understood to be refered to all the above narrators while Ibn al-Jawzi's words is: "Ibn Lahi'h, al-
hajjaj, al-Muthanna and Isma'il b. Muslim all are du'afa'". See ,al-Tahqiq, 2:311.
41
da'if. It is related by al-Tirmidhi 1401 p. 1793; Ibn Majah no. 2661, p. 2637; Ahmad 1:49; al-
Daraqutnl 3:142 all from 'Umar b. al-Khattab. There is an addition in the beginning of the hadSh:
"Hudud should not be carried out in mosques". al-Tirmidhi weakened its isnad. However, al-Albanl
authenticated the hadSh in his 'Irwa' al-ghalilfitakhrlg ahadith Manar al-sabil, 7:268-272.
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'Iraq. Its fame, acceptance, and action in accordance to it make it exempt of isnad so
that the isnad in hadiths like it almost become an affectation because of its fame."42
There is no difference between deliberate or accidental killing amongst most of the
scholars, in opposition to Malik who says that if a father kills his son in a way which
points to it being intentional, like murdering him without pity as if he was
slaughtering him, then retaliation would be applied to him. There is nothing in the
hadah which points to this and in fact there could be that which points to the
opposite of his opinion. This is because Malik believes, as do the majority, that if
anyone throws an iron object that usually causes death, such as a sword, a person
should be killed, for this is intentional killing in which retaliation is applicable. In
some versions it is said that the man who killed his son had thrown his sword at him
and this was regarded as intentional killing, whereas Malik made it intentional in
cases other than the father with his son; but this is not clear, and therefore the opinion
of the majority is preferred and Allah knows best.
Other related issues and comments:
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2. The mother is not liable to be killed for her son because her status is higher than
the father who is also not to be killed; likewise the grandmother and beyond.
3. The paternal uncle, even if sometimes he is called the father, does not come into
this issue by consensus. Hence, retaliation is applied to him if he kills the son of his
brother. This is the same for all other relatives.
4. The father through suckling is as the rest of the relatives in that retaliation is
applied to him.
5. If one of the two parents kills the other and they have a child, then retaliation is
not mandatory upon the killer because the relative of the victim is the son of the
killer and it is not permitted that a child take retaliation from his parent.43
[Issue 4] A group is killed for killing a single person
Also from Ahmad: They are not to be killed, as Dawud said.
[16] Yahya b. Sa'Id al-Ansari relates that Ibn al-Musayyib said: "A person was
killed in San'a' and 'Umar killed seven people for it and said: 'Had all the
43
See: al-Shafi'T, al-Umm, 6:36; al-Jassas, Ahkam al-Qur'an, 1:203; Ibn Qudamah, Al-MughnF,
11:483-487; Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Al-Tamhld, 23:436-446; Ibn al-'Arab!, Ahkam al-Qur'an, 1:95; lAl-
Mawsu'ah al-Fiqhiyyah' 33:267.
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people of San'a' joined forces against him, I would have counted them all
together."44
The opinion that a group is killed for killing an individual is the opinion of the
majority ofjurists. It is also the well-known view of Ahmad. The second view is that
the entire group is not killed for killing an individual. The proponents of this second
opinion themselves form two groups. One group is of the opinion that the blood
relative should select one of the group to be killed and blood money should be taken
from the others according to their share. The other group is of the opinion that
retaliation is not applicable and that only blood money was mandatory. They argue
using as evidence the outer meaning of the Qur'anic verse: "... a life for a life."45,
and that equality does not exist between a group and an individual. Ibn al-Mundhir
says: "There is no evidence for he who says that a group is to be killed for the
murder of a single person."46 The majority bring forward the evidence of the action
44
sahih. It is related by al-Daraqutni 3:202; Malik, al-Muwattatr. Bewley, no. 13 p. 368; Ibn Abi
Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf, 5:428; 'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'anl, al-
Musannaf, 9:476. All from Yahya b. Sa'Id, from Sa'Id b. al-Musayyib. al-Bukhari has another
transmission for it in. This is in al-jami' al-sahlh, no. 6896 p. 575 from Yahya al-Qattan, from
'Ubayd Allah al-'Umarl, from NafC, from Ibn 'Umar that 'Umar b. al-Khattab said, when a boy was
assassinated, "Had all the people of San'a' joined forces against him, I would have counted them all




Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughnl, 11:490.
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of 'Umar and his speech in the presence of the Companions none of whom
disapproved of the action. Hence, there was consensus. It is also related of 'All b.
Abi Talib.: "A group of men went on a journey and another man accompanied them.
When they arrived the man was not with them so his relatives accused them. Shurayh
said: 'Either you bear witness that they killed your relative or they swear an oath to
Allah that they did not kill him.' They were brought to 'All and I [i.e. Sa'Id] with
him. All separated them and they confessed and I heard 'All saying: 'I am Abu al-
Hasan, I am the master.' Then he ordered that they be killed and they were killed."47
Ibn 'Abbas said: "Even if one-hundred men killed a single man they would be killed
48
for it." These reports are from the greatest jurists of the Companions. In addition to
that, the opinion that a group is not killed for killing an individual means the end of
retaliation because anyone who wishes to kill a person will simply enlist the aid of
47 sahih. It is related by Ibn Abi Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf, 5:428
from Waki', from Isra'il, from Abu Ishaq, that Sa'id b. Wahb said...This isnad is jccyyid as for all the
transmitters are thiqat (trustworthy.)
48 - -
da'ijf. It is related by 'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'ani, al-Musannaf, 9:479, from Ibrahim, from Dawud
b. al-Husayn, from 'Ikrimah, from Ibn 'Abbas. This isnad is very weak because of the Shaykh of
'Abd al-Razzaq, Ibrahim b. Yazid al-Khuzi about whom Ahmad and Ibn Ma'in said: he is matruk
(very weak). See al-Dhahabi, Mi:an al-'i'tidal, 1:75.
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another person so that retaliation will not apply. This is something very easy
49
especially in those places where racial and religious disputes proliferate.
[Issue 5] In the case of killing with a heavy object, the death penalty is
mandatory if the object can generally be used for killing
Abu Hanlfah says it is not mandatory except in cases where a sharp object is
used.
The hadSh evidence:
[17] (al-Bukhari and Muslim): from Qatadah from Anas: "A Jew smashed the
head of a woman between two stones and killed her, so the Prophet smashed
the Jew's head between two stones."50
[18] Ibn Jurayj [reports] form 'Amr b. Dinar from Tawus from Ibn 'Abbas, that
'Umar said: "He sought out the Messenger of Allah regarding an unborn
baby, then Hamal b. Malik came and said: 'I saw one woman beat another
49
For more details see Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughni, 11:490; al-MIrghinanl 'All b. Abl Bakr al-Hanafr,
al-Hidayah sharhBidayat al-mubtadi, 4:512; Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, al-Kaflflfiqh ahl al-Madinah, 2:384.
50 sahlh. It is related by Ahmad 3:183; al-Bukhari, al-jami'al-sahlh, 2413 p. 189; Muslim 1672 p.
973; Abu Dawud no. 4535 p. 1556; al-Tirmidhl no. 1394 p. 1792-1793; al-Nasa'I no. 4746 p. 2395;
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with a rolling pin and she died along with her unborn baby. The Prophet
ruled that a slave should be paid in full blood money for the unborn child
and that the killer be put to death."51
This was disputed with the following evidence:
[19] Shu'bah [relates] from Ayyub from al-Qasim b. Rabl'ah from 'Abd Allah b.
'Amr that the Messenger of Allah said: "In the case of unintentional or
quasi-intentional killing, by a whip or a stick, the full blood money is one-
hundred (camels), forty of which must be with calf."52
Ibn Majah no. 2665 p. 2637; al-Daraqutnl 3:168-169; Ibn Abl Shaybah Abu Bakr'Abd Allah b.
Muhammad, al-Musannaf 5:409. All from Qatadah, from Anas b. Malik.
51 sahlh. It is related by Ahmad 1:364; 4:79; Abu Dawud no. 4572 p. 1559; Ibn Majah no. 2641 p.
2636; al-Daraqutnl 3:115-116; al-Tabaranl, al-Mujam al-Kabir. 4:8 no. 3482.
52
da'if. It is related by Ahmad 2:164, 166; Abu Dawud no. 4547 p. 1557; al-Nasa'I no. 4795- 4798
p. 2398; Ibn Majah no.2627-2628 p. 2635; al-Daraqutnl 3:104-105. Al-Qasim transmitted this in
different ways:
(i) From 'Uqbah b. Aws, from 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-'As.
(ii) From 'Uqbah b. Aws, from one of the Companions.
(iii) From 'Uqbah b. Aws, from the Prophet without mentioning the Companion. In hadith
terminology this sort of transmissions called mudtarib. A mudtarib according to the muhaddithun is a
sort of weak hadith because it indicates that the narrator has lost his ability in memorizing the hadith
firmly. Therefore, Ibn al-JawzI considered it a weak transmission.
The mudtarib has two conditions:
(i) A number of transmissions differ in a way that there is no harmony can be achieved. This
might be in isnad or in main (text.), the example for the isnad is the hadith mentioned above. For the
text is the hadith-. "There is no right entitled on property more than zakah." And the other version:
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This is related by al-Qasim once from Ya'qub b. Anas and at other times from
'Uqbah b. Aws from a Companion of the Prophet, and at other times from Ibn
'Umar.
We would understand this stick, which is mentioned with a whip, to be a small
stick.
[20] Ishaq b. Sunayn [relates] from Khalid b. Mirdas from Mu'alla b. Hilal from
Abu Ishaq from 'Asim b. Damurah from 'All that the Messenger of Allah
said: "In the case of the killing of a person there is no retaliation except
when an iron object is used."53
"There is right entitled on property more than zakahIt is clear that there is no way to harmonize
these two versions.
(ii) Transmitters must be of the same grade. If one is thiqah and the other is saduq or weak then
the thiqah's transmission is preferred.
On some occasions hadtth's jurists may prefer a transmission to another due the larg number of
narrators. In other occasions they give preference to the exellent hafiz over a group of ordinary
transmitters. It is worthy to say that the mudtarib is a part of the sience of 'Hal (defects) which is a
very complecated and abstruse topic in the sience of hadtth. It requires extensive knowledge in both
hadtth and fiqh. Hence, only few scholars tackled this topic such as Imam Ahmad, al-Tirmidhl and al-
Daraqutnl. We also should not be astonished when we find the scholars differ in their statement
regading a certain hadtth such as the above mentioned one. Both Ibn Hibban and Ibn al-Qattan
authenticated it. See Ibn Hajar, al-Talkhis al-habir, 4:15 and al-Nukat 'alalbn alSalah, 2:772; al-
Zayla'I, Nasb al-rayah, 4:331; al-Albani authenticated it in his 'Irwa'al-ghalilfltakhrigahadtth
Manar al-sabil,7:255-25$; M. Azami, Studies in Hadtth Methodology and Literature, p. 66.
53
da'if jiddan (very weak.) It is related by al-Daraqutnl 3:87-88. There are other transmissions for
the hadtth, some of which will be mentioned next. However, all of them are weak. See al-Bayhaql, al-
Sunan al-kubra, 8: 63; Ibn al-JawzI, al-'Ilal al-mutanahiyah fi al-ahadtth al-wahiyah, 2:792; Ibn
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This hadSh mentions Mu'alla whom Ibn Ma'In said that he was a fabricator of
hadfi/t. Additionally, if it is reliable then its meaning is: retaliation is only
carried out using an iron object, which agrees with our traditions.
[21] From Nu'aym b. Hammad from Baqiyyah from Abu Mu'adh from al-Zuhri
from Ibn al-Musayyib that Abu Hurayrah said: "Retaliation is only inflicted
with a sword."54
[22] From al-Musayyab b. Wadih from Baqiyyah from Abu Mu'adh from al-
Zuhri from 'Abd al-Karim b. Abi al-Mukhariq from Ibrahim from
'Alqamah from Ibn Mas'ud that the Messenger of Allah said: "Retaliation is
only to be carried out with a weapon."55
This is related by al-Daraqutnl [and] Abu Mu'adh is matruk.
[23] Sulayman b. Kathlr [relates] from 'Amr b. Dinar from Tawus from Ibn
'Abbas that the Messenger of Allah said: "If anyone is killed in the midst of
Hajar, al-Talkhisal-hablr, 4:19; al-Zayla'I, Nasb al-rayah,4:341; al-Albanl, 'Irwa' al-ghalilfltakhrig
ahadith Manar al-sabS, 7:285 ff.
54
da'if. It is related by al-Daraqutnl 3:87; Ibn 'AdI, al-Kamil,3: 252 and 6:388. al-Daraqutnl said:
"Abu Mu'adh is Sulayman b. Arqam and he is matruk." See also hadith no. 20.
55
da'if. It is related by al-Daraqutnl 3:88; al-Tabaranl, al-Mujam al-Kabir. 10:89; Ibn 'AdI, al-
Kamil, 5:354. al-Daraqutnl said: "Sulayman b. Arqam is matruk." See also hadfths 20, 21.
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confusion or by a thrown stone or by a whip or a staff then the blood money
is the same as that for unintentional killing."56
The isnad for this is jayyid. However, it is about unintentional killing.
[24] From al-Thawri from Jabir from Abu 'Azib from al-Nu'man b. Bashlr from
the Prophet: "Everything except killing by the sword is unintentional and all
57
unintentional killing demands full blood money."
Jabir is wahl.
[25] This was also related by Warqa' from Jabir.
Warqa' explained the name of Abu 'Azib as Muslim b. Arak. This is related by
al-Daraqutnl.
[Issue 6] If someone holds a person and another kills him, the holder is
imprisoned and the killer is killed
Also from Ahmad is that they should both be killed, as Malik said.
56 sahlh. It is related by al-Daraqutni 3:94; Abu Dawud no. 4540 p. 1556; al-Nasa'I no. 4793-4794
p. 2398; Ibn Majah no. 2635 p. 2635. See for details al-Zayla'I, Nasb al-rayah, 4:331-332.
57
da'if. It is related by al-Daraqutnl 3:106; Ahmad 4:275; al-Bayhaql 8:42.
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[26] Abu Dawud al-Hafri relates from Sufyan, from Isma'Il b. Umayyah from
Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar: "If a man holds someone and another kills him, the
killer is to be killed and the holder is to be imprisoned." This is related by al-
Daraqutnl.58
I [i.e. al-Dhahabi] say: This is a munkar hadkth, and is probably one of the
sayings of Ibn 'Umar.
[Issue 7] A blood relative has the right to forgo retaliation in favour of full
blood money without the consent of the felon
Abu Hanlfah said: He does not have this right without the consent of the felon.
[27] Ibn Ishaq relates from al-Maqburl, from Abu Shurayh al-Khuza'I that the
Messenger of Allah said on the day of the liberation of Mecca: "If anyone is
killed henceforth, his family will have one of two choices. If they wish for the
blood of the killer then this will be so, and if they wish blood money then this
will be so." This is related by Ahmad.59
58
munkar. It is related by al-Daraqutni, 3:103, al-Bayhaql, 8:50.
59 sahlh. It is related by Ahmad 4:31; al-Daraqutni 3:96; Abu Dawud no. 4496 p. 1552; Ibn Majah
no. 2623 p. 2634; al-Darimi no. 2351.
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[28] Muhammad b. Salamah al-Harrani relates from Muhammad b. Ishaq from
al-Harith b. al-Fadl from Sufyan b. Abi al-'Awja' from Abu Shurayh that he
heard the Messenger of Allah saying: "If anyone is killed or maimed there is
one of three choices and no more: either retaliation, or forgiveness or taking
blood money. If one of these three is accepted and afterwards exceeded then
the perpetrator will be in Hellfire forever."60
There is unanimity among jurists regarding the permissibility of forgoing retaliation.
It is also agreed upon that forgoing retaliation is better than retaliation because Allah
says: "But if someone is absolved by his brother, blood money should be claimed
with correctness and paid with good will. That is an easement and mercy from your
Lord."61 It is reported from Ibn 'Abbas that retaliation was prescribed upon the
62
Children of Israel while both forgoing and blood money were prohibited. Qatadah
also said: Allah had mercy on this Muslim nation by legitimating blood money which
was not lawful for any nation before. The Jews were allowed to either apply
retaliation or forgivness but they were not allowed to take blood money. This is in
contrast with the Christians for whom forgivness was applicable without
60




See al-Bukharl, al-jami' al-sahlh, 4498 p. 369 and 6881 p. 574. Sa'Td b. Mansur, the Sunan, 2:
652. Ibn Jarir al-Tabarf, Jami' al-bayan, 2:115.
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compensation. Regarding the Muslim nation, they have the choice between
63 • •
retaliation, acceptence of blood money or mere forgivness. Similar is reported from
from Sa'id b. Jubayr, Muqatil b. Hayyan and al-Rabl' b. Anas.64
It is also related from the Prophet that in any case that entails retaliation he requests
[i.e. the victim's relatives] to forgo.65 It also sounds reasonable -i.e. the above
mentioned issue- as for retaliation is entirely the right of the victim's relatives.
Hence, they, as with their other rights, can simply forgo it.
[Issue 8] In the case of premeditated murder either retaliation or full blood
money is obligatory
Also from Ahmad, retaliation is mandatory only, as Abu Hanlfah and Malik
said.
The hadSh evidence:
The hadSh of Abu Shurayh.66
63
See Ibn Janr al-Taban, Jami' al-bayan, 2:116.
64
See Ibn Jarir al-Tabari, Jami' al-bayan, 2:116; al-Qurtubi, al-Jami' li ahkam al-Qur'an, 2:171; Ibn
Kathir, the Tafsir, 1:178.
65
It is related by Abu Dawud4497p. 1552; al-Nasa'14788 p. 2398; Ibn Majah 2692 p. 2639, all
from Anas b. Malik.
66
See hadiih 27.
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[29] The hadfih of (al-Bukhan and Muslim) from Abu Salamah from Abu
Hurayrah that the Prophet said: "The family of a murdered person has two
67
choices: blood money or the death of the perpetrator."
[30] Muhammad b. Rashid relates from Sulayman b. Musa from 'Amr b.
Shu'ayb from his father from his grandfather that the Prophet said: "He
who commits premeditated murder will be given over to the relatives of the
deceased and, if they wish, they can kill him or, if they wish, they can claim
full blood money."68
[Issue 9] Retaliation is to be carried out in the case of breaking a tooth as it is
with tearing out a tooth.
This is in opposition to the Shafi'I school.
The hadffli evidence:
67 sahih. It is related by Ahmad 3:385; al-Bukhan, al-jami'al-sahih, 2434 p. 191; Muslim 1355 p.
904; Abu Dawud 4505 p. 1553; al-Tirmidhl 1405 p.1793; al-Nasa'14789 p.2398; al-Bayhaql, al-
Sunan al-kubra, 8:52,53; al-Daraqutnl 3:96-97.
68 sahih. It is related by Ahmad 2:183; Abu Dawud 4506 p. 1553; al-Tirmidhl no. 1387 p. 1792; Ibn
Majah 2626 p. 2635; al-Daraqutni 3:177; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:70.
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[31] (Abu Dawud and al-Bukhari): from Humayd that Anas said: "al-Rubayyi'
the daughter of al-Nadr struck a girl and broke her tooth. Blood money was
offered but refused, then forgiveness was asked for but refused so the case
was taken to the Prophet who ordered retaliation. Then her brother Anas b.
al-Nadr asked the Messenger of Allah: "Is her tooth to be broken? By Allah,
her tooth will not be broken." The Messenger of Allah said: "Allah has
prescribed retaliation." Later on the family of the harmed girl decided to
forgive, so the Messenger of Allah said: "There are amongst the servants of
Allah those whose oath is never ignored by Allah."69
[32] (al-Nasa'I): Abu Khalid al-Ahmar from Humayd from Anas: "The
Messenger of Allah ruled in favour of retaliation in the case of a tooth."70
[Issue 10] Retaliation is not carried out in the case of wounding until after the
healing of the wound.
al-Shafi'I said: It is carried out immediately.
69 sahih. It is related by al-Bukhari, al-jami' al-sahih, no. 4500 p. 369; Muslim 1675 p. 974; Abu
Dawud 4595 p. 1560; al-Nasa'i 4761 p. 2396; Ahmad 3:128, 167, 284.
70 sahih. It is related by al-Nasa'i 4756 p. 2395-2396; al-Hakim, al-Mustadrak, 2:300. al-Hakim
commented: "It is a sahih hadlih and is conformable to Bukhari and Muslim conditions."
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[33] Ya'qub b. Kasib relates from 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd Allah al-'Umawi from b.
Jurayj and others from Abu al-Zubayr from Jabir: "A man was wounded
and wished to exact retaliation. The Messenger of Allah forbade retaliation
to be taken out until the injured person had recovered."71
I [i.e. al-Dhahabi] say: This is one of the manaklr of Ya'qub.
[Issue 11] If retaliation is taken before the healing of the wound and the effect of
the wound spreads to another part of the body then there is no
guarantee against the perpetrator.
This contradicts the majority opinion.
[34] al-Qawariri relates from Muhammad b. Humran from b. Jurayj from 'Amr
b. Shu'ayb from his father that his grandfather said: "A man stabbed
another man in the knee with a horn so he went to the Prophet and asked for
retaliation. The Prophet said: 'Wait until you heal.' Then he came again and
demanded retaliation so the Prophet carried it out. Then he came later and
said: 'I am crippled.' The Prophet said: 'I forbade you and you disobeyed
me, so may Allah banish you. Your crippling is in vain.' Then the
71
da'if. It is related by al-Daraqutni 3:88: al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:66, al-Tabarani, al-
Mu'jam al-Awsat, 4:234. See also, Abu Bakr al-Haythami ,Majma' al-zwa'id, 6:296; al-Zayla'T ,nasb
al-rayah, 4:378.
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Messenger of Allah forbade the taking of retaliation for a wound until it was
healed."72
[Issue 12] Retaliation is only to be carried out with the sword
Ahmad also said, as did Malik and al-Shafi'i that the implement used for
retaliation should be the same as the implement used in the crime.
The hadSh evidence:
Ibn Mas'ud and Abu Hurayrah both relates that the Prophet said: "There is to
be no retaliation except by the sword." These two have been mentioned before.73
They argue using the hadhh that:
[35] The Prophet said: "Whoever drowns someone we shall drown him, whoever
sets fire to someone, we shall set fire to him."74
This, however, is not authentic. In fact Ziyad said it in his sermon.
72
da'jjf. It is related by al-Daraqutnl 3:89-90; Ahmad 2:217; 'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'ani, al-
Musannaf, 9:454 no. 17991; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:67. Ibn Jurayj is mudallis, and he did
not acknowledge that he heard it from 'Amr. However, there are other transmissions from Jabir b.
'Abd Allah. See Ibn Abi Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf, 5:437. al-
Albanl authenticated the hadtth in his 'Irwa' al-ghalilfltakhrlg ahadSh Manar al-sabil, 7:298.
73
See hadlths 21, 22.
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Scholars have disputed over whether a person who kills using a blunt instrument like
a stone or by drowning or burning or strangling deserves retaliation by the same
method by which he killed so that he be stoned or drowned or burned in the same
way that he did to the victim. The opinion of Malik75 and al-Shaff i76 and one report
from Ahmad, which is the preference of Ibn Taymiyah77 and Ibn al-Qayyim, is that
he should be killed by the same method which he used for the killing. The other
opinion is that he should only be killed using the sword and this is the opinion of
_ yg ^Abu Hanlfah . This applies as long as the way of killing is not prohibited
intrinsically in the divine law as when the killer pours the victim wine until he dies or
practices sodomy upon him and he dies because of this. In this case it is not
permitted that he be killed in the same way. If he has killed him by burning, there are
two opinions from Ahmad. The first is that he should not be burned, on the evidence
of the hadith of Hamzah al-Aslaml that the Prophet said: "If you find so and so then
burn him." Later, he called me and said: "If you find so and so then kill him and do
74
da'If. It is related by al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kukra, 8:43 from Bishr b. Hazim, from 'Imran b.
Yazld b. al-Bara', from his father, from his grandfather. Bishr is majhul (unknown.) See al-Zayla'I,
Nasb al-rayah, 4:343-344; al-Albanl, 'Irwa' al-ghalilfltakhrIg ahadith Manar al-sabil, 7:294.
75
Ibn 'Abd al-Barr,fiqh ahl al-Madmah al-Malikl, 2:382.
76
Al-Nawawl, Rcrwdat al-Talibm, 7:69ff.
77
Ibn Taymlyyah, Majmu' al-Fatawa, 28:313-314.
78
Al-Tahawl, Sharhma'anlal-Athar, 3:179-185.
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not burn him as no-one except the Lord of the Fire may punish with fire." The
second report is that he is to be burned. This is based on the hadSh of al-Bara' b.
'Azib: "Whoever burns someone, we will burn him, and whoever drowns someone,
we will drown him."80
Ibn al-Qayyim says: "The most authentic of the opinions is that the criminal should
be treated in the same way that he treated his victim as long as what he did was not
one of the things that Allah has prohibited, like killing him through sodomy or by
giving him intoxicants and the like, in which case he will not be treated in the same
way because it is religiously prohibited. However if he burns someone to death then
he should be burned in the same way, or thrown off a cliff, or strangled, because this
is closer to justice and the meaning of retaliation, revenge and prevention of further
• • 81
crimes which is sought from retaliation."
[Issue 13] 'Deliberate' murder in error does not necessitate retaliation
What is meant by this is a deliberate act but a mistaken intention.




Tahdhib Sunan Abu Dawud 12:177. For more details see Ibn Hazm, al-Muhalla, 1 1:380-385; and
Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughni, 11:512.
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Malik said that deliberate murder in error is impossible and requires
retaliation.
[36] Sulayman b. Musa from 'Amr b. Shu'ayb from his father from his
grandfather that the Prophet said: "The blood money for deliberate murder
in error is as strict as the blood money for deliberate murder but the
perpetrator is not to be killed. This is because Satan may cause a
disagreement amongst people resulting in confusion and chaos and the
82
throwing of stones but not deliberate war or fighting with weapons."
We have already mentioned the hadith of al-Qasim b. Rabl'ah from 'Abd Allah
b. 'Amr that the Prophet said: "Quasi-deliberate killing, and those being killed
by a whip or a stick, holds a penalty of one-hundred camels, forty of which
should be with calf."
[Issue 14] The full blood money for unintentional killing is made up of five kinds
of camel: 20 jadha'a, 20 hiqqah, 20 bint labun, 20 bint makhadand 20
ibn makhad
Malik and al-Shafi'I said instead of ibn makhad, ibn labun.
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[37] Hajjaj b. Arta'ah from Zayd b. Jubayr from Khishf b. Malik from Ibn
Mas'ud: "The Messenger of Allah decreed in the case of full blood money for
unintentional killing: 20 bint makhad, 20 ibn makhad, 20 bint labun, 20
hiqqa, and 20 jadha'a."83
The other schools argue using the hadith:
[38] Hammad b. Salamah from Sulayman al-Taymi from Abu Mijlaz from Abu
'Ubaydah that Ibn Mas'ud said: "The full blood money for unintentional killing
consists of five kind of camel: 20 hiqqa, 20 jadha'a, 20 bint makhad, 20 bint
labun and 20 ibn labun.,,s4
al-Daraqutnl said the transmitters of this hadith are thiqat, but the hadith of
Khishf is not creditable due to his jahalah.
Also Hajjaj is a mudallis, and the transmitters differ in their narration from
Hajjaj.
oy _
hasan. It is related by Ahmad 2:183; Abu Dawud, 4565 p. 1558; al-Daraqutni 3:95. See Ibn al-
Athtr, al-Mubarak b. Muhammad, Jami' al- 'usul, 4:413.
83
da'if. It is related by Ahmad 1:450; Abu Dawud 4545 p. 1557; al-Tirmidhi 1386 p. 1792; al-Nasa'I
4806 p. 2399; Ibn Majah 2631 p. 2635; al-Daraqutm 3:173.
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The writer [i.e. Ibn al-Jawzi] states: This is contradicted by the fact that Abu
'Ubaydah did not receive hadSh from his father. In addition, he only relates the
fatwa of his father. He [i.e. Ibn al-Jawzi] said: "When an individual is known to
be reliable then it is incumbent to accept his opinion. How can we say about a
reliable person that he is unknown?"
Moreover, the criterion of the scholars of haddh that at least two people have to
relate from a person [not to be considered as majh ul] has no basis.
I (i.e. al-Dhahabi) would say: Who has said that Khishf is reliable? Give over
your vain desires and madness!
[Issue 15] Dirhams and dinars are basis for blood money, and can be taken
instead of camels
Al-ShafTI said: Camels are the basis but if there are none then blood money is
converted to 1000 dinars85 or 12,000 dirhams.
Ahmad also said: Blood money is converted to the value of a camel.
84
mawquf. It is related by al-Daraqutm 3:172. al-Tabari Muhammad b. Jarir, Jami' al-bayan, 9:46.
al-Daraqutni said: "This isnad is hasan, all its transmitters are thiqah. al-Bayhaql disagreed with this
in his al-Sunan al-kubra, 8: 75. See also, Ibn Hajar, al-Talkhisal-habir, 4:21-22.
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[39] (al-Tirmidhi): Muhammad b. Muslim al-Ta'ifl from 'Amr b. Dinar from
'Ikrimah from Ibn 'Abbas that the Prophet set full blood money at 12,000
dirhams.86
This was related by Ibn 'Uyaynah from 'Amr but he left out Ibn 'Abbas. In
addition, Ahmad considered al-Ta'ifi to be da'if.
We [i.e. Ibn al-JawzI] would say: Yahya has confidence in him [i.e. al-Ta'ifi]
and the raf is extra.
[40] Al-Daraqutnl relates from Ibn Sa'id from Muhammad b. Maymiin al-
Khayyat from Sufyan from 'Amr from 'Ikrimah from Ibn 'Abbas that "The
Prophet judged the sum of 12,000 [dirhams] for full blood money."87
85
One dinar equalling 4,235 grams of gold. See Nuh Ha Mim Killer, Reliance ofthe Traveller, p.
588.
86
da'if. It is related by al-Tirmidhi no. 1388 p. 1792; Abu Dawud 4546 p. 1557; al-Nasa'14807 p.
2399; Ibn Majah 2629 p. 2635. Although many scholars such as: Yahya b. Ma'In, 'Abd al-Rahman b.
Mahdl, Abu Dawud and others considered Muhammad b. Muslim al-Ta'ifi thiqah, there were errors
in some of his transmissions. Therefore, Ibn Ma'In said that Sufyan b. 'Uyaynah is more authenticated
than al-Ta'ifi in his transmitting from'Amr b. Dinar. Ibn Abi Hatim, for the same reason, chose the
mursal form of this transmission as the most likely transmission. See Ibn Abi Hatim al- 'Ilal, 1:463;
Ibn Hajar, al-Talkhisal-habir, 4:23 and Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, 3:695-696.
87
da'if. It is related by al-Daraqutnl 3:130; Ahmad 1:342, 351, 363; al-Nasa'14808 p. 2399. See
hadAh 38.
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Al-Khayyat said that Sufyan mentioned Ibn 'Abbas once in this hadith but
mostly related it from the Tabi'In.
[Issue 16] Cattle, sheep and garments are also a basis for full blood money, which
is valued at 200 cows, 2000 sheep and 200 garments
This is also what Abu Yusuf and Muhammad have said in opposition to the
majority.
[41] (Abu Dawud): Ibn Ishaq says that 'Ata' mentioned from Jabir: "The
Messenger of Allah imposed full blood money as 100 camels for camel-
owners, and 200 cattle for cattle-owners, and 2000 sheep for sheep-owners,
88
and 200 garments for owners of garments."
[Issue 17] For loss of ears there is full blood money
Malik said that this is subject to hukumah (judicial ruling).
[42] Yunus relates that Ibn Shihab said: "I read in a letter of the Messenger of
Allah to 'Amr b. Hazm when he sent him to Najran. This letter was with
88
da'if. It is related by Abu Dawud 4544 p. 1558; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:78. In the isnad
there is Ibn Ishaq who considered mudallis. See al-Albanl, 'Irwa' al-ghalilfltakhrlg ahadith Manar
al-sabil, 7:303.
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Abu Bakr b. Hazm in which the Prophet has the following statement
written: "Full blood money for a person is 100 camels, for the loss of a nose
89
100 camels, for an eye 50 camels and for an ear 50 camels."
[Issue 18] For a blind eye, a paralysed hand, a mute tongue, a paralysed penis,
and an extra finger the full blood money is a third of that for the
normal healthy organ
Ahmad and the majority say that this is subject to hukumah in each individual
case.
[43] (al-Nasa'I): al-Haytham b. Humayd from al-'Ala' b. al-Harith from 'Amr b.
Shu'ayb from his father that his grandfather said: "The Messenger of Allah
decreed a third of the full blood money for a blind eye which is in its socket,
and a third of the full blood money for a paralysed hand if cut off, and a
third of the full blood money for a blackened tooth if pulled out."90
89 sahih. It is related by Abu Dawud in his, al-Marasil, no. 257 p. 211-212; al-Nasa'i 4857 p. 2401;
Malik, al-Muwatta\ Bewley, p. 358; al-Shafi'i, al-'Umm, 6:105; al-Daraqutnl 3:209. See also al-
Albanl, 'Irwa' al-ghalilfitakhrlg ahadrth Manar al-sabil, 7: 303.
90 hasan. It is related by al-Nasa'I 4844 p.2401. Abu Dawud 4567 p. 1558 and al- Daraqutnl 3:128-
129 both related it without mentioning the phrase: "And for the blackened tooth if pulled out a third of
the compensation." See also al-Albanl, 'Irwa' al-ghalilfitakhrlg ahadrth Manar al-sabil, 7:328.
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[44] Abu Hilal relates from'Abd Allah b. Buraydah from Yahya b. Ya'mar that
Ibn 'Abbas said: "For a paralysed hand there is a third of the full blood
money, and for a blind eye in its socket if gouged out a third of the full blood
money." 91 This is related by al-Daraqutni.
[Issue 19] The maximum blood money for a mudihah wound is five camels
Ahmad and Malik said these cases are subject to hukumah.
[45] (al-Tirmidhl) Yazld b. Zuray' from Husayn al-Mu'allim from 'Amr b.
Shu'ayb from his father from his grandfather that the Prophet said: "For
92
facial features the maximum blood money is five camels."
[Issue 20] If a pregnant woman is struck and dies and then a dead foetus emerges
then the blood money of a slave is mandatory
Abu Hanlfah and Malik said that nothing is required in this case.
[46] (Al-Bukhari and Muslim): Hisham b. 'Urwah from his father from al-
Mughirah: " 'Umar consulted in the matter of causing a woman's
91
Mawquf. It is related by al-Daraqutnl 3:214; Ibn Abl Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b.
Muhammad, al-Musannaf, 5:377.
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miscarriage. al-Mughlrah said: "The Messenger of Allah decreed full blood
money of a slave or slave girl and Muhammad b. Maslamah bore witness
93
that he witnessed the Prophet decree this."
[47] (Muslim): Mansur from Ibrahim from 'Ubayd b. Nudaylah from al-
Mughlrah: "A pregnant woman was beaten to death by another of her
husband's wives with a tent pole. The case was taken to the Prophet who
decreed that the relatives of the killer were liable for full blood money, and
liable for full blood money of a slave or slave girl for the foetus. The relatives
said: 'Are we to compensate for one who neither ate nor drank, nor cried out
at the beginning of life?' The Prophet said: 'This is nothing but the rhyming
of the Bedouins."94
92 hasan. It is related by al-Tirmidhi 1390 p. 1792; Abu Dawud 4566 p. 1558; al-Nasa'i 4856 p.
2401; Ibn Majah 2655 p. 2636; Ahmad 2:189, 215; al-Daraqutnl 3:210. al-Tirmidhi said: "It is a
hasan hadSh."
93 sahih. It is related by al-Bukhari, al-jami'al-sahlh, 6905, 6906 p. 576, Muslim 1683 p. 976, Abu
Dawud 4570 p. 1559, Ibn Majah 2640 p. 2636, Ahmad 4:253.
94 sahih. It is related by Ahmad 4:245, 246, 249; Muslim 1682 p. 975; Abu Dawud 4568 p. 1558; al-
Tirmidhl 1411 p. 1794; al-Nasa'T 4825 p. 2400; al-Daraqutnl 3:197-198. Ahmad also, related another
tranmission from Abu Hurayrah 2:274, 438,498.
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5.1 THE SWEARING OF OATHS IN CASES OF MURDER
[Issue 21] The swearing of an oath is begun by the oath of the plaintiffs
Abu Hanlfah said it is begun with the oath of the defendants.
[48] (AI-Bukhari and Muslim): al-Layth from Yahya b. Sa'Id from Bushayr b.
Yasar from Sahl b. Abi Hathmah: " 'Abd Allah b. Sahl and Muhayyisah b.
Mas'ud left Madlnah and found themselves at Khaybar. They then split up.
Then Muhayyisah found 'Abd Allah murdered so he buried him. He then
went to the Messenger of Allah along with Huwayyisah b. Mas'ud and 'Abd
al-Rahman b. Sahl. Muhayyisah was the youngest of them but he began to
speak before his two companions. The Prophet said: 'Let the oldest speak.'
So Muhayyisah was silent and his two companions spoke. Muhayyisah then
spoke with them and they mentioned the murder of 'Abd Allah b. Sahl. The
Prophet said: 'Will you swear 50 oaths so that you can receive your right to
kill the murderer.' They said: 'How can we swear when we did not witness
the killing?' The Prophet said: 'Then the Jews can prove their innocence
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with 50 oaths. They said: 'How can we accept the oath of a disbelieving
people?' When the Prophet heard this he paid up the blood money."95
Those who disagree say that in the authenticated traditions it is recorded
differently.
[49] (Al-Bukhari): Abu Nu'aym relates from Sa'Id b. 'Ubayd that Bashir b.
Yasar said: "It is claimed that one of the Ansar called Sahl b. Abl Hathmah
said that a group of his kin went to Khaybar and there split up. Then one of
them was found dead. They informed the Prophet who said: 'Can you bring
proof of his murder?' They said: 'We have no evidence.' So the Prophet
said: 'Then the Jews will swear.' They said: 'We do not accept the oath of a
Jew.' The Prophet did not want to leave his death in vain so he compensated
them with one hundred camels from the zakat."96
We would say that this is the transmission of Sa'Id b. 'Ubayd, and that our
transmission is greater and more appropriate and literally more complete. In
your hadith there is nothing more than offering the oath to the defendants,
95 sahih. It is related by Muslim 1669 p. 971; al-Bukharl, al-jami' al-sahlh, 3173 p. 257; Abu
Dawud 4520 p. 1555; al-Tirmidhl 1422 p. 1795; al-Nasa'14716 p. 2392; Ibn Majah 2677 p. 2637;
Ahmad 4:2-3; al-Daraqutni 3:108, 110.
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which is also in our hadSh, but after offering it to the plaintiff, so our
transmission contains more and is supported by the Prophet's words:
[50] "The onus of proof is upon the plaintiff and the oath is upon the defendant
except in qasamah."97
[Issue 22] It is not acceptable for a dhimmi to change to a religion other than
Islam
Abu Hanlfah said that he is left alone.
Al-ShafiT has more than one opinion.
[51] Ayyub relats from 'Ikrimah from b. 'Abbas that the Messenger of Allah
• • 98
said: "If anyone changes his religion, kill him."
96 sahih. It is related by al-Bukhan, al-jami'al-sahih, 6898 p. 575; Abu Dawud 4523 p. 1555; al-
Nasa'i 4723 p. 2393.
97
da'if. It is related by al-Daraqutnl, 3:110, 111; 4:218 from Muslim b. Khalid al-Zanji, from Ibn
Jurayj, from 'Ata', from Abu Hurayrah. Ibn al-Jawzi mentioned the hadith in his al-Tahqiq, 2:388
and said that Muslim b. Khalid is da'if. I would add that Ibn Jurayj is also well known as a mudallis.
See Ibn Hajar, al-Talkhis al-habir, 4:208; al-Albani, 'Irwa' al-ghalil, 8:267. It is worth mentioning
that there is an authentic version of the hadith. It is related from Ibn Abl Mulaykah that Ibn 'Abbas
wrote to him: "The Prophet decreed that the oath is upon the defendant." It is related by al-Bukhari,
al-jami' al-sahih, 2668 p. 212; Muslim 1711 p. 981; Abu Dawud 3619 p. 1491; al-Tirmidhl 1341 p.
1786; Ibn Majah 2321 p. 2615. al-Tirmidhl said: "This hadith is hasan and sahih. The people of
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[Issue 23] It is not permissible to pursue and kill rebels {bugh ah) or their
wounded
Abu Hanlfah said: if they have a platoon it is allowed.
[52] From 'Abd Al-'Aziz al-Daraward'i from Ja'far b. Muhammad from his
father from 'All b. Husayn from Marwan b. al-Hakam: "One of 'Ali's men
shouted on the day of the battle of the Jamal: 'No retreater is to be killed nor
any wounded person and whoever locks his door is safe and whoever throws
• 99
down his eapon is safe."
knowledge amongst the Companions and others are acted upon that the onus of proof is upon the
plaintiff and the oath is upon the defendant."
98 sahih. It is related by Ahmad 1:217, 282-283, 322; al-Bukhari, a/-yam7'a/-5a/?iZ?, 6922 p. 577;
Abu Dawud 4351 p. 1540; al-Tirmidhl 1458 p. 1800; al-Nasa'T 4065 p. 2353; Ibn Majah 2535 p.
2629; al-Daraqutnl 3:108, 113, all from Ibn 'Abbas. Ahmad also, related it from Mu'adh b. Jabal. See
al-Musnad, 5:231.
99
mawquf. It is part of a lengthy hadith related by Sa'Id b. Mansur 2: 237. See also al-Bayhaql, al-
Sunan al-kubra, 8:181; 'Abd al-Razzaq, al-Musannaf, 10:123.
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CHAPTER 6: THE PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENTS (AL-HUDUD)
6.1 THE PURPOSE OF PRESCRIBED LEGAL PENALTIES
Allah Almighty has created the human being, and given him attributes, some good
and some bad. He has given him an inclination towards good and an inclination
towards evil and placed in him attributes of injustice and enmity: "Man is indeed
wrongdoing, ungrateful."1, "Man took it on [i.e. the trust which is all the duties that
Allah has ordained]. He is indeed wrongdoing and ignorant".2 Mankind's nature is to
love the temporal and to disregard the life to come: "No indeed! But you love this
fleeting world and you disregard the 'akhirah."3-, and to love wealth and worldly
desires: "To mankind the love of worldly appetites is painted in glowing colours:
women and children, and heaped up mounds of gold and silver and horses with fine
markings, and livestock and fertile farmland."4 It is a mercy and a justice from Allah
to His bondsmen that He has shown them the ways of goodness and has placed in
their natures and their minds the knowledge of what will benefit them and what will
harm them, and has enabled them to overcome and refine their own selves and lead
them to those things which will benefit them and take them away from those things
which will harm them through the intellect with which He has favoured them over all
living things. Not only this but He has also explained to them what is beneficial and
1 Ibrahim 14: 36.
2 Al-Ahzab 33: 72.
3 Al-Qiyamah 75:19
4 'Al'Imran 3:14.
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what is harmful and where the best of this life and the next is to be found through His
apostles. His Sacred Laws contain commands for every good and prohibitions from
every evil. However, there is no escape from the evil consequences of human nature
such as competition, mutual envy, following the call of the base desires, anger,
transgressing all bounds, and falling short of obligations. Therefore, Allah has laid
down punishments (hudud) to be preventative and rehabilitative. They are
preventative in that they prevent a person from injuring himself and others, and
prevent others from following the ways of the wrongdoers and the transgressors.
These punishments also restore the deficiency that a person falls into other than the
crime of shirk (polytheism) and cleanse him of the filth of disobedience. In the noble
hadlth which affirms that the prophet says that: "If anyone commits any of these
crimes and is punished for them in this world it is expiation for him."5
Attributing authority to Allah is enough to establish His far-reaching wisdom, for
Allah is All Wise, All Knowing. As regards comprehending the wisdom of every
command and prohibition in detail, the human intellect may at times be able to do so
and at other times be unable to do so in matters for which there are no revealed texts.
There is no doubt, though, that no command nor prohibition in the Sacred Islamic
Law is devoid of wisdom and great purpose, which is the realisation of the common
good of the bondsmen in this world and the next. In every order there is the good of
5 It is part of a hadSh related by al-Bukhari no.3892 p. 316; and Muslim no. 1709 p. 980. Both from
'Ubadah b. al-Samit. It known as the hadlth of bay'at al-nisa' (women's pledge.)
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both worlds or of one of them. In every prohibited act there is the corruption of both
worlds or of one of them. The Islamic religion is based upon this great principle - the
principle of attaining the common good and avoiding corruption. The jurists in
Islamic law have deduced many laws for which there was no specific evidence based
on this principle which is confirmed by a healthy mind. No person of sound mind is
able to deny that attaining that which is purely for the common interest and avoiding
that which contains pure corruption is something laudable and to be commended. If
different interests conflict then the highest of them should be sought. The opposite is
the case for corruption, where the lesser of two evils should be sought. It is exactly as
doctors treat their patients, when one limb of the person may be amputated in order
to save the rest of the body. This is something agreed upon by all the sages. The
legalisation of penalties and punishments is the same idea; it is a protection for the
souls, bodies, honour, wealth, and minds of the people from anyone of weak faith or
overcome by base desires, or corruption or injustice or enmity who may trespass
against them. There is no doubt amongst people of intellect and in all the Sacred
Laws and man-made laws that deterring wrongdoers and criminals and preventing
them from harming others and punishing them for doing so is necessary, otherwise
the people would destroy each other and the world would fall into corruption. It is
also undisputed that the punishment, in order to be effective, must be painful
otherwise it cannot be rightly called a punishment. As an example let us take some of
the punishments stipulated in the Sacred Law of Islam and examine the benefit in
them and compare them with other, man-made laws.
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(I.) THE PUNISHMENT FOR KILLING
Killing has been made legal in the law of Islam as a punishment for the crime of
killing if it has been committed by a person of the age of reason, of sound mind, and
deliberately and unlawfully against another person. If this preventative punishment
were not the case, then everyone would take it upon himself to exact revenge by
killing whoever has harmed him or transgressed against him even in simple matters
like insults or beating. If it is argued that the punishment for killing is killing and this
is like one who tries to wipe out filth with filth, it should be said that the crime of
killing against a person is not a specific crime but is a general crime. This is because
the person who commits a crime against a person by destroying him unlawfully has
exposed the whole of society to killing by encouraging others to do the same. This
will lead to a widespread fear amongst society. People will concern themselves with
thinking about defending themselves and protecting themselves in different ways or
will flee, seeking a safer and more stable place. This can have the effect of political,
economic, and social downfall as is clear to anyone of sound mind. Because of this
Allah has said: "So We decreed for the tribe of Israel that if someone kills another
person -unless it is in retaliation for someone else or for causing corruption in the
earth- it is as if he had murdered all mankind. And if anyone gives life to another
person, it is as if he had given life to all mankind."6 Allah also says: "There is life for
6 Al-Ma'idah 5:32.
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you in retaliation, people of intelligence, so that hopefully you will have taqwa."7 In
fact, qisas is not like wiping out filth with filth but it is cleansing of filth. Retaliation
is a purification for society from crime, and a purification for the relatives of the
victim from resentment and hatred and from trying to extract revenge from the killer
which may cause internecine wars in which many innocent people are killed.
Retaliation is also a purification for the killer from his sin. These are all benefits for
the individual, society and the state and are greater than the harm which may result
from killing the killer.
(II.) THE CRIME OF ADULTERY
The crime of adultery carries the punishment of death. This is if the adulterer is of
the age of reason, of sound mind, and has been married. The punishment will not be
carried out upon him unless he confesses himself and by his own free will and
without coercion and does not retract that confession until the punishment is carried
out. If he retracts for one moment before that, the punishment will be voided. On the
other hand if four just witnesses testify against him that they saw him commit this
crime and identify him clearly, the punishment of death will be carried out on him.
Adultery, even if the two parties obtain satisfaction from it, is a foul crime and a
compliance to the call of base desires which goes against healthy human nature and
intellect and opposes the divine way which is marriage. It is a kind of murder; the
7
Al-Baqarah2.\l%.
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murder of virtue, chastity and nobility. It leads to killing in that many of the instances
of murder that are committed in Muslim and non-Muslim societies are caused by this
crime where the husband or the lover kill the wife or lover when the crime is
discovered. It is of the mercy of Allah that he has lessened the punishment for non-
married people taking into consideration the various reasons and motivations behind
their crime. He has made the punishment for them one hundred lashes and taghrib
(banishment) for a year.8
(III.) APOSTASY
Apostasy is the third crime which carries the punishment of death. This is despite
the fact that the non-Muslims have a choice between accepting Islam and paying the
jizyah (poll tax) and living under the government of Muslims. This is because many
non-Muslims are diverted from following Islam by emulating their forefathers and
their leaders. If these prohibiting factors are no longer there and the non-Muslim sees
Islam practically implemented in real life this would motivate them to enter Islam,
for Allah has given the people a natural love for truth. It is related in the qudsi hadlth
that Allah says: "I created My slaves hunafa' [i.e. people of pure natural belief in
Allah] all of them, then Satan misled them."9 If a Muslim becomes an apostate his
act of apostasy is seen as a crime against the religion which is greater than a crime
8 See El-Awa M.S., Punishment In Islamic Law, p. 18-20.
9 sahlh. It is a part of a hadlth related by Muslim 2865 p. 1174 from 'Iyad al-Mujashi'L
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against the person. He should be offered the chance to repent but if he refuses he
should be killed to preserve the sacred things of the society and its morals from those
who take them lightly.
It is clear from what has preceded that, the Islamic Law while respects the humanity
of the individual human being, and his right to life and his freedom of belief and
other rights, the common interests of society is given precedence over the individual.
This is something which is confirmed by humanity in theory, but in practice in their
man-made laws they are not consistent; at times they give the common good
precedence and at other times they give precedence to specific interests. This is the
way of all those who do not follow the guidance of Allah.
[Issue 24] Both flogging and stoning are carried out on a muhsan
Dawud said that this was the case.
Ahmad, like most scholars said they are not both carried out.
[53] (Muslim): Ibn Abi 'Arubah, from Qatadah, from al-Hasan, from Hittan
b. 'Abd Allah al-Raqashl, that 'Ubadah b. al-Samit said: when revelation
descended upon him, The Messenger of Allah used to become intensely
distressed and because of this his face would become ashen. One day Allah
sent down revelation upon him and when the Prophet had regained his
composure he said: 'Take heed, Allah has made a way for women. Those
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who have been married with those who have been married and those who
have not been married with those who have not been married: for those who
have been married there is [the penalty of] a hundred lashes and stoning; for
those who have not been married there is [the penalty of] a hundred lashes
and a banishment for a year."10
Ahmad relates from Waki', from al-Fadl b. Dalham, from al-Hasan,
from Qablsa b. Hurayth, from Salamah b. al-Muhabbaq that the Messenger
of Allah said: "Take heed! Take heed! Allah has made a way for women:
Those who have not been married with those who have not been married
there is [ the penalty of] 100 lashes and banishment for a year; for those who
have not been married with those who have not been married there is [ the
penalty of] 100 lashes and stoning."11
Ahmad relates from Husayn b. Muhammad, from Sa'Id, from Salama
and Mujalid who both heard al-Sha'bl say: '"All, when he stoned the woman
from Kufa, beat her on the Thursday and stoned her on the Friday and said:
10 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 5:318, 320; Muslim in al-Hudud; Chapter 'Hadd of adultery'1690
p. 977; Abu Dawud 4415 p. 1545; al-Tirmidhi 1434 p. 1797; Ibn Majah 2550 p. 2630.
11 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 3:476; 5:313,317, 318, 320, 327; Abu Dawud 4417 p. 1545. This is
another version of hadEh 52.
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'I beat her by the authority of the book of Allah and stoned her by the
authority of the sunnah of the Prophet of Allah."12
[Issue 25] Islam is not a condition for ihsan
Abu Hanifah and Malik said it is a condition.
[56] Sharik relates from Simak from Jabir b. Samurah who said: "The
Prophet stoned a Jew and a Jewess."13
[57] Malik relates from Nafi' from Ibn 'Umar: "The Messenger of Allah
stoned a Jew and a Jewess."14
The other schools mention:
[58] Abu Bakr b. Abi Maryam relates from 'All b. Abi Talhah that Ka'b b.
Malik wanted to marry a Jewess or a Christian woman so he asked the
12 sahih. It was related by Ahmad 1:94, 108, al-Bukharl, al-jami'al-sahlh, 6812 p. 568; al-Daraqutnl
3:123-124. See also Ibn Hajar, Fath al-Barl, 12:118-119.
13 sahih. It was related by Ahmad 5:91-92, 94, 97, 104. There are other transmissions from other
Companions such as al-Bara' b. 'Azib and Abu Hurayrah. See Abu Dawud 4447 p. 1548; 4451 p.
1549; al-Tirmidhl 1437 p. 1798; Ibn Majah 2557 p. 2630 and the following hadah.
14 sahih. It was related by al-Tirmidhl 1436 p. 1798; al-Bukhari, al-jami' al-sahlh, 6841 p. 571 and
6819 p. 568; Muslim 1699 p. 979; Abu Dawud 4446 p. 1548; Ibn Majah 2556 p. 2630; Ahmad 2:5,
17, 62, 63, 76, 126.
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Prophet and he forbade him from it saying: "She will not make you
muhsan."15
Ibn Abi Maryam is wahl, and Ibn Abi Talhah never met Ka'b.
[59] Ishaq b. Rahawayh relates from 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Muhammad from
'Ubayd Allah from Nafi' from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet said: "Whoever
assigns partners with Allah will not make you muhsan."16
We [i.e. Ibn al-JawzI] would say: Ishaq withdrew al-rafof this hadiih so the
correct form is mawquf.
[Issue 26] The blood money for wounding a woman is equal to that of man in
cases where it is less than a third of the blood money. If it reaches a
third then it is half the blood money of a man.
From Ahmad also that it equals it.
15
da'If. It was related by al-Daraqutnl 3:148; Ibn Abi Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad,
al-Musannaf, 5:531; Sa'Id b. Mansur 1:193 no. 715; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:216; al-
Tabaranl, al-Mu'jam al-Kabr, 19: 103; Ibn 'AdI, al-Kamil, 2:39.
16
da'If. It was related by al-Daraqutnl 3:147; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:216. In the isnad there
is 'Abd al- 'Aziz b. Muhammad al-Drawardl. Imam Ahmad and al-Nasa'I both weakened his
transmissions from 'Ubayd Allah al-'Umarl and this is one of them. Moreover, it contradicts what is
firmly established from Ibn 'Umar that the Prophet stoned a Jew and a Jewess. See hadlths 55, 56; al-
Bayhaql, ma'rifat al-sunan wa al-'Alhar, 6:324; al-Zayla'I, Nasb al-rayah, 3:327-328; al-Albanl,
Silsilah al-ahadSh al-da'ifah, no. 717.
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Abu Hanifah, and al-Shafi'i in his later view said: It is a half in all cases.
(al-Nasa'I): Isma'il b. 'Ayyash, from Ibn Jurayj, from 'Amr b. Shu'ayb,
from his father from his grandfather that the Messenger of Allah said: "The
blood money for a woman is the same as that for a man until it reaches a
third of the full blood money for her."17
I [i.e. al-Dhahabl] say that Isma'Il is da'Ifwhen he relates from narrators of the
Hijaz.
Hushaym, from Ash'ath b. 'Abd al-Malik, from al-Hasan and
Muhammad, who both said: "Blood money for intentional killing is equal
18
for men and woman up to a third of the full blood money."
Zakariyya, and others, from al-Sha'bl that 'All said: "Wounded women
have one half of the full blood money of the man be the amount large or
small."19
17
da'If. It was related by al-Nasa'I in al-qasamah, Chapter 'Blood money for a woman' 4809 p.2399;
al-Daraqutni 3:91.
18
maqtu'. Ibn al-Jawzi picked this legal openion from the missing part of al-Sunan of Sa'Id b.
Mansur. Unfortunately, I did not find it in any other hadSh sources.
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[Issue 27] The blood money for a dhimmi killed intentionally by a Muslim is
the same as that for a Muslim. If he is killed by mistake then it is one
half.
From Ahmad also that it is a third [by mistake], and that the blood money for a
Magian is 800 dirhams.
Abu Hanlfah said that the blood money for an unbeliever is the same of a
Muslim in both cases. Malik said that it is half.
Al-ShafiT said that it is a third for both intentional and non-intentional killing
and for a Magian he is of the same opinion as us [i.e. Hanball school].
Our hadith evidence:
[63] 'All b. al-Ja'd, from Abu Kurz al-Qurashl, from Nafi', from Ibn 'Umar
that the Prophet said: "The full blood money for a dhimmi is the same as
that of a Muslim." 20
19 mun'ati'. It was related by al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:95-96 from al-Sha'bi, from 'All. 'Abd
al-Razzaq al-San'anl also, related the hadith in al-Musannaf, 9:397 from Ibrahm al-Nakha'I, from
'All. Both al-Sha'bl and Ibrahim did not hear from 'Ali so it is munqati' (disconnected.) see also, al-
Zayla'I, Nash al-rayah, 4:363, al-Albanl, 'Irwa' al-ghalil fitakhrig ahadSh Manar al-sabll, 7:306-
307.
20
da'ifjiddan (very weak). It was related by al-Daraqutni 3:145; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra,
8:102. Al-Daraqutnl said that Abu Kurz is the sole narrator for this hadith and he is matruk (very
weak). The same was reported from Ibn Hibban. See Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Tahqiq, 2:326.
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Ibn Habban said: It is not licit to argue using Abu Kurz, whose full name is
'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Malik b. Kurz.21
Abu Bakr b. 'Ayyash, from Abu Sa'd, from 'Ikrimah that Ibn 'Abbas
said: "The Messenger of Allah made the full blood money for the two people
from the tribe of 'Amir equal to that of a Muslim."22 Abu Bakr [i.e. Ibn
'Ayyash] said: "They both had treaty [with the Prophet]."
Abu Sa'd, who is Sa'Id b. al-Mirziban, is wahi.23
'Uthman al-WaqqasT, from al-Zuhri, from 'All b. al-Husayn, from 'Amr
b. 'Uthman, from Usamah: "The Messenger of Allah made the full blood
money for a covenanter equal to that of a Muslim."24
'Uthman is matruk. al-Daraqutni related them [i.e. the last three hadiths]
The other schools argue, in the case of the unintentional killing of a dhimmi,
using the hadith related by:
21 In Sunan al-Daraqutni, 3:145: ' 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Malik al-Fihrl.'
22
da'if jiddan (very weak). It was related by al-Daraqutni 3:171; al-Tirmidhl 1404 p. 1793; al-
Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:102.
23 He also was mudallis. See Ibn Hajar, Taqrlb al-Tahdhib, p387.
24
da'ifjiddan (very weak). It was related by al-Daraqutnl 3:145.
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Muhammad b. Ishaq, from 'Amr b. Shu'ayb, from his father from his
grandfather that the Prophet said: "The full blood money for a nonbeliever
is one half of that of a Muslim."25
Muhammad b. Rashid relates from Sulayman, from 'Amr b. Shu'ayb,
from his father, from his grandfather: "The Messenger of Allah decreed that
the full blood money for the People of the two Books was to be one half of
that of a Muslim."26
This is understood to be for unintentional killing.
Ahmad relates these two hadrths.
Za'idah, from Mansur, from Thabit Abu al-Miqdam that Sa'Id b. al-
Musayyib said: " 'Umar made the full blood money for a Jew and a
Christian four thousand [i.e. dirhams] and for a Magian 800."27
25 hasan. It was related by Ahmad 2:180, 215; al-Tirmidhl 1413 p. 1794; al-Daraqutnl 3:171. Abu
Dawud also, related the hadith, 4583 p. 1559 but in another version, which is "The full blood money
for a dhimml is one half of that of a free man [i.e. Muslim], al-Tirmidhl said: "This is a hasan
hadith. " see also, al-Albanl, 'Irwi' al-ghalilJ7takhrlg ahadRh Manar al-sabil, 7:307.
26 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 2:183; al-Nasa'I 4810 p. 2399; Ibn Majah 2644 p. 2636; al-
Daraqutni 3:171; 3:145.
27
munqati'. It was related by al-Daraqutnl 3:170, 130, 131; al-ShafTI as in Bada'i' al-minan fltartib
Musnad al-Shafi'Iwa al-Sunan, 2:183; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:100. 'Abd al-Razzaq al-
San'anl also related the hadith, al-Musannaf, 6:127; 10:93 without mentioning the phrase regarding
the full blood money for a Magian.
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[Issue 28] The value of a slave if killed by mistake is upon the killer, and the
same applies to blood money for his limbs
Abu Hanlfah said that the blood relatives are liable rather than of the
perpetrator, but injury to limbs is his liability.
Al-Shafi'T is of our opinion.
Also from al-Shafi'I that both penalties devolves upon the perpetrator's family
(al-'aqilah).
[69] Waki', from 'Abd al-Malik b. Husayn al-Nakha'I, from 'Abd Allah b.
Abi al-Safar, from 'Amir that 'Umar said: "Blood money for intentional
killing, the killing of a slave, sulh and confession is not subject to the blood
money of the relatives (al-' aqilah)."2*
[Issue 29] The homosexual act warrants the hadd punishment
Abu Hanlfah said: it warrants exemplary ta'zir punishment.
28
da'Jf jiddan. It was related by al-Daraqutn! 3:177; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:104. In
addition to the disconnection between al-Sha'bl and 'Umar, in isnadthere is al-Nakha'I 'Abd al-Malik
b. Hsayn who is matruk. See Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl, Taqrib al-Tahdhib, p. 1199-1200 and al-Talkhls
al-habir, 4:31; al-Zayla'I, Nasb al-riyah, 4:379; al-Albanl, 'Irwa' al-ghalilfltakhrlg ahadShManar
al-sabil, 7:336-337.
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Ahmad, from Abu al-Qasim b. Abi al-Zinad, from Ibn Abi Habibah, and
Dawud b. al-Husayn, from 'Ikrimah, from Ibn 'Abbas that the Messenger of
Allah said: "Kill both the active and the passive participant in the
homosexual act, kill the animal and the person who has sex with it, and kill
the person who commits incest."29
I [i.e. al-Dhahabl] say: Ibn Ma'In said of Abu al-Qasim that there is nothing
wrong about him (laysa bihi ba's).
It is a fact in Islamic law that homosexuality is one of the greatest sins. According to
Islamic law, it is as prohibited as adultery is prohibited or with even stronger
prohibition. This matter is agreed upon among all Muslims scholars. It is based on
evidence from the Qur'an, authentic hadiths and consensus30. Allah says: "And Lut,
when he said to his people: do you commit an obscenity not perpetrated before you
by anyone in all the worlds? You come with lust to men instead of women. You are
indeed a depraved people."31 It is also related from Jabir b. 'Abd Allah that the
Prophet said: "The thing that I fear the most for you is those who do the same as the
29 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 1:300; Abu Dawud 4462 p. 1549; al-Tirmidhl 1456 p. 1800; Ibn
Majah 2561 p. 2630; al-Daraqutnl 3:126; al-Hakim Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 4:355.
al-Hakim stated as well as al- DhahabI that it is a sahlh hadSh.
30 See Ibn Hubayrah Yahya b. Muhammad al-Hanball (d. 560/1164), al-'Ifsah 'an ma'anlal-sihah,
2:238.
31 al-A'raf, 7:79-80.
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People of Lut [i.e. homosexuality]."32 However, scholars differ in its punishment
into two main views:
1. The Homosexual act warrants the hadd punishment. This is the view held by
the majority of jurists, i.e. the Malikls, Shafi'is and Hanbalis.33 But they differ again
regarding the way it should be carried out. This is due to variety of versions related
from different Companions such as:
(i) Ibn 'Abbas said regarding a bikr (male or female who is not married) who is
found in an act of sodomy: "He should be stoned."34 A fortiori a muhsan (a married
adulterer) should be stoned. This is because Allah stoned the People of Lut and the
stoning of the sodomite was made legal to resemble the stoning of the People of Lut.
It is also related from 'All b. Abl Talib that he stoned a sodomite.35Hence, the two
sodomites should be stoned whether they are freemen or bondsmen, or whether one
of them was the slave of another and as long as they have reached the age of
maturity. If one of them has not reached the age of maturity then he should be
punished with a punishment less than death. Only he who has reached maturity is to
be stoned. Ibn Taymiyyah says: "The correct opinion upon which the Prophetic
Companions agreed is that both parties should be killed whether they are married or
32 This is related by Ahmad, 3:382, al-Tirmidhl, 1457, p. 1800, and al-Hakim Muhammad b. 'Abd
Allah, al-Mustadrak, 4:357 saying it is sahlh and al-Dhahabl agreed with him.
33 See Ibn Qudamah 'Abd Allah b. Ahmad, al-Mughnl, 12:348-350.
34 Abu Dawud, 4463 p. 1549; and al-Nasa'T, al-Sunan al-Kubra, 4:322.
35 This is related by Ibn Abl Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf 5:493. 'Abd
al-Razzaq al-San'anl, al-Musannaf 7:363.
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not. The Prophetic Companions did not disagree in the matter of killing the sodomite
but they differed in the way it should be carried out."
(ii) A Sodomite should be burned. It is related that Abu Bakr ordered a sodomite
to be burned. This was in presence of'All b. Abl Talib and other Companions.37
(iii) Others relate that a sodomite should be taken to the highest wall in the city
and thrown from it and then stoned.38 Which is the same as Allah did with the People
ofLut. This is also related from Ibn 'Abbas.
(iv) Some scholars say that the punishment for it is the same as for adultery, in
that a married person is to be stoned and an unmarried person is to be flogged 100
lashes. This is one of two versions from Ahmad and al-Shafi'I. They say that both
adultery and homosexuality are named in Qur'an as obscenity and both are similar in
their definition, which is the illegal insertion of a genital organ into another naturally
desired one (IIajfarjinflfarj, mushtahan tab 'an)39
36 Ibn Taymiyyah Ahmad b. ' Abd al-Hallm, al-Siyasah al-Shar 'iyyah, p. 138.
37 It was related by al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:232. It is da If. Ibn Hajar said: "If it is sahih it
would be a conclusive evidence." Al-Diriyah fltakhrij ahadSh al-Hidayah, See also, al-Zayla'I 'Abd
Allah b. Yusuf, Nasb al-Rayah, 3:342.
38 This is related by Ibn Abl Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf, 5:493. And
al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:232.
39 See Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughnl, 12:348-350. Ibn al-'Arabi Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, Ahkam al-
Qur'in, 2:786. Ma'alim al-qurbahflma'alim al-hisbah: p.187; Cambridge.
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2. The Other group of jurists say that the homosexual act warrants an exemplary
la'zir punishment. This is the view of Abu Hanlfah40 and the Zahiri school of law41.
They consider all hadhhs regarding killing sodomites as weak hadrths. In addition,
the Zahiris do not believe in qiyas and the Hanafls do not use qiyas ith regard to
hudud punishments. This is in opposition to the majority of jurists from other
schools of law who apply qiyas even to hudud. 42
In conclusion we would say that sodomy, with one accord, is an indecency and a vile
crime. All Muslim scholars and the divine religions as well as sound human nature
agree upon this.43 The scholars amongst the Companions agreed that both the active
and the passive participant in an act of sodomy should be killed, although a dispute
arose amongst them as to how they should be killed. The opinion that sodomy
warrants a mere exemplary punishment (ta 'zlr) is a weak opinion. The same goes for
the opinions about the methods of killing, like the opinion of killing by rubble or by
throwing from a high place, etc. These opinions are nothing but individual
judgments, which have no authentic evidence to support them. They are also in
contradiction to the principles of Islam which are based upon mercy even in the
killing of animals, let alone the killing of a human being. The hadiths are found to
40 See al-Sarakhs! Muhammad b. Ahmad, al-Mabsut, 9:77.
41 See Ibn Hazm, al-Muhalla, 11:385.
42 See al-Tufi Sulayman b. 'Abd al-QawI, SharhMukhtasar al-Rawdah, 3:450 ff.
43 See: The Jewish Encyclopaedia, vol. 1, under 'Adultery' and vol.3 under 'Capital Punishment', al-
Bukhari, 6841 p. 571.
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support the killing of the perpetrator of this crime of sodomy, and he is to be killed as
in the rest of the mandatory punishments by a blow of the sword.
[Issue 30] Having sex with an animal warrants the hadd punishment, as in the
hadd punishment of the one who practices the homosexual act
Also from Ahmad that it warrants ta'zh- punishment as Abu Hanifah and Malik
said.
We have the previous hadRh and the hadRh of:
[71] Sulayman b. Bilal, from 'Amr b. Abl 'Amr, from 'Ikrimah, from Ibn
'Abbas that the Messenger of Allah said: " Kill the person who has sex with
an animal, and kill the animal."44
[Issue 31] One who marries incestuously and has incestuous sexual relations
warrants the hadd punishment.45
Abu Hanifah said: He warrants ta 'z/r punishment.
44 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 1:269; Abu Dawud 4464 p. 1549; al-Tirmidhl 1455 p. 1800; Ibn
Majah 2564 p. 2630-2631; al-Daraqutnl 3:126; al-Hakim Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak,
4:355 and stated as well as al- DhahabI that it is a sahlh hadSh.
45 See Ibn Taymiyyah, Majmu' al-Fatawa, 34:177.
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Our evidence is in the aforementioned hadith: "Kill the person who commits
incest"46
[72] Ahmad relates from WakI', from Hasan b. Salih, from al-Suddl, from
'AdT b. Thabit that al-Bara' said: "1 met my uncle, (meaning Abu Burdah),
with a flag in his hand, and I asked him where he was going. He said: "The
Messenger of Allah sent me to kill a man who had married his father's wife
after him and to confiscate his wealth."47
[Issue 32] If a woman permits her husband to have sex with her slave girl and
he does so, he is to be beaten 100 lashes
The majority say: his punishment is the same as the hadd of the adulterer.
[73] Ibn Abi 'Arubah relates from Qatadah, from Habib b. Salim who
ascribes it to al-Nu'man b. Bashlr with regard to a man whose wife had
permitted for him a slave girl, al-Nu'man b. Bashir said: "I will judge it by
the judgment of the Messenger of Allah: If she permitted him then I will beat
46 See hadith 70.
41 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 4:292; Abu Dawud 4457 p. 1549; al-Tirmidhl 1362 p. 1788; al-
Nasa'I 3333 p. 2303; Ibn Majah 2607 p. 2633; 'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'anl, al-Musannaf, 6:271; al-
Daraqutnl 3:196.
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him 100 lashes, and if she did not permit him I will stone him. He found that
she had permitted him so he beat him 100 lashes."48
This was related by Ahmad, from Yazld, from Ibn AbT 'Arubah.
[Issue 33] If a man confesses to adultery with a woman and she denies it, the
hadd punishment is still carried out upon him
Abu Hanlfah said that it is not carried out.
[74] Ahmad relates from Husayn b. Muhammad, from Muslim b. Khalid,
from 'Abbad49 b. Ishaq, from Abu Hazim, from Sahl: "A man who had
become a Muslim came to the Messenger of Allah and said that he had
committed adultery with such and such a woman. The Prophet sent for her
and she denied it so he punished the man and left the woman."50
48 sahih. It was related by Ahmad 4:276-277; Abu Dawud 4458 p. 1549; al-Tirmidhl 1451 p. 1799;
al-Nasa'I3362 p. 2305; Ibn Majah 2551 p. 2630; al-Hakim Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak,
4:365. al-Hakim stated as well as al- DhahabI that it is a sahih hadSh.
49 This was his nickname and his name is 'Abd al-Rahman. See Ibn Hajar, al-Taqrb pages 480, 570.
50
da'if. It was related by Ahmad 5:339-340; Abu Dawud 4437 p. 1547 and 4466 p. 1550; al-
Tirmidhl 1451 p. 1799; al-Daraqutnl 3:99; al-Hakim Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 4:370.
al-Hakim stated as well as al- DhahabI that it is a sahih hadSh. I say that this is an error from both al-
Hakim and al-Dhahabl to the extent that Muslim b. Khalid al-Zanjl, one of the narrators of the hadSh,
is a weak narrator. Many hadith's experts such as al-Bukharl, Abu Dawud and many others stated
this. It is remarkable to say that al-Dhahabl himself is of the same opinion regarding the mentioned
narrator. See Mizan al- 'i 'tidal 5:228 and al-Kashif 2:258.
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AI-Bukhan said that Muslim [Ibn Khaiid] is munkar al-hadith.
I [i.e. al-Dhahabl] say that his shaykh [i.e. 'Abbad b. Ishaq] is layyin.
[Issue 34] The hadd punishment for adultery is not established by a single
confession
This is in opposition to Malik and al-Shafi'I.
In support of our view is the hadkth of Ma'iz:
[75] Abu 'Awanah, from Simak, from Sa'id b. Jubayr, that Ibn 'Abbas said:
"The Messenger of Allah met Ma'iz b. Malik, and said: 'Is it true what I
have heard about you?' He said: 'And what was that?' The Prophet said:
'That you fornicated with the slave girl of such and such a family.' He said:
'Yes.' The Prophet asked again until he had testified four times, then
ordered that he be stoned."51
Sharlk agreed with this, albeit in a shorter form.
[76] This is also related by Isra'Il, from Simak, as follows: "He confessed to
the Prophet twice before the Prophet had him sent away. He then had him
51 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 1: 245, 328; Muslim 1693 p. 978; Abu Dawud 4425 p. 1546; al-
Tirmidhl 1427 p. 1796.
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brought back and he confessed twice so that he had confessed four times, so
the Prophet ordered that he be stoned."52
Ahmad relates from Aswad b. 'Amir, from Isra'Tl, from Jabir, from
'Amir, from 'Abd al-Rahman b. Abza, that Abu Bakr said: "I was sitting
with the Prophet when Ma'iz came and confessed to him so he sent him
away, but he confessed once more and the Prophet sent him away. He came
again and confessed for a third time but the Prophet sent him away. I [i.e.
Abu Bakr] said to him: 'If you confess a fourth time you will be stoned.' He
did confess a fourth time so he was detained. The Prophet asked about him
and was told that only good was known about him so he ordered that he be
stoned."53
I [i.e. al-Dhahabi] say that Jabir is wahi(\ery weak).
Hajjaj b. Arta'ah relates from 'Abd al-Malik b. al-Mughlrah, from 'Abd
Allah b. al-Miqdam, from Ibn Shaddad that Abu Dharr said: "We were with
the Messenger of Allah when a man came and said that he had committed
adultery but the Prophet turned away from him. He repeated this for a
52 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 1:314.
53 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 1:8.
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second third and fourth time until the Prophet gave his command to us so we
dug a pit for him and he was stoned."54
Hisham b. Sa'd relates from Yazid b. Nu'aym b. Hazzal55 that his father
said: "Ma'iz b. Malik was under the wings of my father when he copulated a
slave girl of the neighbourhood. My father ordered him to go to the
Messenger of Allah and inform him what he had done so that the Prophet
might seek forgiveness for him and seek a way out. He went to the Prophet
and said: 'Oh Messenger of Allah, I have committed adultery, so administer
the book of Allah upon me. The Prophet turned away from him until he
came for a fourth time, so he said to him: 'You have stated four times, so
with whom did you commit adultery?' Ma'iz said: 'With such and such a
girl.' The Prophet said: 'You bedded her?' He said: 'Yes', 'Did you have
intercourse with her?' He said: 'Yes.' 'Did you couple with her?' He said
'Yes.' So he ordered that he be stoned. He survived the attack of the stones
and rushed out so quickly. He was met by 'Abd Allah b. 'Unays who threw a
camel's hoof at him and killed him. This he mentioned to the Prophet who
said: 'It would have been better that you had left him so that he might repent
and Allah accept his repentance/ My father, Nu'aym b. Hazzal narrated to
54 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 5:179.
55 Ibn Hajar said that he is maqb ul and his narration from his grandfather is mursal. See al-Taqrb
p. 1084.
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me, from his father, that the Messenger of Allah said to him when he saw
him: "By Allah, had you covered him with your garment it would have been
better than what you did to him."56
I [i.e. al-Dhahabi] say that this speech is mursal. Ahmad transmitted the hadiths.
(Muslim): Bashir b. al-Muhajir relates from 'Abd Allah b. Buraydah,
from his father who said: "I was with the Prophet when Ma'iz came to him
and said: 'I have committed adultery...' The hadSh includes the words: "So
he (the Prophet) gave his command and a pit was dug for him in which he
was placed up to his chest, then he ordered the people to stone him.
Buraydah said: 'We were talking with some companions of the Prophet of
Allah and we agreed that had he (Ma'iz) stopped after the third confession
then the Prophet would not have asked him again but rather he stoned him
after the fourth confession." 57
(Bukhari and Muslim): 'Abd al-Rahman b. Khalid, from Ibn Shihab,
from Ibn al-Musayyib, that Abu Hurayrah said: "A man from the tribe of
56 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 5:216-217; Abu Dawud 4419 p. 1545; al-Hakim Muhammad b.
'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 4:363. al-Hakim stated as well as al- DhahabI that it is a sahlh hadfih.
57 sahlh. This was related by Ahmad 5:347; and Muslim in al- Hudud\ Chapter 'One who confesses to
adultery' p. 978, no. 1695; Abu Dawud 4434 p. 1547; al-Daraqutnl 3:91-92 from Sulayman b.
Buraydah, from his father.
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Aslam came to the Prophet and said that he had committed adultery but the
Prophet turned away from him, so he approached him again from the side of
his face that he had turned towards him and said: 'I have committed
adultery. The same thing happened again until he had testified against
himself four times. The Prophet called him and said: 'Are you insane?' The
man said: 'No, Oh Messenger of Allah.' He said:' Are you married?' The
man said: "Yes.' So the Prophet said:' Take him and stone him."58
(al-Tirmidhl): Muhammad b. 'Amr, from Abu Salamah, that Abu
Hurayrah said: "Ma'iz came to the Messenger of Allah and said that he had
committed adultery, so the Prophet turned away from him until when he
survived the stones he went his way in a bad condition then the Prophet
said: " Why did you not leave him." 59
58 sahih. This was related by al-Bukhari no.5271 p.455; Muslim no. 1691 p.977 in al-hudud\ Chapter
'Theperson who confesses to adultery'', Ahmad 2:453.
59 sahih. This was related by al-Tirmidhl 1428 p. 1796; Ibn Majah 2554 p. 2630; Ahmad 2:450, al-
Hakim Muhammad b. ' Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 4:363. al-Hakim stated that it is a sahih hadSh and
is in accordance with Muslim's stipulation.
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[83] The other schools argue using the hadith of aWasif\i.e. wage earner] in
which it is said: "Go, Oh 'Unays, to such and such a man's wife and if she
confesses then stone her."60
We [i.e. Ibn al-Jawzi] would say: If she confesses in the acknowledged way with
repetition.
[Issue 35] If a person confesses to adultery and then denies it, the hadd
punishment is averted
This is in opposition to Dawud and one of two reports from Malik.
We say that Ma'iz when stoned fled and the Prophet said: "Why did you not
leave him?"
60 sahlh. It was related by al-Bukhan, 6827, 6842, 7193 p. 569, 571, 600; Muslim 1697 p. 979; Abu
Dawud 4445 p. 1548; al-Tirmidhl 1433 p. 1797; Ibn Majah 2549 p. 2630; Ahmad 4:115-116; Malik,
2:822. The story is that two men brought a dispute to the Prophet. One of them said: 'Messanger of
Allah, judge between us by the Book of Allah.' The other, who was the wiser of the two, said: 'Yes
Messanger of Allah, judge between us by the Book of Allah and give me permission to speak.' The
Prophet said: 'Speak'. He said: 'My son was hired by this person and he committed fornication with
his wife. He told me that my son deserved stoning and I ransomed him for 100 sheep and a slave girl.
Then I questioned the people of knowledge and they told me that my son deserved to be flogged with
100 lashes and exiled for a year and they informed me that the woman deserved to be stoned.' The
Prophet said: 'By Him in whose Hand my self is, I will judge between you by the Book of Allah. As
for your sheep and slave girl they sould be returned to you. Your son should have 100 lashes and be
exiled for a year. He then ordered 'Unays to go to the wife of the other man .. ."etc.
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[Issue 36] A master has the right to carry out the hadd upon his slave.
This is in opposition to Abu Hanifah.
[84] Al-Thawrl relates from 'Abd al-A'la al-Tha'labl, from Abu Jamllah al-
Tuhawl, that 'All said: "A servant girl of the Prophet's was found to have
committed fornication, so the Prophet ordered me [i.e. 'All] to carry out the
hadd upon her. I went to her and found that she had not stopped bleeding
yet so I went to the Prophet and told him. He said: 'When she has stopped
bleeding then carry out the hadd. Carry out the hudud upon those your right
hands possess."61
This was related by Ahmad. 62
[85] (al-Tirmidhl): Abu Khalid al-Ahmar, from al-A'mash, from Abu Salih,
from Abu Hurayrah, that the Messenger of Allah said: "If the servant girl of
anyone of you commits fornication, then let him flog her, up to three
61 sahih. It was related by Ahmad 1:135, 136, 145; Muslim 1705 p. 980; Abu Dawud 4473 p. 1550;
al-Tirmidhl 1441 p. 1798; al-Daraqutnl 3:158.
62 In al-Musnad no.738.
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instances. If she repeats it then let him sell her, even if only for the price of a
rope of hair."63
Al-Tirmidhl said they [i.e. hadiths 83 and 84] were both sahih. 64
(Bukharl and Muslim): Al-Zuhrl, from 'Ubayd Allah, from Abu
Hurayrah, and Zayd b. Khalid, and Shibl said that: "The Messenger of
Allah was asked about a slave girl who commits fornication and she is not
married. He said: 'Flog her, and if she commits it again, then flog her, and if
she commits it again, then flog her, and if she commits it yet again, then sell
her, even if only for a rope of hair." 65
63 sahih. It was related by al-Tirmidhi In al-Hudud-, Chapter 'Carrying out the hadd upon servant
girls' 1440 p. 1798; al-Bukhari, al-jami' al-sahlh, 6839 p. 571; Muslim 1703 p. 979; Abu Dawud
4470 p. 1550; Ahmad 2:376, 422, 431; al-Daraqutnl 3:160, 162.
64 In al-Hudud; Chapter 'Carrying out the hadd upon servant girls.1 p. 1798; no. 1440.
65 sahih. It was related by Ahmad 4:116, 117; al-Bukhari in al-Hudud; Chapter 'If a servant girl
commits adultery.' no.6837, 6838 p.571; Muslim 1704 p. 980 in al- Hudud; Chapter 'Stoning of the
Jews of the Dhimma for adultery.'-, Ibn Majah 2565 p. 2631. There is no mention in the Sahihayn of
Shibl. He appears in the transmission of al-Tirmidhi no. 1433. al-Tirmidhi said after relating the
hadSh: "The hadSh of Abu Hurayrah and Zayd b. Khalid is hasan and sahih. Malik b. Anas \al-
Muwatta', 347], and Ma'mar, and others also, related it from al-Zuhri, from 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd
Allah b. 'Utbah, from Abu Hurayrah, and Zayd b. Khalid, that the Prophet said: 'If a slave girl
commits adultery then flog her. If she does so for a fourth time then sell her, even if only for a rope of
hair.' Sufyan b. 'Uyaynah related from al-Zuhri, from 'Ubayd Allah, that Abu Hurayrah, Zayd b.
Khalid, and Shibl all said: 'We were with the ProphetThis is how Ibn 'Uyaynah related the two
hadiths from Abu Hurayrah,and Zayd b. Khalid, and Shibl. Sufyan was mistaken in mixing two
hadiths togather. The correct version is that related by Muhammad b. al-Walld al-Zubaydl, and Yunis
b. 'Ubayd, and Ibn Akhi al-Zuhri[i.e. Muhammad b.'Abd Allah b. Muslim al-Zuhri], from al-Zuhri,
from 'Ubayd Allah, from Abu Hurayrah, and Zayd b. Khalid, that the Prophet said : 'If a slave girl
commits adultery then flog her.' Also al-Zuhri, from 'Ubayd Allah, from Shibl b. Khalid, from 'Abd
Allah b. Malik al-AwsI, that the Prophet said: 'If a slave girl commits adultery...' This is the correct
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[Issue 37] The hadd for someone who drinks wine is eighty [i.e. stripes].
Also from Ahmad: forty.
[87] (al-Tirmidhi): Shu'ba said that he had heard from Qatadah, that Anas
said: "A man who had drunk wine was brought to the Prophet so he beat
him with two palm branches about forty times. This Abu Bakr did also.
'Umar sought consultation on the matter and 'Abd al-Rahman b. 'Awf said
the least hadd is eighty so 'Umar went by this.66
The Messenger of Allah did not prescribe a hadd for this, and if he had he
would not have exceeded it. He did beat people as an example and as a
punishment up to forty strokes. The Sahaba understood from this that the
version amongst the scholars of hadrth. Shibl b. Khalid did not live at the time of the Prophet Shibl
relates the hadith from 'Abd Allah b. Malik al-AwsI, from the Prophet which is the correct version.
The hadith of Ibn 'Uyaynah is not mahfuz [i.e. not correct]. It is related also from Ibn 'Uyaynah that
he said: Shibl b. Hamid, and this is an error because his name is Shibl b. Khalid also called Shibl b.
Khulayd."
66 sahlh. This was related by al-Tirmidhi 1443 p. 1798 in al-hudud) Chapter 'Regarding the hadd of
the drunkardMuslim 1706 p. 980; Abu Dawud 4479 p. 1551; Ahmad 3:115, 176, 180, 272; al-
Daraqutnl 3:158 from 'Abd al-Rahman b. Azhar al-Zuhrl from his father. See Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl,
al-Isabah fitamyiz al-sahabah, 1: 44- 45.
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intention was rebuke, and they attached it to the hadd of slander, which was the
way of'Umar, 'Uthman, Ibn 'Awf, Talhah and al-Zubayr.
[Issue 38] During the hudud, all the body is hit except the head, the face, and
the genitals.
Malik said: the back and near the back only.
[88] Ibn Abi Layla relates from 'Adi b. Thabit, that Hunaydah b. Khalid
witnessed 'All carry out the hadd on a man and he said to the jallad (the one
doing the flogging): 'Beat him and give every member of his body its due but
stay away from his face and genitals."67
*
[Issue 39] The hadd is not carried out in dar al-harb (non-Islamic lands).
This is in opposition to Malik and al-Shafi'I.
61
da'if. It was related by al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:327. Ibn Abi Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd
Allah b. Muhammad, also related it in al-Musannctf 5:524 from Hafs, from Ibn Abi Layla, from 'Adi,
from al-Muhajirb. 'Umayrah, from 'All. This is in opposition to the chain in the original text in which
Hunaydah b. Khalid is mentioned instead of 'Umayrah. The isnad is at any consideration da 'ifdue to
the existence of Ibn Abi layla Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Rahman who is a weak narrator.
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Ibn Lahi'ah relates from 'Ayyash b. 'Abbas, from Shuyaym b. Baytan,
from Junadah b. Abl Umayyah, that he said upon the minbar in Rudh68
when he beat the two men who had stolen the people's booty: "What
prevents me from cutting their hands is that Busr b. Arta'a found a man
who had stolen during a military raid and he beat him and did not cut off his
hand, and said: 'The Messenger of Allah forbade us from cutting off hands
during raids."69
This [isnad\ contains Ibn Lahl'ah.
Sa'id related in his Sunan, from Isma'Il b. 'Ayyash, from Abu Bakr b.
Abl Maryam, from Humayd b. 'Uqbah, that Abu al-Darda' forbade carry
ing out the hadd on a man while on a military raid until he has reached
home. This is for fear that rage will overtake him and he will join up with
the kuffar.70
68 This is as it is in the original document and the Tahqiq of Ibn al-JawzI: 2/333, and Tanqih of Ibn
'Abd al-Hadl: 3/312. In the Musnad, it is mentioned that 'Rhodes' is the well-known Greek island.
69
da'if. It was related by Ahmad 4:181; Abu Dawud 4408 p. 1545; al-Tirmidhl 1450 p. 1799; al-
Nasa'I 4982 p. 2408-2409. al-Tirmidhl said: "This is a gharib (strange) hadfih." Ibn al-JawzI
weakened its isnad because of Ibn Lahl'ah.
70
da'if. It was related by Sa'Id b. Mansur, al-Sunan, 2:196. In the isnad is Abu Bakr b. 'Abd Allah b.
Abl Maryam al-Ghassanl al-Shaml (d. 156 /772.) who was considered da 'Ifby Ahmad, Abu Zur'ah
al-Razi and many others, while al-Daraqutnl deems him matruk. See Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl, Taqrib
al-Tahdhib, p. 1116; Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, 4:490. Al-DhahabI did not recognise Humayd b. qbah b.
Ruman b. Zurarah. Humayd was of the tabi 'in who met some of the sahabah such as 'Abd Allah b.
'Umar and Abu al-Darda'. Moreover, there were two other narrators rather than Ibn Abl Maryam who
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I [i.e.al-DhahabT] say: Ibn Abi Maryam is da'if, and who is this Humayd?71
The other schools argue with the following:
(Abu Dawud): al-Hasan b. Yahya al-Khushanl, from Zayd b. Waqid,
from Makhul, from 'Ubadah b. al-Samit, that the Messenger of Allah said:
"Carry out the hudud at home and abroad, upon near relatives and
strangers and do not pay attention in the matter of Allah to those who
rebuke."72
The isnad of this hadffli is wahi (very weak). However, their claim is in general
terms, and he who makes military raids an exception should be asked for the
proof.
heard from him: al-Walld b. Sylayman b. Abi al-Sa'ib and Yahya b. Abi 'Amr al-SIbanl. They both
were thiqah. See al-Bukharl, al-Tarikh al-kabir, 2:349; Ibn Abi Hatim al-RazI, al-jarhwa al-ta'dil,
3:226. Ibn Hibban also mentions him in his book al-Thiqat, 4:149-150, and so does Ibn Hajar, TajII
al-manfa'ah, 1:106.
71 He is Humayd b. 'Uqbah b. Ruman b.Zurarah. He also, heard from Ibn 'Umar. See al-Bukharl, al-
Tarikh al-kabir, (2/349), Ibn Abi Hatim al-RazI, al-jarh wa al-ta'dil,(3/226), Ibn Hibban mentioned
him in his book al-Thiqat, (4/149-150), Ibn Hajar, Ta jll al-Manfa 'ah, (1/106).
72 da 'if. It was related by Abu Dawud, al-Marasil, no. 241 p. 203 from Makhul, from 'Ubadah.
Makhul, however, did not meet 'Ubadah. Therefore Abu Dawud considered the hadSh as a mursal
(disconnected). Ibn Majah also, related it 2540 p. 2629 from Rabl'ah b. Najid (or Najidh), from
'Ubadah. This is also a weak isnad because of Rabl'ah about whom al-Dhahabl said that he is hardly
being known {layakadyu'raf). This is in opposition to Ibn Hajar who considered him thiqah as both
Ibn Hibban and al-'Ijll did. Whatever the case may be, the hadSh by mean ofjoining all chains can be
acceptable. See also Ahmad 5:316, 330; Ibn Hajar, Tahdhlb al-Tahdhib, 1:601; al-Taqrlb, 323; al-
Dhahabl, al-Kashif, 1:394; MIzan al-'i'tidal, 2:235; Ibn 'Abdal-HadI, al-Tanqih, 3:313-314.
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6.2 AL-TA'ZlR (EXEMPLARY PUNISHMENT)
[Issue 40] The amount of ta'zir punishment does not exceed the hadd.
Malik said: The Imam carries out ta'zir using his ijtihad even if it exceeds the
hadd.
[92] (Bukharl and Muslim): Yazld b. Abl Habib, from Bukayr, from
Sulayman b. Yasar, from 'Abd al-Rahman b. Jabir, from Abu Burdah, that
the Messenger of Allah said: "There is to be no beating above 10 strokes
except in a hadd punishment." 73
[93] It is related by our scholars in a marfu' form: "He who reaches the
amount of the hadd punishment in a punishment other than a hadd is a
,,74
transgressor."
73 sahlh. This was related by Ahmad 3:466 4:45; al-Bukharl in al-Hudud, Chapter 'The amount of
ta'zir or exemplary punishment.' no. 6875 p. 571; Muslim in al-Hudud] Chapter 'The amount ofstripes
of the ta'zir.' no. 1708 p. 980; Abu Dawud 4491 p. 1552; al-Tirmidhl 1463 p. 1801; Ibn Majah 2601
p. 2633, al-Daraqutnl 3:207-208.
74
da'If It was related by al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:327 from al-Nu'man b. Bashlr. al-Bayhaqi
said that the haSh is mursal (disconnected). See also, al-Zayla'I, Nash al-riyah, 3:354.
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6.3 THEFT
[Issue 41] The minimum amount (nisab) taken into consideration is 1/4 dinar
or 3 dirhams or its equivalent
This is also the opinion of Malik.
Abu Hanifah said: The minimum amount is a dinar or 10 dirhams or its
equivalent.
Al-Shafi'i said: A quarter of a dinar or its equivalent.
Our evidence:
[94] (Bukhari and Muslim): Ayyub, from Nafi', that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah cut off the hand for the theft of a shield with a value of
three dirhams." 75
[95] (Bukhari and Muslim): al-Zuhri, from 'Amrah, that 'A'ishah said: 'The
Messenger of Allah used to cut off the hand for the theft of 1/4 dinar and
above."76
75 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 2:6, 54, 64, 80, 82, 143, 145; al-Bukhari in al-Hudud no. 6795
p.567; Muslim in al-Hudud, Chapter 'The haddfor theft and the minimum amount' no. 1686 p. 976;
Abu Dawud 4385 p. 1543; al-Tirmidhl 1446 p. 1799; al-Nasa'I 4911 p. 2405; Ibn Majah 2584 p.
2632; al-Daraqutnl 3:190.
76 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 6:36, 163, 249 and al-Bukhari in al-Hudud, no. 6790 p.566; and
Muslim in al- Hudud; Chapter 'The haddfor theft and the minimum amount' no. 1684 p. 976; Abu
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Ahmad relates from Hashim, from Muhammad b. Rashid, from Yahya b.
Yahya al-Ghassanl, from Abu Bakr b. Hazm, from 'Amrah, from 'A'ishah
that the Messenger of Allah said: "Cut off the hand for the theft of 1/4 dinar
but do not cut off for anything less. 'A'ishah said: And its value at that time
was [three dirhams.77]"78
The other schools argued using the hadith of Ibn Ishaq, from 'Amr b.
Shu'ayb, from his father, that his grandfather said: "The value of a shield at
the time of the Messenger of Allah was ten dirhams."79
Salm b. Qutaybah, from Zufar b. al-Hudhayl, from Hajjaj b. Arta'ah,
from 'Amr, from his father, from his grandfather in a marfu' form: "The
hand of a thief is not cut off except for an amount of ten dirhams."80
Dawud 4383 p. 1543; al-Tirmidhl 1445 p. 1799; al-Nasa'i4923 p. 2406; Ibn Majah 2585 p. 2632; al-
Daraqutnl 3:189.
77 The phrase in brackets is not clear in the original text. In al-Musnad 6:80 ' Three Dirhams.' The
same goes for Ibn al-JawzI's Tahqiq: 2/334; and the Tahqiq of Ibn 'Abd al-Hadl: 3/318.
78 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 6:80. This is another link for the hadith mentioned above.
79
da'if. It was related by Ahmad 2:180; al-Nasa'I 4959 p. 2407; al-Daraqutnl 3:190. Ibn 'Ishaq is
mudallis. It also, contradicts the above-mentioned hadSh authenticated by al-Bukhari and Muslim.
See hadith 93.
80
da'if. It was related by Ibn Shahln 'Umar b. Ahmad, al-Nasikh wo al-mansukh, no. 609 p. 455; al-
Daraqutnl 3:192-193. Hajjaj is both weak and mudallis. There is another transmission for the hadith
related from Ibn 'Abbas. See Abu Dawud 4387 p. 1543.
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[99] (al-Nasa'i): al-Thawn, from Mansur, from Mujahid, that Ayman said:
"The cutting off of the hand of a thief during the time of the Messenger of
Allah did not take place except for the value of a shield. In those days its
value was a dinar." 81
AI-DaraqutnT said82: Ayman is one of the T a bi'Tn.
The author [i.e. Ibn al-Jawzi] said: Ibn Ishaq, and Salm , and Hajjaj are du'afaP
[Issue 42] Cutting off the hand is mandatory on he who denies a debt
This is in opposition to the majority.
[100] (Muslim): Al-ZuhrT, from 'Urwah, that 'A'ishah said: "A Makhzumiyyah
woman used to borrow items and then deny her debt so the Prophet ordered
her hand to be cut off. Her family consequently went to Usamah and
addressed him, so Usamah spoke to the Messenger of Allah who said:
'Usamah, do you seek to address me regarding one of the hudud of Allah?'
Then he stood up and spoke, saying: 'Those before you perished because,
81
da'If. It was related by al-Nasa'I in 'Cutting the hand of the thief Chapter ' The dispute ofAbuBakr
b. Muhammad, and 'AbdAllah b. AbuBakr regarding 'Umrah in this hadSh.' no. 4946 p. 2407; al-
Daraqutnl 3:194; al-Hakim Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 4:379.
82
al-Daraqutnl in al-Sunan, 3:194 said: "Ayman was neither in the life of the Prophet nor the rightly
guided Caliphs." This means that the hadih is mursal (disconnected).
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when one of their noblemen stole they would not touch him, but if one of the
weak stole they would cut off his hand. By Allah, if Fatimah the daughter of
Muhammad stole, I would cut off her hand.' Then he cut off the hand of the
Makhzumiyyah woman."83
Muslim only transmitted this hadRh. 84
83 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 6:162; Muslim In al- Hudud\ Chapter 'Cutting the hand ofthe thief
ofa high birth.' no. 1688 p.976; Abu Dawud 4374 p. 1542; al-Nasa'14898- p. 2404.
84 This hadrth has two versions:
(a) The first one is that mentioned above. "A Makhzumiyyah woman used to borrow items and
then deny her debt so the Prophet ordered her hand to be cut off."
(b ) The second one is also from 'A'ishah that "A Makhzumiyya woman stole so the Prophet
ordered her hand to be cut off.." This version is related by al-Bukhari 6788 p. 566; Muslim
1688 p.976; Abu Dawud 4373 p. 1542; al-Nasa'I 4903 p. 2405; al-Tirmidhl 1430 p. 1797;
Ibn Majah 2547 p. 2629.
The muhaddithun differed in how to bring these two versions together. The majority i.e. Abu
Hanlfah, Malik and al-Shafi'I said: a person who borrows something and then denies it, his hand is
not cut off. He is like a man who owes a debt to another man and denies it. He does not have his hand
cut off for what he has denied. They give preference to the second version over the first one for many
reasons, among which are:
( a) The transmitters of it are more than the first one.
(b ) What is mandatory is to cut off a thief s hand and in this case he is a mere treacherous.
( c ) The Makhzumiyya woman was punished for her thievery not for her treachery. The end of
the hadSh supports this i.e. "Those before you perished because when one of their noblemen
stole they would not touch him, but if one of the weak stole they would cut off his hand."
( d) They said that the woman was known for her denying what she use to borrow, therefore
' A'isha introduced her by mentioning this attribution. However, the reason behind cutting off
her hand was thievery.
The author did not mention the other version from Imam Ahmad which agrees with the maijority
view. It is also the preference of great Hanball jurists such as al-Khiraqi, Abu al-Khattab and Ibn
Qudamah who said: "This is the correct view." See Imam Malik, aX-Muwatta', ed. Bewley p. 353; Al-
Tahawl, Sharh ma'anial-Athar, 3:170ff; Ibn Hazm, al-Muhalla, 11:358; Ibn Qudamah al-Maqdisi,
al-Mughnl, 12: 416-417; al-NawawI, Sharh Sahlh Muslim, 11:188.
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[101] 'Abd al-Razzaq relates from Ma'mar, from Ayyub, from Nafi', that Ibn
'Umar said: "A Makhzumiyya woman used to borrow items and then deny
her debt so the Prophet ordered that her hand be cut off."85
[Issue 43] If a group take part in the theft of what amounts to the nisab, their
hands are cut off
This is also the opinion of Malik with the condition that they take the nisab
together.
Abu Hanlfah and al-Shafi'i said: The hand is not cut off in such a case.
[102] (Bukhari and Muslim): Abu Salih, from Abu Hurayrah, that the
Messenger of Allah said: "May Allah's curse be on the thief who steals a
single egg and whose hand is therefore cut off; or who steals a rope and
whose hand is therefore cut off."86
This is not correct except in the manner in which we say, i.e. that each one take
an egg or a rope.
85 sahih. It was related by Ahmad 2:151; Abu Dawud 4395 p. 1544; al-Nasa'i 4891 p. 2404. See also
hadSh 99.
86 sahih. It was related by Ahmad 2:253; al-Bukhari, al-jami'al-sahih, 6799 p. 567; Muslim 1687 p.
976; al-Nasa'14877 p. 2403; Ibn Majah 2583 p. 2632; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:253.
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[Issue 44] A monetary fine can be combined with cutting off of the hand
Abu Hanifah said: Amputation negates forfeiture.
Malik said: If the thief is prosperous [the judgment is] as in our [i.e. the
Hanball] madhhab [i.e. that a fine and cutting off the hand are combined], and if
he is poverty stricken, as in their [i.e. the Hanafi] madhhab.
Our hadith evidence:
[103] The Prophet's words: "The cost of what the hand has taken is borne by it
until it hands it over."87
This has already been mentioned in section on business transactions (buyu').
Their evidence:
[104] Sa'Id b. 'Ufayr, from Mufaddal b. Fadalah, from Yunus b. Yazld, from
Sa'Id b. Ibrahim, from his brother Miswar b. 'Abd al-Rahman, from 'Abd
al-Rahman b. 'Awf, that the Messenger of Allah said: "There is no fine upon
a thief after cutting off his right hand."88
87
da'If. It was related by Ahmad 5: 8, 13; Abu Dawud 3561 p. 1487; al-Tirmidhl 1266 p. 1779; Ibn
Majah 2400 p. 2620; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:276. All from al-Hasan al-Basri from
Samurah. The jurists of hadSh differ in the connection between al-Hasan and Samurah. See Ibn Hajar,
al-Talkhisal-habir, 2:52; al-Albani, 'Irwa' al-ghaWfltakhrij ahadSh Manar al-sabil, 5:348.
88
da'If. It was related by al-Daraqutnl 3:182; al-Nasa'14987 p. 2409; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra,
8:277. al-Bayhaqi considered it as a weak hadith due to the disconnection in the isnad. See also Ibn
Abl Hatim, al-'Ilal, 1:452; al-Zayla'I, Nasb al-rayah,3.315.
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Al-Daraqutnl said: Sa'Id is majhul (unknown), and al-Miswar did not live at the
same time as Ibn 'Awf.
[Issue 45] If the thief has the stolen item in his possession in any way the hadd
is not invalidated.
This is in opposition to Abu Hanlfah.
[105] Muhammad b. Abi Hafsah relates from al-Zuhri, from Safwan Abd
Allah b. Safwan, from his father, that Safwan b. Umayyah said: "While I
was sleeping a thief came and took my robe from beneath my head. I caught
up with him and took him to the Prophet who ordered that his hand be cut
off. I said: 'Oh Messenger of Allah, this is not what I intended, he can repay
it in charity. He (the Prophet) said: 'You should have done this before you
came to me."89
89 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 3:401; Abu Dawud 4394 p. 1543; al-Nasa'I 4885 p. 2404; Ibn
Majah 2595 p. 2632; al-Daraqutnl 3:204; al-Hakim Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 4:380;
al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:265. al-Hakim considered it as a sahlh hadlth as well did al-
Dhahabl. See also Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, al-Tamhld, 11: 216-220.
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[106] Abu Dawud90 related, from the hadfth of 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. al-'As,
that the Messenger of Allah said: "Forgive the hudud amongst yourselves,
for that which reaches me becomes mandatory."91
[Issue 46] The hand of a grave robber is cut off if the value of the shroud
reaches the nisab.
This is in opposition to Abu Hanifah
[107] Our scholars relate that the Prophet cut off the hand of a grave robber.92
[108] Isra'il relates from 'Abd Allah b. al-Mukhtar, that Mu'awiyah b. Qurrah
said: His hand is cut off.93
[109] Yunus relates from al-Hasan and Muhammad, who both said that the hand
of a grave robber is cut off.94
90 In al- Hudud, Chapter 'The Hudud are forgiven for that which reaches the authority' p. 1542;
no.4376.
91 sahlh. It was related by Abu Dawud, In al- Hudud, Chapter 'The Hudud is forgiven for that which
reaches the authority' no.4376 p.1542; al-Nasa'i 4889 p. 2404; al-Daraqutnl 3:113; al-Hakim
Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 4:383; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:331. Both al-
Hakim and al-Dhahabl authenticated it.
92 The hadSh does not exist in any available hadSh compilation. This indicates that it is not true (/a
asl lahu). On the other hand, Ibn Abl Shaybah relates from 'isa b. Yunus, from Ma'mar, that al-Zuhri
said: "A band of body snatchers were brought to Marwan b. al-Hakam, so he beat them and banished
them. This happened in the presense of the Companions." This is a sound relation. See Ibn Abi
Shaybah, al-Musannaf 5:518; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:269.
93 It is related by Ibn Abl Shaybah, al-Musannaf, 6:530-531.
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[Issue 47] If a person steals for the third time his hand is not cut off but,
according to the more correct of the two versions, he is imprisoned.
This is also the opinion of Abu Hanlfah.
In the other version [from Ahmad]: In the third instance his left hand is cut off,
and in the fourth his right foot. This is the opinion of Malik and al-Shafi'L
[110] Isma'il al-Shalinjl relates from Muhammad b. al-Husayn, from Abu
Hanlfah, from 'Amr b. Murrah, from 'Abd Allah b. Salamah, that 'All said:
"If a thief steals, his right hand is cut off. If he steals again, his left foot is cut
off. If he steals again, he is imprisoned until he comes up with some good. I
would be ashamed to leave him to live without hand or foot."95
The other schools argue using the hadith:
[111] Yazld b. Sinan al-Rahawi relates from Hisham b. 'Urwah, from Ibn al-
Munkadir, that Jabir said: "The Messenger of Allah was brought a thief so
94 See al-BaghawI, Sharh al-sunnah, 10:323.
95 sahih. It was related by al-Daraqutnl 3:103, 180. Shu'bahb. al-Hajjaj followed Abu Hanlfah in his
transmission from 'Amr b. Murrah. It is in al-Musannafof Ibn Abl Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b.
Muhammad, 5:487 and al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:275. See al-Zayla'I, Nasb al-rayah, 3:374.
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he cut off his hand. He stole again so he cut off his leg. He stole again so he
cut off his other hand. He stole again so he cut off his other leg. He stole
again so he ordered that he be killed."96
Muhammad b. Yazid b. Sinan is the sole transmitter of this hadith, from his
father, and he is da'if.
[112] Al-Daraqutnl relates from Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Muqri', from
Ahmad b. al-'Abbas, from Isma'il b. Sa'Id, from al-Waqidi, from Ibn Abi
Dhi'b, from Khalid b. Salamah, from Abu Salamah, that Abu Hurayrah in a
marfu' form said: "If a thief steals it, then cut off his hand. If he repeats it,
then cut off his foot. If he repeats it, then cut off his hand. If he repeats it,
then cut off his foot."97
Al-Waqidi is halik.
96
da'if. It was related by al-Daraqutnl 3:180-181; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:272. There is
another version from Jabir that a thief was brought to the Prophet who said: "kill him!" The
Companions said: 'He merely stole.' So the Prohet said: 'Then cut off his hand. So they did it. The
thief repeated his crime 4 times. The reactions of the Prophet and his Companions in each time were
the same. On the fifth time the Prophet said: kill him, so they kill him and threw him in a well,
followed by rubble." This was related by Abu Dawud 4410 p. 1545 and al-Nasa'I 4981 p. 2408. al-
Nasa'I said that this is a munkar hadith [i.e. weak]. al-Shafi'I said: the hadith, with no discord
amongst the people of knoledge, is abrogated. Ibn 'Abd al-Barr said: It is munkar, la asl lahu (weak
and has no foundation). Ibn Hajar reported this in his, al-Talkhisal-habir, 4: 69.
97
da'ifjiddan (very weak.) It was related by al-Daraqutnl 3:181. In the isnad there is al-Waqidi who
is a very weak narrator. 'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'anl, al-Musannaf 10:187-188 related the same text
but from Qatadah in a maqtu' form.
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[113] Khalid al-Hadhdha', from 'Ikrimah, from Ibn 'Abbas: "I witnessed
'Umar cutting off a person's other hand after he had already one hand and
one foot cut off."98
[Issue 48] The hadd for adultery is averted by repentance (tawbah), and this is
also the case for theft and the drinking of alcohol.
Also from Ahmad: It is not averted, as is the opinion of Abu Hanlfah and Malik,
and the same as those two madhabs has also been related from al-Shafi'I.
[114] Salm b. Salim relates from Sa'id al-Himsi, from 'Asim al-Jidhaml, from
'Ata', from Ibn 'Abbas that the Messenger of Allah said: "One who repents
from a sin is like one who has no sin."99
I [i.e. al-Dhahabi] say the isnad of this haddh is muzlim.
98 sahlh. It was related by al-Daraqutm 3:181; Ibn Abi Shaybah Abu Bakr ' Abd Allah b. Muhammad,
al-Musannaf, 5:486. 'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'ani, al-Musannaf, 10:187.
99
da'if. This is a part of a hadSh related by al-Bayhaql, Shu'ab al-'Anan, 5: 436 no. 7178. In the
isnad there is Salm b. Salim al-Balkhl, a weak narrator, and Sa'Td al-Himsi is unknown. There is
another version related by Ibn Majah 4250 p. 2735 from Abu 'Ubaydah from Ibn Mas'ud. All the
transmitters in this version are thiqah but it is disconnected as Abu 'Ubaydah did not hear the hadAh
from Ibn Mas'ud. The meaning of the hadAh, however, is agreeable and conformable to the Qur'an
and Sunnah. See for more details: al-Albanl, Silsilat al-ahadAh al-da 'ifah, no. 615, 616.
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[Issue 49] A woman apostate is killed.
This is in opposition to Abu Hanlfah.
[115] This is because of the saying of the Prophet: "If someone changes his
religion, kill him."100
[116] Ma'mar b. Bakkar al-Sa'dl, relates from Ibrahim b. Sa'd, from al-Zuhri,
from Muhammad b. al-Munkadir, from Jabir: "A woman called Umm
Ruman became an apostate from Islam, so the Prophet ordered that Islam
be explained to her and if she did not return to it then she would be
killed."101
I [i.e. al-Dhahabi] say: Ma'mar was considered to be layyin by al-'Uqayll.
[117] 'Abd Allah b. 'Udhaynah relates from Hisham b. al-Ghar, from Ibn al-
Munkadir, from Jabir, the same hadiih to which is added: "But she refused
to accept Islam so she was killed."102
100 sahlh. See hadfth 50.
101
da'If. It was related by al-Daraqutnl 3:118-119; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:203, and as well
as Ibn Hajar in his al-Talkhls al-habir, 4:49 consider the isnad weak. See also, al-Zayla'I, Nash al-
rayah, 3:458. Ibn Hajar pointed out to an error in the original text regarding the apostat's name. It is
mentioned as 'Umm Ruman while the correct is 'Umm Marwan.
102
da'if Jiddan (very weak.) It was related by al-Daraqutnl 3:119; Ibn 'AdI, al-Kamil, 4: 1530; al-
Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:203. See also the previous hadith 113. In the isnad there is 'Abd Allah
b. 'Udhaynah who is labelled munkar al-hadSh (very weak.)
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[118] Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Malik al-Ansarl relates from al-Zuhri, from
'Urwah, from 'A'ishah who said: "A woman apostasised on the day of the
battle of 'Uhud so the Prophet ordered that she be asked to repent."103
These hadiths were transmitted by al-Daraqutnl.
I [i.e. al-Dhahabi] say that this is not sahih.
[119] 'Abd Allah b. 'Isa al-Khazari relates from 'Affan from Shu'bah, from
'Asim, from Abu Razin, from Ibn 'Abbas that the Messenger of Allah said:
"The woman apostate is not to be killed."104
AI-Daraqutnl said that al-Khazari is a liar.
6.4 AL-SAWL
[Issue 50] What animals spoil during daylight hours is not the responsibility
of their owner if he is not with them. What they spoil during the night,
however, is the responsibility of the owner.
103
da'If Jiddan (very weak.) It was related by al-Daraqutnl 3:118; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra,
8:203; al-Zayla'I in his Ncisb al-rayah, 3:458 pointed out to the defect in the isnad which is
Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Malik. He was described as a hadSh fabricator.
104 mawdu' (fabricated.) It was related by al-Daraqutnl 3:117-118. In the isnad there is 'Abd Allah b.
'isa al-Jazarl. Al-Daraqutnl said: "He is a lier who use to fabricate hadSh. This hadlth can never be
established from the Prophet." It was related also, as afatwa from Ibn 'Abbas. See 'Abd al-Razzaq al-
San'anl, cil-Musannaf, 10:177; Ibn Abl Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf
5:557; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 3:203.
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Abu Hanifah says that there is no responsibility except when a drover or rider is
with the beasts or someone has sent them.
[120] Ahmad relates from Muhammad b. Mus'ab, from al-Awza'I, from al-
Zuhri, from Haram b. Muhayyisah, that al-Bara' had a wild camel which
entered an orchard and caused ruin therein. The Messenger of Allah (s.a.s)
decreed that the security of orchards during the day was the responsibility of
their owners, and that the tending of beasts during the night was the
responsibility of their owners.105
[Issue 51] What a beast destroys with its foot while its owner is riding it is not
his responsibility
Malik said it is not his responsibility, whether the animal ruins something with
its foot or hand, if the person who is with it does not cause it.
Al-Shafi'i said the owner is responsible for what the animal does with its hand
or foot.
105 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 4:295; Abu Dawud 3569 p. 1488; Ibn Majah 2332 p. 2616; Malik,
al-Muwat?a\ trd. Bewley no. 1467 p. 308; al-Daraqutn! 3:155.
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[121] (al-Bukharl): Hammam, from Abu Hurayrah that the Messenger of
Allah said: "An "ajma' is jubar and a well is jubar"106
"ajma' means: a beast and jubar means: no compensation for it.
The meaning of the hadHh is that there is no compensation for one killed or wounded
by an animal or by falling in a well or because ofworking in mines.
[122] Sufyan b. Husayn relates from al-Zuhrl, from Ibn al-Musayyib, from
Abu Hurayrah that the Messenger of Allah said: "The foot of an animal is
jubar."107
Al-Daraqutnl said108 that he [i.e. Husayn b. Sufyan] is the only narrator who
mentioned this addition [i.e. the foot of an animal is jubar] which is an error.
The hadfflt is related by Abu Salih, and al-A'raj, and Ibn Sirln, and
Muhammad b. Ziyad, and others, and they did not mention the addition. Adam
is the sole relater who relates from Shu'ba, from Muhammad b. Ziyad, from
Abu Hurayrah that the Messenger of Allah said: "The foot of an animal is
jubar.''''
106 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 2:318-319; al-Bukhari in al-Zakat\ Chapter 'On precious minerals
subject to the Khums tax.' no.1499 p.118; Muslim 1710 p. 981; Abu Dawud 4593 p. 1560; al-
Tirmidhl 1377 p. 1791; al-Nasa'12497 p. 2249; al-Daraqutnl 3:149, 151.
107 sahlh. It was related by al-Daraqutnl 3:152, Muslim 1710 p. 981; Abu Dawud 4592 p. 1560; al-
Tirmidhl 1377 p. 1791; Ibn Majah 2673 p. 2637.
108 See al-Daraqutnl, al-Sunan, (3/152).
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[Issue 52] If someone bites the hand of a man and the other pulls his hand
from his mouth and his teeth come out, there is no recourse available
to him
Malik said that there is recourse.
Our hadffli evidence:
[123] (al-Bukharl and Muslim): Shu'bah, from Qatadah, from Zurarah, that
'Imran b. al-Husayn said: " Ya'la b. Umayyah fought a man and one of them
bit the hand of the other and he pulled his hand from his mouth and
extracted some teeth. They went to the Prophet to settle the dispute. He said:
"Do you bite your brother's hand as a horse bites? There is no recompense
for this." 109
[124] (Bukhari and Muslim): Ibn Jurayj from 'Ata', from Safwan b. Ya'la b.
Umayyah, that his father said: "A workman of mine fought with a man and
bit his hand. He tore his hand from his mouth and knocked out some teeth.
109 sahTh. It was related by Ahmad 4:427, 428, 435; al-Bukharl in al-Diyat\ Chapter 'Ifa man bites
another and his tooth is knocked out.' no.6892. p.574; Muslim in al-Qasamah\ Chapter 'One who
harms himself no. 1673 p.973; al-Tirmidh! 1416 p. 1795; al-Nasa'T 4764 p. 2396; Ibn Majah 2657 p.
2637.
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He went to the Prophet who nullified the claim saying: "Does he put his
hand in your mouth for you to gnaw like a horse?" 110
[Issue 53] If a person spies on the people of another household, they have the
right to shoot at his eye, and if they put it out there is no recompense
due.
Abu Hanlfah said there is recompense.
[125] (Bukhari and Muslim): Al-Zuhrl relates that Sahl b. Sa'd said: "A man
spied upon the chamber of the Prophet while he was combing his head with
a sharp comb. He said: If I knew that you were looking I would poke your
eye out with it, because seeking permission has only been decreed because of
looking." 111
[126] (al-Bukhari and Muslim): Hamraad b. Zayd, from 'Ubayd Allah b. Abu
Bakr that Anas said: "A man spied on the Prophet from one of his rooms, so
110 sahih. It was related by Ahmad 4:222, 224; al-Bukhan in al-Jihad, Chapter 'The hired labourer'
no.2973, 2265 p.239, 175; Muslim in al-Qasamah\ Chapter 'The person who harms himself no. 1674
p.973; Abu Dawud 4584 p. 1560; al-Nasa'I4771 p. 2396; Ibn Majah 2656 p. 2636-3637.
111 sahih. It was related by Ahmad 5:330, 334-335; al-Bukharl in al-Diyat\ Chapter 'The person who
spies into the house ofothers' no. 6901 p.576; Muslim in aI-A dab \ Chapter 'Forbidding looking into
the house ofothers' no.2156 p. 1062; al-Tirmidhl 2709 p. 1925; al-Nasa'i 4863 p. 2402.
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the Prophet rose with an arrowhead in his hand and it seemed he was trying
to dupe the man so that he could stab him." 112
[127] (al-Bukharl and Muslim): Abu al-Zinad, from al-A'raj, from Abu
Hurayrah that Abu al-Qasim [i.e. the Prophet] said: "If ever a person looks
upon you without your permission and you throw a pebble at him and put
out his eye, you will not be at fault." 113
[128] (Muslim): Suhayl from his father, from Abu Hurayrah in a marfu' form:
" If someone spies upon people in their house without their permission, it is
permissible for them to put out his eyes." 114
[129] Qatadah relates from al-Nadr b. Anas, from Bashlr b. Nahlk, from Abu
Hurayrah, that the Messenger of Allah said: " if someone spies upon people
112 sahlh. It was related by Al-Bukharl in al-Diyat\ Chapter 'A person who spies on the house of
others' no.6900 p.576; Muslim in al-Adab, Chapter 'Forbidding looking into the house of others'
2157 p. 1062; Abu Dawud 5171 p. 1601; al-Tirmidhl 2708 p. 1925; Ahmad 3:108, 140, 178, 191,239,
242.
113 sahlh. It was related by Al-Bukhari in al-Diyat\ Chapter ' A person who spies on the house of
others' no.6902 p.576; Muslim in al-Adab\ Chapter 'Forbidding looking into the house of others'
no.2158 p. 1062; Abu Dawud 5172 p. 0601; al-Nasa'14865 p. 2402; Ahmad 2:243, 227, 266, 414.
114 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 2:414, 527; Muslim in al-Adafr, Chapter 'Forbidding looking into
the house ofothers' no.2158 p.1062; Abu Dawud 5172 p. 1601.
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in their house without their permission and they put out his eyes, there is no
recompense due nor full blood money."115
This was related by Ahmad.
[Issue 54] Circumcision is mandatory for men. As for women there are two
versions.
Abu Hanlfah and Malik said it is not mandatory.
[130] (al-Bukharl and Muslim): Abu al-Zinad from al-A'raj, from Abu
Hurayrah that the Messenger of Allah said: "Abraham, the friend of the
Merciful (Khalil al-Rahman), was circumcised after having lived eighty
years."116
[131] Ibn Jurayj said: I have been told from Ghunaym b. Kulayb, from his
father, from his grandfather:"That he came to the Prophet and said: "I have
accepted Islam." He said: "Cut off the hair of disbelief." (The narrator
continues) Another person who was with his grandfather told me that the
115 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 2:266, 414, 527; al-Daraqutm 3:199, al-Nasa'I 4864 p. 2402.
116 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 2:322; al-Bukharl no.3356 p. 272; Muslim no.2370 p. 1094.
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Prophet said to another man: "Cut off the hair of disbelief and get
circumcised."117
I [i.e. al-Dhahabf] say this is munqati'.
[132] (al-Nasa'i): 'Abd al-Rahman b. 'Ishaq, from al-Maqburi, from Abu
Hurayrah that the Messenger of Allah said: "Five things are parts of the
fitrah ..." and he mentioned circumcision amongst them."118
[133] Hajjaj b. Arta'ah relates from Abu al-Malih b. Usamah, from his father
that the Messenger of Allah said: "Circumcision is a sunnah for men, and a
noble trait in women."119
Hajjaj is da'if.
117
da'If. It was related by Ahmad 3:415; Abu Dawud 356 p. 1250; 'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'ani, al-
Musannaf, 6:10; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 1: 172.
118 sahlh. It was related by al-Nasa'I no. 9, 10 p. 2087 and no. 5046 p. 2413; al-Bukhari, al-jami'al-
sahlh, no. 5891 p. 501 and no. 6297 p. 530; Muslim 257 p. 723; Abu Dawud 4198 p. 1528; al-
Tirmidhl 2756 p. 1929; Ibn Majah 292 p. 2495; Malik 2:921; Ahmad 2:229, 239, 283, 410 from al-
Zuhri, from Ibn Al-Musayyib, from Abu Hurayrah.
119
da'if. It was related by Ahmad 5:75; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:325. al-Tabarani in his al-
Mu'jam al-Kabir, 7:273 related it from Hajjaj, from Abu al-Malih b. Usamah, from his father, from
Shaddad b. Aws. Both Ibn Abl Hatim in his al'Ilal, 2:247 and Ibn 'Abd al-Barr in his al-Tamhld,
21:59 mention the hadFth and consider the isnad weak it due to Hajjaj b. 'Arta'ah.
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CHAPTER 7: MILITARY CAMPAIGNS (AL-SIYAR)
Most scholars say that going out to battle against the kuffar (non-believers) is
mandatory until they enter Islam or pay the Jizyah.1 Fighting them in this way is
fard kifayah (mandatory to the extent of sufficiency) in that if some Muslims
undertake it, it will no longer be incumbent upon the rest of them. Ibn Jarir al-Tabari
said: "The generality of Muslim scholars are of this opinion which is also correct in
2 3
our view." From this it becomes clear that the claim of certain contemporaries that
fighting is not legal in Islam except in the way of defence and to stave off attacks, is
an innovation which has no basis in Islamic law and has no genuine evidence to
support it. In addition, it is in opposition to the consensus of earlier Muslim scholars.
1
See: Ibn al-Mundhir Abu Bakr Muhammad b. Ibrahim (d.318/930), al-Iqna', 2:448; al-Tahawi
Muhammad b. Ahmad (d.321/933), Ikhtilaf al-'ulama' summarised by Abu Bakr al-
Jassas,(d.370/980) 3:426; Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, al-KafJ, 1:466; al-Qadl 'Abd al-Wahhab al-Malikl
(d.422/1030), 'Uyun al-majalis, 2:681 ff.; Ibn Hazm, al-Muhalla 7:291. Ibn Hubayrah Yahya b.
Ahmad (d.560/1164) al-Ifsah, 2:273; Ibn Hajar, Fath al-Barl, 6:38; al-Sharblnl Muhammad al-
Khatlb, Mughnial-Muhtaj ilaMa'anlAlfaz al-Minhaj, 4:261; al-Mawsu'ah al-fiqhiyyah, 16:129.
2 -
Ibn Jarir al-Tabari, Jami' al-bayan, ed. Ahmad Shakir, 4:296. He mentioned two other views:
(i) It was mandatory only upon the Companions.
(ii) It is mandatory upon every Muslim until the end of this life.
The first view is of 'Ata' related in a weak /swaiibecause of Hajjaj b. Arta'ah. The second one is of
Ibn 'Abbas. It is related also in a very weak isnad because of Husayn b. Qays al-Rahabl who is very
weak transmitter.
3
See: Muhammad 'Abdu, Risalah al-tawhld, p. 180; Muhammad Rashld Rida, al-Wahy al-
Muhammadl, p. 271-272 and Tafsir al-Manar, 2:207, 9:665, 10:307; Sayyid Sabiq, fiqh al-sunnah,
2:613; Muhammad 'Abd Allah Draz, Madkhal ilaal-Qur'an al-karim, p.60-67; Wahbah al-Zuhayli,
Athar al-harbflal-fiqh al-Islaml, p. 130, 138.
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Those who have adopted this opinion have done so because of the accusations raised
about Islam by its enemies who wish to take the people away from the religion of
Allah as in the Qur'anic verse: "You who have 'mnan\ Many of the rabbis and monks
devour people's property under false pretences and bar people from access to the
Way of Allah."4 Among these accusations is that Islam was spread by the sword and
that it is a religion of brutality and killing which has no notion of world peace etc.
When these reformers and thinkers wanted to reply to these accusations and to invite
people to Islam they began to change various principles and truths in the Islamic
shari'ah including things that were the subject of consensus amongst the Islamic
community and about which there was no dispute. They did this with the good
intention and fine aim of inviting to Islam and advocating it. However, Allah does
not accept an action until two conditions have been fulfilled: the action must be
solely for Him and the action must be correct.5 What is meant by correct is that
which is in accord with the Qur'an and sunnah.
N.B. It is not required of a Muslim to convince the people about Islam nor to get
them to enter into it but the Muslim is ordered to deliver the message of the religion
of Allah and to offer it to the people as Allah has wished. Allah has said to His
Prophet: "If they argue with you, say, 'I have submitted myself completely to Allah,
4
Al-Tawbah, 9:34.
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and so have all who follow me.'Say to those who have given the Book and those
who have no Book, 'Have you become Muslim?' If they become Muslim, they have
been guided. If they turn away, you are only responsible for transmission. Allah sees
His slaves."6 and He has said: "But most people, for all your eagerness, are not
mu 'minun."1, and He has said: "Even if We sent down Angels to them, and the dead
spoke to them, and We gathered together everything in front of them, right before
their eyes, they would still not have 'iman unless Allah willed. The truth is that most
of them are ignorant." All these are realities which can be witnessed. There are
many non-Muslims who know more than many Muslims about Islam but they do not
believe in it either out of obstinacy or pride or envy or for other reasons. The
ignorance of this reality by some Muslims makes them fall into these traps. As for
the answer to these charges, we will deal with them in the following discussion:
The Aims ofJihad in Islam
The aims of fighting in the way of Allah are clear in the Holy Qur'an and the
authentic sunnah. These aims are:
5
See Ibn Kathir, al-Tafsir, 3:147.
6 'Ad 'lmran, 3:20.
7
Yusuf. 12:103.
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1. A call to Monotheism and the destruction of Polytheism so that religion is only
for Allah. Allah has said: "Fight them until there is no more fitnah 9 and the dm is
Allah's alone."10 The Prophet said: "I have been ordered to fight the people until
they say that there is no deity but Allah and that I am the messenger of Allah. If they
say this then their blood and wealth will be protected from me except what is due,
11
and their account will be upon Allah." Hence, whoever does not reject the call of
Allah and does not kill the people of Allah will not be killed or fought, in the same
way as women, children, old men, priests, blind people and sick people will not be
killed unless they fight. This is because Allah has made the killing of persons
12
allowable only to the amount needed for the well being of Creation. Allah has said:
"If it were not for Allah's driving some people back by means of others, the earth
13
would have been corrupted. But Allah shows favour to all the worlds." Whoever is




Ibn 'Abbas, Mujahid b. Jabr, Qatadah and many other jurists explained fitnah in this verse as shirk
(polytheism.) See Ibn Jarlr al-Tabari, Jami' al-bayan, 3:570.
10
Al-Anfal, 8:39.
11 sahih. It was related by al-Bukharl, al-jami'al-sahlh, 25 p. 4; Muslim 22 p. 685 from 'Abd Allah
b. 'Umar.
12
See: Ibn Taymiyyah, Majmu' al-Fatawa, 28:354-355.
13
Al-Baqarh, 2: 249.
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Islamic state is allowed to continue in his own religion on the conditions that will be
mentioned subsequently. This monetary obligation is a great deal less than those
heavy obligations which citizens are under in many states in the form of taxes.
2. So that the word of Allah is the highest and so that the religion of Allah and His
divine law prevail over the other religions' laws. Allah said: "It is He who sent His
Messenger with guidance and the Din of Truth to exalt it over every other dm even
though the mushrikun detest it."14 This is the reality which escapes the people and
their conceptions, meaning the reality of defining what is the truth. Is the truth what
the constitutional parliaments in every country believe it to be, or is it what the
majority of the people believe it to be, or is it what Allah wants from them through
His Messengers and His revealed Books?
3. The punishment of those who fail to observe that which Allah has made
incumbent upon them or has prohibited them from doing. Allah has said: "Fight
those of the people who were given the Book who do not have 'iman in Allah and
the Last Day and do not make haram what Allah and His Messenger have made
haram and do not take as their din the din of Truth, until they pay the Jizyah with
14
Al-Tawbah, 9: 33. See also, Ibn Taymiyyah, Majmu' al-Fatawa, 28:69; and al-Mowsuah al-
fiqhiyyah, 16:132; and The Tafsir of Ibn Jarir, and al-Qurtubl, and Ibn Kathir of the verse of Sura
Bara'ah, 9:33.
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their own hands in a state of abasement."15 Amongst the attributes of those it is
mandatory to fight are those who do not hold as prohibited that which Allah and His
messenger have prohibited. This applies to any group who refuses to observe any
clear and well known legal ruling of Islam. Abu Bakr al-Siddiq, the first guided
Caliph, fought those who refused to pay the zakat and all the Companions and the
Muslims were in consensus over this issue.16
4. The liberation of humanity from slavery to other than Allah, whether that be
slavery to another person or to a vain notion or to a system. Islam is a call to take
people away from worshipping people to worshipping Allah alone, and from the
tyranny of other ways of life to the justice of Islam, and from the narrowness of this
17world to the expanse of this world and the next.
5. The protection of the government, the people, the resources and the wealth of the
Muslim state from attack. The Islamic ummah is not merely land and borders but is a




See: Majmu' al-Fatawa of Ibn Taymlyyah: 28/308,349.
17
See the speech of Rib'I b.'Amir, the Companion, addressed to Rustum, the commander of the
Persian army on the day of al-Qadisiyyah. Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidaycth wa al-nihayah, 9:621-622.
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force to protect them and defend them and this force is found in the system ofjihad
in Islam.
These are the aims ofjihad in Islam. We may sum up by saying that the aim ofjihad
is to establish peace and security in the world by establishing Allah's Law, which is
Islam.
Among the important topics of discussion regardingjihad is the delineation of what
is known as dar a/-Islam and dar al-harb because of what follows on from this
delineation in the way of laws of jihad, and of social interaction, and mandatory
punishments which will be discussed below.
♦ Dar al-Islam and Dar al-Kufr
Scholars have differed over the definition of dar al-Islam and dar al-kufr as follows:
(i) The first opinion is that every place in which the Islamic Law prevails is
known as dar al-Islam, and every place in which the laws of the non-believers
prevail is known as dar al-kufr. There is no in between. They explain this by saying
that attributing a land to Islam or to kufr is through appearance and prevalence of
each one of them and that Islam appears in a land by the appearance of its laws. The
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same goes for kufr. Ibn Hazm al-Zahiri said: "The land is only attributed to whoever
18
rules over or governs it." Amongst those who hold this opinion are the
Hanbalites19, and QadI Abu Yusuf, and Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Shaybanl among
the Hanafls. 20
The phrase 'The appearance of Islam' or'The institution of the laws of Islam in a
land' has been interpreted as:
- 21
(a.) Instituting the Friday prayers and 'id prayers.
(b.) Expressing openly. Loyalty to Islam and enmity and detestation to the non-
22
believers.
(ii) The second opinion is that dar al-kufr becomes dar al-Islam by the
appearance of the laws of Islam in it and that dar al-Islam becomes dar al-kufr on
three conditions:
(a.) The appearance of the laws of kufr therein.
18
See Ibn Hazm, al-Muhalla, 11:200.
1 Q
See: Ibn Muflih 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad al-Maqdisi (d.763), al-Adab al-Shar'jyyah, 1:211, ed.
Shu'ayb al-Arna'ut, Beirut: Mu'assasah al-Risalah, 1996.
20 —
See: al-Kasani Mas'ud b. Ahmad, Bada'i' al-sana'i'fi tartlb al-shara'i',vo\.6, section on military
raids, chapter on the meaning of 'dar al-Islam and dar al-kufr.
21
See: Durar al-hukkam sharh ghurar al-ahkam, section on jihad.
22
'Ishaq b. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Hasan , al-Durar al-saniyyah, 8:305.
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(b.) That it be adjacent to dar al-kufr.
(c.) That there no longer remain therein a Muslim, or a dhimml who believes he
has the sanctuary of the Muslims.
23 • .....
This is the opinion of Abu Hanlfah. It is of note that this opinion is in concord with
the first opinion in that it has the appearance of the laws of Islam in a land as a
condition of its status as dar al-Islam. However he (Abu Hanlfah) is reserved in
withdrawing the term dar al-Islam by setting some conditions. His opinion may be
explained that the laws are based upon sanctuary and fear not upon Islam and kufr,
and that the laws of kufr do not appear except in the last two conditions.24 On
contemplation, we would say that the first condition is obvious. As for the condition
of being adjacent to a land of the non-believers or not being so, there is no basis for
this in law and there is no evidence for it and historical fact proves the opposite to be
the case. As for the condition of sanctuary, it is explained that what is established
remains as long as some of its traces remain and will not be lifted unless something
like it or stronger than it opposes it.
23 —t
See: al-Kasani, Bada'i al-sana'Ifltartlb al-shara'I, vol.6, section on Military raids, chapter on the
meaning of'dar al-Islam and dar al-kufr.'
24
See Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Shaybanl, Sharh al-siyar al-kabir, chapter: cutting wood in dar al-
harb.
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(iii) The third opinion is that dar al-Islam is every land in which a Muslim is able
to practise his religion openly. Al-Mawardi said: "If a Muslim is able to practise his
religion openly in one of the lands of kufr then that land becomes by this dar al¬
bican and to remain there is better than to leave because of what may be hoped for of
25
others entering Islam."
This opinion is the most all-encompassing in the issue but it is also the weakest of
opinions in the way of proof and evidence. This is because the point is not the
necessity of emigration but that of attaching a name to a country. If the matter was
connected with the ability to practise one's religion openly, then many of the
countries of Europe, and America nowadays would be more liable to have the name
— • 26'dar al-Islam' attributed to them than many of the Arab countries. Some Shafi'i
scholars said that dar al-Islam never under any circumstances becomes dar al-kufr
even if the non-believers attain control of it and remove the Muslims from it and
proclaim the laws of kufr therein. This on the evidence of the hadith: "Islam is the
27
highest and nothing should be above it." There are no grounds in this hadith for
25
See: Ibn Hajar, Fath al-Bari, 7:229.
26
See Ishaq b. 'Abd al-Rahman, al-Durar al-saniyyahjlal-ajwibah al-najdiyyah, 8:305-306.
27
It is related by al-Daraqutnl, 3:252. Ibn Hajar says that the sanad is hasan\ we (i.e Ibn Hajar) have
related this hadith in 'Fawa'id AblYa'la al-KhalilF in this form except that an account is added to
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this opinion because the meaning of the hadith is the virtue of Islam over other than
28 29
Islam. Then Islam can be said to prevail when it is established , and in the issue
we are discussing this is not the case so it cannot be said to prevail. Some scholars
have interpreted this to mean the supremacy of Islam over the other religions in all
30
matters. There is no evidence in this hadith which points to the fact that Muslims
may not be vanquished, or that the rule of Islam may not cease in Muslim lands,
when the case is that many lands have been lost by the Muslims, lands which are no
longer mentioned in the atlases of the Muslims.
the beginning of it that'Aidh b. 'Amr arrived on the day of the conquest (of Mecca) along with Abu
Sufyan b. Harb. The Prophetic Companions said: Here are Abu Sufyan and'A'idh b.'Amr. The
Messenger of Allah said: Here are 'A'idh b. 'Amr and Abu Sufyan, Islam is mightier than this; Islam
prevails and nothing prevails over it". .. then I found it amongst the sayings of Ibn 'Abbas as I had
thought that Ibn Hazm had mentioned in 'al-Muhalla'saying: 'By way of Hammad b. Zayd, from
Ayyub, from 'Ikrimah, from Ibn 'Abbas who said:'When a Jewess or a Christian woman entered
Islam married to a Jew or a Christian they will be separated, Islam prevails and nothing prevails over
it." See Ibn Hajar, Fath al-Barisharh Scihih al-Bukhari, 3:220, kitab al-jana'iz, bab 'idha aslam al-
sabi. See also al-Bayhaql's Sunan, 6:205; and 'al-Ahadith al-Mukhtarah' ofal-Diya' al-Maqdis!
8:240. al-Diya' says: its isnad is da'if because it is a relation of Hashraj b.'Abd Allah b. Hashraj,
from his father, from his grandfather. He was included by Ibn Abl Hatim in his 'al-Jarh wa al-ta 'dil'
3:295 who said: 'I asked my father about him and he said: he is unknown (laayu 'raf) and he said the
same thing about his son 'Abd Allah 5:40, and about his grandson that he was 'ShaykW. Ibn al-
Mulaqqin said: "Its isnad is wahl. It is also related from al-Bayhaql and al-Dhahabl that they said:
'The hadith is batil' (fabricated). al-Badr al-munirjitakhrij ahadith al-Rafiial-Kabir'. 2:362; al-
Zayla'I also considered it to be da'if in all of its sources. Nasb al-rayah 3:213.
98 - — - -
See al-SuyutFs commentary on the 'Sunan' ofIbn Majah, 2:196; al-Mubarakfuri, 'Awn al-Ma'bud
sharh Sunan Abu Daw ud, 8:86.
29
See: Ibn Qudamah, 'al-Mughni 10:267.
30
See: al-San'anl (d.l 182/1768), Subul al-salam, 4:67.
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(iv) The Fourth Opinion, held by Ibn Taymiyyah, which is a detailed look at
the Issue. It is that: If a land is populated by Muslims then that land is part of dar al-
Islam, and if populated by non-Muslims then it is not. If a land is populated by a
group of Muslims and a group of non-Muslims then it falls under a third heading in
which every individual is treated accordingly.
31
Ibn Taymiyyah, when he was asked whether the land of'Mardin' was part of dar
al-harb or of dar al-Islam, said: "It is a combination of both; it is not of the status of
dar al-Islam where the laws of Islam are in force because the army are Muslims. Nor
is it of the status of dar al-harb whose populace are kuffar. It falls under a third
heading in which the Muslim is treated accordingly and those outside the shardah of
32 • rIslam are treated accordingly." In another place he said: "The description of a land
as an abode of Islam or an abode of kufr is not because the land is intrinsically so, but
rather due to accident by virtue of its population. If the non-believers were to inhabit
the land it would become their abode (dar), and if Muslims were to inhabit it, it
would become their abode (dar)." Then he gives examples of this such as when a
Mosque becomes a church or a tavern or vice versa or when the non-believer
31
Mardin is a town in the south east of pressent-day Turkey near the Syrian border.
32
See: Ibn Muflih 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad al-Maqdisi'Adab al-SharTaW 1:211.
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becomes Muslim or the Muslim becomes an apostate. All of these descriptions are
accidental.33
In conclusion we may say that there are three types of abode (clary, dar al-Islam
purely, being every land in which the laws of Islam prevail and power resides in the
religion of Allah whether the population are Muslims or non-Muslims; dar al-kufr
purely, being every land in which the laws of kufr prevail and whose population are
non-believers; then the dar which is a composite of the two in which each person is
treated accordingly. This is the state of many Muslim lands today, where secularism
prevails and the sharPah of Allah is combated, but where the population are
Muslims who uphold the practices of the religion. In other words, there is consensus
that there is more than one land: the land of Islam and the land of war, although
scholars differ in their definitions. Thus, saying that there is no more than one land,
and that the relationship between the state of Islam and the states of kufr is based on
peace, which is a claim of some contemporaries,34 is a new ijtihad that absolutely
contradicts the Sharpah.
33
See: Ibn Taymiyyah, Majmtf al-Fatawa', 18:218.
34
See Wahbah al-Zuhayli, 'Athar al-harb flal-fiqh al-Islami, p. 194-196.
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Some issues which follow on from the dividing of the land into dar al-Islam and dar
al-harb are:
♦ EMIGRATION (HIJRAH)
The majority of scholars have asserted that emigration is mandatory from dar al-kufr
to dar al-Islam on the condition that the person is not able to declare his religion in
the land of kufr, and that he be capable of emigration. If he is able to declare his
religion then emigration becomes recommended (musthabb) but not mandatory. If he
is not able to emigrate then it is no longer mandatory for him. Ibn Rushd the
grandfather says: "It is mandatory on the basis of the Qur'an and the Prophetic
traditions and consensus (ijma') for a person who enters Islam in a land of kufr to
migrate from it and enter the dar of Islam, and not to live amongst the polytheists, if
he is not able to establish the sacred rights of his religion (sha'a'ir) or is forced to
35
accept the laws of kufr.''''
al-Khatlb al-Shirblni al-Shafi'i said: "It is recommended (mustahabb) for a Muslim
who lives in dar al-harb to emigrate to dar al-Islam if he is able to declare his
religion openly, because he is a person who is obeyed amongst his people or he has a
family which protects him and he does not fear oppression because of his religion.
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Emigration is recommended in this case in order not to multiply their mass, nor to be
tricked, nor to incline towards them. It is not mandatory for him to emigrate because
he is able to declare his religion.
N.B.: emigration is recommended in this case unless he hopes his settlement would
lead to the rise of Islam at which point it becomes preferable to remain. If he is able
to resist and disassociate himself from dar al-harb then it becomes mandatory for
him to remain there as his actual place becomes dar Islam and if he were to emigrate
then it would become dar harb and this would be something prohibited."36
Ibn Hajar also said: "The saying of the Prophet 'There is to be no emigration after
the conquest' means: the conquest of Mecca or what is more general than that,
alluding to the fact that the ruling for other than Mecca in this matter applies also to
Mecca and emigration from a land which the Muslims have conquered is not
mandatory. As regards before the conquest of a land, the Muslims therein fall into
one of three categories:
35
See: Ibn Qudamah al-Maqdisi, 'al-MughnF, 13:149-152; a!-Shawkani, 'NayI al-awtar, 8:178; al-
Mawsu'a al-fiqhiyyah, under the term: 'Islam.' 4:264.
36
Mughni al-muhtijflhall alfaz al-Minhaj, 6:55-56.
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(i.) The first is he who is able to migrate from that land being unable to declare
his religion and carry out its requirements. Emigration is incumbent upon him.
(ii.) The second is he who is able to migrate but he is able to declare his religion
and carry out its requirements. Emigration is recommended (mustahabb) in order to
increase the amount of Muslims in dar al-Islam and to aid them and to fight against
the kuffar and to find sanctuary from their treachery and to be relieved from seeing
objectionable things amongst them.
(iii.) The third is he who is incapable of emigration on the grounds of captivity or
illness and suchlike. It is permitted for him to remain there but if he were to force
37himself to leave then there would be reward for his deed."
Ibn 'Abd al-Barr said: "There is one sort of hijrah (emigration) which will remain
until the end of this world. It is the case of a Muslim in dar al-harb who was a non-
believer then entered Islam. He is not allowed to remain in dar al-harb and it is
incumbent upon him to leave. How can a Muslim remain in a place where the laws of
kufr are enforced upon him and both his word and his hand are the lowest while he is
38 i
a Muslim? This is not permissible for anyone." Al-Nawawi reported that Qadi
'Iyad said: "The jurists are agreed that a Muslim woman should not travel except for
37 'Path al-BarF, section on jihad, chapter: 'La hijrah ba 'da al-fath' 6:190.
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the hajj pilgrimage or the 'umrah pilgrimage unless she is with a mahram
(chaperone) and except in the case of hijrah (emigration) from dar al-harb. Scholars
have agreed that it is incumbent upon her to emigrate to dar al-Islam even if she does
not have a chaperone with her. The difference is that her remaining in dar al-kufr is
• 39haram if she is not able to declare her religion or fears for her religion or her self."
The majority have brought forward the evidence of the hadith: "I am free of every
Muslim who dwells amongst the polytheists. (They said): 'O Messenger of Allah,
Why?' He said: 'Their two fires should not see each other."40 They also bring
forward Allah's saying : "The angels ask those they take [i.e. in death] while they are
wronging themselves: 'what were your circumstances?' They reply: 'We were
oppressed on earth.' They [i.e. the angels] say: 'Was Allah's earth not wide enough
for you to have made hijrah [i.e. emigration] elsewhere in it?' The shelter of such




See al-NawawPs commentary ofSahlh Muslim, 9:104, 123 and 8:13.
40
It was related by al-Tirmidhi in ' al-Siyar', Dwelling amongst the Infidels, no. 1604 p. 1817; Abu
Dawud, in 'al-Jihad' Prohibiting the killing ofone who seeks refuge in prostration, no.2645 p. 1418,
from Qays b. Abl Hazim, from Jarlr b. 'Abd Allah. al-Tirmidhi mentioned that most of the narrators
relate this in a mursal form from Qays and do not say from Jarlr. Al-BukharT is quoted as having said
that the correct form of the hadith is mursal. Al-Nasa'I related the mursal form in 'al-Qassamah',
chapter, Retaliation for killing without an iron object, no.4784 p.2397. The meaning of "Their two
fires should not see each other" is that each of them is not to see the fire of the other if they light one
because of distance between each other's dwelling place.
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children who really are oppressed and do not have any other possibility and are not
guided to any way. It may well be that Allah will pardon them. Allah is Ever-
Pardoning, Ever-forgiving."41
The Hanafi school hold the opinion that hijrah has been abrogated by the hadSh:
"There is to be no emigration after the conquest but there is jihad and intention."42
From the statements of the jurists, the conclusion can be drawn that emigration
(hijrah) from dar al-harb to dar al-Islam differs in accordance with differing
situations.
(i.) Emigration is mandatory in the case where declaring one's religion is not
possible and where emigration is possible. Among those things which make
emigration mandatory are:
(a) Fear of religious oppression.
(b)Fear of inclining towards the unbelievers.
(c) Being influenced by them in the way of habits and morals and ways.
41
Al-Nisa', 4:96-98.
42 sahlh. It was related by al-Bukharl no.2783 p.224; Muslim no. 1353 p. 1012; al-Tirmidhl no.1590
p.1815; al-Nasa'I no.4175 p. 2361; all from 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas.
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(d)Fear of their treachery and plots.
(e) Fear that children might grow up with their morals and ways.
(f) Fear for one's honour and women.
(g)Fear of being coerced to adopt the laws of kufr in social interactions or
transactions or other things.
(ii.) Remaining in dar al-harb is mandatory when a person is able to disassociate
himself and remain aloof from the non-believers and not be subject to their laws
because his place becomes dar Islam and by his emigration from it would become
dar Kufr.
(iii.) Emigration is recommended when a person is able to declare his religion or
when what is hoped for from his remaining is inviting them to Islam or to strengthen
the Muslims therein. Among those things which warrant remaining in a place and not
emigrating are:
(a.) Calling to Allah and hoping for the spread of His religion.
(b.) Remaining detached from the polytheists due to personal, social or political
power.
(c.) Being able to declare one's religion and to call others to it.
(d.) Being incapable of emigration because of weakness or lack of protection etc.
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Hence, both the opinion that those Muslims who live in non-Muslim countries
should migrate to Muslim countries immediately, and the opinion that it is
permissible for anyone unconditionally to migrate from a Muslim country to a non-
Muslim country, both are not specific enough in my opinion but rather it is necessary
to look into each situation itself and to examine the pros and cons and rule according
to each individual's situation and Allah knows best.
♦ Establishing the statutory punishments (hudud)
Scholars hold three opinions regarding this issue:
(i) The first is that a person who commits an act which warrants a statutory
punishment (hadd) or is subject to qisas will not have it carried out upon him in dar
al-harb but it will be carried out upon his return to dar al-Islam. This is the opinion
of Ahmad, al-Awza'I, and Ishaq b. Rahuyah.43
(ii) The second opinion is that the punishment be carried out wherever he is. This
is the opinion of Malik44, and al-Shafi'i.45
43
See Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughni, 13:172-173.
44
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(iii) Abu Hanlfah said that the hudud punishments are not carried out in dar
al-harb and not upon return to dar al-Islam 46
This third opinion is, I think, the weakest in the whole issue because of the
corruption that follows on from it and because there is no genuine evidence for it.
The first and second opinions are similar in that they agree upon the fact that the
punishments should be carried out and the difference is regarding the postponing of
carrying it out hoping for the common good or fearing corruption. This opinion has
some veracity in addition to there being some supporting evidence for it in certain
traditions which are not free of weakness. Among these traditions is the saying of
'Umar b. al-Khattab: "The leader of an army or a raiding party is not to flog a
Muslim man by way of mandatory punishment while he is fighting until they return
home so that the man is not overcome by the zeal of Satan and attaches himself to the
non-believers."47
46
See al-Zayla'I 'Uthman b. 'All, Tabym al-haqa'iq, 3:182, Ibn Nujaym al-Hanafl, al-Bahr al-ra'iq,
5:18.
47
da'if. It was related by Sa'id b. Mansur in 'al-Sunan' 2:196 no.2500, from Isma'Il b. 'Ayyash,
from al-Ahwas b. Hakim al-HimsI, from his father Hakim b. 'Umayr b. al-Ahwas al-Shaml al-HimsI,
that 'Umar b. al-Khattab . . etc. This isnad contains Isma'Il b. 'Ayyash of whom we have already
spoken in hadith no.9. Ibn Hajar said of al-Ahwas that he was of a weak memory (da'ifal-hiff). See
'al-Taqrib' p. 121. His father is 'Suduq yahim' (was deluded) 'al-Taqrib' p.266. Then the narration
from 'Umar and 'Uthman is cut off and he did not hear from those two as Ibn Hajar has mentioned
quoting Ibn Khalfun. See 'Tahdhib al-Tahdhib' 1:475. Hence, the isnad is da'if and it is no wonder
that al-Shafi'I rejects it. See al-Bayhaql'al-Sunan al-kubrd 9:105.
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Al-Bayhaqi related that al-Shafi'I said: Abu Yusuf said that some of his shaykhs
related to him that Makhul and Zayd b. Thabit both said: "The hudud are not to be
— 48
carried out in dar al-harb for fear that those subject to them may join the enemy."
Al-Shafi'i considered this to be weak in both isnad and meaning. As for the isnad, in
it is the unknowing (Jahalah) of the shaykhs of Abu Yusuf and the disconnection
(inqita) between Makhul and Zayd, because Makhul did not live to see Zayd b.
Thabit. As regards the content, al-Shafi'I said: "As for his saying'he will join the
polytheists', this will be more miserable for him and whoever fails to carry out a
punishment fearing that the felon will join the polytheists has done so in the border
lands which are next to dar al-harb. This pretext can also be found in the lands of
Islam, meaning that the felon may flee to the lands of the polytheists, and this leads
to the breakdown of the hudud and to them not being carried out and no Muslim has
ever said this opinion.49
The Hanafi school, in this issue and in other issues in which the majority of the
people of knowledge and the authentic and clear texts of the Book and the Sunnah
differ, have based their opinion upon the fact that the laws of Islam cannot be
48 -
al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 9:105.
49
See Imam Malik, al-Mudawwanah, 6:291; al-Shafi'i, al-Umm, 4:224-248; Ibn Hazm, al-Muhalla,
11:136; Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughnl 8:215.
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enforced in dar al-harb. Hence, the hudud punishments are not to be carried out
there because these punishments are to be carried out by the Imam (Caliph). So if
two Muslims were to enter dar al-harb, and one was to kill the other, he would not
warrant mandatory punishment but only be subject to reparation.50 Abu Hanifah hold
that if transgressors fortify in a land, the hadd is not mandatory upon any of them nor
upon whoever is with them like traders or prisoners because they are outside the
abode of the Imam and are like those in dar al-harb. He (Abu Hanifah) also said that
if a hadd punishment was incumbent upon a dhimmior an apostate who then entered
dar al-harb and then returned to dar al-Islam the hadd would no longer be
obligatory.51 These issues and others are all baseless opinions that go against the
authentic traditions and sound intellect.
Ibn Qudamah says: "It is not a condition for qisas that the killing take place in dar
al-Islam, if a person kills a Muslim in dar al-harb intentionally, with knowledge that
he is a Muslim, then retaliation is mandatory whether the person has emigrated or
not. This was also said by al-Shafi'I. Abu Hanifah said that qisas is not obligatory
for a killing outside dar al-Islam\ and if the victim had not emigrated, then neither
50
Mirghinani 'All b. Abi Bakr al-Hanafl, al-Hidayah sharh bidayat al mubtadi, 2:466.
51
See al-Zayla'I 'Uthman b. 'All, Tabym al-haqa'iq, 3:182, Ibn Nujaym al-Hanafl, al-Bahr al-ra'iq,
5:18, Ibn Qudamah, 'al-MughnF 8:215.
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qisas nor reparation was liable, whether the killing was intentional or accidental. If
the victim had emigrated then returned to dar al-harb, that it would be the same as
two Muslim men who entered dar al-harb safely and one killed the other. He would
be liable for reparation (diyah) but not retaliation (qawad). If a person were to kill a
Muslim prisoner in dar al-harb, only reparation would be liable whether the killing
was intentional or accidental.' We have the evidence of the Qur'anic verses and the
reports that we have mentioned; and because he would have killed a person of equal
standing intentionally and criminally then retaliation would be obligatory as if he had
killed him in Dar al-Islam, and because qisas is mandatory in every abode in which
52
there is an Imam, and even if there is no Imam, like dar al-Islam."
Ibn Qudamah said also: 'If the transgressors commit a crime which warrants the
hadd punishment while they resist, then they are overpowered, and the hudud of
Allah should be carried out regardless of whatever territory this took place in. This
was the opinion of Malik, al-ShafTI and Ibn Mundhir. Abu Hanlfah said that if they
resist in a place, then none of them are liable for hadd nor those who are within their
52 ' al-Mughnf 8:215.
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territory like traders or prisoners because they are beyond the jurisdiction of the
• 53
Imam and are similar to those in dar al-harb
Ibn Qudamah also said: "If a dhimmi or an apostate is liable for a hadd punishment
and he enters dar al-harb and then returns, he will still be liable. Abu Hanlfah said
that he would not be liable. We say that it is a mandatory hadd which is not voided
by entering dar al-harb, this is as same as a Muslim who enters (i.e. dar al-harb) by
sanctuary.54
♦ USURY (RIBA)
Regarding the obligatory acts and the boundaries set by Allah, the principle is that
they are compulsory in every time and place, and are not meant for one specific land
rather than another, and are not confined to one specific era. Hence, the majority of
the people of knowledge have not attached the laws of the sharPah to one specific
land or time-span. The exceptions are those opinions to be found from some scholars
which are ignored by the generality of Muslims, and have neither genuine legal
evidence to support them, nor clear intellectual reasoning for them. It is not correct to
attribute these opinions to the religion of Islam as if they were the laws of Allah, but
53 ' al-MughnF 9:14.
54
'al-MughnP 9:84.
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rather, out of justice and fairness, they should be attributed to whoever formulated
them. They are no more than the opinions and pondering of human beings who may
sometimes be correct and at other times err. In this issue (usury) also there is a
paucity of those who have fully comprehended it and I have mentioned in a previous
topic a group of them. Amongst these opinions which are far from reality is the
opinion that usury is permitted in dar al-harb. I will in this discussion examine what
the 'ulama' have said in this issue, and what the truth is in this matter:
Ibn Qudamah said: 'Usury is prohibited in dar al-harb in the same way that it is
prohibited in dar al-Islam. This is the view of Malik, al-Awza'i, Abu Yusuf, al-
Shafi'i, and Ishaq. Abu Hanifah said that usury is not considered to exist between a
Muslim and a non-Muslim in dar al-harb. He is also reported as having said
regarding two Muslims who entered Islam in dar al-harb that the concept of usury
does not exist between them because of what Makhul has reported that the Prophet
said: 'The concept of usury does not exist between the Muslims and non-Muslims in
dar al-harb\ and because their [i.e. the harbis (non-Muslims beyond dar al-Islam)]
wealth is mubah [i.e. free for Muslims to own], and it has only become prohibited by
the existence of a state of sanctuary (amah) in dar al-Islam and otherwise it is freely
available.
We [i.e. the Hanballs] have the evidence of the following Qur'anic verses: "Those
who practice riba will not rise from the grave except as someone driven mad by
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Shaytan's touch. That is because they say: 'Trade is the same as riba ' But Allah has
permitted trade and He has forbidden riba "55, "You who have 'man have taqwa of
Allah and forgo any remaining riba if you are mu'minun."56. The generality of
reports validate the prohibition of tafadul [i.e. increasing one part over another part
between things which should only be exchanged like for like]. It is also in the hadith:
'Whoever gives an increase or accepts an increase is a usurer'which is in general
terms, as are the majority of the ahadith. As usury is prohibited in dar al-Islam it is
also prohibited in dar al-harb, as is usury amongst Muslims. Their report is in a
mursal form and we do not know its authenticity but it is probable that forbidding it
is what is meant. It is not permissible to neglect what has been prohibited by the
Qur'an and what the sunnah has made clear and what has been prohibited by the
consensus of scholars on the basis of an anonymous report not to be found in any
sahlh or musnad hadith nor in any reliable book. The hadith is also mursal and
muhtamal [i.e. accepts more than one meaning], and it is possible that what is meant
by '(Let there be) no usury' is the same as the Qur'anic verse: darafathawa la
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any quarrelling during hajj.'57 The ibahah (permission) that they have mentioned is
in contradiction to when the non-Muslim enters dar al-Islam in which case his
— 58
wealth will be mubah except that which sanctuary forbids.
al-Nawawi also says: 'Usury in dar al-harb has the same position as it has in dar al-
Islam. This was the view of Malik, Ahmad, Abu Yusuf, and Muhammad b. al-
Hasan. It is reported from Abu Hanifah that he said: 'Usury in dar al-harb is
prohibited amongst Muslim emigrants, but between non-Muslims (harbm) and non
emigrant Muslims there is no usury.' He [i.e. Abu Hanifah] also said: 'The usurious
contract made by two dhimmis in dar al-Islam is invalid.' The criterion in his
opinion is the dar whereas our criterion is the one who makes the contract. Abu
Hanifah argued with the hadith of Makhul that the Prophet said: 'There should be no
usury between a Muslim and a non-Muslim in dar al-harb' and with the fact that the
wealth of the people of dar al-harb is permissible for the Muslim without the need
for a contract, although a contract would be more appropriate. Our [i.e. Shafi'Is]
evidence is the generality of the proofs prohibiting usury and that everything that is




Ibn Qudamah, 'al-MughnF, 6:98-99.
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Because it is an invalid contract, then it can not make what is concluded legal for
him. This is the same as an invalid marriage contract. I [i.e. al-NawawI] say: If Abu
Hanlfah agrees upon the invalidity of this contract in dar al-harb then he has no
evidence. As for the hadSh of Makhul, it is mursal (disconnected), even supposing
that the isnadto Makhul is authentic. It is also probable that what is meant by da' in
the hadrth is that it is a particle of prohibition not of negation. Then the desired
meaning is that the prohibition of usury between Muslims and non-Muslims is the
same as it is between Muslims. This probability is supported by the general evidence
that forbids usury. As for the legality of their [i.e. the harbis,\ wealth if he [i.e. a
Muslim] enters their land under their protection, this is not permissible. The same
goes for the invalid contract. If it were supposed that the state of sanctuary is lifted,
then this reasoning is not correct because, if the harbl enters dar al-Islam, his wealth
is lawful without a contract and is not lawful with an invalid contract. Then not
everything that is lawful without a contract is lawful with an invalid contract, as in
women that are made lawful through being taken presoner (saby) and are not made
lawful with an invalid contract. Amongst the evidence that they cite in their
argument that there is to be no usury in dar al-harb is that al-'Abbas b. 'Abd al-
Mutallib was a Muslim before the conquest of Mecca. When al-Hajjaj b. 'Iilat
entered Mecca upon the conquest of Khaybar and gathered there in a long well
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known account,59 the speech of al-'Abbas b. 'Abd al-Mutallib showed that he was a
Muslim at that time. Then the Prophet said on the day of the conquest of Mecca:
'The first usury I will abrogate is the usury of al-'Abbas b. 'Abd al-Mutallib. This
included some usury from after him having entered Islam until the conquest of
Mecca. So if the usury that is between a Muslim and a harbiis abrogated then the
usury of al-'Abbas would have been abrogated on the day he became Muslim. The
answer is that al-'Abbas had some usury in the jahiliyah [i.e. period before he
became Muslim.] There is no proof that he continued in usurious practices after he
became a Muslim. Having said that he continued, then this may have been because
he did not know that it was prohibited. The Prophet wanted to establish this principle
[abrogation of riba\ from that day forth."60
If this is the case, then there is no wonder that QadI Abu Yusuf opposed his master
Abu Hanifah.61
59 -





See al-Shafi'I, al-Umm 7:379-380; Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Sarkhasi al-Hanafi, Sharh al-siyar al-
kabir, 4:1489; Ibn al-'Arab! al-Malikl, Ahkam al-Qur 'an, 1:649-650; Abu Bakr Mas'ud b. Ahmad al-
Kasanl al-Hanafi, Bada'i' al-sana'i'fITartib al-Shara'i\ 7:133-134.
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It is clear from an examination of the evidence of the two groups that what Abu
Hanifah says is nothing but an opinion not based on any genuine legalistic text. The
consequences of this opinion is of great corruption of the ethics of the Muslims and a
transaction which does not fit in with the greatness of Islam and its legalistic
eminence. This opinion also leads to diverting the people from accepting Islam and
adopting it. Allah Almighty has made plain in the Qur'an that the Jewish and
Christian priests used to divert people from the way of Allah because of their bad
dealings with people: "You who have rman\ Many of the rabbis and monks devour
people's property under false pretences and bar people from access to the way of
62Allah.." The remainder of the 'ulama' bring forth the supporting evidence of clear
Qur'anic verses on the subject of the prohibition of usury, not only for Muslims but
even for others like Jews and Christians. On the basis of intellect and analogy, just as
prayer, alms and fasting are not made invalid in dar al-harb, neither are the hudud
(punishments) and the other prohibitions. Whatever is prohibited in dar al-Islam is






See for more details: Salah al-SawI, Waqafat hadi 'ah ma 'afatwa 'ibahat alqurud al-ribawiyyah
lishira' al-masakinflal-mujtama'at al-gharbiyyah. p.20 ff.
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[Issue 55] In war, aid is not sought from a kafir (non-believer)
Abu Hanifah and al-Shafi'I said that aid can be sought from him.
Al-Shafi'T added: If their aid is needed and they have a good opinion of the
Muslims.
[134] Ahmad: from Abu al-Mundhir Isma'TI b. 'Umar, from Malik, from al-
Fudayl b. Abl 'Abd Allah, from 'Abd Allah b. Niyar al-Aslami, from 'Urwah
that 'Aishah said: "A man followed the Messenger of Allah and said: 'I am
following you so I can fight with you.' So the Messenger of Allah said: 'Do
you believe in Allah and His Prophet?' The man said: 'No'. He [i.e. the
Prophet] said: 'We do not seek the aid of a polytheist (mushrik). So he said
once again: 'Do you believe in Allah64 and His Messenger?' The man said:
'Yes.' So the Prophet set off and the man followed him."65
Muslim related this.
[135] Mustalim b. Sa'Id, from Khubayb b.'Abd al-Rahman, from his father, that
his grandfather said: "I went along with another man of my tribe to the
64
Sheet 160/B.
65 sahih. It was related by Ahmad 6:67-68; Muslim In al-Jihad\ Chapter 'The abhorrence ofseeking
aid from a kafir in military raids.'l&ll p. 1004; Abu Dawud 2732 p. 1426; al-Tirmidhl 1558 p. 1812;
Ibn Majah 2832 p. 2648; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 9:36-37.
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Messenger of Allah when he intended a military raid and this was before we
had accepted Islam. We said: 'We are ashamed that our people are to do
battle while we are not with them.' He [i.e. the Prophet] said: 'Are you
Muslims?' We said: 'No.' So he said: 'We do not seek the aid of polytheists.'
So we accepted Islam and did battle along side him."66
The others argue using:
[136] Ibn 'Uyaynah, from Yazld b. Yazid b. Jabir, that al-Zuhrl said: "The
Prophet sought the aid of some Jewish people in his war and gave them a
share of the booty."67
[137] Ibn al-Mubarak, from Haywah b. Shurayh, that al-Zuhrl said: "The Prophet
let some Jewish people take part in a campaign with him in the same way as
he did the Muslims."68
I [i.e. al-Dhahabl] say: the marasR of al-Zuhrl are da'rfs.
66 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 3:454; Ibn Abi Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, al-
Musannaf, 6:491, Ibn Sa'd, al-Tabaqat, 3:534-535, al-Hakim Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-
Mustadrak, 2: 121-122 and he considered it sahlh.
67
da'rf. It was related by Abu Dawud, al-Marasil, no. 281 p. 224; Ibn Abi Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd
Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf, 6:491; Sa'Id b. Mansur 2:284.
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[Issue 56] Neither an old man, nor a monk, nor a chronically ill man, nor a blind
man are to be killed except when they are part of some ploy by the
enemy.
This is in opposition to the opinion of al-Shafi'i.
[138] al-Layth, from Nafi', that Ibn 'Umar said: "A woman was found killed
during one of the Messenger of Allah's military campaigns. He deplored this
and prohibited the killing of women and children."69 Al-TirmidhI
considered this sahih.
[Issue 57] If the polytheists gain possession of some of the wealth of Muslims they
do not own it.
Abu Hanifah and Malik said that they do own it. Our evidence:
68
da'if. It was related by Abu Dawud, al-Marasil, no. 282 p. 224; Ibn Abi Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd
Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf 6:491.
69 sahih. It was related by al-Tirmidhl In al-Siyar, Chapter 'Regarding the killing ofwomen and
children.' no.1569 p.1813; al-Bukharl, al-jami' al-sahih, 3014 p. 242; Muslim 1744 p. 986; Abu
Dawud 2668 p. 1420; Ibn Majah 2841 p. 2648; Malik al-Muwatta', trsd. Bewley p. 174; Ahmad
2:22, 23, 76-77, 91.
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(Muslim): Ayyub from Abu Qilabah, from Abu al-Muhallab, that 'Imran b.
Husayn said: "al-'Adba', the camel of the Prophet, was owned by a man of
the tribe of 'Uqayl. It was considered to be of the forerunner camels. He [i.e.
the man of the tribe of 'Uqayl] was taken prisoner and the camel was taken
with him. The Messenger of Allah held it for himself. Then some of the
polytheists raided the pastures of Madinah where the beast was, and they
captured a Muslim woman. When they reached their houses they used to
descend from their camels in their courtyards. One night, the captive woman
arose after they were asleep and went to the camels which would each
grumble until she came across al-'Adba', which was a docile beast so she
mounted it and directed it towards Madinah, and made an oath that if Allah
would deliver her from danger she would sacrifice it. When she arrived in
Madinah, the camel was recognised, and they said: 'It is the camel of the
Messenger of Allah.' The Prophet was informed of her oath or she went to
him and informed him. He said: 'What an evil reward she has given it! Has
Allah saved her on this camel for her to sacrifice it?' Then he said: 'An oath
taken in disobedience of Allah should not be fulfilled, nor regarding that
70
which is not your property."
70 sahih. It was related by Ahmad 4:430, 433; Muslim in al-nadhr; Chapter 'An oath taken in
disobedience of Allah is not fulfilled no. 1641 p.965; Abu Dawud 3316 p. 1471; al-Nasa'13316 p.
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[140] (Abu Dawud): 'Ubayd Allah71 from Nafi', that Ibn 'Umar said: "A horse of
mine went and was taken by the enemy, then the Muslims overcame them
and it was returned to him [i.e. Ibn 'Umar] during the time of the Prophet. A
slave of his [i.e. Ibn 'Umar] escaped and joined with the Byzantines, then the
Muslims overcame them and he was returned to him by Khalid b. al-Walid
after the death of the Messenger of Allah."72
The other schools argued using:
[141] Al-Hasan b. 'Umarah, from 'Abd al-Malik, from Tawus, from Ibn 'Abbas,
that the Prophet said concerning that which the enemy obtains and the
Muslims retrieve: "If its owner finds it before it is apportioned out then he
has the greater right to it. If he should find it after it has been apportioned
73
then if he wishes he may take it by paying the price of it."
Ibn 'Umarah is matruk.




72 -sahih. It was related by Abu Dawud In al-jihad\ Chapter 'The possesions taken by the enemyfrom
Muslims then retrieved by its owner as booty' no.2699 p.1423; al-Bukhari, al-jami'al-sahlh, 3067 p.
247 ; Ibn Majah 2847 p. 2648.
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[Issue 58] If the commander attacks a fortification, it is not permitted to open
any floodgates to drown the enemy, nor to cut down their trees except
in one of two circumstances: (i) that they do a similar thing to us, or
(ii) that we need to cut down trees.
Al-Shafi'T permitted this unconditionally. Our companions related:
[142] When the Prophet sent forth an army he said: "Do not destroy any springs
and do not cut down any trees except those which prevent you from
fighting."74
The other schools argue using the had&h of:
[143] Na.fi', from Ibn 'Umar: "The Prophet set fire to al-Buwayrah,75 the date
palms of the tribe of al-Nadir and cut them down. Then Allah revealed the
verse: 'Whatever palm-trees you cut down, or left standing upright on their
73
da'ifjiddan (very weak.) It was related by al-Daraqutm 4:114-115.
74
da'if. It was related by al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 9:90-91. He said: "There is weakness and
disconnection in the isnad but it can be strengthen by the other transmissions and 'athar.
75
A place located between Madlnah and Tayma'. It also called al-Buwaylah. See Ibn Kathlr, al-
Bidayah wa al nihayah, 5:540; Ibn Hajar ,Fath al-Barl, 7:333.
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roots, it was done by Allah's permission in order to disgrace the
deviators.'76"77
[144] Ahmad: from WakT', from Salih b. Abi al-Akhdar, from al-Zuhri, from
'Urwah, that 'Usamah b. Zaid said: "The Messenger of Allah sent me to a
dwelling known as Ubna, and he said: Go there in the morning and set fire
7.1 BOOTY
[Issue 59] The Imam has a choice regarding prisoners of war of either killing
them, enslaving them, ransoming them, or freeing them outright.
Abu HanTfah said that ransoming or freeing them outright is not permitted.
76
al-Hashr. 59:5.
77 sahih. It was related by al-Tirmidhl 1552 p. 1811; Al-Bukhari no.2326 p. 182, Muslim no. 1746 p.
987; Abu Dawud 2615 p. 1416; Ibn Majah 2844 p. 2648; Ahmad 2:8, 52, 123, 140.
78
da'rf. It was related by Ahmad 5:205, 209; Abu Dawud 2616 p. 1416; Ibn Majah 2843 p. 2648. In
the isnad there is Salih b. Abi al-Akhdar, the narrator from al-Zuhri. Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl labeled
him da'If. See Taqrib al-Tahdhib, p.443.
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Our evidence is: Allah Almighty's says: "... and set them free or ransom
them..."79.
[145] Al-Layth relates from al-Maqburl that Abu Hurayrah said: "The Messenger
of Allah sent some cavalry towards Najd. They brought a man from the tribe
of Banu Hanifah named Thumamah b. 'Uthal, the leader of the people of
Yamamah and tied him to a pole. The Messenger of Allah went out to him
and said: 'What do you have, Thumamah?' He said: 'I have good,
Muhammad; If you kill me you kill one who has shed blood, and if you do
me a kindness you do so to one who is grateful, and if you require money
then ask and you will be given whatever you ask.' So the Messenger of Allah
80
left him until the next day and then said to him: 'What do you have,
Thumamah?' He said: 'What I have already told you.' So the Prophet left
him again until the next day and asked him: 'What do you have,
Thumamah?' and he repeated his previous words, so the Messenger of Allah
said: 'Set Thumamah free.' So he was taken to a date palm near to the
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and said: 'I testify that there is no deity but Allah, and I testify that
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah.' "81
The Prophet also freed Abu 'Azzah al-Jumahl, and ransomed the prisoners on
the day of the battle of Badr.
[146] (Abu Dawud): From Abu al-Sha'tha', that Ibn 'Abbas said: "The Messenger
of Allah set the ransom for the polytheists on the day of Badr at four
hundred [dirhams]."82
[147] Ahmad: from 'All b. 'Asim, from Humayd, that Anas said: "The Prophet
consulted the people regarding the prisoners on the day of Badr. Abu Bakr
said: 'We think you should grant them amnesty, and accept a ransom for
Q 1
sahih. It was related by Ahmad 2:246-247; Al-Bukhari no. 4372 p. 358; Muslim no. 1764 p. 991;
Abu Dawud 2679 p. 1421.
82 -
da'if. It was related by Abu Dawud In al-Jihad] Chapter 'Ransoming prisoners for money' no.2691
p. 1422; Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 2:125,140. al-Hakim al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-
kubra, 9:68. al-Hakim said: "This is a sahih hadith which is in accordance to the conditions of al-
Bukhari and Muslim." Al-DhahabI also agreed with him. In fact, this is an inexact verdict because of
Abu al-'Aanbas, one of the transmitors of the hadSh. He only exists in al-Sunan ofAbu Dawud. It is
agreed that the Prophet accepted ransom the day of Badr. However, the sum differs from this.
According to what 'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'anl and al-Tabaranl relate from 'Ikrimah, from Ibn 'Abbas,
the ransom was 4000 dirhams. See al-Musannaf,5:206 no. 9394 and al-Mu'jam al-Kabir, 11:406 no.
12154; al-Mu'jam al-Awsat, 4:23 no. 3027.
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them.' Thus the Prophet granted them amnesty and accepted a ransom for
them."83
[148] (al-Tirmidhl): Ayyub from Abu Qilabah, from his uncle, that 'Imran said:
"The Prophet ransomed a man from the polytheists in return for another
man [i.e. a Muslim]."84
The Imam (Caliph) has four options regarding prisoners of war; putting them to
death, enslaving them, ransoming them, or freeing them unconditionally. The author
mentions that Abu Hanifah disagrees in this by disallowing ransoming and
unconditional freedom, leaving the Imam with the two options of killing the
prisoners or enslaving them. Then he (the author) mentions the evidence of the
majority in support of the options of ransoming and unconditional freedom. This is
one of the issues wherein there is much argument and uncertainty. Certain Muslims
recently have tried to conceal the truth of the matter out of fear or ignorance, or for
other reasons to which I have alluded more than once. In this discussion, I will
83 -
da'if. It was related by Ahmad 3:243 from 'All b. 'Asim b. Suhayb, from Humayd, from Anas. 'All
was accused lier by Ibn Ma'In and others. Imam Ahmad claimed that he did not has the intention to
lie, he rather, was unintentionaly slipping into errors. See al-Haythami 'All b. Abi Bakr, Majma' al-
zawa'id, 6:118; Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, 3:173-175.
84 —isahih. It was related by al-Tirmidhi In al-Siyar; Chapter 'Regarding the killing ofprisoners and
ransoming'-, no.1568 p. 1813; Ahmad 4:426-427, 432; Ibn Abi Shaybah Abu Bakr'Abd Allah b.
Muhammad, al-Musannaf 6: 499. al-Tirmidhl authenticated the hadSh.
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attempt to deal with the legal issues using the main sources; namely the Qur'an, the
authentic sunnah, and 'ijma' (scholarly consensus), and in gaining an understanding
of this will rely upon the basic reference works and the books of the classical jurists
and the Imams of the juridical schools, together with an examination of the evidence.
♦ Killing prisoners of war
The four Imams and other scholars hold the opinion that killing a prisoner is
permitted. They support this view with evidence from the Qur'an: "It is not fitting
85for a Prophet to take captives until he has let much blood in the land" , and "Kill the
— 86mushrikun wherever you find them" , and "So strike their necks and strike all their
87
finger joints." The Qur'anic verses in this regard are many. They also bring
evidence from the sunnah of the Prophet killing 'Abd Allah b. Khatal, when he said
on the day of the conquest of Mecca: "Kill him even if you find him clinging to the
drapes of the Ka'bah"; and also 'Uqbah b. Abi Mu'ayt, and al-Nadr b. al-Harith who
were both prisoners of the battle of Badr. Some scholars have disputed in this issue
Notice: The hadfih in all above-mentioned sources differs from the version mentioned by the auther.
It is reported: "The Prophet ransomed a man from the polytheists in return for two men." In some
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saying that the killing of prisoners is not permitted. Amongst those who have been
quoted as having said this are al-Hasan al-Basri, and 'Ata' b. Abl Rabah as has been
reported by 'Abd al-Razzaq in 'al-Musannaf saying:
Chapter: Regarding those who did not kill prisoners and hated to do so
(1.) Muhammad b. 'Adi related from Ibn Jurayj, from'Ata', that he disapproved
of prisoners being killed.
(2.) Abu Khalid al-Ahmar related from Ibn Jurayj, from 'Ata', that he used to
say: "A prisoner should not be killed."
(3.) Muhammad b. Abl 'Adi, related that Ash'ath said: "al-Hasan disapproved of
prisoners being killed."
(4.) Ghundar related from Shu'bah, from Khalid b. Ja'far, that al-Hasan said: "al-
Hajjaj was brought a prisoner and he said to 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar: 'Go and kill him.'
Ibn 'Umar said: 'This is not what we have been ordered, for Allah has said: "And
when you have overcome them then make fast their bonds, and then free them or
ransom them."
(5.) Waki', related from Jarir b. Hazim that al-Hasan said: "Ibn 'Amir sent a
prisoner to Ibn 'Umar when he was in Persia or Istakhr (an ancient Iranian city built
87
Al-Anfal; 8:12.
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on the remains of Perseopolis) for him to kill him. Ibn 'Umar said: 'No, not while he
is in bonds." 88
Ibn Rushd the grandfather quots al-Hasan b. Muhammad al-Tamlml as relating that
89
there was consensus amongst the Companions against the killing of prisoners.
However, I have not found this to be the case amongst the consensus of the
Companions, and the action of the Prophet points to the falsity of this view.
Although this view is in concord with international law, it is in contradiction to
Islamic law which points to the permissibility of killing prisoners, but, as we have
already mentioned, it is done by the Imam according to the common good and not
motivated by revenge or bloodlust.
♦ Eenslavement
This is one of the issues which are often used by non-Muslims to revile Islam and
make it distasteful to the people and to divert them from Islam. Also, some Muslims
deny the system of slavery in Islam, and others consider that international law is
sufficient to invalidate it. Both of these are errors. Slavery is established in Islam and
has been mentioned in numerous Qur'anic verses under the heading of 'the
88
'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'anl, al-Musannaf, 7:674-675.
8J
See: Ibn Rushd, Bidayah al-mujtahid, 1:382.
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possessions of the right hand' meaning possession through slavery. The reason for
enslavement is jihad practised by Muslims against the kuffar some of whom fall
prisoner to the Muslims. Women and children become slaves of the Muslims simply
by falling prisoner to them. Hence, the authentic and explicit sunnah prohibits the
killing of women, children, and monks except when they themselves fight. In the
case of male fighters, the Imam has certain options open to him as we have
mentioned. It should be enough for us to accept this ruling that firstly it is from Allah
and secondly, it is a divine punishment for those who rebel against servitude to Allah
in that He makes them slaves to His allies. It is also another opportunity for him to
live under the auspices of the Muslims and become acquainted with Islam from
within, which may become a reason for him to enter into Islam in the future.
♦ Ransoming prisoners
As for the third option, ransoming the prisoners of the kuffar. The majority ofjurists
have held the opinion that freemen of the age of majority who become prisoners of
war may be ransomed by the Imam if he sees this to be for the common good. This
because of Allah's words: "Therefore when you meet those who are kafir strike their
necks. Then when you have decimated them, tie their bonds tightly and set them free
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or ransom them, until the war is finally over."90 As for those prisoners like woman
and children the killing of whom is prohibited, ransoming them is not permitted in
the Shafi'ite and Hanbalite schools because they become slaves through capture. The
Malikite school permits the ransoming of women and children. The most well known
opinion of the Hanafite school is that the ransoming of prisoners is not permitted.
Some Hanafites have said ransoming is permitted if the Muslims have a need. In this
they bring forth the evidence of the prisoners of the battle of Badr.91
[Issue 60] The spoils belong to the one who slays
From Ahmad also that he does not have a right in the spoils without that having
been stated as a condition [i.e. between him and the Imam].
Malik said he has the right if it has been stated as a condition, and that it is
calculated from a fifth of the khumus.
[149] (Bukhari and Muslim). Malik, from Yahya b. Sa'Id, from 'Umar b. Kathir b.
Aflah, from Abu Muhammad the Mawla of Abu Qatadah, from Abu
90
Muhammad, 47:4.
nAl-Mawsu'ah al-fiqhiyyah, 4:200-201, 32:45; and al-Mawardl, al-Ahkam al-sultaniyyah, p. 168; and
al-Shanqltl Muhammad al-Amln, Adwa' al-bayan, 6:417-419; and Sayyid Sabiq, Fiqh al-simnah,
2:686; and The 'Tafsir' of al-Qurtubl, 16:226; and al-MirdawI, 'al-Insafflmasa'il al-khilaf, 4:129.
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Qatadah, that the Messenger of Allah said: "One who can prove that he has
92
slain someone has the right of the spoils."
[150] Ahmad, from Abu al-Mughlrah, from Safwan b. 'Amr, from 'Abd al-
Rahman b. Jubayr, from his father, that 'Awf b. Malik, and Khalid b. al-
Walld both said: "The Messenger of Allah did not make spoils of war subject
to the khumus tax."93
[Issue 61] Sanctuary granted by a slave is right and proper.
Abu Hanifah said no, unless the slave's master has given him permission to take
part in the fighting.
[151] Al-A'mash, from Ibrahim al-Tayml, that his father said: " 'All addressed us
and said: 'Whoever thinks that we have something which we read other than
92 i -isahlh. This is part of a lengthy hadith related by al-Bukhan no.3142 p.253; Muslim in al-Jihad;
Chapter 'The right of the killer in the booty ofthe one he kills.' no. 1751 p.988; Ahmad 5:306; Abu
Dawud 2717 p. 1425; al-Tirmidhl 1562 p. 1812; Ibn Majah 2837 p. 2648; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-
kubra, 6:220. There are other transmissions for the hadith.
(i) Abu Hurayrah in al-Musnad of Ahmad 3:114.
(ii) Anas b. Malik also in al-Musnad of Ahmad 3:190, 279.
93 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 6:26; 4:90, 355; Abu Dawud 2721 p. 1426. Ibn Hajar al-'Asqqlanl
said: "It exsists in a lengthy hadith related by Muslim." See Ibn Hajar, al-Talkhisal-habir, 3:105;
Muslim 1753 p. 988.
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the book of Allah, and this document in which there is mentioned camels'
ages and some things about the blood money for wounds (Jirahal), has
spoken falsely. In it is says: 'The dhimmah of Allah is one and even the
lowliest amongst the Muslims can grant their protection.' "94
[152] Sulayman b. Bilal, from Kathlr b. Zayd, from al-Walld b. Rabah, from Abu
Hurayrah, from the Prophet (s.a.s) who said: 'Even the lowliest of my
ummah may grant its protection.'95 This was related by Ahmad.
[153] (Muslim). Abu Salih, from Abu Hurayrah in a marfu' form: 'The dhimmah
of the Muslims is one, even the lowliest may grant protection.'96
[154] 'Asim al-Ahwal related that Fudayl b. Zayd said: "A slave granted
sanctuary to a group of people and 'Umar ratified it."97 Sa'Id related this in
his Sunan.
Q4
sahih. It was related by Ahmad 1:81; al-Bukhari, al-jami'al-sahih, 3172 p. 256; Muslim 1370 p.
905; Ibn Abl Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf 6:514.
95 hasan. It was related by Ahmad from Abu Hurayrah 2:365; and al-Hakim Muhammad b. 'Abd
Allah, al-Mustadrak, 2:141; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 9:94. See also hadith 2.
96 sahih. It was related by Muslim 1371 p. 905-906; Ahmad 2:398; Ibn Abl Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd
Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf, 6:514.
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7.2 CAVALRY98
[Issue 62] A horseman is entitled to three shares (in the spoils).
Abu Hanlfah said: two shares.
[155] Ibn al-Mubarak, from Fulayh b. Muhammad, from al-Mundhir b. al-
Zubayr, that his father said: "The Prophet gave al-Zubayr one share, and
99
his horse two shares."
[156] Muhammad b. Humran, n. 'Abd Allah b. Busr, from Abu Kabshah al-
Anmari who said: "When the Messenger of Allah conquered Mecca, al-
Zubayr was on his left flank, and al-Miqdad on his right flank. When the
Messenger of Allah entered Mecca, and the people had quietened down, the
97 sahlh. It was related by Sa'id b. Mansur no. 2609 2:233, from Abu Mu'awiyah, from, 'Asim, from




Munqati'. It was related by Ahmad 3:18 ed. Ahmad Shakir, al-Nasa'13623 p. 2325. al-Bukhari
mentioned Fulayh b. Muhammad b. al-Mundhir b. al-Zubayr. He stated that his transmission from his
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Messenger of Allah secluded himself with their [i.e. al-Zubayr and al-
Miqdad] horses and began to wipe the dust from them and said: 'I have set
the entitlement of a horse at two shares and for a rider one share. Whoever
gives them less may Allah give him less."100
I [i.e. al-Dhahabl] say: 'Abd Allah b. Busr is al-Hubranl. He is considered to be
da'ifand al-Nasa'i said: he is not thiqah.
[157] Qays b. al-Rabl', from Muhammad b. 'All, from Abu Hazim, that Abu
Ruhm said: "I and my brother took part in a military raid with the
Messenger of Allah (s.a.s) and we had two horses with us. He gave us six
shares."101
This was related by al-Daraqutni.
I [i.e.al-Dhahabi] say: Qays is da'if.
father is mursal [i.e. disconected.] al-Tarikh al-kabir, 7:133 no. 603. See also Ibn Hajar, Ta'jil al-
manfa'ah bi rijal al-'a'immah al-arba'ah, 1:335; al-Zayla'i, Nasb al-rayah, 3:415.
100
da'If. It was related by al-Daraqutnl 4:101; al-Tabaranl, al-Mujam al-KabU, 22:342; al-Bayhaqi,
al-Sunan al-kubra, 6:327; In the isnad there is 'Abd Allah b. Busr al-Hubranl. He was considered
da'ifby Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl, Taqrib al-Tahdhib, p. 494.
101
da'if. It was related by al-Daraqutnl 4:101. He has another isnad for it which is from Ibn 'Ayyash,
from 'Ishaq b. Abl Farwah, from Abl Hazim, from from Abu Ruhm. It was also related by al-
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[158] Abu Usamah, from 'Ubayd Allah, from Naf!', that Ibn'Umar said: "The
102
Messenger of Allah gave a horse two shares and its owner one share."
The others argue using:
[159] Ahmad, from Ishaq b. 'Isa, from Mujammi' b. Ya'qub, from his father,
from his uncle 'Abd al-Rahman b. Yazld, that his uncle Mujammi' b. Jariya
said: "The Messenger of Allah apportioned [the spoils] at Khaybar and gave
horsemen two shares and the foot-soldiers one share."103
Abu Dawud says: this contains error (wahm).
Tabarani, al-Mujam al-Kabjr, 19:186; Abu Ya'la, al-Musnad, 12:297; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunanal-
kubra, 6:326. Ibn Abi Farwah is very weak. See also, al-Zayla'I, Nasb al-rayah,3:414.
102 sahlh. It was related by al-Daraqutnl 4:102; Ahmad 2:41; al-Bukhari, al-jami'al-sahlh, 2863 p.
230; Muslim 1762 p. 990; Abu Dawud 2733 p. 1426; al-Tirmidhl 1554 p. 1811; Ibn Majah 2854 p.
2649; Sa'Id b. Mansur 2:278 no. 2762.
103
da'If. It was related lengthily by Ahmad 3:420; Abu Dawud 2736, 3015 p. 1427, 1450; al-
Daraqutni 4:105-106; Ibn Abi Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf 6:493.
Abu Dawud said: "The hadtth of Abu Mu'awiyah [i.e. one of transmitters in hadith 155] is more
correct and is acted upon. I consider an error in Mujammi's version as for his mention '300 cavaliers'
while they were 200 only." Ibn 'Abd al-Barr is of the same openion in his al-Tamhld, 24:237. See also
al-Zayla'i, Nasb al-rayah, 3:416.
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[160] Ibn Numayr, from 'Ubayd Allah, from Nafi', that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah gave to horsemen two shares and to foot-soldiers one
share."104
This was related by Abu Bakr al-Naysaburl, from al-Ramadl, from Abu Bakr b.
Abi Shaybah, from Ibn Numayr.
He [i.e. Abu Bakr al-Naysaburl] said: This is the wahm of Ibn Abi Shaybah, or
al-Ramadl, because Ahmad b. Hanbal, 'Abd al-Rahman b. Bishr, and others
relate this hadffli from Ibn Numayr in a form other than this.
He said: This is also related by Nu'aym b. Hammad, from Ibn al-Mubarak,
from 'Ubayd Allah in the same way as it is by Ibn Abi Shaybah, so perhaps the
wahm is from Nu'aym.105
[Issue 63] A share is given to [a man who has] two horses
The majority say that he is not given a share for more than one horse.
104
da'if. It was related by Ahmad 2:2; al-Daraqutni 4:106. This version contradicts the sound
mentioned-above transmission from Ibn 'Umar. See hadrth 155; and Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Tahqlq, 2:245.
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[161] Sa'id b. Mansur relates, from Ibn 'Ayyash, that al-Awza'i said: 'The
Messenger of Allah would give a share for cavalry, but would not give a man
106 107
shares for more than two horses, even if he had ten horses with him ."
[162] Sa'id relates, from Faraj b. Fadalah, from al-Zubaydl, that al-Zuhri said:
'"Umar wrote to Abu 'Ubaydah: I will give two shares for a single horse,
and four shares for two horses, and for their owner one share, which makes
five shares. Any more than two horses will be disregarded."108
[Issue 64] In captivity, families are not to be split up
The majority say that it is allowed, despite the differences of opinion regarding
selling them, as has been mentioned.109
105




mu'dal. This is related by Sa'id b. Mansur 2: 281 no. 2774 and al-Daraqutni 4:106. It is
disconnected between al-Awza'I and the Prophet.
108
da'lf. This is related by Sa'id b. Mansur 2: 281 no. 2775. It is disconnected between al-Zuhri and
'Umar.
109
see Ibn al-JawzI, al-Tahqlq, 2:191-193.
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[163] The hadith of Abu Musa: "May Allah curse anyone who separates a mother
from her child."110
[Issue 65] If one or both parents of a child are not known, the child is considered
to be a Muslim.
This is in opposition to the majority.
[164] (Bukhari and Muslim): Hammam, from Abu Hurayrah, that the Messenger
of Allah said: "No child is born other than on theJitrah, and it is his parents
who make him a Jew or a Christian." 111
110 sahlh. It was related by al-Daraqutm, 3:67. There are other transmissions for this haditk.
(i) From Abu Ayyub that the Prophet said: "If anyone separate a mother from her child,
Allah would separate him from his dears on the Day of Rising." This was related by Ahmad
5:413,414; al-Tirmidhl 1566 p. 1813; al-Hakim Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 2:55.
al-Tirmidhl said: "This hadrth is hasan and gharib. The people of knowledge amongst the
Companions of the Prophet and others acted upon it. They disliked to separate between captives
i.e. a mother and her child, or a child and his father, or between brothers."
(ii) From 'Imran b. Husayn that the Prophet said: "If anyone separate [i.e. a mother from
her child] is cursed." It was related by al-Hakim Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 2:55,
who said that it is sahlh.
See also, al-Daraqutnl, al-'Ilal, 3:272; and 7:217 Ibn al-Kharrat 'Abd al-Haqq al-Ashbili, al-Ahkam
al-wusta, 3:262-263.
111 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 2:253, 315, 346; al-Bukharl in al-Jana'iz; Chapter 'Ifthe child
becomes a Muslim then dies' no.1359 p. 106; Muslim in al-Qadar; Chapter 'The meaning ofevery
newborn is born upon thefitrah' no.2658 p.l 141; al-Tirmidhi 2138 p. 1866.
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[Issue 66] If a person takes booty before it has been apportioned, his saddlebags
should be burnt except for weapons, copies of the Qur'an, and animals.
The majority say that this is not permitted.
[165] Al-DarawardI, from Salih b. Muhammad b. Za'idah, from Salim b.'Abd
Allah that he was with Maslamah in the territory of the Byzantines and he
found some illicit spoils {ghulut) in the belongings of a man. He asked Salim,
and Salim said: 'Abd Allah related to me, from 'Umar, that the Messenger
of Allah said: "If you find some illicit spoils in the belongings of someone
then burn them." He [i.e. the narrator] said: 'I think he said: "And beat the
man." He (the narrator) said: His belongings were taken to the market and
amongst them was found a copy of the Qur'an, so he [i.e. Maslamah] asked
112
Salim and he said: 'Sell it and give away the proceeds as charity.' "
Salih was considered da'If by Yahya and al-Daraqutnl, and he (i.e. al-
Daraqutnl) said: "No one followed him in this narration, and it has no chain of
authority."
112
da'If. It was related by Ahmad 1:218; no.144. Ed. Ahmad shakir; Abu Dawud 2713 p. 1425; al-
Tirmidhi 1461 p. 1801; al-Hakim Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 2:127. Al-Bukhari said:
Salih is munkar al-hadlth (very weak). Al-DhahabI contradicted himself when he weakened Salih in
his al-Kashif and al-Mkan, while in his commentary on al-Mustadrak authenticated his transmission.
See also, Ibn 'AdI, al-Kamilfldu 'afa' al-rijal, 4:58.
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Ahmad said that he did not see any fault in Salih.
[Issue 67] Gifts to officials are treated as the rest of the wealth of the group, and
they do not have a specific right over them
It is also related from Ahmad that they do have specific right over them, as was
the opinion of Abu Hanifah.
[166] (Bukharl and Muslim): Al-Zuhri, from 'Urwah, that Abu Humayd al-Sa'idi
said: "The Messenger of Allah employed a man named Ibn al-Lutbiyyah to
collect the sadaqah (charity). The man came later and said: 'This is for you,
113
and this was gifted to me.' Had he not sat in the house of his parents to see
if they would give to him or not! By Allah, Not one of you will bring
something of this kind but will come on the day of resurrection with it round
his neck.' 114
113
Missing from this is: "The Messenger of Allah stood up at the pulpit and said: 'What is with the
employee who we send on an errand and who comes and says this is for you and this was gifted to me.
.This is the wording of Ahmad in al-Musnad, 5:423.
114 sahih. It was related by Ahmad 5:423; and al-Bukhari in al-Ahkam\ Chapter 'The gifts of
employees' no.7174 p. 598; Muslim in al-lmarah; Chapter 'Forbidding the gifts of employees.'
no. 1832 p. 1007; Abu Dawud 2946 p. 1443.
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[167] Ahmad, from Ishaq b. 'Isa, from Isma'Il b. 'Ayyash, from Yahya b. Sa'id,
from 'Urwah, from Abu Humayd al-Sa'idi that the Messenger of Allah115
said: "Gifts to officials are illicit spoils {ghulul)."116
[168] It is also related from Ibn 'Abbas in a marfu' form: "Gifts to officials are
illicit spoils {ghulul).'
7.3 TERRITORIES
[Issue 68] Mecca was conquered by force of arms





sahih. It was related by Ahmad 5:424; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 10:138; Ibn 'AdI, al-Kamil,
1:295 all from Abl Humaid. There are other transmissions from other Companions:
(i) From Jabir b. Abd Allah that the Prophet said: "Gifts to officials are illicit spoils
(ghulul)." It was related by al-Tabaranl, al-Mu'jam al-Awsat, 5:509 no. 4966. See also, Ibn 'Abd
al-Barr, al-Tamhld, 2:10.
( ii ) From Abu Hurayrah. It was related by al-Tabaranl Sulayman b. Ahmad, al-Mu'jam al-
Awsat, 8:415 no. 7848.
( iii) From Ibn 'Abbas. It was related by al-Tabaranl Sulayman b. Ahmad, al-Mu'jam al-
Awsat, 7:458 "Gifts to the Imam [i.e. President] are illicit spoils {ghulul)" Ibn Hajar weakened
all the transmissions in his al-Talkhlsal-hablr, 4:189-190. See also, al-Albani, 'lrwa' al-ghalEJJ
takhrig ahadlth Manar al-sabE, 8:246.
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[169] (Bukhari and Muslim). al-Layth, from al-Maqburl, from Abu Shurayh, that
the Prophet said the day after the conquest of Mecca: "Mecca has been
sanctified by Allah, and not by the people. It is not permitted for one who
has faith in Allah and the last day to spill blood within her boundaries, nor
to fell a tree, and if anyone takes it upon himself (to fight) because of the
fighting of the Messenger of Allah, then say: Allah has given permission to
His Messenger, and has not given permission to you. Indeed He gave
permission to me for a time during a day, and the sanctity of Mecca today
has returned to what it was yesterday. So let those present inform those
absent.' 117
[170] (Bukhari and Muslim): Al-Awza'i, from Yahya, from Abu Salamah, from
Abu Hurayrah, that the Prophet said: "Allah kept the elephant away from
Mecca, and gave the Messenger of Allah and the believers dominion over it.
Indeed, (killing) is not permitted to anyone henceforth, and I was only
118
permitted for a time on one day."
117 sahih. It was related by Ahmad 6:385; 4:32; al-Bukhari in Jaza* al-Sayd\ Chapter 'The trees ofa
sanctuary are not to he cut' no. 1832 p. 143; Muslim in al-Hajj\ Chapter 'The sanctification ofMecca'
no.1354 p.903; al-Tirmidhl 1406 p. 1794; al-Nasa'12879 p. 2273; al-Daraqutnl 3:95-96.
118 sahih. It was related by al-al-Bukharf, al-jami' al-sahih, in al-Luqatah, Chapter 'How the finds of
the people ofMecca are recognised no.2434 p. 191; Muslim in al-Hajj\ Chapter 'The sanctification of
Mecca' no.1355 p.904; Abu Dawud 2017 p. 1371; Ahmad 2:238; al-Daraqutni 3:97-98.
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[171] (Muslim): Sulayman b. al-Mughlrah, from Thabit, from 'Abd Allah b.
Rabah, that Abu Hurayrah mentioned the conquest of Mecca and said: "The
Prophet approached and entered Mecca, and sent al-Zubayr on one flank,
Khalid on the other flank, and Abu 'Ubaydah on those not heavily armed.
They took the lower reaches of the valley, while the Messenger of Allah was
with his detachment of troops. The Quraysh had already gathered their
mobs and had said: 'We will send them forward and if they gain anything we
will be with them, and if they are struck down we will give whatever is asked
of us.' Abu Hurayrah said: 'He [i.e. the Prophet] noticed this and said to me:
'O Abu Hurayrah'. I said: 'At your service O Messenger of Allah. 'He said:
'Call the Ansar for me, and let none come but the Ansar? So I called for
them and they came and surrounded him. He said: 'Do you see the mobs of
the Quraysh and their followers?' Then he said with one hand upon the
other: Mow them down thoroughly until we join up at al-Safa' Abu
119
Hurayrah said: 'So we charged and killed those that we wished of them.
Then Abu Sufyan said: ' The best of the Quraysh have been exposed to being
killed, and after today there will be no Quraysh.' Then the Messenger of
Allah said: 'He who locks his door will be safe. He who enters the house of
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Abu Sufyan will be safe.' So the people locked their doors. Then the
Messenger of Allah approached the Stone [i.e. the Black Stone of the
Ka'bah] and touched it, then circumambulated the House and in his hand
was a bow which he was holding by its curved part. During his
circumambulation, he came across an idol at the side of the house, which
they [i.e. the polytheists] worshipped. He began stabbing it in its eyes and
saying: 'Truth has come and falsehood has perished.' Then he went to al-
Safa and scaled it from where he could look at the House. He raised his
hands to the sky and began to invoke the name of Allah as much as he
120
wished and supplicate to Him."
[172] Muhammad b. al-Hasan b. Zabalah, from Malik, from Hisham, from his
father, from 'A'ishah that The Messenger of Allah said: "Other cities were




sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 2:538; Muslim in al-Jihad\ no.1780 p.995; Ibn Abi Shaybah Abu
Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf 7:397; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 9:117; Ibn
Hibban, 11:73-76 no. 4760.
121
da'if jiddan (very weak.) It was related by Ibn 'AdI, al-Kamil, 6: 2810 from Ibn Zabalah
Muhammad b. al-hasan who was accused by many hadih jurists as a lier. See also Ibn al-JawzI, al-
Mawdu'at, 2:127.
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Ahmad said: This hadSh is munkar, and is one of the sayings of Malik. I have
seen this Shaykh - meaning Ibn Zabalah - and he was a liar (kadhdhab).
[Issue 69] The selling of areas of Mecca is allowed.
This is also the opinion of al-Shafi'L
Also from Ahmad: It is not allowed.
This is based upon the difference between lands conquered by treaty and those
conquered by force. Ifwe say the land was conquered by force, it becomes part
of the endowments (awqaf) of the Muslims. Ifwe say it was conquered through a
treaty, then it remains in the hands of its populace.
[Issue 70] If a land is conquered by force, then the Imam has the choice of either
apportioning it amongst those who have seized it or endowing it to the
Muslims.
From Ahmad also: Apportioning it is mandatory, as Malik said.
Abu Hanifah said: He has the choice between apportioning it, or letting it
remain with the populace with them paying the kharaj (land tax), or moving
them out and bringing another people who will pay the kharaj. He [i.e. the
Imam] does not have the option of making it an endowment.
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[173] (Abu Dawud): Asad b. Musa, from Yahya b. Zakariyya, from Sufyan, from
Yahya b. Sa'Id, from Bashir b. Yasar, that Sahl b. Abi Hathmah said: "The
Messenger of Allah apportioned Khaybar into two halves: half for
contingencies and for his needs, and half amongst the Muslims which he split
122
into eighteen shares."
[Issue 71] It is permissible to make nafl (supererogatory payments) from four-
fifths of the booty.
Malik and al-Shafi'I said: It should be from a fifth of the fifth that is for the
commonweal.
[174] (Bukhari and Muslim): Ayyub, from Nafi', that Ibn 'Umar said: "The
Messenger of Allah sent a raiding party to Najd. The booty for each person
numbered 12 camels, and the Messenger of Allah paid out a bonus (najl) of
123
one camel to each person."
122
sahih. It was related by Abu Dawud In al-Kharraj\ Chapter 'Regarding the land ofKhaybar'
no.3010 p.1449-1450; al-Tabaranl, al-Mu'jam al-Kabir, 6:102; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 6:317.
Ibn Hajar authenticated the hadith in his Fath al-Bari, 6:203.
123 sahih. It was related by Ahmad 2:10, 151; 2:55; and from 'Ubayd Allah, from NafT; and 2:62,
112 from Malik, from Nafi'; al-Bukhari in ,al-Jami' al-Sahih, al-Maghazr, Chapter 'The raiding
party that went to Najd no.4338 p.355; Mulsim in al-Jihad] Chapter 'Public estates' no. 1749 p.987;
Abu Dawud 2744 p. 1427; al-Tabarani Sulayman b. Ahmad, al-Mu'jam al-Kabir, 12:385 no. 13426;
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[175] Al-'AIa' b. al-Harith, from124 Makhul, from Ziyad b. Jariyah, that Habib b.
Maslamah said: "The Messenger of Allah distributed as nafl one-fourth after
125
the khumus at the outset, and one-third after the khumus on his return."
[Issue 72] The wealth of the troops surplus to the commonweal belongs to all of
the Muslim community, the poor and the rich.
Al-Shafi'I said: It is specifically for the commonweal.
[176] Al-Zuhri, from Malik b. Aws b. al-Hadathan, that 'Umar said: "Allah
conferred upon His Prophet that which He did not grant to others when He
said: 'Whatever booty from them Allah has given to His Messenger and you
spurred on neither horse nor camel in its acquisition, [but Allah gives power




125 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 4:160; Abu Dawud 2749 p. 1428; Ibn Majah 2851 p. 2649; 'Abd
al-Razzaq al-San'anl, al-Musannaf, 5:189; Sa'Id b. Mansur 2:262 no. 2702; Ibn Hibban, 11:165 no.
4835; al-Hakim Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 2:133; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra,
6:313. Both al-Hakim and al-Dhahabt considered the hadlth as sahlh.
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126
to His Messengers over any one He wills, Allah has power over all things]'
So this was for the Messenger of Allah only but he did not prefer it for
himself over you, nor did he possess it rather than you but he used to expend
it on his family for a year and make the remainder as the wealth of Allah,
exalted is he."127
The point of the evidence here is that the Qur'anic verses encompass all people.
7.4 JIZYAH
[Issue 73] The Magians do not have a holy book.
This is in opposition to one of the two opinions of al-Shafi'L
[177] (Abu Dawud): Muhammad b. Bilal, from 'Imran al-Qattan, from Abu
Jamrah, that Ibn 'Abbas said: "When the people of Persia's prophet died,
Iblis wrote Magianism for them."128
126
al-Hashr 59: 7.
127 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 1:25, 47, 48, 49; al-Bukharl, al-jami'al-sahlh, 2904 p. 233;
Muslim 1757 p. 989; Abu Dawud 2963 p. 1444; al-Tirmidhl 1719 p. 1827; al-Nasa'14145 p. 2358;
al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 6: 296.
128 hasan. It was related by Abu Dawud, Chapter 'Regarding the taking of the Jizyahfrom the
Magians' no.3042 p. 1452. This relation is in a mawquf form. In fact, such a profound historical
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[178] Al-Shafi'I, from Sufyan, from Sa'id b. al-Marzuban, that Nasr b. 'Asim said:
"Farwah b. Nawfal said: 'On what basis is the jizyah taken from the Magians
when they are not a people of the Book?' Al-Mustawrid stood up to him and
took him by the neck and said: 'O enemy of Allah, do you question Abu
Bakr, 'Umar and 'All who all took the jizyah from them?' Then he took him
to the palace, and 'All came out to them and said: 'Wait, I am the most
knowledgeable about the Magians. They have divine knowledge, which they
teach, and a holy book, which they study. Their king once became drunk,
and fell upon his daughter or his mother but was seen by one of his subjects.
When the king became sober they came to carry out the hadd but he stopped
them and called upon his subjects and said: 'Do you know a religion better
than that of 'Adam? He used to marry off his sons to his daughters. I am of
the religion of 'Adam, so what is it that takes you away from his religion?'
The people followed him, and fought all those who opposed him until they
had killed them. So they found, after having been going according their
book, that the knowledge that their breasts held vanished, while they were a
information can not be known by mere intellect. He either heard from the Prophet or the people of the
book.
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people of the Book. The Messenger of Allah (s.a.s), Abu Bakr, and 'Umar all
took the jizyah from them."129
Sa'Id has been considered to be da'If.
[179] Malik, from Ja'far b. Muhammad, that his father said: " 'Umar b. al-
Khattab mentioned the Magians and said: 'I do not know what to do
regarding them.' So 'Abd al-Rahman b. 'Awf said to him: 'I testify that I
heard the Messenger of Allah say: 'Treat them as you treat the people of the
Book."130
[180] Ibn 'Uyaynah, from 'Amr, who heard Bajalah saying: " 'Umar did not
accept the jizyah from the Magians until Ibn 'Awf testified that the
Messenger of Allah had taken it from the Magians of Hajar."131
129 _i _da 'if. It was related by al-Shafi'I, Badai' al-minanfl tartib musnad al-Shafi 7 wa al-sunan:2:35;
no.1185, al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra 9:188-189; 'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'anl, al-Musannaf no.
10029 6:70; Abu Ya'la, al-Musnad, no. 301 1:256-257. In the chain Sa'Id b. al-Marzuban who was
accused by many scholars i.e. al-Bukharl, Ibn Ma'In and al-Fallas as da'if. Abu Zur'ah said he was
saduq and mudallis. The relation was rejected by Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Dhahabl and al-Haythaml in his
Majma' al-Zawa'id, 6:5. However, Ibn Hajar considered it as hasan in his Fath al-Barf 6:261. See
also, Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, al-Tamhld, 2:119; and al-Dhahabl, Mizan al-'i'tidal, 2:347-348.
130
munqati'. It was related by Malik no. 43 p. 107 Bewley; Ibn Abi Shaybah Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah
b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf, 6:433 no. 32641; 'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'anl, al-Musannaf, 10:325 no.
19253. Ibn 'Abd al-Barr said: "This hadSh is munqati' (disconnected) as for Muhammad b. 'All did
not meet 'Umar." al-Tamhld, 2:114; See also al-Zayla'I, Nasb al-rayah, 3:448.
131 sahlh. It was related by Ahmad 1:194; al-Bukharl, al-jami'al-sahlh, 3156, 3157 p. 255; Abu
Dawud 3043 p. 1452; al-Tirmidhl 1586, 1587 p. 1815; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 8:247-248. See
also, Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, al-Tamhld, 2:125.
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The people of knowledge have differed in this issue. The majority, Abu Hanlfah,
Malik, and Ahmad held the opinion that the Magians are not among the 'People of
the Book'. Al-Shafi'i held the opinion that they are among the 'People of the Book'.
If they are not among the 'People of the Book', then it is permissibe to take the
jizyah tax from every non-believer, by analogy with the Magians. This is the opinion
of Abu Hanlfah and Malik, and is in one of two reports from Ahmad. If they are
among the 'People of the Book', then the jizyah tax is only to be taken from the
'People of the Book', who are the Jews, the Christians, and the Magians. This is the
opinion of al-Shafi'I and of another report from Ahmad. As for all other non-
believers, only their acceptance of Islam will be accepted from them or death. Abu
Hanlfah excepted from this idol-worshippers amongst the Arabs and only accepted
from them their entry into Islam or death. The opinion that it is permissible to accept
the jizyah tax from an unbeliever as long as he is not an apostate from Islam is more
correct on the basis of evidence, as will become clear from the following study and
the discussion of the evidence of each group.
Those who hold that the jizyah tax should be taken from the 'People of the Book'
and not other unbelievers argue using a report from 'All b. Abi Talib who, when he
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132
was asked about the Magians, said that they were of the'People of the Book'.
They say that the divine books were not only the Torah and the Evangel but that
Allah had sent down other books; for example the book of Abraham, referred to in
the Qur'an as the Suhuf °f Abraham,133 and the book of David, the 'Zab ur' or
Psalms. The commandment to fight the Polytheists is to be found in the Qur'an:
"Fight the mushrikun totally just as they fight you totally."134 i.e. ntil they enter into
Islam, and the 'People of the Book' have been singled out for paying thejizyah tax.
There exists in the sunnah that the Magians are part of the'People of the Book',
while other unbelievers remain under the general commandment to be fought until
they accept Islam, and it is not proven that the Prophet accepted the jizyah tax from
them, which shows that the jizyah is specific to the people of the three religions; the
Jews, the Christians and the Magians, whether they be Arabs or non-Arabs, the
135
criterion being religion and not lineage. They also argue using the report that
'Umar b. al-Khattab suspended judgement above them until 'Abd al-Rahman b.
' Awf testified to him that the Prophet had accepted the jizyah from the Magians of
132
See hadith no. 174.
133 See the Qur'an, Surah al-A'la, 87:18-19.
134 Al-Tawbah- 9:36.
135
See al-ShafCI, al-Umm, 4:255.
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136
Hajar." They said that were the jizyah to be taken from every unbeliever, then
'Uinar would not have suspended judgement regarding the Magians.
— — 1VI
The majority ofjurists reply to the hadith of 'All saying that it is not authentic. As
i — 1
for the hadith, "Treat them as you treat the People of the Book", this is an
indication that they are not actually 'People of the Book' but are to be treated in the
same way as the 'People of the Book' in that the jizyah tax is to be taken from them.
It is not proven that they are 'People of the Book' nor that they have a Book. If they
had been 'People of the Book', then 'Umar would not have suspended judgement
about them until one of the Prophetic Companions mentioned to him the hadith
"Treat them as you treat the 'People of the Book' ". There is no difference between
them and other idol worshippers. The majority ofjurists sought to prove that it is
permissible to take the jizyah tax from the rest of the unbelievers by the hadith of
Buraydah who said: "when the Messenger of Allah gave orders to the leader of an
army or troop, he would enjoin upon him God-fearing piety and he would enjoin the
good upon those Muslims who were with him. Then he would say, 'Attack in the
136
It was related by al-Bukhari, no.3157, section on Jizyah; and al-TirmidhIno.1586; and Abu
Dawud no.3043. al-Tirmidhi said: It is hasan and sahlh.
137
See the commentary on hadith no. 174.
138 - -
This was related by Malik, al-Muwatta', section on 'Zakatno.617. 'From Ja'far b. Muhammad
b. 'All, from his father that 'Umar b. al-Khattab mentioned the Zoroastrians saying: 'I do not know
how to treat them' 'Abd al-Rahman b. 'Awf said:'I testify that I heard the Prophet saying:'Treat
them as you treat the People of the Book.'
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Name of Allah and in the way of Allah and fight those who disbelieve in Allah. Do
not take booty, do not betray, do not mutilate, and do not kill children. When you
meet your enemy from amongst the Polytheists then invite them to three things and
139whichever they take then accept it from them and stay your hands from them ...'
The three things mentioned are Islam, the jizyah, or being fought. This is in general
terms in which no specific group of the Polytheists are mentioned. The Qur'anic
verse points to the legality of taking thejizyah from the 'People of the Book' but it
does not give them the monopoly in this law. Hence, the jizyah is taken from the
'People of the Book' based on the Qur'an and from the rest of the unbelievers based
on the authentic sunnah. The majority ofjurists reply to the fact that the Prophet did
not take the jizyah from the idol worshippers because thejizyah came into force in
the year of the battle of Tabuk in the ninth year of the Hijrah (=930), one year before
the death of the Prophet.140 The entire Arabian peninsula had entered Islam so the
Prophet did not take the jizyah from the Jews of Madlnah because of the peace treaty
between him and the Jews made in the first year of the Hijrah and thejizyah had not
yet been instigated.141
139 —
This was related by Muslim, section on jihad, no. 1731; and Abu Dawud, section on jihad,
no.2613; and Ibn Majah section on jihad, no.2858, all related it from Buraydah b. al-Husayb.
140
See the ' Tafslr' of Ibn Jarir al-Tabari, 14:200.
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[Issue 74] If a harbi passes through in trade, one-tenth is taken from him. If he is
a dhimmT, one-twentieth is taken.
Abu Hanlfah said: Nothing is taken from him unless they take from us.
Malik said: It is taken from them when they sell their wares.
Al-Shafi'T said: If this is a condition upon them then taking it is permissible.
[181] Ahmad, from Jarlr, from 'Ata' b. al-Sa'ib, from Harb b. Hilal, that Abu
Umayyah, a man from the tribe of Taghlib, heard the Messenger of Allah
saying: "Tithes are not paid by the Muslims. Tithes are paid by the Jews and
Christians."142
[182] 'Abd al-Salam b. Harb, from 'Ata', from Harb b. 'Ubayd Allah al-Thaqafi,
that his grandfather, who was a man from the tribe of Taghlib, said: "I went
to the Prophet and became a Muslim, and he taught me Islam, and how I
should collect the zakat from my people. I said: 'O Messenger of Allah,
141
See Ibn Kathir, al-Bidayah wa al-Nihayah, 4:554-558.
142
da'if. It was related by Ahmad 5:410; Abu Dawud 3046 p. 1452; Ibn Abl Shaybah Abu Bakr
'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, al-Musannaf, 2:416 no. 10574; Ibn Sa'd, al-Tabaqat, 6:59; al-Bayhaql, al-
Sunan al-kubra, 9:211. He mentioned Abu Hamdah instead of Abu 'Umayyah. al-Bukhari weakened
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should I collect tithes from them?' He said: 'No, tithes are upon the
Christians and Jews."143
[Issue 75] If a <//;/wm/blasphemes against Allah, His Prophet, or His Books, his
covenant is invalidated.
Abu Hanlfah said: This does not invalidate it.
[183] (Abu Dawud): Isma'Il b. Ja'far, from Isra'Il, from 'Uthman al-Shahham,
from 'Ikrimah, that Ibn 'Abbas said: "A blind man lived at the time of the
Messenger of Allah and had a concubine144 who used to curse the Messenger
of Allah. He would rebuke her [but she would not be rebuked]145 and he
would exhort her not to but she would not cease. One night when she started
slandering the Prophet, he took up a pick, put it in her belly, leant on it, and
killed her. This was mentioned to the Prophet who gathered the people and
it due to the idtirab (link disorder). Al-Tarikh al-kabir, 3:60. See also, al-Tirmidhi, al- 'Ilal, p. 103; al-
Haythaml, Majma' al-zwa'id, 2:259.
143
da'If. It was related by Abu Dawud 3049 p. 1452; Ahmad 5:410; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra,
9:199. This is another transmission for the previous hadRh 177.
144
A slave woman who begets a child for her master.
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exhorted them. Then the blind man approached trembling and said, I am the
concerned, she was cursing you and slandering you ...(to the end of the
story). So the Prophet said: 'Bear witness that her blood is without
recompense (hadar)^ "146
[184] (al-Nasa'I): Shu'bah, from Tawbah al-'Anbarl, from 'Abd Allah b.
Qudamah, that Abu Barzah said: "A man spoke rudely to Abu Bakr al-
Siddlq so I said: 'Shall I kill him?' But Abu Bakr chided me and said: 'This
is not the right of anyone after the Messenger of Allah'.147"148
In the opinion of the Hanbalites, if a dhimmldoes this he will break his covenant.
They have also stipulated other matters including the refusal to pay the jizyah, or the
refusal to adopt the laws of Islam, or gathering to fight the Muslims, or committing
145
This is not found in the original. It is in the Sunan of Abu Dawud in hudud; Chapter The law
relating to he who curses the Prophet, no.4361.
146 sahlh. It was related by Abu Dawud In Hudud, Chapter 7he law relating to the blasphemer
against the Prophet no.4361 p.1541; al-Nasa'I 4075 p. 2354; and al-Daraqutnl 3:112; al-Hakim
Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Mustadrak, 4:354; al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, 10:131. Both al-





sahih. It was related by al-Nasa'I In Muharabah, Chapter The law regarding one who curses the
Prophet no.4076 p.2354; Abu Dawud 4363 p. 1541; Ahmad 1:9; al-Hakim Muhammad b.'Abd
Allah, al-Mustadrak, 4:354-355. Both al-Hakim and al-Dhahabl said it is sahlh and in accordance to
the conditions of Bukhari and Muslim.
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adultery with a Muslim woman or marrying her, or turning a Muslim away from his
religion, or blocking the highway, or aiding the Polytheists against the Muslims by
spying against them and the like. Other schools have agreed upon some of these
matters including killing Muslims, refusal of the jizyah, and refusal to adopt the laws
of Islam. They have disputed about others. Al-Shafi'I said that they do not amount to
a breaking of the covenant unless the Imam has stipulated these things in the contract
of the covenant. If he has not stipulated them then they do not break the contract.
Whoever breaks his contract by one of the aforementioned infringements will be
treated as a harbl. The infringement will be specific to him and will not apply to his
relatives. Whoever does something which does not infringe the contract like slander
or theft will be punished according to the crime; if it warrants the hadd, then it will
be carried out upon him, otherwise he will be given ta 'zir (exemplary
punishment).149
[Issue 76] If the Imam makes a covenant with a people that whoever among them
comes as a Muslim will be returned to them, or a compromise should
be reached with them through money given to them by the Imam, the
covenant should be honoured.
149
See Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughni, 13:236-239; and Ibn al-Qayyim, Ahkam ahl al-dhimmah, 3:1357.
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Al-Shafi'I said: It is not honoured except when the man who comes as a Muslim
has a family who wish to prohibit him and he is returned to them.
[185] (Bukhari): 'Urwah, from al-Miswar, and Marwan who both said: 'The
Messenger of Allah went out (from Madinah) at the time of al-Hudaybiyah
and they wrote amongst themselves a document, and he sent back Abu
Jandal [i.e. to his people], then returned to Madinah. Then Abu Baslr came
to him and he sent him back [i.e. to his people]." 150
Hanball jurists explain the meaning of honoring a covenant as If non believers call
for the restitution of anyone of them who became Muslim after a covenant had been
made, then the Imam should not prevent the non believers from getting the Muslim
back. On the contrary, the Imam should not force the Muslim to go back to them.
The Imam can, rather tell the Muslim confidentially to escape and fight against the
non-believers. Moreover, according to Hanball jurists, being in need, i.e. during the
weakness or the defeat of the Muslim country, is a condition for such a covenant.
Otherwise such a covenant is forbidden.151 They argue using the hadtfh in which it is
150 sahih. This is part of a lengthy hadtth related by Ahmad 4:323-326, and al-Bukhari in al-Shurut,
Chapter 'Conditions in Jihad no.2731 p.217; Abu Dawud 2765 p. 1429; Ibn Hibban, 11:216-226 no.
4872; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, 9:221-222; 'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'ani, al-Musannaf, 5:330 no.
9720.
151
See al-Hajjawi, Kashshafal-qina', 3:115.
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mentioned that when Abu Baslr came to the Prophet after the Hudaybiyah covenant
and the non-believers came asking for him the Prophet said to him: "Betrayal is not
allowed in our religion. You know what we have already covenanted them and may
Allah make a relief and an exit for you". So Abu Basir went back with two of the
non-believers. On their way, Abu Baslr was given a chance to kill one of them while
152 - -the other hardly fled..." etc. al-Shafi'I gives as a reason for his above-mentioned
view that such a Muslim might be misled and persecuted by the non-believers.
Therefore, it is allowed in cases where a person has a family or a tribe that can offer
153
him enough protection.
Al-Qarafi Ahmad b. Idrls (d. 684/1285) reports that Muhammad b.'All al-Mazari
(d.5 3 6/1141)154. said: If any of the men join us as a Muslim [i.e. after a covenant has
taken place] he should, honourably, be returned. This is with the exception of women
because Allah says: "You who have 'iman\ When women who have 'iinan come to
you as muhajirun, submit them to a test. Allah Has best knowledge of their 'man. If
155
you know they are mu'minun, do not return them to the kit/far." And also as for
152
It is a piece of a lengthy hadRh related by al-Bukharl, al-jami'al-sahlh, 2731-2732 p. 217-219.
153
See al-ShafTI, al- 'Urn, 4: ; Ibn Hajar Fath al-Barl, 5:349 ff.
154
See Ibn Khallikan Ahmad b. Muhammad (d. 681/1282), Wafayat al-a 'yan, 4:285, al-Dhahabl,
Siyar a'lam al-nubala', 20:104-107, Kahhalah, Mu'jam al-mu'allifih, 11:32.
155
al-Mumtahanah, 60:10
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their apostasy is more likely. It is also said that all [i.e. men and women] should not
be returned because of the honour of Islam."156
[Issue 77] A dhimmlis prohibited from settling in the Hijaz.
It is permissible according to Abu Hanlfah.
[186] (Tirmidhi): Ibn Jurayj, from Abu al-Zubayr, who heard Jabir saying:
'Umar said to me that he heard the Messenger of Allah saying: "I will expel
the Christians and the Jews from the Arabian Peninsula and I will not allow
157
anyone other than a Muslim."
Tirmidhi considered this to be sahih.
[Issue 78] Dilapidated or destroyed synagogues and churches are not to be
rebuilt.
This narration is the choice of Abu Sa'id al-Istakhri, and Ibn Abl Hurayrah
among the Shafl'Is.
From Ahmad also: It is allowed, as is the opinion of most of the jurists.
156
See al-Qarafi Ahmad b. 'Idns, al-Dhakhirah, 3:449.
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Also from him: What has decayed can be repaired.
[187] It is related from 'Umar in a marfu' form: "No church is to be built in Islam,
158
nor are any that are ruined to be renovated."
I [i.e. al-Dhahabl] say this is not sahih.
Scholars have differed regarding this issue. Three opinions have been related from
Imam Ahmad; one, mentioned by the author, that it is not permitted to rebuild
demolished buildings or to repair dilapidated ones and this is the preference of QadI
Abu Ya'la of the Hanbalites, and TaqI al-Din al-Subki of the Shafi'ites.159 The
second opinion is that building and repairing is allowed which is the opinion of some
Hanbalite scholars. The third opinion is that repairs are allowed but not building,
which is the opinion of the majority of the scholars of the Hanbalite school and is
well known of this school. The reason for distinguishing between repairing and
157 sahih. It was related by al-Tirmidhi In al-Siyar, Chapter 'Regarding expelling the Jews and
Christians from the Arabian Peninsula' no.1607 p.1817; Muslim 1767 p. 991; Abu Dawud 3030 p.
1451 and Ahmad 1:29.
158 da 'ifjiddan (very weak.) It was related by Ibn 'AdI, al-Kamil, 3:1199; Ibn Hayyan 'Abd Allah b.
Muhammad, Tabaqat al-muhaddithin bi Asbihan, 3:38 both from Sa'id b. Sinan al-Himsi, from Abu
al-Zahiriyyah, from Kathlr b. Murrah, from 'Umar. This isnad is very weak due to Sinan b. Sa'id who
was considered so by many hadSh jurists such as Ahmad, Ibn Ma'in, al-Bukhari and others. See also,
al-Dhahabl, Mizan al-'i'tidal, 2: 333-335.
159
See 'Fatawa' of al-Subki, 2:382-389.
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building is a dispute in considering building to be a continuation of a previous state
of affairs or to be the bringing about of a new state of affairs. Those who prohibited
building said that it was the creation of a place in which disbelief in Allah and evil
practices would take place and this is something upon which it has been agreed that it
is not permissible. Those who allowed it said that it was the continuation of a
previous state of affairs and that agreement had been reached about it with the
unbelievers and that they have been allowed to practise their religion and that this
was part of their religion and to maintain it is permissible whether that be repairing
churches and synagogues or building them if they were destroyed. This is the more
correct opinion and the evidence for it is the most powerful.
Islamic cities can be divided into three types: firstly, those founded by Muslims like
Basrah, Kufah, Baghdad, and Cairo where it is not permissible, by consensus of
jurists, to found churches or places of worship for non-Muslims. They argue using
the report related by way of Hanash,160 from Tkrimah, that Ibn 'Abbas said: "Every
land founded by Muslims should not have any synagogue or church built therein nor
should church bells be rung there, nor should swine flesh be sold there."161
160
Hanash is his epithet and his name is Hussayn b. Qays al-Rahabi. Ahmad, al-Nasa'i, al-Daraqutm,
and Ibn Hajar said that he is matruk. Seeal-DhahabI, Lisan al-Mhan, 2:69; and Ibn Hajar, al-Taqrlb,
p.249.
161 da 'if. It was related by Ibn Abl Shaybah, al-Musannaf, 6:467; 'Abd al-Razzaq, al-Musannaf 6:60;
and al-Bayhaql 9:201- 202.
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They also argue using the hadith of Ibn'Abbas that the Messenger of Allah said:
162
"There is to be no ikhsa' (emasculation) in Islam and no building of churches."
They also argue using what Sa'Id b. Sinan163 related from Ibn al-Zahiriyyah164, from
Kathlr b. Murrah, from 'Umar b. al-Khattab, that the Messenger of Allah said:
"Nochurch should be made in Islam nor should any dilapidated churches be
renewed."165
The second type of city is those conquered by Muslims by force. No church should
be build there by agreement, because it has become under the dominion of the
Muslims. It was asked whether churches should be destroyed therein. Malikites and
some Hanbalites said that they should not be destroyed, because the Prophetic
Companions conquered many lands by force and did not destroy any churches. The
existence of churches and synagogues in lands conquered by Muslims by force
testify to the correctness of this. Ibn Abl Shaybah related from Hafs b. Ghiyath, that
162
da'if. It contains 'Abd Allah b. Lahl'ah. Ibn Hajar considered this hadith to be da'jfm his 'al-
Dirayah/Ttakhrij ahadith al-hidayah' 2:130; and al-Zayla'I in his Nasab al-rayah, 3:453.
163
Sa'id b. Sinan, Abu Mahdl al-Hims! is matruk and was accused by al-Daraqutnl and others of
fabricating hadShs, although he was known for acts of worship and abstinence. See al-Dhahbl, 'Mhan
al-i'tidal' 2:333-335; and 'al-Kashif 1:438; and Ibn Hajar,'al-Taqrib' p.381.
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'Ubayy b. 'Abd Allah said: "A letter of'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz arrived saying: 'No
church should be destroyed nor any synagogue or house of fire which is part of a
peace treaty.
Some Shafi'ites and Hanbalites have said that it is compulsory to destroy them and
that the unbelievers are not permitted to remain with a church because it is now a
land owned by Muslims and it is not allowed that there be a synagogue there, as in
the lands founded by Muslims. The Hanafites have said that they are not to be
destroyed but that they should remain in their hands as dwelling houses but they are
prohibited from using them for worship.
The third type is those cities conquered by the Muslims peacefully. If the Imam
makes peace with them on the basis that the land belongs to them but that the kharaj
(land tax) to be paid to the Muslims, then they may build whatever they want of
churches in the opinion of the Hanafites, Malikites, and Hanbalites. It is also the
most correct in the Shafi'ite school, because the ownership and the abode belongs to
167them and they may do as they please there.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this study, I came to a number of significant results. These were:
1. The necessity to highlight the fiqh aspect of al-Dhahabl and to explain his
madhhab by editing some of his manuscripts where he abridged significant fiqh
books, like the abridgement of al-Muhalla of Ibn Hazm al-AndalusI. This need is
further felt in view of al-Dhahabi's eminent scholarship, his research impartiality and
his integrity ofjudgment.
2. The study has highlighted the tremendous effort exerted by the Muslim scholars,
especially the jurists and the scholars of hadith, to serve the Qur'an and the sunnah
and to explain the legal rules in both of them. These efforts have undoubtedly, had
their positive impact on human civilization, in terms of developing quite sound and
sophisticated methods of scientific research, investigation, debating, and
argumentation.
3. This study has also drawn our attention to the fact that when reading Islamic
jurisprudence, one must bear in mind that distinction should be made between things
that are part of Islamic sharpah and things that are part of Islamic jurisprudence.
Some issues are quite simply based on the two revealed sources of Islam, the Qur'an,
the sunnah, and the consensus of Muslim ummah (Ijma). Such issues and such rules
simply cannot be changed or altered. They are not subject to ijtihad or modification,
like the issue of tawhid (Unity of God), the obligation of prayers, the other pillars of
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Islam, and Islamic morals. On the other hand, there are fiqh issues, which represent
the various viewpoints of the jurists and the mujtahids. These are subject to
discussion and revision in accordance with the conditions and constraints well
defined in the fundamentals of Islamic Jurisprudence.
4. The comprehensive nature of the sharPah and its flexibility to suit all times and
all places. This because it embodies all that is needed by human societies in terms of
rules and laws which regulate all walks of life, like criminal laws (jinayat), penal
laws (hudud) and laws governing international relations (jihad & siyar).
5. The obligation of jihad, according to the Qufan sunnah and previous scholars'
consensus, is a non-controversial issue. Also non-controversial is its classification
into two categories: defensive jihad and offensive jihad. Both categories represent
highly rated physical and financial forms of worship in Islamic religion. Jihad in its
real concept will remain and will continue till the Day of Resurrection. However,
fulfilling the duty ofjihad should be done according to the situation of the Muslims
and their degree of strength or weakness.
6. Prior to discussing different fiqh matters, it should be noted that fiqh issues can
be divided into two main categories. The first category includes those issues that are
agreed upon. That is to say, they are not controversial or disputed areas of the faith,
such as the articles of faith and morals. The second category includes those issues
that are considered controversial with the resulting variant scholarly rulings. Such
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controversial issues can be further sub-divided into a further two categories. The first
relates to disagreement because on diversity and the second comprises disagreement
because of contradiction.
7. In this context, it should be noted that controversial opinions should not be
considered legitimate unless they have valid and reasonable evidence to support
them. When controversial issues are being discussed, it is essential in such situations
to adhere to the Islamic ethics of disagreement in order to avoid the ill consequences
of disagreement.
8. The Hanball school of law is placed between two other schools in terms of their
judicial judgment on fiqh issues. They take a moderate stand between the Zahri
school, which adheres to the literalism of the text, and the school of ra 'y (the opinion
people), which relies on reason and analogy rather than tradition. The Hanball school
then, in matters of Islamic rulings, adopt a stance that combines the text and the fiqh
of the hadfih.
9. On this basis, it is not acceptable to indict the Hanball school with extremism so
long as they provide valid evidence in their argument. In doing so, the Sharpah also
becomes tainted with the idea of extremism, and this, in and of itself, is a wholly
inappropriate and incorrect assertion.
10. This study demonstrates al-Dhahabi's talent of fiqh in addition to his sound
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knowledge of the science of hadkh. This study also reveals that al-Dhahabl was
amongst the moderate scholars. Although he adhered to the teachings of the Shafi'i
madhhab, he also assessed the Hanball books. On occasion, he agreed with the
Hanball rulings, whilst at other times he did not. This was, of course, due to his keen
evaluation of the evidence put forth in support of any ruling. Further, this illustrates
the extent to which al-Dhahabl was influenced by the Hanball madhhab. This was,
for the most part, due to the Hanball background of both his teachers and
contemporary learned colleagues.
11. In essence, the focus of this book was the prevailing controversial issues with
little written in the way of the issues which were agreed upon by consensus of the
scholars. Proportionately speaking, the controversial issues constitute only a small
percentage offiqh issues.
12. According to Islamic Shardah, religion plays a fundamental role in
distinguishing between either individuals or societies. In this regard, a Muslim has
more sanctity than the disbeliever, who is considered to be either dhimmiox harbl.
Moreover, lands of Islam have regulation and laws applied to them that differ from
those of lands of kufr. This is, generally speaking, agreed upon by the four madhhabs
regardless of their minor differences over the details of such status.
13. The consensus among the scholars from the four madhhabs is to divide all
countries into two categories, that of, Islamic countries and kufr countries.
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